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Foreword

It is with great pleasure to present to you this book on the ‘‘Functional Nanostructured Materials and Membranes for Water Treatment.’’ Nanomaterials are an
emerging area in science that demonstrated achievements occurring in the last two
decades. We can date its beginnings from the name, ‘nanotechnology’, which was
originally coined by Norio Taniguchi, a professor from Tokyo University of Science,
in 1974. The emergence of nanotechnology research appears to have come later
with the advent of the scanning tunnelling microscope in 1981 and the discovery of
fullerenes in 1985. So from that time, besides the concept, we acquired the capacity
to identify and characterise nanostructured materials, and this marks the start of
the ﬁeld of science dedicated to the nanoscale.
Nanotechnology is basically the ﬁeld of science involving the manipulation of
matter or theory at the atomic or molecular scale. In doing this, we have unearthed
in exciting new properties that can inﬂuence the wavelength of light, increase the
efﬁciency of catalysts, selectively diffuse small molecules, and even allow particles to
penetrate living cell membranes. It is interesting to note that the natural world has
been based on nanostructured materials throughout evolution, and thus, mankind
has just started to recognise the need for tools to explore properties of materials in 1
to 100 nm range. It is no wonder that governments around the world have invested
billions of dollars speciﬁcally in nanotechnology. While industries can harness the
different beneﬁts of such materials for energy, foods, mining and, electronics, this
book focuses on the advances for water treatment.
Water will always be an essential factor to our lives, and thus, there is an ongoing
cause for researchers undertaking efforts to secure sustainable water sources and
reduce water pollution. Water treatment is an area where I have spent much
of my career, principally in the ﬁeld of membrane science. During my work I
have explored membrane transport properties and fouling mechanisms, which
has contributed towards the underpinning science of the widespread membrane
technology in the water industry. This is quite remarkable for a technology that
was little heard of nearly half a century ago, and is recently one of the most widely
adopted water treatment technologies. Over the years, membrane technology has
involved working with nanostructured materials, although until now it has not
been considered as a branch of nanotechnology. Now researchers are turning to
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nanotechnology to address the challenges to a sustainable water future, and in
many cases this involves the marriage between nanotechnology and membrane
technology. Many of the contributors to this book are membrane scientists and
engineers who have the vision that membranes are an invaluable technology
in water treatment and it can be enhanced by nanotechnology. Conventional
membrane technology already includes a process of separating nano-dimensional
molecules known as Nanoﬁltration. This technique is commercially applied, for
example, to remove organic materials (e.g. natural organic matter or sugars)
from salts. However, a recently successful development that deliberately combines
membrane technology and nanotechnology is the inclusion of nanoparticles in
desalination membranes. This work, coming out of the birthplace of reverse
osmosis membranes, the University of California at Los Angeles in the USA, has
now entered the market as a commercial desalination membrane. The inclusion
of nanoparticles within the polymer structure of membranes has performance
and practical beneﬁts, that has also been explored in other forms of membranes,
including ultra and microﬁltration. While we see this activity rising rapidly into
commercialisation, this book also presents work in catalysis, sensing, adsorption,
membrane modiﬁcation, ion exchange, inorganic membranes, and nanoscale
modelling of membrane diffusion and interactions. Therefore, this book presents a
comprehensive overview of the progress in nanotechnology to enhance membranes
and other processes in water treatment. Whether you are an academic or working
in industry, scientist or engineer, student or professional, this book will have
relevance in your practice.
Professor Tony Fane
UNESCO Centre for Membrane Science and Technology
University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia
and
Singapore Membrane Technology Centre
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
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Series Editor Preface

The Wiley Series on New Materials for Sustainable Energy and Development

Sustainable energy and development is attracting increasing attention from the
scientiﬁc research communities and industries alike, with an international race to
develop technologies for clean fossil energy, hydrogen and renewable energy as well
as water reuse and recycling. According to the REN21 (Renewables Global Status
Report 2012 p. 17) total investment in renewable energy reached $257 billion in
2011, up from $211 billion in 2010. The top countries for investment in 2011 were
China, Germany, the United States, Italy, and Brazil. In addressing the challenging
issues of energy security, oil price rise, and climate change, innovative materials
are essential enablers.
In this context, there is a need for an authoritative source of information,
presented in a systematic manner, on the latest scientiﬁc breakthroughs and
knowledge advancement in materials science and engineering as they pertain to
energy and the environment. The aim of the Wiley Series on New Materials for
Sustainable Energy and Development is to serve the community in this respect.
This has been an ambitious publication project on materials science for energy
applications. Each volume of the series will include high-quality contributions from
top international researchers, and is expected to become the standard reference for
many years to come.
This book series covers advances in materials science and innovation for renewable energy, clean use of fossil energy, and greenhouse gas mitigation and
associated environmental technologies. Current volumes in the series are:
Supercapacitors. Materials, Systems, and Applications
Functional Nanostructured Materials and Membranes for Water Treatment
Materials for High-Temperature Fuel Cells
Materials for Low-Temperature Fuel Cells
Advanced Thermoelectric Materials. Fundamentals and Applications
Advanced Lithium-Ion Batteries. Recent Trends and Perspectives
Photocatalysis and Water Puriﬁcation. From Fundamentals to Recent
Applications
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Series Editor Preface

In presenting this volume on Functional Nanostructured Materials and Membranes
for Water Treatment, I would like to thank the authors and editors of this important
book, for their tremendous effort and hard work in completing the manuscript in a timely
manner. The quality of the chapters reﬂects well the caliber of the contributing authors to
this book, and will no doubt be recognized and valued by readers.
Finally, I would like to thank the editorial board members. I am grateful to their
excellent advice and help in terms of examining coverage of topics and suggesting
authors, and evaluating book proposals.
I would also like to thank the editors from the publisher Wiley-VCH with whom
I have worked since 2008, Dr Esther Levy, Dr Gudrun Walter, and Dr Bente Flier
for their professional assistance and strong support during this project.
I hope you will ﬁnd this book interesting, informative and valuable as a reference
in your work. We will endeavour to bring to you further volumes in this series or
update you on the future book plans in this growing ﬁeld.
Brisbane, Australia
31 July 2012

Gao Qing Max Lu
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1
Target Areas for Nanotechnology Development for Water
Treatment and Desalination
Mikel Duke, Raphael Semiat, and Dongyuan Zhao

It is of no surprise to many around the world that water is a priority research
area: water is one of the most fundamental elements of our existence. We use
water for drinking, cleaning, cooking, removing waste, recreation, manufacturing,
cooling, and so on. These uses have criteria related to the quality for its intended
purpose (e.g., drinking) and quality to minimize its harm to the environment when
it is disposed after use. To meet these criteria, there is nearly always a treatment
process that requires energy and chemicals. Our health and our environment
are signiﬁcant priorities. We have conﬂicting issues regarding energy usage and
chemicals that lead to pollution and harmful by-products associated with their
production, delivery, and disposal; hence, we need to minimize the usage of those
resources while improving water quality and counter the risk of human illness
or the damage to our ecosystems. This is therefore, the motivation for innovative
technologies for water treatment: reduced energy and chemicals use. Of course
this must be achieved at low cost.

1.1
The Future of Water Treatment: Where Should We Target Our Efforts?

Many research endeavors ranging from fundamental to applied, typically address
speciﬁc issues and aim to make improvements based on relative measures. For
example, we can report improvements to new types of materials to remove
microcystin, or we can, for the ﬁrst time, apply a commercial ceramic membrane
to ﬁlter an industrial waste. But what in common drives such efforts, and where
is all this heading in terms of the greater needs of the society for low energy, safe,
and reliable water?
Technologies that are used for water treatment include adsorption, coagulation,
reaction, heating, and ﬁltration. These have the effect of removing or deactivating/converting unwanted elements, such as salt, organics, odors, microbes,
suspended solids, and toxins. The choice of technologies and the required removal
varies considerably around the world, driven by speciﬁc quality needs or regulatory
requirements. Water treatment systems must
Functional Nanostructured Materials and Membranes for Water Treatment, First Edition.
Edited by Mikel Duke, Dongyuan Zhao, and Raphael Semiat.
 2013 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2013 by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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• reliably provide water ﬁt for its intended purpose (e.g., drinking water) and
• collect contaminated water (by humans and/or industry) and remove harmful
components before its release to the environment or reuse.
The connection between these points (i.e., closing the loop) increases as technologies become more efﬁcient, reliable, and available. Ideally, we might like to take
any water source, regardless of its contamination, and convert it directly to drinking
quality water. This is known as direct potable reuse and has many incentives for a
future with sustainable water [1]. This pathway to adopting such treated wastewaters for applications that include human contact (irrigation, drinking, washing,
etc.) will involve not only efﬁcient technologies but also evidence of their reliability
and is thus another measure from an innovative solution.
The argument for direct potable reuse is that it is far less energy and resource
intensive than indirect potable reuse (i.e., holding the water in a large ‘‘diluting’’
body such as a reservoir before reusing). But under increasing economic, energy,
and environmental pressures, we foresee that recent developments based on
nanotechnology, which might take at least ﬁve years to come to market, are likely
to become part of a future headed toward direct potable reuse systems. This might
give some thought to how researchers might like to steer their work. For example,
energy saving systems that produce high-quality water safely and reliably will be
likely successes. The alternative to this is treating water that is ‘‘ﬁt for purpose,’’ – it
meets the minimum requirements for another purpose such as direct (nonpotable)
reuse – for example, desalination of saline waste for reuse in an industrial boiler.
Such opportunities require less public and government acceptance to engage (and
are indeed already underway), but there must be a convenient user of this water to
make ﬁt-for-purpose treatment viable. So it appears that for technologies emerging
in the next decade, we should aim to provide solutions that support the ﬁt-forpurpose agenda, when the market for the water is known. Therefore, efforts that
bring the costs and environmental impacts down to reliably deliver water for our
direct consumption are most worthwhile.
In this book, we present nine chapters focused entirely on technology approaches
to improve water quality. All of them essentially and ultimately aim to achieve ﬁtfor-purpose, or even direct potable reuse, aligning with the future demands of
the water industry. Speciﬁcally, the contributions have routes in nanotechnology
respecting that the chemistry, materials, and thinking at this scale offers new
opportunities for future water treatment. The technologies considered harness
functions such as catalysis, sensing, diffusion, and adsorption.

1.2
Practical Considerations for Nanotechnology Developers

Any new nanotechnology that demonstrates virtue for water treatment must
undergo a rigorous process to validate its full commercial and environmental
potential. We have listed the following considerations/questions that should be

1.3 The Water Treatment Market for New Nanotechnology

determined/answered at the earliest phases of development to facilitate its success
as a water treatment solution:
• Nanoparticles cannot reach people, animals, or the environment.
• No new hazardous by-products are inadvertently created.
• Unwanted materials and by-products (if created) are completely removed or
mineralized.
• Is reaggregation of nanoparticles going to occur? Is this a problem?
• Is the process that must be installed to harness the nanotechnology simple? Can
untrained people use it? Is it expensive?
On top of these speciﬁc considerations, the work must also consider the broader
implications:
• Does the new treatment solve the problem or generate a new one?
• What is the fate of the contaminants – can we completely destroy them? Recover?
Or maybe they are returned to the environment? What is the cost?
We propose that the aforementioned points be considered in any future research
and in turn publications to be considered when weighing up if their nanotechnology
is on the right path to becoming a practical water treatment process. As you will
see in the following contributions from the authors’ areas of expertise, there has
been a focus on the new technologies in working toward real needs in the water
industry.

1.3
The Water Treatment Market for New Nanotechnology

Clearly, with the recent scientiﬁc developments in the last decade in the ﬁeld
of nanotechnology, these aspire to commercial use. But how big is this market
expected to be? A report published in early 2011 by BCC Research [2] looked at the
current market status of nanotechnology applied to water treatment and forecasts
its growth. In 2010, they estimated the market (in US dollars) for nanostructured
products used in water treatment to be $1.4 billion. By 2015, they expected this to
grow to $2.2 billion. Interestingly, this was mostly conﬁned to established products
including membrane technology, which is categorized as nanobased (reverse
osmosis, nanoﬁltration, and ultraﬁltration). Of the nine original contributions to
this book, six are based on membrane technology, aligning with the signiﬁcance of
membranes picked up by the market report. For emerging nanomaterials such as
nanoﬁber ﬁllers, carbon nanotubes, and nanoparticles alone the market estimate
was $45 million in 2010, but is expected to grow rapidly to $112 million by 2015.
We have pointed out that researchers should target their efforts at achieving
potable water quality, or at best a signiﬁcant and deﬁned ﬁt-for-purpose application.
At the same time, this should be done with demonstrated opportunities for cost
reduction, energy savings, and chemical reduction while no other consequences
emerge as a result. With these taken into account, successful nanotechnologies are
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expected by economists to experience growth in the sales in the next ﬁve years.
Therefore, it seems safe to say that it is an exciting time for scientists and engineers
to develop new technologies and theories as it is certain that the market will take
them up in future. We are currently at the phase where science is demonstrating
the concepts proposed, but there is still a lot of work ahead in terms of measuring
the performance and economic potential in real application.

1.4
Purpose of This Book

There are a multitude of agendas for improving desalination and water recycling
deployment, for example, demand management, public perception, ‘‘simple’’
solutions, and of course new technologies. None of these will solve our water issues
alone, but in this book, we focus on new technologies and thinking that have been
borne out by exploring at the nanoscale, which has emerged only in the last decade
from fundamental level research. The chapters presented in this book cover the
major areas where nanotechnology has shown promise in addressing the issues in
water treatment that are understood by industry.
In Table 1.1, we broadly divide water treatment into the three categories: pollutant
removal, detection/monitoring, and desalination. Many water treatment efforts can
be deﬁned under these categories for relatively simple purposes as shown. Some
of the chapters spread across these categories (e.g., desalination and pollutant
removal). It is interesting to point out that despite these broad and highly differing
purposes, the concepts behind the technology share a lot in common, such as
catalysis, adsorption, materials engineering, colloidal chemistry, and molecular
diffusion. These are well-known scientiﬁc pillars of nanotechnology. Therefore,
the purpose of this book is not only to demonstrate working nanotechnological
solutions for major water treatments but also to highlight the common sciences
and achievements that bring about such solutions.
In the chapters, we show how nanotechnology leads us to develop new materials, improving existing technologies (e.g., membranes), and to enhance our
understanding of complex processes (e.g., molecular simulations). Developing
new materials from the bottom up offers new and exciting opportunities for
efﬁciency improvements yet unseen by industry. Such materials are included
in Chapters 2–4. Improving existing technologies is part of Chapters 5–9. For
example, membrane technology has been successfully deployed at full scale for
water ﬁltration and desalination, but limitations are being realized through the
ongoing issues related to fouling. Also, as current technologies such as membranes
move into more challenging water treatment areas, these issues will become cost
prohibitive. So the priority in research is to explore ways to enhance membrane
life and performance by way of improved fouling tolerance and durability without
compromising on the essential ﬂux and selectivity features. We also broaden the
thinking of nanotechnology beyond materials developing in Chapter 10, where
nanodimension modeling gives fresh insight into molecular diffusion, interaction

1.5 Concluding Remarks
The purposes of each water treatment category aligned to the chapters presented
in this book and the nanotechnology concepts applied.

Table 1.1

Category

Purpose

Chapters in this book Nanotechnology concepts applied

Pollutant
removal

Prevent
micropollutants
released to
environment.
Improve water
quality for reuse.

Chapter 2
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Chapter 10

Detection/
monitoring

Chapter 3
Rapid and speciﬁc
water quality
monitoring.
Improved
performance of water
treatment systems.

Desalination

Access abundant
ocean water
resource. Improve
water quality for
reuse.

Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 9
Chapter 10

Catalysis, adsorption,
materials design, surface
chemistry, colloidal
chemistry, molecular
diffusion, and molecular
dynamics.
Catalysis, adsorption,
materials design, surface
chemistry, colloidal
chemistry,
electromaterials, and
optical physics.
Adsorption, materials
design, surface
chemistry, colloidal
chemistry,
electromaterials,
molecular diffusion, and
molecular dynamics.

chemistries, and fouling mechanisms. This not only contributes new science but
also offers new approaches to manage plant operation to gain better performance
of our current membrane technologies.

1.5
Concluding Remarks

We have identiﬁed that ﬁt-for-purpose, and ultimately direct potable reuse, should
be on the minds of nanotechnology researchers when developing their technologies
for likely uptake in no less than ﬁve years. The chapters in this book cover most
of the global efforts underway to bring about these water treatment agendas. The
authors of this book were identiﬁed when the book was conceived to provide expert
contributions from their ﬁeld, but we duly acknowledge that more nanotechnology
research is being carried out beyond what has been published here particularly as
the ﬁeld is in a state of rapid growth with creative minds continually emerging with
new ideas.
Finally, we would like to make a mention of the current state of the world in which
this book was written, which has given priority to water treatment research. At
the time of writing, the world was undergoing major economic issues, speciﬁcally
the Global Financial Crisis. This had a direct consequence to funding research
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that addresses our need for improving environmental and economic sustainability.
Despite the uncertainty in global economies, climate change was recently accepted
by politicians while society begins to witness never before weather activities such as
severe and prolonged water scarcity and pollution. This is compounded by the rapid
intensiﬁcation of mining, resource extraction, and manufacturing that presents
new water treatment challenges. So with the achievements in the fundamental
science giving rise to nanotechnology in the last decade, now is an exciting time
to drive emerging nanotechnology solutions to practically solve our most critical
issues.
Whether you are an engineer or a scientist, a student, or working in industry
or research, we hope this book serves your needs and gives you a comprehensive
picture of the emerging nanotechnology and associated sciences now being applied
to water treatment.
References
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Destruction of Organics in Water via Iron Nanoparticles
Hilla Shemer and Raphael Semiat

2.1
Introduction

Nanotechnology is expected to become a key component of future technologies.
The following chapter focuses on degradation of organic pollutants by advanced
oxidation processes (AOPs) catalyzed by nanoiron particles as well as nanoscale
zero-valent iron (nZVI) and nZVI-based bimetallic nanoparticles (BNPs). Nanoparticles (NPs) have a large surface-to-volume ratio compared to other bulk materials,
making them more reactive compared to their microsized counterparts. This characteristic also makes them excellent catalysts. Although particle size is an important
consideration, many other factors such as geometry, composition, oxidation state,
and chemical/physical environment can play a role in determining the nanoparticles’ reactivity. Besides increased reactivity, nanoscale particles have the additional
advantage of being relatively easily incorporated into support structures, potentially without signiﬁcantly altering their reactivity. This broadens their potential
applications.
Metallic nanoparticles are kinetically stable, because thermodynamics favors
the formation of structures with a high surface/volume ratio, and consequently
the bulk metal represents the lowest energy. In order to increase their stability,
reactivity and/or mobility stabilizers are required to prevent the agglomeration of
the nanoclusters by providing a steric and/or electrostatic barrier between particles.
In addition, the stabilizers play a crucial role in controlling both the size and shape of
the nanoparticles. Other possibilities to increase nanoparticles’ stability, reactivity,
and/or mobility include combination with other metals (such as bimetallic ironbased nanoparticles), support materials (such as activated carbon and zeolites), or
embedding of the particles in organic membranes (i.e., emulsiﬁed nZVI).
Advances in nanoscience provide opportunities for developing nanoparticles with
high activities for energetically challenging reactions, high selectivity to valuable
products, and extended life times. The control of nanoparticle size and morphology
represents a crucial goal to achieve in order to tune the physical properties
of nanomaterials, which will enable full-scale implementation of environmental
remediation.
Functional Nanostructured Materials and Membranes for Water Treatment, First Edition.
Edited by Mikel Duke, Dongyuan Zhao, and Raphael Semiat.
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2.2
Nanoparticles as Catalysts

A catalyst is a substance that increases the rate of a chemical reaction by reducing
the required activation energy, yet is left unchanged by the reaction. Nanocatalysts
represent the convergence of catalysts with nanotechnology, which is concerned
with the synthesis and functions of materials at the nanoscale range (<100 nm)
[1]. In a sense, all catalysis is in the nanoscale, as it involves chemical reactions at the nanoscale. However, in this chapter, a nanocatalyst is deﬁned as a
substance with catalytic properties that has nanoscale dimensions. An important
feature of nanomaterials is that their surface properties can be very different
from those shown by their macroscopic or bulk counterparts [2]. NPs have a
large surface-to-volume ratio compared to other bulk materials. This characteristic
makes them excellent catalysts. Although particle size is an important consideration, many other factors such as geometry, composition, oxidation state, and
chemical/physical environment can play a role in determining NP reactivity. However, the exact relationship between these parameters and NP catalytic performance
may be system dependent and is yet to be laid out for many nanoscale catalysts.
Nevertheless, it is recognized that the enhanced catalytic activity and selectivity
observed for small NPs is a combination of several factors acting in parallel.
For instance, with decreasing NP size, the surface-to-volume ratio increases, resulting in a larger number of low-coordinated atoms available for interaction
with chemical adsorbates. The distinct electronic properties of such sites are also
expected to play a role in chemical reactivity, for example, by facilitating the
dissociation of reactants or by stabilizing intermediate reaction species. Another
parameter that plays a vital role in catalysis is the roughness of surface. Enhanced
chemical activity has been observed for stepped surfaces as compared to smooth
surfaces [3].
From a catalytic point of view, at the nanoscale, the reactivity of the active sites
is inﬂuenced by the surrounding environment at a supramolecular level. This
environment drives the local adsorption/desorption of reactants and products;
for instance, local pH around the active site can be different from the bulk pH
depending on the characteristics of the catalytic cavities. For this reason, adequate
tuning of catalysts at the nanoscale level would allow enhancement of the catalytic
properties. The nanosized catalytic materials are assembled at the microscale with
the aim of obtaining optimal spatial distribution and catalyst composition in a ﬁnal
macrostructured catalyst (e.g., pellets, membranes, monoliths, and foams) [4]. A
heterogeneous catalyst (i.e., the catalyst is in a different phase from the reactants)
is characterized mainly by the relative amounts of different components (active
species, physical and/or chemical promoters, and supports), shape and size, pore
volume and distribution, and surface area. The nature of the active species is always
the most important factor. Heterogeneous nanocatalysts are found both in colloidal
and supported forms.

2.2 Nanoparticles as Catalysts

2.2.1
Colloidal Nanoparticles

Colloidal nanoparticles are used as catalyst in which the nanoparticles are ﬁnely
dispersed in the aqueous solution. Colloidal nanoparticles tend to aggregate. The
speciﬁc surface area of highly aggregated nanoparticles is likely to be very different
from the speciﬁc surface area of dispersed nanoparticles. This is of importance
mainly with respect to the determination of the reactive surface area and reactive
sites on the particle surface. Aggregation of nanoparticles is difﬁcult to avoid under
environmental conditions. Therefore, in order to prevent aggregation, colloidal
nanoparticle solutions are often stabilized. A good stabilizer is one that protects
the nanoparticles during the catalytic process but does not passivate the surface
of nanoparticles resulting in loss of nanoparticle catalytic activity (passivation
is the formation of a nonreactive surface ﬁlm). Accordingly, the preference of
stabilizers should meet two challenges: (i) the development of methods for stabilizing nanoparticles by eliminating aggregation without blocking most of the
active sites on the nanoparticle surfaces or otherwise reducing catalytic efﬁciency
and (ii) controlling nanoparticle size, shape, and size distribution [5]. Some of the
common stabilizers include polymers, block copolymers, dendrimers, surfactants,
and other ligands. Transition-metal colloids are the most used nanocatalysts as a
large number of atoms are present in the nanoparticle surface.
When compared with microparticles, nanoscale-based particles have higher
reactivity because of their high speciﬁc area and more reactive surface sites.
Their ability to remain in suspension enables injection of the nanoparticles into
contaminated soils, sediments, and aquifers. Yet, owing to their tendency to
form aggregates, it is difﬁcult to maintain them in a suspension. Support of the
nanoparticles may inhibit aggregation as well as increase their transport [6].
2.2.2
Supported Nanoparticles

According to the most common preparation procedures, the supported catalysts
can be classiﬁed as follows [4]:
• Supports where the catalyst is generated as a new solid phase (e.g., precipitation, sol–gel). The formation and precipitation of a crystalline solid occurs by
supersaturation with physical (e.g., variations in temperature) or chemical (e.g.,
addition of bases or acids) perturbations of a solution, formation of stable small
particles by nucleation and growth by agglomeration of those particles. The
sol–gel method consists of the transformation of a solution into a hydrated solid
precursor (hydrogel). This method has gained importance because of a better
control of different properties such as texture and homogeneity.
• Impregnated catalysts where the active phase is introduced or ﬁxed on a preexisting solid (e.g., impregnation, ion exchange, adsorption, deposition–precipitation,
and chemical- or physical-vapor deposition). Impregnation is based on the contact between the solid support and a certain volume of solution, which contains
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the precursor of the active phase. The method is called wet impregnation when
an excess of solution is used and incipient wetness impregnation if the volume is equal or slightly less than the pore volume of the support. The ion
exchange method is based on the replacement of ions on the surface of a support
by electrostatic interactions. Adsorption consists in the controlled attraction of a
precursor contained in an aqueous solution by charged sites on the support. In the
deposition-precipitation method, slurries are formed and the precipitation occurs
in interaction with a support surface by addition of an alkali solution. The most
common method of preparing heterogeneous transition-metal nanocatalysts is
by adsorption onto the support.
The prepared solids are separated from the mother liquor by ﬁltration, decantation, and/or centrifugation, usually washed with distilled water (or speciﬁc organic
solvents) for complete removal of impurities, and submitted to thermal treatments
(e.g., drying and calcination-heating). After calcination, modiﬁcation of the nature
and/or structure of the phases stabilization of mechanical properties occurs. The
substrates used as support for the nanocatalyst include silica, alumina, titanium
dioxide, polymeric support, and carbon. The carbon support of choice is activated
carbon, followed by carbon black and graphite [7]. The support materials stabilize
metal catalysts against sintering at high reaction temperatures. Some support
materials, especially reducible oxides, can also promote the activity and selectivity
of active metal catalysts. Many innovations have been made in designing nanostructured support materials. One example is the use of carbon nanotube–inorganic
oxide hybrid nanoparticles as a support for phase-transfer reactions (reactants
and products are in different phases) to simplify the separation and puriﬁcation
processes. These hybrid nanoparticles are amphiphilic and stabilize water–oil
emulsions. The metal catalysts, immobilized on the hybrid support, preferentially
stay at the water–oil interface, where catalytic phase-transfer reactions happen. The
emulsions are extremely stable and can be easily separated from the biphasic liquid
by a simple ﬁltration. The recycled hybrid nanoparticles can be reused without any
special treatment [8].

2.3
Advanced Oxidation Processes

NPs can be coupled with AOPs to carry out degradation of organics. AOPs
refer speciﬁcally to processes in which oxidation of organic contaminants occurs
primarily through reactions with hydroxyl radicals. AOPs involve two stages of
oxidation.
1) Formation of strong oxidants (e.g., hydroxyl radicals (•OH)) and
2) Reaction of these oxidants with organic contaminants in water.
The reactive radicals are capable of decomposing a wide range of organic
compounds. Depending on the structure of the organic compound in question,

2.3 Advanced Oxidation Processes

different reactions may occur including hydrogen atom abstraction, electrophilic
addition, electronic transfer, and radical–radical interactions [9].
AOPs can be applied to fully or partially oxidize pollutants, usually using a combination of oxidants. In brief, Fenton process consists of hydrogen peroxide (H2 O2 )
and iron as catalyst (H2 O2 /Fe2+ (Fe3+ )); ozonation is based on the strong oxidant
properties of ozone (O3 ). Ozone is mostly used in conjunction with hydrogen peroxide and/or ultraviolet (UV) irradiation. Photocatalysis uses the photonic activation
of the catalyst via light irradiation, producing reactive electron–holes (UV/TiO2 ).
UV light combined with hydrogen peroxide (UV/H2 O2 ) is based on photolysis of
the peroxidic bond of hydrogen peroxide by absorption of the UV irradiation. The
most efﬁcient hydroxyl radical yields are obtained when shortwave UV wavelengths
(200–280 nm) are used. In catalytic wet oxidation (CWO), the pollutant molecules
are oxidized with pure oxygen or air at elevated temperatures (130–250 ◦ C) and
pressures (5–50 bar). Other AOPs include sonolysis, which consists of the ultrasonically induced acoustic cavitation and electrochemical oxidation, which produces
large amounts of hydroxyl radicals directly in water. Each technology requires a
different catalytic material as well as the optimization of their catalytic properties.
The efﬁciency of the various AOPs depends both on the rate of generation
of the free radicals and on the extent of contact between the radicals and the
organic compound. It is assumed that a combination of oxidants results in better
degradation rates and efﬁciencies as compared to single-oxidant processes. This
assumption relies on [10]
• the similarity between the mechanisms of destruction (radical oxidation) of the
different processes;
• the enhancements in the rate of generation of free radicals using combined
methods; and
• the synergy among the methods to minimize the drawbacks of individual
methods.
Catalyst loading, solution pH, and substrate concentration/nature are variables
that should be considered among all the different catalytic-AOPs. Other parameters
are speciﬁc for each process. Of importance are the oxygen partial pressure and the
temperature in CWO, diffusion efﬁciency of gaseous O3 into the treated water in
ozonation, the light intensity in photocatalysis, and the ratio between Fe and H2 O2
in the Fenton process. An appropriate catalyst of AOPs is the one that shows the
highest level of pollutant mineralization (to carbon dioxide and water) or pollutant
degradation to less toxic/refractory compounds. It is important to note that the
environmental risk posed by a contaminant is not necessarily decreased by its
degradation. The oxidation by-products may be more toxic or lengthen/enhance
the harmful effect of a contaminant. Catalyst deactivation must be taken into
consideration as well, being normally due to sintering, poisoning of active sites,
dissolution of active components to the liquid phase (leaching), or fouling of the
catalyst surface as a result of deposition of reaction intermediates [4]. The fate of
the residual oxidants (if exist) and by-products as well as the cost including energy
consumption should also be considered. For example, the heating of 1 m3 of water
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to 10 ◦ C consumes about 1 kg of fossil fuel. Augmentation of the pressure utilizes
additional energy. Although energy recycle is often implemented, in processes
such as CWO in which temperature and pressure are increased up to 250 ◦ C and 50
bar, respectively, the issue of energy consumption should be properly considered.
2.3.1
Fenton-Like Reactions

Fenton-like reactions are deﬁned as combination of hydrogen peroxide with ferric
ions or other transition metals. The optimum pH for the homogeneous Fenton and
Fenton-like processes ranges between 2 and 4. Yet, heterogeneous solid catalysts
can mediate Fenton-like reactions over a wide range of pH values because Fe(III)
species are immobilized within the structure and in the pore/interlayer space of
the catalyst. As a result, the catalyst can maintain its ability to generate hydroxyl
radicals from hydrogen peroxide, and iron hydroxide precipitation is prevented
[11–13].
Solid nanocatalysts proﬁle has been proposed to include [1]
•
•
•
•
•

high activity in terms of pollutant removal;
marginal leaching of active cations;
stability over a wide range of pH and temperature;
high hydrogen peroxide conversion with minimum decomposition; and
reasonable cost for practical applications.

In comparison with their microsized counterparts, nanoparticles show higher
catalytic activity because of their large speciﬁc surface where catalytically active sites
are exposed [13]. For example, Kwon et al. [14] evaluated two iron-oxide catalysts
for the oxidation of carbon monoxide and methane at low temperatures. One of
the materials (NANOCAT) had an average particle size of 3 nm and a speciﬁc
surface area of 250 m2 g−1 , whereas the other material (Fe2 O3 PVS) had an average
particle size of 300 nm and a surface area of 4 m2 g−1 . Although both catalysts were
effective, the nanocatalyst showed superior activity. Valdés-Solı́s et al. [15] have
developed a new catalyst for the Fenton-like reaction using nanosized particles with
a high surface area. These solid nanocatalysts showed high catalytic activity over
a wide range of pH values (6–13) and H2 O2 concentrations (0.005–3 M). Their
high reactivity was attributed to the active sites located on the surface. As such,
they have a low diffusional resistance, and are easily accessible, to the substrate
molecules.
2.3.1.1 Iron Oxide as Heterogeneous Nanocatalyst
Nanoscale iron oxides were reported to be effective catalysts of the Fenton reaction.
Zelmanov and Semiat [16] showed that the rate of degradation of ethylene glycol
and phenol degradation by iron(III) oxide nanoparticles was up to 35 times higher
than that of homogeneous photo-Fenton reaction.
Lim et al. [17] reported a highly active heterogeneous Fenton catalyst using
iron-oxide nanoparticles immobilized to alumina coated mesoporous silica.

2.3 Advanced Oxidation Processes

Fenton reactions can be catalyzed by dissolved iron from the iron oxide nanoparticles or by the oxide itself, which acts as a heterogeneous catalyst. Iron oxides
in general are compounds with low to very low solubility. The driving force for
iron oxide dissolution is the extent of undersaturation with respect to the oxide.
Undersaturation is thus a requirement for dissolution as is supersaturation for
precipitation. The factors that inﬂuence the rate of dissolution of iron oxides are
the properties of the reaction system (temperature and UV light), the composition
of the solution phase (pH, redox potential, concentration of acids, reductants,
and complexing agents), and the properties of the oxide (speciﬁc surface area,
stoichiometry, crystal chemistry, crystal habit, and the presence of defects or guest
ions). Models that take all of these factors into account are not available. In general,
only the speciﬁc surface area, the composition of the solution, and in some cases the
tendency of ions in solution to form surface complexes are considered. Figure 2.1
shows schematically, the activation energies (E a ) of the various steps of iron oxide
dissolution by protonation; as the detachment step is rate limiting, it is assigned
the highest E a [18].
A mechanism of hydrogen peroxide decomposition on iron oxides surface
(≡Fe(III); such as goethite, hematite, and ferrihydrite) was described by Kwan and
Voelker [19], according to Equations 2.1–2.3, assuming that an Fe(III) site identical
to that present in Equation 2.1 is regenerated by Equation 2.3.
≡ Fe(III) + H2 O2 →≡ Fe(III)H2 O2

(2.1)
+

≡ Fe(III)H2 O2 →≡ Fe(II) + HO2 + H

≡ Fe(II) + H2 O2 →≡ Fe(III) + HO + OH
•

(2.2)
−

(2.3)

The generation rate of hydroxyl radicals was found to be proportional to the
product of [H2 O2 ] and iron oxide surface area. This is consistent with a mechanism
whose rate-limiting step involves H2 O2 sorbed on the iron oxide surface. Hence,
if Equation 2.2 is the rate-limiting step, then the rate of HO• production will be
proportional to the concentration of ≡Fe(III)H2 O2 .
Lin and Gurol [20] proposed a more detailed mechanism with its simpliﬁed form
presented by Equations 2.4–2.8 (it should be noted that Equations 2.4 and 2.5 are
unbalanced).


(2.4)
≡ Fe(III) − OH + H2 O2 ↔ H2 O2 s


•
(2.5)
H2 O2 s → ≡ Fe(II) + HO2 + H2 O
≡ Fe(II) + H2 O2 → ≡ Fe(III) − OH + HO•
•

HO2 ↔

O2−
•

+

+ H

(2.6)
(2.7)

≡ Fe(III) − OH + HO2 /O2− → ≡ Fe(II) + H2 O/HO− + O2
•

•

(2.8)

According to this mechanism, the reactions are initiated by the formation of a
precursor surface complex of H2 O2 with the oxide surface. (H2 O2 )s in Equation 2.4
represents the surface species of hydrogen peroxide, which might hold an inneror an outer-sphere surface coordination. However, the progression of the reaction
is expected to be through the inner-sphere formation directly with the surface
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Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of the consecutive steps of dissolution by protonation
of iron oxides [18].

metal centers. The surface complex may undergo a reversible electron transfer,
which can be described as a ground-state electron transfer from ligand to metal
within a surface complex (Equation 2.5). The electronically excited state can be
deactivated through the dissociation of the peroxide radical (dissociation of the
successor complex), as shown by Equation 2.6. The peroxide radical is a very active
radical that can immediately react with other compounds. The reduced iron, being

2.3 Advanced Oxidation Processes

a reductant, can react with either H2 O2 or oxygen (Equation 2.7). The peroxide and
hydroxyl radicals produced during the reaction may react with Fe(III) and Fe(II)
sites on the surface according to Equation 2.8.
In terms of the overall reaction, it was concluded that both heterogeneous and
homogeneous oxidation of organic compounds occur simultaneously. While the
production of active radicals, initiated by hydrogen peroxide, involves the reductive
and nonreductive dissolution of iron oxide in heterogeneous processes, the iron
ions (Fe2+ , Fe3+ , and complex iron species) react with hydrogen peroxide in the solution (i.e., homogeneous processes). It was further suggested that the intermediates
derived from degradation of organic compounds (such as catechol and oxalic acid)
promote the dissolution of iron by reductive and nonreductive pathways. Therefore,
the reactivity of iron oxides in catalyzing organics degradation by hydrogen peroxide
relates also to the tendency of iron to be dissolved by oxidation intermediates [21].
A schematic description of organic compound degradation by iron oxides immobilized onto a solid support is presented in Figure 2.2. Initially, hydrogen peroxide
reacts with the iron oxide (≡Fe3+ ) to generate ≡Fe2+ , hydroperoxyl, and superoxide
anion radicals. Degradation of the organic compound is initiated by its reaction with
hydroxyl radicals formed by the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. The ≡Fe2+
is rapidly oxidized by excess hydrogen peroxide (Fenton reaction), and the iron ion
in the solution may be dissolved or in complexes with organic intermediates [21].
An important question regarding the H2 O2 /nFe oxides system is whether the
oxidation/reduction reactions on the oxide surface can transform the iron particles.
This transformation may lead to substantial changes in the surface characteristics
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Figure 2.2 Schematic description of organic compound degradation by iron oxides
immobilized onto solid support [21].
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of the mineral, resulting in a different kinetic behavior and decomposition rate
for H2 O2 (i.e., each iron oxide type have different surface reactivity). In addition,
iron oxide dissolution may reduce the total concentration of iron, changing the
mechanism of the reaction from being surface to solution based. This matter was
studied by Lin and Gurol [20] who found that the reactivity of iron oxide did not
vary over several weeks of operation. These results suggest that H2 O2 did not affect
the surface reactivity of the iron oxide as well as its structure. This was further
conﬁrmed by images of the iron oxide surface taken with an electron scanning
microscope prior and following exposure to H2 O2 , revealing no signiﬁcant change
in the iron oxide surface structure.
2.3.2
Photo-Fenton Reactions

The photo-Fenton reaction is rather similar to the Fenton one with the addition
of UV irradiation. Its effectiveness is attributed to the photolysis of Fe3+ in acidic
media yielding Fe2+ in conjunction with the reaction between Fe2+ and H2 O2 to
yield hydroxyl radicals (Fenton’s reaction). Different iron-containing catalysts can
be used for this process. First, bulk catalysts containing iron, such as hematite,
goethite, or magnetite, may be considered. A different approach is the incorporation
of iron into different supports, being zeolites, polymers, or carbon. The use of
heterogeneous solid supports catalysts is considered particularly beneﬁcial as very
often complete mineralization of the organic pollutant can be reached, along with
easy separation of the catalysts from the treated wastewater, not causing secondary
metal ion pollution [22]. Besides iron, other transition metals, such as copper, can
also catalyze the photo-Fenton reaction.
Of signiﬁcant importance in determining the performance of the photo-Fenton
reaction is the type of UV lamp used and its power. It is established that an increase
in the UV radiation intensity results in an enhanced catalytic activity. When the UV
intensity increases, a faster photoreduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+ is obtained resulting in
a higher regeneration rate of Fe2+ . Accordingly, more hydroxyl radicals are formed
resulting in higher mineralization [22].
Feng et al. [23] suggested a simple mechanism of immobilized nanoiron particles
catalysis of photo-Fenton reaction in which R is the organic compound and R* are
the reaction intermediates
≡ Fe(III) + hν ↔ ≡ Fe(II)
≡ Fe(II) + H2 O2 → ≡ Fe(III) + OH• + OH
∗

(2.9)
−

≡ R + OH • → ≡ R + OH• → CO2 + H2 O

(2.10)
(2.11)

The chain of reactions is initiated by the photoreduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II)
under UV irradiation. Then, the Fe(II) accelerates the decomposition of H2 O2
in solution, generating highly oxidative hydroxyl radicals, whereas it is oxidized
by H2 O2 into Fe(III) (Fenton’s reaction). The generated hydroxyl radicals attack
the adsorbed organic molecules, giving rise to reaction intermediates. Finally,

2.3 Advanced Oxidation Processes

the reaction intermediates are mineralized into CO2 and H2 O. The role of the
adsorption of the organic molecules onto the nanoparticles and/or solid support
surface is still not clear, although some researchers claim that strong adsorption
of the organic reactant seems to be a necessary condition for the reaction to occur.
Thus, extremely poor degradation is expected for organic compounds exhibiting
no signiﬁcant chemisorption [22].
2.3.3
Nanocatalytic Wet Oxidation

CWO is a reaction involving an organic compound in water and oxygen over
a catalyst, either homogeneous or heterogeneous, at elevated temperatures and
pressures. As in the Fenton reaction, heterogeneous catalysis is considered more
efﬁcient owing to the stability of solid catalysts compared to homogeneous or colloidal ones. In addition, a homogeneous catalyst requires a subsequent separation
step, which is not required when a heterogeneous catalyst is used.
Platinum and ruthenium metals and cerium, titanium, manganese, and iron
oxides deposited on zeolites, alumosilicates, ceria, alumina, and different types
of carbon have been employed as catalysts in CWO reactions. Yet, the catalysts
based on the platinum group metals demonstrated the higher activities. The major
drawback of all these catalysts is their unstable character due to metal leaching [24].
Heterogeneous wet oxidation nanocatalysts should display the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•

high oxidation rates;
marginal leaching of active metal;
stability at acidic pH and high temperatures;
nonselectivity.

In CWO, an increase in temperature leads to a consequent increase in the
oxidation rate. Possible effects of oxygen partial pressure and catalyst loading in
a CWO reaction is presented in Figure 2.3, as a hypothetical behavior of the total
organic carbon (TOC) conversion in a generalized reaction system at constant
temperature. In the absence of a catalyst and increased oxygen partial pressure,
the TOC conversion is low for nondegradable organics. Without oxygen and in
the presence of a catalyst, some conversion can be achieved depending on the
nature of the catalytic material. Increasing both oxygen and catalyst loading, a
plateau of maximum efﬁciency can be observed in a region where changes in the
corresponding values do not affect the global conversion. Moreover, for higher
oxygen partial pressures, decrease in conversion is represented as well, in order to
account for the possible occurrence of over-oxidation by the catalyst. At a constant
oxygen partial pressure, decrease in conversion with higher amounts of catalyst
represents the eventual acceleration of the termination step mechanism by the
catalyst [4].
Nanocatalyst-based catalytic wet air oxidation (CWAO) has been studied for
the removal of phenolic compounds. The nanocatalysts included suspended iron
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Figure 2.3 Conversion of TOC as a function of catalyst loading and oxygen partial pressure
(PO2 ), in CWO [4].

nanoparticles and colloidal nanoclusters of SnO2 deposited on the surface of silica
nanosphere. The degree of phenol removal with these catalysts did not exceed
70%, while leaching and the potential application for reuse of the recovered
catalysts were not considered. But more importantly, these systems are considered
unstable and tend to coagulate during the catalytic reactions, leading to catalyst
deactivation [24]. Melero et al. [25] reported a nanocomposite of crystalline Fe2 O3
and CuO particles with mesostructured SBA-15 silica as an active catalyst for wet
peroxide oxidation processes. They found that the presence of copper prevents
the leaching of iron species and increased TOC degradation. Recently, Botas
et al. [26] prepared iron-containing catalysts on mesostructured SBA-15 silica and
nonordered mesoporous silica for the oxidation of phenol aqueous solution in a
catalytic ﬁxed bed reactor in the presence of hydrogen peroxide. Sulman et al. [24]
demonstrated that Pt-containing nanoparticles (size of 2.1–2.3 nm), synthesized
in the pores of hyper-cross-linked polystyrene, displayed very different catalytic
properties, in phenol CWAO, based on the amount of the incorporated Pt species
(Pt(0), Pt(II), and Pt(IV)). With observed shielding of the catalytic sites when the Pt
load was too high. Chemical oxygen demand (COD) removal ranged from 54 to 94%,
depending on the Pt content, at catalyst concentration of 5.15 × 10−3 mol(Pt) l−1 ;
phenol concentration of 0.44 mol l−1 ; temperature of 95 ◦ C; pressure of 0.1 MPa;
reaction time of 5 h; and oxygen ﬂow rate of 0.018 m3 h−1 .

2.4
Nano Zero-Valent Iron (nZVI)

Many different nanoscale materials have been explored for the remediation of
environmental contaminants, such as nanoscale zeolites, metal oxides, carbon
nanotubes and ﬁbers, enzymes, various noble metals (mainly as BNPs), and
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titanium dioxide [6]. Of these, nZVI is currently the most widely used for removal
of organic and inorganic contaminants. In this chapter, the discussion concentrates
only on organic compounds.
Zero-valent iron is a moderate reducing agent. In an aqueous medium, nZVI will
react with dissolved oxygen, water (Equations 2.11 and 2.12), and if present, with
other oxidants such as nitrate and possible organic and inorganic contaminants.
Owing to the redox reactions taking place, the application of nZVI results in an
increase in the pH and a decrease in the oxidation–reduction potential (ORP).
The consumption of oxygen further leads to an anaerobic environment while the
reduction of water yields hydrogen [6].
 
(2.12)
Fe0 (s) + 2H2 O(aq) → Fe2+ aq + H2(g) + 2OH− (aq)
2Fe0 (s) + 4H+ (aq) + O2(aq) → 2Fe2+ (aq) + 2H2 O(l)

(2.13)

The aforementioned equations are the classical electrochemical/corrosion reactions
by which iron is oxidized by exposure to oxygen and water. The corrosion reactions
can be accelerated or inhibited by manipulating the solution chemistry and/or solid
(metal) composition [27].
nZVI has a greater afﬁnity to reduce contaminants from aqueous solution by
virtue of its large surface area, with 2–5 nm particles having surface area of
approximately 142 m2 g−1 . The zero-valent iron surface area changes dramatically
below 10 nm (Figure 2.4). Qualitatively similar trends apply to related properties
such as the ratio of surface/bulk atoms and the fraction of particle volume composed
of a surface layer of ﬁnite thickness. While trends such as these exhibit ‘‘edges’’
that fall around 10 nm, the curves extend continuously to larger particle sizes. It
is in this region between 10 and 100 of nanometers that the nZVI is currently
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used in remediation applications. Even under laboratory conditions, particles
of nZVI tend to aggregate, producing clusters that may approach micrometers
in size. These considerations suggest that nZVI, and related materials that are
used in environmental remediation applications, will not exhibit the extraordinary
properties that apply to ‘‘true’’ nanosized particles and will behave in most respects
such as environmental colloids [28].
In addition to having an increased surface area, nanoscale metal particles have
high surface energies and thus are more reactive than would be expected from just
the increase in surface area [29].
As mentioned earlier, the greater reactivity of nanoparticles is generally attributed
to larger overall surface area, greater density of reactive sites on the particle surfaces,
and/or higher intrinsic reactivity of the reactive surface sites. Together, these factors
have produced three operationally distinct effects for nZVI [28]:
1)

Degradation of contaminants that do not react detectably with larger particles
of similar material (e.g., polychlorinated biphenyls).
2) More rapid degradation of contaminants that already react at useful rates
with larger particles (e.g., chlorinated ethylenes). The reaction rates of nZVI
were reported to be 25–30 times faster compared with granular iron [30] and
10–1000 times more reactive [31].
3) More favorable products from contaminants that are rapidly degraded by larger
materials but yield undesirable by-products (e.g., carbon tetrachloride).
Of these three types of reactivity effects, the second is noted most frequently.
Tratnyek and Johnson [28] suggested that the higher rate of organic degradation
by nZVI resulted from its high surface area and not from the greater abundance of
reactive sites on the surface or the greater intrinsic reactivity of surface sites. Yet,
the available data is inconclusive.
Apart from iron, zinc is the most extensively studied zero-valent metal. Zinc
(and tin) can degrade halogenated hydrocarbons faster and more completely than
iron, because of the greater reduction potential of zinc and its high hydrogen
overvoltage. Nevertheless, zinc reacts with oxygen to form passivating zinc oxides,
as the reactants cannot penetrate the passivating layer which then inhibits the
reactivity of the zinc. Iron oxides are nonpassivating, hence allowing the reactants
to penetrate the oxide layer and react with the active iron surface [32].
2.4.1
Synthesizing Methods

nZVI can be synthesized by several methods, with the most widely used method for
organics destruction purpose being the borohydrate reduction of Fe(II) or Fe(III)
ions in aqueous media. In this method, sodium borohydride (NaBH4 ) is added,
drop wise to a solution of Fe(II) or Fe(III) according to the following reaction [33]
Fe2+ + 2BH− + 6H2 O → Fe0 + 2B(OH)3 + 7H2 ↑

(2.14)

2.4 Nano Zero-Valent Iron (nZVI)

The particles produced by this method are referred to as Fe(B). Using this method,
amorphous nZVI are formed at a size of 10–100 nm with a mean size of 50 ± 15 nm
and a speciﬁc surface area of 10–50 m2 g−1 . The oxidative nature of Fe(B) nanoparticles was established by Liu et al. [34] in terms of total hydrogen generation. The
authors demonstrated the catalytic effect of Fe(B) nanoparticles in dechlorinating
trichloroethylene (TCE) by its ability to utilize the hydrogen generated in the
oxidation process.
Other nZVI production methods are as follows [31]:
• heating of iron pentacarbonyl to about 200–250 ◦ C. At this temperature, the
iron pentacarbonyl dissociates into nZVI and carbon monoxide. The size of the
nanoparticles formed in this reaction is ∼5 nm;
• crystalline type of nanoiron particles are produced by gas-phase reduction of
FeOOH. It has an average size of 70 nm with a surface area of 29 m2 g−1 . These
nanoparticles are coated by polymaleic or polyacrylic acid;
• milling of aggregates or microscale particles.
Iron particles produced by the varying methods differ in their structural conﬁgurations, size distribution, and surface area. Thus, they also have different reactivity
and aggregation properties [31].
Zero-valent iron is unstable under atmospheric conditions having the tendency
to form Fe2 O3 , Fe3 O4 , and FeOOH [35]. Therefore, nZVI synthesis is mostly
conducted under inert conditions or in the presence of solvents such as ethanol.
Yet, it was observed that nZVI particles consist of a zero-valent core and an oxide
shell (core–shell structure), while the surface characterization is not always clear.
For example, the Fe(B) surface (synthesized by Equation 2.14) was reported to
consist 5 nm and of FeOOH oxide shell [36], an iron–boron noncrystalline alloy
[33], and magnetite/maghemite (Fe3 O4 /γ-Fe2 O3 ) [37]. Liu et al. [34] showed that
Fe(B) surface contained mostly borate with some boride. The boron content could
affect the iron-nanoparticle properties and reactivity [30]. Aggregation into chain or
ﬂoc structure shell was also observed in these Fe(B) nanoparticles.
It is assumed that the reactivity of core–shell nanoparticles is driven by oxidation
of the zero-valent iron core because oxidation strongly depends on the particle size
when using an ultraﬁne particle passivation layer of oxide, or when a stable noble
metal shell is being applied to protect the iron nanoparticle from oxidation.
2.4.1.1 Emulsiﬁed Zero-Valent Iron
nZVI is efﬁcient in the destruction of chlorinated organic compounds. Yet, in
ﬁeld application, it has a limited mobility and needs to be in the presence
of water to promote reductive dehalogenation. The injection of nZVI into a
source zone of dense nonaqueous-phase liquid (DNAPL) thus only treats the
dissolved phase at the edges of the DNAPL. Emulsiﬁed zero-valent iron (EZVI)
was designed for in situ treatment DNAPLs. EZVI is composed of an iron core
(microparticles or nanoparticles) surrounded by water and packed in a droplet
surrounded by food-grade surfactants and biodegradable vegetable oil, which form
an oil–liquid membrane. The droplet is about 15 µm in diameter when using an
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nZVI-core. Laboratory studies indicated that a more stable and reactive emulsion
can be produced with smaller iron particles. The hydrophobic membrane allows
the DNAPL to diffuse through the membrane where it undergoes reductive
dechlorination by the nZVI in the aqueous phase [31]. It is also believed that the
ﬁnal degradation by-products from the dechlorination reaction are driven by an
increase in concentration inside the aqueous emulsion droplet to diffuse out into
the nonaqueous phase (oil and TCE), and then out into the surrounding aqueous
phase. While the zero-valent iron (ZVI) particles in the aqueous emulsion droplet
remain reactive, the chlorinated compounds are continually degraded within the
aqueous emulsion droplets, thus maintaining a concentration gradient across the
oil membrane and establishing a driving force for additional TCE migration into the
aqueous emulsion droplet, where additional degradation can occur. The primary
application of the EZVI technology is in the treatment of DNAPL source zones,
but it is also capable of treating dissolved-phase chemicals [38]. As EZVI is also
a DNAPL, it will move in the subsurface in the same way as the target DNAPL,
which increases the contact between the EZVI and the target DNAPL. Unlike other
reductive technologies, EZVI is capable of working in sites with high dissolved
oxygen or under saline conditions. The oil membrane around the iron particles
protects them from corrosion [31].
In addition to the abiotic degradation associated with the ZVI, the injection of
EZVI containing vegetable oil and surfactant will result in the sequestration of the
chlorinated ethenes into the oil and the biodegradation of dissolved chlorinated
ethenes. Chlorinated solvents will preferentially dissolve into the oil component
of the EZVI, thereby reducing the aqueous phase concentrations. The chlorinated
solvents may then be degraded by the ZVI in the EZVI. The vegetable oil and
surfactant can also act as electron donors to promote anaerobic biodegradation of
the chlorinated solvents. For example, if the amount of ZVI is not sufﬁcient to completely degrade all of the TCE in the source area to ethane, then the vegetable oil and
surfactant can act as a slow-release electron donor for biodegradation processes [38].
2.4.2
Degradation Mechanism

Nanoiron particles can reduce almost all halogenated hydrocarbons to benign compounds such as hydrocarbons, chloride, and water. A list of organic contaminants
that are transformed by nZVI is presented in Table 2.1.
There are two pathways for the degradation of chlorinated hydrocarbons by nZVI.
The ﬁrst is hydrogenolysis (C–Cl cleavage and C–H formation) through sequential
dehalogenation such as tetrachloroethene (PCE) to TCE to dichloroethylene (DCE)
to vinyl chloride (VC) to ethene. The second is β-elimination in which a chlorinated
ethene is converted into an ethyne group through the removal of Cl2 (TCE
to chloroacetylene to acetylene to ethene). The latter occurs in 70–90% of the
reactions with nZVI – primarily when the contaminant comes in direct contact
with the nZVI [6]. The organic pollutant must ﬁrst be adsorbed onto the iron
surface before any reaction can occur. Once sorbed, the highly electronegative
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Organic contaminants transformed by nanoiron particles [39].

Chlorinated methanes
Carbon tetrachloride (CCl4 )
Chloroform (CHCl3 )
Dichloromethane (CH2 Cl2 )
Chloromethane (CH3 Cl)

Halogenated ethenes
Tetrachloroethene (C2 Cl2 )
Trichloroethene (TCE; C2 HCl3 )
Dichloroethene (C2 H2 Cl2 )
Vinyl chloride (C2 H3 Cl)

Benzenes
Hexachlorobenzene (C6 Cl6 )
Pentachlorobenzene (C6 HCl5 )
Tetrachlorobenzene (C6 H2 Cl4 )
Trichlorobenzene (C6 H3 Cl3 )
Dichlorobenzene (C6 H4 Cl2 )
Chlorobenzene (C6 H5 Cl)
Nitrobenzene (C6 H5 NO2 )

Hexachloroethane (C2 Cl6 )
Trichloroﬂuoroethane (C2 FCl3 )
Dibromoethane (C2 H2 Br2 )
Trichlortriﬂuorethane (C2 Cl3 F3 )
Polychlorinated hydrocarbons
Polychlorinated biphenyl (PCBs)
Dioxins
Pentachlorophenol (C6 HCl5 O)

Pesticides
Dichloro diphenyl trichloroethane (DDT) (C14 H9 Cl5 )
Lindane (C6 H6 Cl6 )
Molinate (C9 H17 NOS)
Chrysoidine (C12 H13 ClN4 )
Tropaeolin O (C12 H9 N2 NaO5 S)

Others
2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene (TNT) (C7 H5 N3 O6 )
N-nitrosodimethylamine (C4 H10 N2 O)
Trichloroethane (C2 H3 Cl3 )
Dichloropropane (C3 H6 Cl2 )
Trichloropropane (C3 H5 Cl3 )

Trihalomethanes
Bromoform (CHBr3 )
Dibromochloromethane (CHBr2 Cl)
Dichlorobromomethane (CHBrCl2 )

chlorine substituents act as the electron acceptors while Fe0 serves as the electron
donor. The reaction of nZVI with chlorinated hydrocarbons is presented in the
following equation:
R − Cl + Fe0 + H2 O → R − H + Fe2+ + Cl− + OH−

(2.15)

Reduction of alkyl halides (such as the pesticide lindane) typically proceeds via a
series of two discrete single-electron transfers. In the ﬁrst step, an electron from
Fe0 is donated to the surface-associated alkyl halide, forming a neutral radical
as one chloride ion is simultaneously ejected. Another electron is then lost from
the transient Fe+ species to the reacting carbon center of the radical, which then
undergoes double bond formation and simultaneous loss of chloride from the beta
carbon (Figure 2.5). A similar sequence of single-electron transfers is expected to
occur during the generation of the subsequent degradation products. It appears
that the initial reduction step is the rate controlling one. The two subsequent
dihaloelimination steps are assumed to occur more rapidly [40].
Because nanoscale particles are so small, Brownian movement or random
motion, rather than wall effects, dominates their physical movement or transport
in water. The movement of micrometer-scale particles, especially microscale metal
particles, is largely controlled by gravity-induced sedimentation because of their
size and high density. Under ﬂow mixing and in the absence of signiﬁcant surface
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Figure 2.5 Schematic model of degradation by nanoscale zero-valent iron. In black, organics in the bulk solution and in dark gray, adsorbed compound (based on [40]).

electrostatic forces, nanosized particles can be easily suspended in water during
the design and manufacturing stages, thus providing a versatile remediation tool
that allows direct injection as a liquid into the subsurface where contaminants are
present [6]. Materials used to support nZVI (such as zeolites, silica, and activated
carbon) may have a strong effect on the reaction rates despite being inert to redox
reactions. This is due to the evenness of the dispersion on the support surface and
the surface roughness, which affects speciﬁc loading. The use of high-surface-area
supports was found to reduce soluble metal ions much faster than unsupported
zero-valent iron [41].
Joo et al. [42] proposed an oxidative degradation pathway of molinate (C9 H17 NOS)
by nZVI under atmospheric conditions (i.e., in the presence of air). He was the
ﬁrst to study the oxidative mechanism by nZVI rather than the reductive one.
This pathway is much different than that of chlorinated hydrocarbons, as shown
in Equations 2.16–2.27 assuming pH > 4.8 such that the superoxide radical is
deprotonated and ‘‘>’’ represents surface species.
Fe0 + O2 →>O2

(2.16)

Fe + >O2 →>Fe
0

2+

−

>O2 + >e →>O2
>Fe

2+

>O2

→ Fe
−

(2.18)

2+

→ O2
•
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−

•
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−

•

(2.20)
+

•

+ O2

2+

+ O2 + H2 O → FeOH

O2
Fe

−

−

•

+ 2 >e

−

+ 2H → H2 O2 + O2
2+

+ O2

(2.21)
•

−

+

+H

(2.22)

Fe2+ + H2 O2 → FeOH2+ + OH

(2.23)

Fe2+ + OH → FeOH2+

(2.24)

FeOH

2+

−

+ OH → Fe(OH)3(s)

(2.25)

2.4 Nano Zero-Valent Iron (nZVI)

molinate + OH− → mol• + H2 O

(2.26)

mol• + O2 → keto-molinate isomers

(2.27)

The identiﬁcation of the reaction end product (i.e., keto-molinate isomer) indicates
that nZVI (average size of 50 nm) initiated an oxidation rather than a reduction
process. Indeed, the keto-molinate isomer has previously been reported in molinate degradation using photocatalysis with TiO2 as a consequence of hydrogen
abstraction resulting from hydroxyl radicals attack on the N-alkyl chain. Hydroxyl
radicals may be well generated in these systems as a result of Fenton’s reagent
processes arising from the presence of both ferrous iron and hydrogen peroxide. It
is highly likely that many of the key steps occur at the surface of the nZVI particles.
Although hydrogen peroxide was not added to the system, it was produced
by the reaction of superoxide radicals and protons. Combined with the oxygeninduced oxidation of nZVI to form ferrous ions this sets up the Fenton chemistry
responsible for the degradation of molinate. The major advantage of this system
over an ordinary Fenton system is that while normally the reaction stops once all
the added ferrous ions are used, the ZVI provides a constant source of the ions
and hydrogen peroxide. However, this reaction, and in particular the production of
hydrogen peroxide, is limited by the solubility of oxygen in water nZVI reduction
was also studied as an enhancement to Fenton reagent oxidation.
For contaminants that are difﬁcult to either oxidize or reduce, such as TNT (2,4,6
trinitrotoluene) and RDX (hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine), a combination of
nZVI reduction and Fenton oxidation was shown to augment their degradation. By
combining these two processes ∼20–60% degradation enhancement was obtained
for TNT and RDX, respectively, compared to Fenton oxidation. Both compounds
showed an overall removal of ∼96% in about 90 min, with 92 and 79% nitrogen
recovered as NH4 + and NO3 − for TNT and RDX, respectively [32].
2.4.3
Field Application of nZVI

The ﬁrst ﬁeld application of nZVI was reported in 2000. Nanoparticles have been
shown to remain reactive in soil and water for up to eight weeks and can ﬂow with the
groundwater for >20 m enabling it to treat larger areas of the affected aquifers away
from the injection point [6]. The realistic degradation efﬁciencies of contaminants,
listed in Table 2.1, in the ﬁeld are between 60 and 80% within one year. But
reductions of up to 99% were achieved in batch and ﬁeld experiments. For example,
Zhang [27] showed a 99% reduction of TCE within a few days of nZVI injection.
Obviously, site characteristics play a major role in successful ﬁeld application. The
site geology, hydrogeology, geochemistry, and microbiology should be evaluated.
The hydrogeology inﬂuences the transportability and the lifetime of the particles,
whereas the geochemistry shows potential substances that nZVI could react with
(other than the target compounds). Field applications have been conducted in
porous aquifers, fractured rocks, and unconsolidated sediments. It is generally
agreed that remediation in dense geological formations is less efﬁcient [31].
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Despite their high efﬁciency in the removal and/or reduction of contaminants,
ﬁeld application of nZVI for water remediation holds some drawbacks including
the following:
• iron passivation (nontarget reactions);
• high cost associated with substantial amount of zero-valent iron nanoparticles
required to treat large volume of polluted water. Depending on the amount
ordered and the modiﬁcations, nZVI (in 2009) cost around ¤100–125 kg of pure
iron [31];
• iron nanoparticles are positively charged within natural pH, and hence, tend to
repel each other making them stable;
• for in situ applications where the nZVI plume may be directly injected into an
aquifer of groundwater and it is expected to migrate to contaminated zones [28].
A high mobility of nanoparticles is essential in direct injection applications. But
because of colloidal properties of nZVI, particles tend to precipitate and they
cannot be driven for more than a few meters by the migration of water and
probably cannot reach the contaminated zone;
• storage of iron nanoparticles for extended time is a problem as thermodynamically
zero-valent iron tends to react with oxygen;
• transfer from the laboratory (excellent results) to the ﬁeld: it is difﬁcult to predict
reactivity, particle distribution, hydro and geochemistry, hydrology, geology, and
microbiology; and thus, the design of the injection technology, monitoring,
up-scaling regarding mixing, well conditioning, pretreatment of aquifer with
additives, and so on to facilitate nZVI distribution;
• changes by environmental factors such as light, oxidants, and microorganisms,
which may result in chemical or biological modiﬁcations or degradation of the
NP-functionalized surface or coating of the surface with natural compounds,
have not been evaluated thoroughly [6].
On the other hand, nZVI application holds several advantages, which are
summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

fast reaction;
short treatment time;
complete reduction pathway to nontoxic end products is possible;
in situ treatment.

In addition to self-aggregation, nanoparticles could associate with suspended
solids or sediment, where they could bioaccumulate and enter the food chain or
drinking water sources during or after completion of the desired reaction. These
fate processes depend on both the characteristics of the particle and the characteristics of the environmental system. The use of nanoparticles in environmental
remediation will inevitably lead to the release of nanoparticles into the environment
and subsequent ecosystems. To understand and quantify the potential risks, the
mobility, bioavailability, toxicity, and persistence of manufactured nanoparticles
need to be studied. Nevertheless, to pose a risk, nanoparticles must be hazardous
and have a route for exposure [6].

2.5 Bimetallic nZVI Nanoparticles

2.5
Bimetallic nZVI Nanoparticles

Generally, bimetallic systems consisting of a base metal and a second dopant metal
as the catalytic agent. Typically, palladium, platinum, silver, copper, or nickel are
added as a catalyst to nZVI, of which palladium has been found to be the most
active catalyst. The second metal creates a catalytic synergy between itself and Fe
and also aids in the nanoparticles’ distribution and mobility. The second metal is
usually less reactive and is believed to promote Fe oxidation or electron transfer
[6]. Speciﬁcally, when nZVI is attached to a noble metal, galvanic cells are formed
in the coupled bimetallic particles. Iron serves as the electron donor and preferably
becomes reacted with the organic pollutants, whereas the noble metal (cathode) is
protected [30].
As discussed previously, nZVI have a core–shell structure with an Fe0 core and
an oxide or noble metal shell. Decline in iron reactivity over time is often attributed
to the formation of surface oxide layers. Noble metals, such as Pd, Ni, or Ag,
formed on the iron particle surface oxidize less rapidly than Fe0 thus preserving the
Fe0 core for organic pollutants degradation. Therefore, coating nZVI with a thin
layer of noble metal greatly increases its reactivity [30]. BNPs were shown to have
higher reaction rates, by orders of magnitude, compared with the corresponding
monometallic nanoparticles. It was hypothesized that nanostructured particles
with catalytic dopant are able to alter dechlorination pathways [30, 43]. Apart
from catalyzing dechlorination of organic pollutants, bimetallic particles have been
found to reduce the amount of toxic chlorinated by-products, indicating that the
dechlorination reactions continue further toward completion.
Physical mixing of two metals does not increase the rate of a reaction; the
catalysts must be doped onto the surface. For example, doping palladium on the
surface of nZVI sets up a galvanic couple, which increases the rate of corrosion
of the iron, thus increasing the rate of dechlorination [44]. Some noble metals,
particularly palladium, catalyze dechlorination and hydrogenation [6]. Bimetallic
iron nanoparticles were reported to transform various organic pollutants, as listed
in Table 2.2.
A schematic depiction of the bimetallic nanoparticle-mediated reduction of TCE
in water is presented in Figure 2.6 [27].
Palladized Fe particles are prepared by soaking freshly prepared nanoscale
iron particles with an ethanol solution containing 1% (wt) of palladium acetate
([Pd(C2 H3 O2 )2 ]3 ). This causes the reduction and subsequent deposition of Pd on
the Fe surface [29]
Pd2+ + Fe0 → Pd0 ↓ +Fe2+

(2.28)

Similar methods were used to prepare Fe/Pt, Fe/Ag, Fe/Ni, Fe/Co, Fe/Cu bimetallic
particles [45]. Measurement of over 150 Fe/Pd particles yielded a mean value of particle diameter at 66.6 ± 12.6 nm. The median size was 60.2 nm. Most particles (>80%)
had diameters less than 100 nm, with 30% less than 50 nm. The average speciﬁc
BET surface area of the nanoscale Pd/Fe particles was about 35 ± 2.7 m2 g−1 [27].
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Organic contaminants transformed by bimetallic iron-NP.

Table 2.2

Compound

BNP

Chloromethane
Dichloromethane
Tetrachloromethane
Tetrachloroethene
Trichloroethene
Dichloroethene
Vinyl chloride
Hexachlorobenzene
Tetrachlorobenzene
Trichlorobenzene
Pentachlorobenzene
Carbon tetra chloride
Chloroform
Pentachlorophenol
DDT (1,1,1-trichloro-2,2-bis(p-chlorophenyl)ethane)
Trichloroethylene
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
Orange G (monoazo dye)

Fe/Pd
Fe/Pd
Fe/Pd
Fe/Pd
Fe/Pd; Fe/Ni
Fe/Pd
Fe/Pd
Fe/Ag
Fe/Ag
Fe/Ag
Fe/Ag
Fe/Pd
Fe/Pd
Fe/Pd; Fe/Ni; Fe/Pt
Fe/Ni
Fe/Ni
Fe/Pd
Fe/Ni

[30]
[30]
[30]
[44, 45]
[29–31, 42, 43]
[44, 45]
[30, 44, 45]
[46]
[46]
[46]
[46]
[45]
[45]
[47]
[48]
[49]
[30]
[50]

−
C2H6 +3Cl

C2HCl3

6H +

e
Fe2+

Fe0

Pd0
Figure 2.6 Schematic depiction of the bimetallic iron-nanoparticle-mediated reduction of
trichloroethene in water (based on [27]).

Doping of nZVI with other metals does not always increase the rate of degradation. Inhibitive effects have been observed on pentachlorophenol degradation
when ZVI was modiﬁed with Pd, Pt, Ni, and Cu [46].
The synergistic characteristics of bimetallic systems involved the oxidation of
iron as the active reactant in generating the electrons and hydrogen necessary for
the degradation process (Equation 2.14). The electrons and hydrogen generated
are then utilized by a second dopant metal to catalyze the reaction through the

2.6 Summary

formation of active surface metal hydride as a powerful reductant, represented as
follows [43]:
2M + H2 → 2M−H

(2.29)

where M may be nickel or palladium.
pH is a crucial parameter affecting the degradation rate of chlorinated compounds
by BNP. At higher pH, less atomic hydrogen or hydride on the catalyst surface attacks chlorinated molecules to replace the chlorine atom and to form dechlorinated
molecule and chlorine ion. Meanwhile, the ferrous and hydroxyl ions form ferrous
hydroxide and precipitate. The surface passivating layer of the ferrous hydroxide
and precipitate could hinder the transport of the chlorinated molecules and block
the reactive sites on the BNP and hence depress the overall reaction rate [47].
The kinetics of dechlorination of organic pollutants by bimetallic iron nanoparticles follow pseudo ﬁrst-order, as presented by the following equations [48]:
dC
= kSA αS ρm C
(2.30)
dt
where C is the concentration of chlorinated pollutant, kSA is the speciﬁc reaction
rate constant (l h−1 m−2 ), αs is the speciﬁc surface area of the bimetallic iron
nanoparticle (m2 g−1 ), and ρ m is the mass concentration of the bimetallic iron
nanoparticle (g l−1 ). Variations in the kSA value are attributed to impurities within
the metal matrix, which can affect the distribution of active sites [47].
Schrick et al. [51] reported that the enhanced degradation kinetics of Ni/Fe
nanoparticles was accompanied by hydrogen generated by anaerobic iron oxidation
of the bimetallic system. On the contrary, the nano and bulk iron, which had
reaction rates that were 2 orders of magnitude lower than Ni/Fe, had signiﬁcantly
lower hydrogen generation.
Tee et al. [43] found that a maximum rate of dechlorination is achieved with a
Ni content of 25 wt%, similar to the Ni/Fe ratio designed by Schrick et al. [51].
The decrease in reaction rates as the Ni content increases beyond this level was
attributed to high levels of Ni with respect to Fe at the particle edges, which hinder
the ability of Fe to transfer electrons to the reaction sites.
−

2.6
Summary

The reactive iron-based nanoparticles discussed in this chapter may be applied to
transform and detoxify organic pollutants, such as in the case of nZVI and BNPs,
or catalyze degradation/mineralization by AOP, such as in the case of nanoscale
iron oxides (immobilized or suspended). These nanomaterials have properties that
enable both chemical reduction and catalysis to mitigate organic pollutants of
concern.
The ongoing development of nanoscale particles is focused on morphology,
reactivity, and mobility. Yet, the current understanding of the basic processes
involved in this technology is still evolving and incomplete. The use of NP-based
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processes is expected to grow signiﬁcantly within the next years, in particular the
application of nZVI in situ remediation of contaminated groundwater. Nevertheless,
the existing knowledge makes it difﬁcult to move forward with the engineering of
full-scale implementations, especially since it is very difﬁcult to assess the risks that
this technology might have to human and/or ecological health, while maintaining
low-cost operation.
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3
Photocatalysis at Nanostructured Titania for Sensing
Applications
Shanqing Zhang and Huijun Zhao

3.1
Background

Since the discovery by Fujishima and Honda in 1972 that water could be decomposed into hydrogen and oxygen over a ultraviolet (UV)-illuminated titanium
dioxide semiconductor electrode [1], the exploration of new applications of this
material has been carried out enthusiastically by generations of research scientists. Because of the fascinating physicochemical properties of nanometer-sized
materials and their potential applications, nanomaterials synthesis has attracted
enormous attention in science community [2, 3]. Many types of TiO2 nanomaterials
have been synthesized and reported in the literature [4], including the synthesis
of nanoparticles, nanotubes, nanoﬁbers, nanowires, nanoclusters, nanorods, or
nanocomposites. In the past two decades, signiﬁcant progress has been achieved
in environmental wastewater processing using the TiO2 nanomaterials [5], owing
to the enhanced mass transport between nanostructured TiO2 and reactants (i.e.,
organic and microbial pollutants). Titanium dioxide photocatalysis has been researched as a possible alternative/complementary water treatment method, owing
to its excellent photocatalytic activity, superior oxidation power, cheap production
cost, being chemically stable throughout a wide pH range, and robustness against
photocorrosion, and most importantly, being environmental friendly.
3.1.1
Photocatalysis at TiO2 Nanomaterials

Owing to its powerful oxidation capability (+3.2 V) of photohole that is generated
under UV illumination at the TiO2 surface, the photohole is able to mineralize
all types of organic compounds [6], microbial pollutants [7], and even whole cells
of microorganism [8] in both contaminated water and air [9]. The photocatalytic
oxidation process is initiated through the photogeneration of electron/hole pairs
under UV light (Figure 3.1). Illumination on TiO2 with photons, whose energy
is equal to or greater than the bandgap energy (i.e., E g = 3.2 eV), will lead to the
promotion of an electron from the valence band (VB) to the conduction band (CB)
Functional Nanostructured Materials and Membranes for Water Treatment, First Edition.
Edited by Mikel Duke, Dongyuan Zhao, and Raphael Semiat.
 2013 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2013 by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic energy band diagram and the photocatalytic processes at a TiO2
nanoparticle. CB, conduction band; VB, valence band; and NHE, normal hydrogen electrode.

(Equation 3.1), resulting in free photoelectrons in the CB (e−
cb ) and photoholes in
+
)
the VB (hvb
+
TiO2 + hν −−−→ hvb
+ e−
cb

(3.1)

It is well established that the photohole is capable of capturing an electron from almost any species adsorbed to the solid semiconductor (R-H(ads) in Equation 3.2), or
any species found in natural waters and wastewaters (R-H(aq) in Equation 3.3) [10] to
an intermediate (R*). Subsequently, mineralization can be achieved (Equation 3.4).
+
hvb
+ R-H(ads) −−−→ R∗(ads) + H
+
hvb

∗

+ R-H(aq) −−−→ R(aq) + H
+
hvb

+ R-H −−−→ CO2 + H2 O

(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)

In this pathway, oxidation of organic compounds can be achieved directly on TiO2
surface [11].
In the other pathway, water is also commonly oxidized during this process and
generates hydroxyl radicals efﬁciently because of the high concentration of water
(Equation 3.5).
+
hvb
+ H2 O −−−→ OH• + H+

(3.5)

The hydroxyl radical is a well-known strong oxidant that can degrade a wide range of
organic compounds. Overall, via these two pathways, TiO2 photocatalysis has been
found to be highly effective for mineralization of essentially all organic compounds
[12, 13].
Traditionally, the photocatalytic degradation of organics is commonly carried
out using a slurry system (i.e., TiO2 colloidal particle suspension), which has the
advantage of enhanced mass transport. The overall reaction can be represented
as [14]


 
Cx Hy Oz Xq + x + y − q − 2z /4 O2

 
−−−→ xCO2 + xH+ + qX− + y − x /2 H2 O

(3.6)

3.1 Background

where X represents a halogen element. The oxidation number (n) in the complete
oxidation process is equal to 4x + y − q − 2z.
However, there are two major drawbacks of the TiO2 slurry photocatalytic system.
The ﬁrst one is the costly posttreatments that aim to separate and recycle the TiO2
catalysts from the reaction media. This has been recognized as an inherent
technical barrier that prohibits the practical application of the slurry reaction
system [15]. In order to overcome this barrier, the TiO2 has been immobilized
on many kinds of substrates, such as titanium substrates [16], polymer substrates
(e.g., polystyrene [17] polyethylene terephthalate [18]), stainless steel [19, 20], glazed
ceramic tiles [21], and silicon substrate. In order to obtain a photocatalytic reactor for
analytical application, the substrates are commonly required to have the following
characteristics: (i) mechanically strong and chemically inert, (ii) UV transparency
to allow UV illumination, (iii) small dead volume to achieve reasonable analytical
resolution, and (iv) long lifetime and low cost.
The second drawback is the insufﬁcient photocatalytic degradation efﬁciency at
the TiO2 surface, which depends on the degree of recombination of photoelectrons
and holes [22, 23]. The electron–hole recombination reaction (Equation 3.7) is the
back reaction of the electron–hole dissociation reaction (Equation 3.1).
+
hvb
+ e−
cb −−−→ heat

(3.7)

The recombination reaction is a very rapid reaction. In order to achieve chemically
useful photocatalysis (i.e., to facilitate the above oxidation reaction (Equation 3.6) to
occur) recombination of the electron–hole pair (Equation 3.7) must be suppressed.
This can be achieved by removing the photoelectron at the CB (i.e., e−
cb generated
from the TiO2 surface). Dissolved oxygen in sample solution is a typical electron
acceptor that reacts with the electrons, and forms hydrogen peroxide or water
(Equations 3.8 and 3.9) [6].
+
2e−
cb + 2H + O2 −−−→ H2 O2

(3.8)

+
4e−
cb + O2 + 4H −−−→ 2H2 O

(3.9)

or

Unfortunately, this process is often a rate-limiting step in the overall photocatalytic
process as the photoelectron in TiO2 is a relatively weak reducing agent, and the
solubility of oxygen in aqueous solution is commonly low (<10 ppm at 25 ◦ C, 1 atm)
[23]. As a result of the recombination reaction (Equation 3.7), the quantum yields
for this process in aqueous suspensions of TiO2 particles are low, typically 0.1 [24].
It is for this reason that O2 sparging is a common method employed to accelerate
the photocatalytic oxidation reaction in the slurry reaction system [6]. However, in
sensing process, this will distort the analytical signal.
The immobilization of TiO2 onto a conducting substrate and the application of
potential bias on TiO2 can be used to tackle the aforementioned problems of the
traditional photocatalysis systems.
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3.1.2
Photoelectrocatalysis at TiO2 Nanomaterials

Application of electric ﬁeld is an effective tool to separate photoholes and photoelectrons, which improves the photocatalytic efﬁciency [10, 25]. This apparently
requires the immobilization of TiO2 nanoparticles on a conducting substrate, or the
assembly of nanostructured TiO2 electrodes. Traditionally, commercially available
TiO2 nanoparticles (e.g., P25) or TiO2 sol–gel can be immobilized on supporting
substrates using the dip-coating technique [22, 23, 26–29].
In a TiO2 photoelectrochemical system, a TiO2 ﬁlm electrode is used as the
working electrode, namely, the photoanode. By applying an appropriate potential
bias (i.e., electric ﬁeld) to the working electrode (Figure 3.2), it becomes more
favorable for the photoelectron to be transferred to the external circuit, rather than
to the adsorbed O2 [23]. The photoelectrons are subsequently forced to pass into the
external circuit and deliver to the auxiliary electrode, where the reduction reaction
takes place (Figure 3.3). Surface recombination reactions (such as Equation 3.7)
are less likely in this conﬁguration, as the oxidation and reduction reactions are
physically separated. The photocurrent (or charge) can be monitored and it gives
a direct measure of the rate of photooxidation reaction and extent of oxidative
degradation [10], which can be used as an analytical signal [10].
Pt counter electrode

Working electrode

h ν ( λ < 400 nm)
Ox.

e−

Reduction
(ox. + n e− red)

e−
Electric field

e−
TiO2

Oxidation
CO2 , X −, NH3
Cy HmOj Nk Xq

Figure 3.2 A schematic diagram of the photoelectrocatalytic processes at a TiO2 electrode
and simultaneous reduction at a Pt counter electrode.

100 nm

Figure 3.3

The cross-section image of TiO2 ﬁlm immobilized on BDD surface [56].

3.2 Fabrication of TiO2 Photoanodes

A further advantage of the proposed approach is that the rate of degradation is
independent of O2 concentration as the rate of reduction at the auxiliary electrode
will never be the rate-limiting step of the overall degradation process [23]. This
is in strong contrast with the traditional slurry system where the supply of high
concentration of O2 is essential for rapid photocatalytic degradation.
The general equation for mineralization at the TiO2 photoanode can be summarized as follows [23]:


Cy Hm Oj Nk Xq + 2y − j H2 O −−−→ yCO2 + qX− + kNH3




+ 4y − 2j + m − 3k H+ + 4y − 2j + m − 3k − q e−
(3.10)
where the elements present are represented by their atomic symbols and X
represents a halogen atom, respectively. The stoichiometric ratio of elements in the
organic compound is represented by the coefﬁcients y, m, j, k, and q. The oxidation
number (n) in the complete oxidation process is equal to 4y − 2j + m − 3k − q.
The mineralization reaction has been extensively used to determine the chemical
oxygen demand (COD) [11, 22, 23, 29–31].

3.2
Fabrication of TiO2 Photoanodes
3.2.1
Common Fabrication Techniques and Substrates for Photoanodes

Various techniques have been employed to fabricate the TiO2 photoanodes, including sol–gel dip coating [22], spin coating [32, 33], sputtering [34, 35], spray pyrolysis
[36, 37], atomic layer deposition [38, 39], chemical vapor deposition [40, 41], electrodeposition [42], and anodic oxidation [30, 31, 43]. Each of these techniques has
advantages and disadvantages.
The beneﬁts derived from preparing TiO2 by sol–gel, including synthesis of
nanosize crystallized powder of high purity at a relatively low temperature, possibility of stoichiometry controlling process, preparation of composite materials,
and production of homogeneous materials have driven many researchers to use
the method in preparing TiO2 -based photocatalysts [44]. The sol–gel dip-coating
method is probably the most common method for TiO2 immobilization because it
has the advantages of easy composition control, low equipment cost, and simplicity
in processing. Moreover, TiO2 sol–gel can be used by other coating techniques
such as inkjet printing technique [45, 46] to achieve production automation and
lower cost.
Sputtering deposition can produce ﬁlms with high adhesion and hardness but
relatively low photocatalytic activity and is more expensive [34]. The chemical vapor
deposition technique is capable of creating ﬁlms on ﬂexible substrates, including
the inner surface of pipes, and the resultant ﬁlms possess good adhesion but
relatively low photocatalytic activity [40].
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As a sensor, the analytical performance of the TiO2 photoanodes can be improved by using new generation substrates (such as boron-doped diamond (BDD)),
manipulation of TiO2 crystalline phase composition, and forming CNTs/TiO2
nanocomposite.
3.2.2
TiO2 /BDD Photoanode

The BDD is one of the most promising advanced electrode materials in the
ﬁeld of electroanalysis with special characteristics such as a very low background
current, wide working potential window, resilient mechanical strength, robust
resistance against corrosion (even being anodic polarized in acidic solutions),
and long-term durability and stability [47–50]. The boron doping makes this ptype semiconductor electrically as conductive as common conductors at room
temperature [51]. In conjunction with n-type semiconductors, such as TiO2 , BDD
can be a highly desired electrode substrate for the fabrication of a new generation
of sensing device [52]. In addition, TiO2 nanoparticle is an n-type semiconductor.
Thus, the incorporation of the n-type TiO2 with the p-type BDD could lead to
the formation of a p–n heterojunction, which can act as an internal electrostatic
potential in the space charge region to facilitate efﬁcient separation of the photoinduced electrons and holes [53]. This is an added advantage of using BDD as the
conducting substrate over other materials, such as Indium tin oxide (ITO) and
metal (e.g., Pt or Ti). Recently, various pure-anatase TiO2 /BDD electrodes were
fabricated and used to photoelectrocatalytically degrade organic compounds such
as ethanol [53], acid orange II and 2,4-dichlorophenol [54], and reactive yellow and
hexavalent chromium [52].
TiO2 nanoparticles were immobilized onto the BDD electrodes by a dip-coating
technique after the BDD was specially treated [55, 56]. Figure 3.3 shows that continuous and uniform mixed-phase (anatase and rutile) and pure-anatase TiO2 /BDD
electrodes were obtained after calcination processes at 700 and 450 ◦ C, respectively.
The particle sizes of both types of TiO2 ﬁlm range from 20 to 30 nm. In comparison
with TiO2 /ITO electrode, the TiO2 /BDD electrode demonstrates a higher photoelectrocatalytic activity toward the oxidation of organic compounds, such as glucose
and potassium hydrogen phthalate (KHP). Among all the tested TiO2 electrodes,
the mixed-phase TiO2 /BDD electrode demonstrated the highest photoelectrocatalytic activity, which attributes to the formation of the p–n heterojunction between
TiO2 and BDD. The electrode was subsequently used to detect a wide spectrum
of organic compounds in aqueous solution using a steady-state current method.
Excellent linear relationship between the steady-state photocurrents and equivalent
organic concentrations was attained. The steady-state oxidation photocurrents of
the mixed-phase TiO2 /BDD electrode were insensitive to pH in the range of pH
2–10. Furthermore, the electrodes exhibited excellent robustness under strong
acidic conditions that the TiO2 /ITO electrodes cannot stand. These characteristics
bestow the mixed-phase TiO2 /BDD electrode to be versatile material for sensing of
organic compounds.

3.2 Fabrication of TiO2 Photoanodes

3.2.3
TiO2 Mixed-Phase Photoanode

Titanium dioxide occurs in nature as well-known minerals, namely rutile, anatase,
and brookite. The most common form is rutile, which is also the most stable form.
Both anatase and brookite can be converted to rutile on heating [57]. Brookite occurs
rarely compared to anatase and rutile. Manipulation of the phase composition of
TiO2 (i.e., the ratio of anatase/rutile) is an effective way to facilitate the separation
of photoelectron–hole pair using the synergistic effect of anatase and rutile [57].
The thermal treatment of immobilized TiO2 ﬁlms can be adopted to manipulate
the physical properties of the ﬁlms (such as the crystal structure, the porosity,
and the microstructures). Calcination conditions have an important effect on the
physiochemical properties, crystalline phase formation, mechanical stability, and
photocatalytic activity of the ﬁlms [58, 59]. The calcination process also serves other
purposes, including burning away organic pore-creating agents, obtaining better
electric connection among TiO2 particles, and between TiO2 particles and ITO
conductive glass [9].
When TiO2 nanostructured electrodes are calcined at 700 ◦ C or above, various
portion of the anatase phase TiO2 can be converted into rutile phase, TiO2 ,
depending on the calcination time. This leads to the formation of mixed-phase
TiO2 and results in the synergetic effect because of the different energy bandgap
(Figure 3.4). Because energy bandgap of anatase phase (3.2 eV) is higher than
that of rutile phase (3.0 eV), the photoelectrons preferentially move to rutile side
at a rutile and anatase TiO2 junction [60]. As a result, the electrons and holes
are spatially separated. This spatial separation of electrons and holes will increase
the lifetime of photohole, which suppresses the recombination of photohole and
photoelectron [61, 62]. Different organic compounds, despite their difference in
chemical entities, can be stoichiometrically mineralized at the mixed-phase TiO2
electrode under diffusion-controlled conditions [57], which was achieved at the
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Figure 3.4 The schematic energy diagram of rutile form in contact with anatase form TiO2
and the photoelectron pathway at pH 7.0 in aqueous solution.
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pure anatase phase TiO2 electrode. The exceptional ability of the mixed-phase
TiO2 electrodes for mineralization of organic compounds and their remarkable
resistance to the inhibition by aromatic compounds at higher concentration was
ascribed to the synergetic effect of the rutile and anatase phases. This electrode can
be used as a sensing probe for organic compounds [28, 46].

3.2.4
CNTs/TiO2 Composite Photoanode

Another advantage of the sol–gel is that they can readily be mixed with other types
of materials such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) for modifying the characteristics of
the sol–gel.
CNTs have been considered as one of the most popular functional materials in
recent years. Taking advantage of the large surface area, extraordinary electrical
conductivity, robust mechanical strength, and thermal stability of the CNTs, the
CNTs/TiO2 composite materials have been employed for sensing devices [63–67].
Llobet et al. [64] reported that the CNTs/TiO2 hybrid ﬁlm sensor was signiﬁcantly
more sensitive to oxygen than to pure TiO2 sensor. Moreover, the hybrid sensors
could also be operated at a lower operating temperature (350 ◦ C) than the pure
TiO2 sensors (500 ◦ C). Ueda et al. [67] developed the CNTs/TiO2 hybrid gas sensor
toward NO gas, which could be operated at room temperature, and showed a good
sensitivity. The CNTs/TiO2 composite materials have also been used in the NH3
sensing [65], H2 O2 sensing [63], and even biosensing for cancer cells [66]. In the
sensing system and the photocatalytic degradation of pollutants in water treatment,
the enhancements observed in the CNTs composite systems in comparison with the
nonhybrid ones can be attributed to several possible merits contributed from CNTs:
(i) higher adsorption capacity to reactant species because of the high surface area
nature of the CNTs [68, 69]; (ii) photo-excitation under a longer wavelength light [68,
69]; and (iii) the relatively low recombination of photogenerated electron–hole pairs
facilitated by the extraordinary electrical conductivity of the CNTs [70]. CNTs/TiO2
composite photoanodes were fabricated by a dip-coating technique, followed by
subsequent calcination for sensing application [71]. The carbon nanotubes were
successfully incorporated with the TiO2 nanoparticulates without damage and that
the resultant TiO2 nanoparticles consisted of anatase and rutile. The CNTs/TiO2
photoanodes were capable of oxidizing various types of organic compounds (e.g.,
glucose, KHP, and phenol) in aqueous solutions in a photoelectrochemical bulk cell.
In comparison with the pure TiO2 photoanode, the sensitivity of the photoanode
for the detection of organic compounds has been improved by 64% in comparison
with the pure TiO2 photoanode, while the background current was reduced by 80%
because of the introduction of the CNTs (Figure 3.5). These advantages can be
ascribed to the improved adsorptivity to organic compounds, increased absorption
of UV light, and enhanced electron transport at the CNTs/TiO2 photoanode because
of the introduction of the CNTs [71].

3.3 The Sensing Application of TiO2 Photocatalysis
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Figure 3.5 CNTs/TiO2 photoanode shows a much lower background current than pure
TiO2 photoanode in 0.1 M NaNO3 electrolyte under UV illumination. Ag/AgCl is used as a
reference electrode [71].

3.3
The Sensing Application of TiO2 Photocatalysis

It is practically very hard to determine and/or control the extent of the photocatalytic
oxidation reaction (Equation 3.6) and the photoelectrocatalytic oxidation reaction
(Equation 3.10). For example, some organic compounds such as hydroxyl organic
compounds (such as alcohols and glucose) can be easily oxidized and mineralized
in a short time, while some organic compounds such as aromatic compounds
and large molecules are oxidized with more difﬁculty and demand longer reaction
time, depending on the photocatalytic activity of the TiO2 catalyst. Furthermore,
various intermediates may form and their polymerization may take place during
the degradation reaction [72]. In contrast, it is a much easier task to assure that
all types of organic compounds are completely degraded by prolonging reaction
time, providing sufﬁcient UV light intensity, supplying sufﬁcient amount of TiO2
photocatalyst, increasing the volume to surface ratio of the photoelectrochemical
cell (such as thin-layer cell), and injecting less amount of organic compounds
into the reaction system. This process can be analogous to ‘‘wet burning.’’ This
limits the application of this process in determining the individual identities of the
organic compounds independently. This process, however, has great potential in
determining the amount of aggregative organic compounds, including total organic
compounds (TOCs), COD, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and universal
detection of individual organic compound in combination with other analytical
separation tools, such as high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).
TOC and COD reﬂect the aggregative content of organic compounds in all types
of water bodies. They have been recognized as the most important parameters for
water quality for drinking water, river water, lake, and wastewaters, whereas VOCs
refer to organic chemical compounds that have signiﬁcant vapor pressures, which
can affect the environment and human health [73].
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3.3.1
Photocatalytic Determination of TOC

As aforementioned, the carbon in the organic matters can be completely oxidized and converted into CO2 by the UV illuminated titania nanoparticulates
(Equation 3.6). TiO2 catalyst can be used as a reagent without the need of being
recycled in analytical process because of low TiO2 consumption in analytical process, cheap availability, and nontoxic nature of TiO2 . In order to make use of the
photocatalytic oxidation reaction, a suspension (e.g., 1 g l−1 ) of titanium dioxide
(Degussa P25) can be used to catalyze the oxidation process for the measurement
of TOC under UV light. The CO2 gas produced in the mineralization process was
detected by a CO2 gas permeable membrane electrode (i.e., CO2 detector) [74].
This method has been used for online measurement of 11 organic compounds.
SGE International Pty. Ltd (www.anatoc.com) has made use of this principle and
developed a series of TOC analyzers. In the analyses, the samples are mixed with a
certain amount of TiO2 photocatalyst and the produced CO2 are analyzed using a
dual wavelength nondispersive infrared (NDIR) detector. These methods provide
reliable analysis at negligible cost per sample without the use of hazardous chemicals or clumsy, expensive, compressed gases in the traditional combustion based
analytical methods.
On the basis of the principle of Equation 3.6, the TOC can be determined using
a TiO2 immobilized coil reactor coupled with a conductivity meter (Figure 3.6) to
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Figure 3.6 Schematic diagram of the apparatus proposed by Matthews et al. [75]. A =
UV light; B = spiral photocatalytic reactor; C = peristaltic pump; D = loading port; E = Tee
junction; F = CO2 sensor (conductivity cell); and G = conductivity meter.
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analyze the produced CO2 and subsequently the concentration value of TOC [75].
This method was suitable for analysis of water containing 0.1–30 µg ml−1 organic
carbon and sample volumes of 1–40 ml. Its main advantages were low cost, no
need for TiO2 addition, and ease of operation. Such analytical method has also been
commercialized by Analyticon Instruments Corporation (www.analyticon.com).
3.3.2
Photocatalytic Determination of COD

In the photocatalytic mineralization (Equation 3.6), O2 plays an essential role in
the conversion of CO2 through formation. Oxygen acts as an acceptor of electrons
during the mineralization reaction. As a reactant, O2 consumed in the reaction
corresponds to the consumption of organic compounds, and therefore, the O2
consumed is proportional to the COD concentrations.
Karube’s group at the University of Tokyo (Japan) constructed a disposable
oxygen sensor to monitor the change of oxygen concentration in TiO2 nanoparticles
suspended sample solution for COD determination [76]. Under UV irradiation, a
decrease in the dissolved oxygen concentration in the sample was well correlated to
COD concentration of the sample. The sensing performance was evaluated using
artiﬁcial and real water samples from lakes in Japan. The response time of the
sensor was ∼3 ± 4 min with a detection limit of 0.118 ppm.
Using the same analytical principle, a photocatalytic sensor was developed by
combining TiO2 beads in the photochemical column and a single oxygen electrode
[77] (Figure 3.7) or dual oxygen electrodes [78] as the sensing part in ﬂow injection
analysis (FIA). These methods provide a good correlation with the standard COD
values; however, they had a very narrow linear range (less than 12 ppm COD).
Karube’s group, the University of Tokyo (Japan), advanced this concept by the
construction of a COD probe that is made by attaching a TiO2 ﬁne particles
4
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Figure 3.7 Schematic diagram of the apparatus for determination of COD [77]: (1) deionized water supply, (2) pump, (3) injector, (4) reﬂector, (5) photochemical column consisting
of TiO2 beads, (6) UV lamp (λmax 365 nm), (7) air damper, (8) oxygen electrode, (9) integrator, (10) thermostatic water bath, and (11) waste tank.
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adsorbed Polytetraﬂuoroethylene (PTFE) membrane on the tip of an oxygen probe
[14]. The operation characteristics of the sensor are demonstrated using artiﬁcial
wastewater and real water samples from lakes in Japan. This method has a slightly
increased linear range of about 20 ppm and is considered to be reliable in that
the observed parameter is close to the theoretical COD value. The sensor also
showed a long-term stability (relative standard deviation (RSD): 5.7%, 30 days).
Simple instrumentation with no sample pretreatment and the short response time
(3–5 min) is another aspect of this sensor system.
Narrow linear range is the major drawback of the aforementioned COD methods
based on the photocatalytic oxidation reaction (Equation 3.6). This is mainly due to
the low oxidation percentage and inadequate sensitivity of the oxygen probe. The
problem of low oxidation percentage is typically stemmed from the insufﬁcient
photocatalytic activity, light intensity, and low O2 solubility in the water solution.
The low O2 solubility problem was addressed by replacing the electron acceptor,
that is, O2 with other more oxidative electron acceptors, such as dichromate ions
(Cr2 O7 2− ) [79], Cerium ions (Ce4+ ) [80], and permanganate (MnO4 − ) [81, 82]. Jin’s
group at East China Normal University (China) developed a TiO2 –Cr(VI) system
in which TiO2 was deposited on a quartz support as oxidizing photocatalyst for
monitoring COD [79]. In the detection, K2 Cr2 O7 could stoichiometrically accept
the photoelectrons (Equations 3.11 and 3.12) at the CB and enhance the ability of
photocatalytic degradation of organic compounds.
2Cr2 O7 2− + 28H+ + 12e− −−−→ 4Cr3+ + 14H2 O

(3.11)

6H+ + 2CrO4 2− + 6e− −−−→ 2 Cr3+ + 8H2 O

(3.12)

or

Therefore, the COD value of a given sample could be assessed by tracing the change
of Cr2 O7 2− concentration. The optimized operation conditions were studied by
using glucose as a standard substance. The application range was 20–500 mg l−1 ,
and the detection limit was 20 mg l−1 .
Alternatively, the COD concentration can be calculated by monitoring the change
in Cr3+ concentration produced by the photocatalytic reduction using colorimetric
method [83]. Under the optimized experiment conditions, the detection range
was 20–500 mg l−1 , and the detection limit was 20 mg l−1 . These proposed COD
measurement methods had many advantages, such as mild operation conditions,
short analysis time, and no requirement of expensive reagents.
Ce4+ can be the electron acceptor for the photocatalytic oxidation reaction
(Equation 3.13). Nano-TiO2 –Ce(SO4 )2 photocatalytic system [80] was proposed and
used for determination of COD values of water samples. Accordingly, the COD
measurement is based on direct determination of the concentration change of Ce4+
using UV spectrophotometric detector during photocatalytic oxidation of organic
compounds.
Ce4+ + e− −−−→ Ce3+

(3.13)
4+

Accepting the photogenerated electrons, Ce can reduce the recombination of the
photogenerated electrons and holes and thus accelerate the reaction rate of the

3.3 The Sensing Application of TiO2 Photocatalysis

photocatalytic degradation reaction. During the course of detection, COD value was
found to be proportional to the decreased Ce4+ concentration. Under the optimum
conditions, a good calibration curve for COD values between 1.0 and 12 mg l−1
was obtained and the limit of detection achieved was as low as 0.4 mg l−1 . When
determining the real samples, the results were in good agreement with those from
the conventional methods. Alternatively, the produced Ce3+ can be detected by
ﬂuorescence method, using the maximum excitation and emission wavelengths
at 264.8 and 362.1 nm, respectively. Subsequently, the Ce4+ concentration change
and the COD values were determined [84]. It was found that for TiO2 dosage,
initial solution pH, initial Ce4+ concentration, the time of UV light irradiation, and
the temperature of solution affected the degradation reaction. The ﬂuorescence
intensity change was linear with COD concentration in the range of 0–100.0 mg l−1 .
The limit of detection was 0.9 mg l−1 . This method was applied in detection of COD
in samples of lake water and artiﬁcial sewage.
Zhu and his group at Shanghai Jingtong University (China) proposed to use
a ﬂuorinated-TiO2 –KMnO4 system (Figure 3.8) for the determination of COD
[85]. In this system, MnO4 − can capture the photoelectrons at the CB effectively
(Equation 3.14). Combining with the surface ﬂuorination of TiO2 , the system can
enhance the photocatalytic process and lower the detection limit, in comparison
with the TiO2 –O2 system. In the detection, a linear correlation is observed between
the amount of dissolved organic matter and the amount of MnO4 − consumed by
the coupled reduction process.
MnO4 − + 8H+ + 5e− −−−→ Mn2+ + 4H2 O

(3.14)

Thus, the COD determination is transformed to a simple and direct determination
of the deletion of MnO4 − . This makes the method in being rapid, environment
friendly, and easy for operation. Under optimized conditions, this method can
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Figure 3.8 Schematic diagram of the ﬂuorinated-TiO2 –KMnO4 photocatalytic reactor [85].
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Figure 3.9 Schematic diagram of the nano-ZnO/TiO2 photocatalytic reactor [82]. (1) quartz
tube with nano-ZnO/TiO2 ﬁlm, (2) UV lamp, (3) magnetic stirrer, and (4) stirrer.

respond linearly to COD of KHP in the range of 0.1–280 mg l−1 , with a detection
limit of 0.02 mg l−1 COD.
A nano-ZnO/TiO2 composite ﬁlm as photocatalyst was fabricated with vacuum
vaporized and sol–gel methods by Jin’s group at East China Normal University
[82]. In the proposed system (Figure 3.9), the nano-ZnO/TiO2 ﬁlm could improve
the separation efﬁciency of the charge and extend the range of light absorption
spectrum; therefore, a higher photocatalytic activity was achieved, when compared
with the pure nano-TiO2 and nano-ZnO ﬁlm. Photometric method was adopted for
the determination of the Mn(VII) concentration decrease (instead of the decrease
of O2 ), which resulted from photocatalytic oxidation of organic compounds on the
nano-ZnO/TiO2 ﬁlm. The COD values were calculated from the corresponding
decrease of Mn(VII). Under the optimal operation conditions, the detection limit of
0.1 mg l−1 , COD values with the linear range of 0.3–10.0 mg l−1 were achieved. The
results were in good agreement with those from the conventional COD methods.

3.4
The Sensing Application of TiO2 Photoelectrocatalysis
3.4.1
Probe-Type TiO2 Photoanode for Determination of COD

In order to detect the COD value of a water sample, the probe must be able to
oxidize indiscriminately the whole spectrum of organic compounds in the water
sample. So far, only nanostructured anatase–rutile mixed-phase photoanodes are
reported to meet such a challenging requirement. With these photoanodes, the
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determination of COD does not require exhaustive oxidation of all the organic
compounds in the water sample.
Besides the requirement of the photoanodes, the analytical principle of the
probe-type COD sensor based on the nonexhaustive photocatalytic oxidation model
is developed according to the following postulates: (i) the bulk solution concentration remains essentially constant before and after the detection; (ii) all organic
compounds at the photoanode surface are stoichiometrically oxidized [57, 86]; (iii)
the overall photocatalytic oxidation rate is controlled by the transport of organics to
the photoanode surface and can reach a steady state within a reasonable time frame
(steady-state mass transfer limited process); and (iv) the applied potential bias is
sufﬁcient to draw all photoelectrons generated from the photocatalytic oxidation of
organics into external circuit (100% photoelectron collection efﬁciency).
A photoelectrochemical probe for rapid determination of COD (i.e., PeCOD
probe) was developed using a nanostructured mixed-phase TiO2 photoanode
(Figure 3.10). A UV-LED light source and a USB microelectrochemical station
(Figure 3.11) were powered and controlled by a laptop computer, making the probe
portable for on-site COD analyses. When the photoelectrocatalytic degradation
is carried on at a nanoparticulate TiO2 photoanode in a bulk cell, the typical
photocurrent proﬁles (Figure 3.11) can be collected. Figure 3.11 displays a set
of photocurrent–time proﬁles obtained in the presence and absence of organic
compounds at the TiO2 photoanode in the bulk cell under UV illumination. Under
a constant applied potential sufﬁcient to draw all the electrons into the external
circuit, the current was around zero when the UV light was switched off. Under
illumination, the current increased rapidly and then decreased to a steady value.
For the blank sample without any organic compounds, the steady photocurrent
(iblank ) was generated from the oxidation of water, whereas the total photocurrent of
steady state (itotal ) for a sample containing organics resulted from the oxidation of
Laptop computer
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Figure 3.10 Schematic diagram of the photoelectrochemical setup and PeCOD probe.
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Figure 3.11 Typical photocurrent response of a 0.1 M NaNO3 blank solution (iblank , dashed
line) and a 0.1 M NaNO3 solution containing organic compounds (itotal , solid line). inet was
the difference of the two the steady-state currents. The insert shows the images and dimensions of the UV-LED (left) and the µECS (microelectrochemical system) (right) [28].

water and organic compounds. Therefore, the net steady-state photocurrent (inet ),
generated from the oxidation of organics, can be obtained by subtracting the blank
photocurrent (iblank ) from the total photocurrent (itotal ) (Equation 3.15).
inet = itotal − iblank

(3.15)

Under diffusion-controlled conditions, the net steady-state photocurrent (inet ) is
given by Equation 3.16 according to the semiempirical treatment of steady-state
mass transfer method [57, 87].
nFAD
Cb
(3.16)
δ
where n is the number of electrons transferred for the complete mineralization
of organic compounds, F is the Faraday constant, A is the surface area of the
photoanode, and D and δ are the diffusion coefﬁcients of the compound and
the thickness of the effective diffusion layer, respectively, and Cb is the bulk
concentration of the compound. For a speciﬁc organic compound, the inet should
increase linearly with its molar concentration (Cb ) according to Equation 3.16,
which has also been demonstrated in low-molar concentration ranges in the
literature [57].
The linear relationship between the net steady-state photocurrent and concentration suggests that the photoelectrochemical bulk cell with TiO2 photoanode has a
promising potential as a sensing application for organic compounds.
Equation 3.16 deﬁnes the quantitative relationship between the net steady-state
photocurrent and the molar concentration of an individual analyte. Convert the
molar concentration into the equivalent COD concentration (mg l−1 of O2 ), using
the oxidation number n and the deﬁnition of COD [73], it can be converted into
inet =

inet =

FAD
1
[COD]
×
δ
8000

(3.17)
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Equation 3.17 is valid for determination of COD in a sample that contains a single
organic compound. The COD of a sample contains more than one organic species
which can be represented as
inet ≈

FAD
δ

×

1
[COD]
8000

(3.18)

where D and δ can be considered as an average diffusion coefﬁcient and average
diffusion layer thickness, respectively. D and δ are dependent on the sample
composition. If they are relatively constant, it can be concluded that inet is directly
proportional to COD concentration. That is
inet ∝ [COD]

(3.19)

Using the calibration method with sample with known COD concentration, the
COD concentration of unknown sample can be determined without the need to
ﬁnd out the actual value of D and δ.
Figure 3.12 shows that the net steady-state photocurrent, inet , is directly proportional to the COD value of glucose/glutamic acid (GGA) and the mixture made of
six organic compounds with equal molar ratio. This demonstrates that the proposed
analytical principle (Equation 3.19) can be used to determine the COD values of the
individual organic compounds as well as their mixtures. The result also suggests
that the effect of D/δ values on inet is not signiﬁcant.
The photoelectrochemical measurement of COD was optimized in terms of light
intensity, applied bias, and pH. Under the optimized conditions, the net steady-state
photocurrents originated from the oxidation of organic compounds were directly
proportional to COD concentrations. A practical detection limit of 0.2 mg l−1 of O2
and a linear range of 0–120 mg l−1 of O2 were achieved. The analytical method
using the portable PeCOD probe has the advantages of being rapid, low cost,
robust, user friendly, and environmental friendly. It was successfully applied to
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Figure 3.12 Validation of analytical principle: the plot of inet against the theoretical COD
values of individual organic compounds, GGA and their mixtures with equal COD concentration of each [57].
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determine the COD values of the synthetic samples and real samples from various
industries. Excellent agreement between the proposed method and the standard
dichromate method was achieved.
3.4.2
Exhaustive Degradation Mode for Determination of COD

Zhao’s research group at Grifﬁth University (Australia) was the pioneer who
designed and developed a photoelectrochemical thin-layer cell incorporating TiO2
photoanode for photoelectrochemical determination of COD, namely, PeCOD
technology [22, 23]. The thin-layer photoelectrochemical cell (Figure 3.13) can be
used in two modes, stop ﬂow for exhaustive oxidation mode and continuous ﬂow
for partial oxidation mode.
In the exhaustive model [22, 23], the photoelectrocatalytic reaction at a mixedphase TiO2 photoanode is carried out in a thin-layer cell following Equation 3.10.
The ﬁnal photoelectrocatalytic oxidation product of the nitrogen-containing in
Equation 3.10 is ammonia (NH3 ), which corresponds to the standard COD method
[73], where the ammonia, presented either in the waste or liberated from nitrogencontaining organic matter is not oxidized by dichromate in highly acidic media.
Figure 3.14 shows a set of photocurrent responses at a TiO2 photoanode in a
thin-layer cell under UV illumination. A constant potential of about +0.3 V was
sufﬁcient for 100% photoelectron collection that was applied for the purposes
of improving oxidation efﬁciency and collecting electrons during the degradation
reaction. The current was around zero without UV illumination. When the light
was switched on, both the photocurrent from the blank solution (iblank , solid line)
and that from the sample containing the organic compound (itotal , dashed line)
increased rapidly and then decreased to a common steady-state current. iblank was
originated from the photoelectrocatalytic oxidation of water, whereas itotal resulted
from the photoelectrocatalytic oxidation of water and organics. The common
steady-state current of the blank and the sample indicates that all the organics
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Schematic diagram of the design of a thin-layer photoelectrochemical cell [88].
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Figure 3.14 Photocurrent responses of a blank solution (solid line) and a sample containing organic compounds (dashed line) in photoelectrochemical thin-layer cell [88].

had been exhaustively oxidized, showing the endpoint of the photoelectrocatalytic
degradation reaction and the determination time required in a single analysis. By
integration of photocurrents iblank and itotal with time, the blank charge Q blank and
the total charge Q total can be obtained (Equations 3.20 and 3.21). Subsequently, the
net charge Q net (the shaded area in Figure 3.14), generated from the oxidation of
organics, can be obtained by subtracting Q blank from Q total (Equation 3.22) [22].

Qblank = iblank dt
(3.20)

(3.21)
Qtotal = itotal dt
Qnet = Qtotal − Qblank

(3.22)

When the originated charge Q is the result of photoelectrocatalytic oxidation of
organics, the Faraday’s law can be used to quantify the concentration by measuring
the charge (Equation 3.23) [22]

Q = idt = nFVC
(3.23)
where i is the photocurrent generated from the photoelectrocatalytic oxidation
of organics; n is the number of electrons transferred in the photoelectrocatalytic
oxidation; F and V are the Faraday constant and the sample volume, respectively;
and C is the molar concentration of the organics. For a given TiO2 photoanode, the
net charge value should increase linearly with organics concentration according to
Equation 3.23, which has been experimentally demonstrated in the literature [22].
The linear relationship of Q versus concentration enables the TiO2 photoanode at
a thin-layer cell to be a sensor for organic compounds.
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Q is a direct measure of the total amount of electrons transferred that result from
the complete degradation of all compounds in the sample. Asone oxygen molecule
is equivalent to four electrons transferred, the measured Q value can be easily
converted into an equivalent O2 concentration (or oxygen demand). The equivalent
COD value can therefore be represented as
COD(mgl−1 O2 ) =

Q
× 32000
4FV

(3.24)

On the basis of this analytical principle, the PeCOD is a direct and absolute method
that requires no calibration. The effects of important experimental conditions, such
as light intensity, applied potential bias, supporting electrolyte concentration,
and oxygen concentration, on analytical performance have been investigated,
and optimum experimental conditions were obtained. Analytical linear range of
0–360 ppm COD with a practical detection limit of 0.2 ppm COD was achieved
[88]. The results demonstrated that the measured COD values using the PeCOD
and the standard methods were in an excellent agreement.
Using the exhaustive oxidation model, Zhou’s group at Shanghai Jiaotong
University fabricated highly organized arrays of TiO2 nanotubes (Figure 3.15) [30,
31] and integrated the arrays into a thin-cell photoelectrocatalytic reactor for the
rapid determination of COD in wastewater samples. The high photocatalytic activity

500 nm
(a)

500 nm
(b)

Figure 3.15 The SEM morphology (a) and cross-section (b) of a typical TiO2 nanotubes
array used for COD sensing [31].
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of the nanotubes arises from the efﬁcient separation of photogenerated electrons
and holes and enables the COD determination with a wider dynamic working
range, up to 700 mg l−1 .
3.4.3
Partial Oxidation Mode for Determination of COD

The thin-layer photoelectrochemical detector (PECD) based on the photoelectrocatalytic oxidation (Equation 3.10) is a consumption type detector as the organic
compounds in the sample are oxidized at the TiO2 working electrode. Zhang et
al. [11] proposed that COD can be determined using the photoelectrochemical
oxidative degradation principle in a thin-layer under a continuous ﬂow mode. The
thin-layer conﬁguration is essential for achieving a large (electrode area)/(solution
volume) ratio that ensures the rapid degradation of injected sample.
Figure 3.16 shows a typical photocurrent–time proﬁle obtained during the
degradation of organic compounds under continuous ﬂow conditions and can be
used to illustrate how Q net is obtained. The ﬂat baseline (blank) photocurrent
(ibaseline ) observed from the carrier solution is originated from water oxidation,
whereas the peak response observed from the sample injection is the total current
of two different components, one is originated from photoelectrocatalytic oxidation
of organics (inet ) and the other is originated from water oxidation, which was the
same as the blank photocurrent. The net charge, Q net , originated from oxidation
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Figure 3.16 Typical photocurrent responses in continuous ﬂow analysis. The shaded
area indicates the charge (i.e., Qnet ) originated from the oxidation of the organic
compounds [11].
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of organic compounds can be obtained by integration of the peak area between the
solid and the dash line, that is, the shade area as indicated in Figure 3.16.
In the continuous-ﬂow mode under controlled conditions, only a portion of
organic compounds in the sample have been consumed. This consumed portion
can be represented by α, the oxidation percentage, which is deﬁned as
α=

Qnet

(3.25)

Qtheoretical

where Q net is the amount of electrons captured during the continuous ﬂow detection, while Q theoretical refers to the theoretical charge required for the mineralization
of the injected sample.
If all organic compounds can be oxidized indiscriminately, it can be assumed
that the oxidation percentage is a constant, which is similar to the situation in
a consumption type detection under continuous ﬂow mode [89]. The amount of
electrons captured by the detector can be written as
Qnet = αFV

m


n i Ci

(3.26)

i=1

As each oxygen molecule equals to four transferred electrons
O2 + 4H+ + 4e− −−−→ 2H2 O

(3.27)

and according to the COD deﬁnition, the Q net can be readily converted into
equivalent COD value [23, 22, 90].
COD(mgl−1 ofO2 ) =

Qnet
× 32000 = kQnet
4αFV

(3.28)

Equation 3.28 can be used to directly quantify the COD value of a sample when Q net
is obtained, as k, the slope, can be obtained by calibration curve method or standard
addition calibration method. The proposed method was successfully applied to
determine the COD of real samples from various industrial wastewaters [11]. The
COD value of real samples determined by this method agreed well the standard
dichromate method. The assay time of 1–5 min per sample can be readily achieved.
A practical detection limit of 1 mg l−1 COD with a linear range of 1–100 mg l−1 was
achieved under the optimum conditions.
Jin and coauthors prepared Ti/TiO2 photoelectrodes, using laser-assisted technique [91]. The prepared TiO2 ﬁlm consists of anatase TiO2 nanoparticles and
exhibits a superior photocatalytic activity. The electrode is employed as a sensor
for FIA to determine COD using the thin-layer photoelectrochemical cell. The
measuring principle is based on the photocurrent responses on the electrode,
which are proportional to the COD values. The linear range is 50–1000 mg l−1 ,
and the detection limit is 15 mg l−1 (S/N = 3). This method has the advantages
of short analysis time, simplicity, low environmental impact, and long lifetime
of the sensor. In addition, the COD values obtained from the proposed and the
conventional method agree well as demonstrated by the signiﬁcant correlation
between the two sets of COD values (R = 0.9961, N = 20).
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3.4.4
UV-LED for Miniature Photoelectrochemical Detectors

Most of the photoelectrochemical systems consist of a xenon light source. For
example, 150 or 500 W xenon light are typically employed as the light source [23].
The apparatus is large, heavy, and consumes a signiﬁcant amount of electricity.
Besides this, the application of xenon light into the sensing application introduces
several practical drawbacks, such as high cost (both the Xenon lamp and the
high-voltage ignition electrical power source are very expensive), short lifetime
(only a few thousand hours), high running cost, and the requirement of excellent
ventilation and a dry environment. High humidity in an outdoor environment may
destroy the system. These characteristics are not ideal for a portable ﬁeld-based
monitoring device [88].
In order to convert the PeCOD technology into a truly portable and a on-site
technology for COD measurement, UV-LED (NCCU033 from Nichia) was used
to replace the xenon lamp [28, 88], after a careful screening of all commercially
available UV-LEDs, because of its ample light intensity and suitable wavelength
(250 mW cm−2 at 365 nm). The UV-LED PeCOD system gathers the advantages
of the modern LED technology (long life, low-power consumption, and low cost),
the microelectrochemical system, and merits of the original PeCOD technology,
while eradicating the drawbacks of the traditional xenon light optical system and
conventional photoelectrochemical station. This makes the technology portable and
more user friendly. The successful incorporation of UV-LED into the miniature
photoelectrochemical thin-layer cell and experimental validation [28, 88] makes
the commercialization of the PeCOD technology possible. The proposed UV-LED
PeCOD technology will very likely make a revolutionary improvement for the
conventional COD analysis and may be widely used in water quality monitoring
industry.
3.4.5
Photoelectrochemical Universal Detector for Organic Compounds

FIA and HPLC have become two of the most common analytical techniques in
many ﬁelds, such as in pharmaceutical, environmental, forensic, clinical, food,
ﬂavor sciences and related industries [92–95]. The availability of a large variety of
detectors supports the applications of the FIA and HPLC. The detectors can be
classiﬁed into speciﬁc or nonspeciﬁc (i.e., universal) detectors [96].
Nowadays, the most common detectors, such as UV–vis detectors, photodiode
array detectors, amperometric electrochemical detectors, and ﬂuorescent detectors,
are speciﬁc detectors, only giving response to the speciﬁc properties of the analytes. Mass spectroscopy (MS) detectors and reﬂective index detectors (RIDs) are
more universal. But the MS detectors are more expensive and are not sensitive
to low-molecular-weight compounds [92], while RID commonly has unsatisfactory
sensitivity [97]. Low-cost and sensitive universal detectors are ideal for chromatographic application. In this regard, the ﬂame ionization detector (FID) for gas
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chromatography (GC) is a good representative. The development of low-cost and
sensitive universal detectors is much needed to expand the applications of FIA and
HPLC.
Fox and Tien [98] have reported the development of photocatalytic oxidation
based detectors for HPLC. These detectors, however, were only sensitive to the
oxidizable functional groups (such as aniline and benzyl alcohol). Therefore, they
were selectively responsive to compounds that possess such groups in the efﬂuent
from an HPLC column. The detectors are therefore considered as speciﬁc detectors
because they are not ‘‘universal.’’
Zhang and coworkers developed a miniature universal PECD for organic compounds using the mixed-phase TiO2 photoanode and the UV-LED thin-layer
photoelectrochemical cell [99]. The photocurrent generated at the TiO2 photoanode
was measured at +0.3 V versus Ag/AgCl by the electrochemical workstation.
Because the sample solution ﬂows through the thin-layer cell continuously during
the determination process, it can be expected that the organic compounds in the
solution can be partially oxidized. Similar to the case in the online determination
of COD in FIA system [11], the oxidation percentage can be deﬁned as α and Q
is the amount of electrons captured during the detection process, and Q theoretical is
the theoretical charge required for the complete oxidation of the injected sample.
The relationship between measured charge Q and analyte concentration C can
be represented by Equation 3.29
Q = α × Qtheoretical = α × nFVC = kC

(3.29)

During the FIA and HPLC analysis, if the light intensity, applied potential, ﬂow
rate, and injection volume are well controlled, α can be considered as a constant
in a certain concentration range. If these conditions are achieved, the Q will be
directly proportional to C as indicated in Equation 3.28.
This analytical principle was validated by quantitative determination of a variety
of organic compounds including sugars, amino acids, straight chain carboxylic
acids, aliphatic alcohol, and aromatic carboxylic acid using FIA [99]. The PECD
was also successfully coupled with the HPLC for determining sugars (Figure 3.17).
Compared with the UV–vis detection method, PECD achieved a higher sensitivity
and a larger, linear range for the determination of glucose and sucrose. With
further optimization of the cell design and improvement of the TiO2 photoanode,
the performance of the PECD can be improved and it can be expected that the
PECD can be commercially available in the near future.

3.5
Photocatalytic Gas Sensing

Metal oxides are well known for their capacity in gas sensing. TiO2 nanomaterials
have been used for gas sensing extensively. Titanium dioxide (TiO2 )-based sensors
have been applied for measuring many gases including oxygen [100], carbon
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Figure 3.17 Typical responses of a sugar mixture obtained from the HPLC-PECD system.
Mobile phase of the HPLC is water with a ﬂow rate of 0.5 ml min−1 and an injection volume of 20 µl. Peak 1: glucose (60 mM) and Peak 2: sucrose (30 mM [99].

monoxide [101] hydrogen [102], nitrous/nitric oxide [103], water vapor [104], and
hydrocarbon gases [105].
Most of them, however, achieve the sensing purpose using the electrical property
change (e.g., the change of resistivity) rather than the photocatalysis characteristic
at the TiO2 surface. In fact, there are scarce reports on the enhancement of
gas-sensing properties by photostimulation [106].
The applications of TiO2 photocatalysis in gas sensing can be classiﬁed into two
types. One is to use the TiO2 photocatalysis to generate analytical signal [106],
whereas the other is to use surface self-cleaning properties of TiO2 nanomaterial
under UV light to regenerate the sensing surface and subsequently enhance
sensitive and reproducible gas sensing [107–110].
3.5.1
The Photoelectrocatalytic Generation of Analytical Signal

The UV irradiation can enhance the analytical signal of the TiO2 -based gas sensor
[106]. A porous TiO2 electrode was fabricated by immobilizing the nanocrystalline
TiO2 on a gold electrode. Without the UV irradiation, the change in the sensitivity
is about 0.03/10 ppm of gaseous CO. Under the UV illumination, the change in the
sensitivity is about 5.3/10 ppm in a range of 200–300 ppm of CO. The sensitivity
increment indicated that the sensitivity was enhanced more than 170 times by the
UV irradiation, which is believed to be caused by the increase of the surface activity
[106].
It is well established that VOCs can be mineralized when the TiO2 nanomaterial
is illuminated under UV light [109, 110]. Utilizing the photocatalytic reaction,
the TiO2 -based microsensor can be used to identify speciﬁc gaseous organic
compounds and allow operation at ambient temperatures. The TiO2 microsensors
were produced using thick-ﬁlm lithographic methods and cermet materials. The
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TiO2 and platinum ﬁlms were deposited on an alumina substrate. Tests were
conducted in a closed quartz glass cell at ambient temperatures and pressures. As
the sensor was exposed to a variety of gaseous organic constituents in the presence
of UV light, electrical characteristics of the sensor were measured. Individual gases
including methylene chloride, ethanol, benzene, acetone, xylene, and isopropanol
produced unique signatures as they were oxidized on the sensor surface. Sensors
were renewable and reusable.
3.5.2
Photocatalytic Surface Self-Cleaning for Enhancement of Analytical Signal

Self-cleaning is a well-known TiO2 property that originated from the photocatalytic
oxidation power of the TiO2 semiconductor under UV illumination. Fung’s group
at the university of Hong Kong developed a piezoelectric crystal sensor for the
detection of organic vapors using nanocrystalline TiO2 ﬁlms and β-cyclodextrine
[108]. Owing to the rigidity of the cast material, comparatively thick coatings could
be used without a signiﬁcant attenuation of the acoustic wave, and the porous morphology of the nanocrystalline TiO2 ﬁlms yields a relatively fast response even for
thick coatings. Piezoelectric gas sensors successfully detected organic vapors (e.g.,
o-xylene and methanol) with detection limits down to 0.05 ppm. In strong contrast
with the porous ﬁlms prepared from SiO2 , Al2 O3 , or graphite particles, under UV
illumination, the nanocrystalline TiO2 ﬁlms produce holes, and hydroxyl radicals,
which could oxidize and decompose organic materials. As fresh surface of porous
TiO2 could be produced by irradiating UV light onto the β-cyclodextrine/TiO2
composite ﬁlms, piezoelectric crystal sensors fabricated on porous TiO2 substrate
were found to give reproducible results. The use of such coating for fabricating
piezoelectric crystal chemical and biosensors leads to signiﬁcant improvements in
the sensor performance and a wide scope of application.
Obee and Brown [104] found that increasing the humidity level increased the
TiO2 oxidation rate of formaldehyde up to a maximum, then decreased with increasing humidity for concentrations in the range of 10 ppm and above. For low
formaldehyde concentration, 1.5 ppm and below, the oxidation rate had a weak
dependence on humidity. The oxidation rate also depended on the formaldehyde
concentration, increasing to a maximum at ∼100 ppm. The formaldehyde photooxidation rate decreased with increasing temperature. The presence of other VOCs
in the air will lead to competitive interaction at the TiO2 surface adsorption site.
Noguchi et al. [111] found that oxidation rate of formaldehyde was higher than that
of acetaldehyde because TiO2 has higher adsorption capacity for formaldehyde.
Glancing angle deposition was used to fabricate TiO2 thin ﬁlm relative humidity
sensors [112]. These sensors have been shown to have an extremely high capacitive
response along with subsecond response times. However, the thin ﬁlm morphology
that gives rise to the strong performance also renders the ﬁlm vulnerable to
aging processes, which can degrade sensor performance over a period of days.
The response of our sensors to UV irradiation suggested that the photocatalytic

References

self-cleaning property of the TiO2 surface not only reverses the aging of humidity
sensor but also improves the overall device response [112].

3.6
Conclusions

Utilizing the extraordinary photocatalytic oxidation power at the TiO2 surface under
UV illumination, the nanostructured TiO2 -based sensors are able to determine the
aggregative organic compounds in aqueous media, such as TOC, COD, and
VOCs, detect individual organic compound by coupling with HPLC or FIA, and
facilitate the detection of various gases. By combining modern technologies, such as
microfabrication technology (e.g., lab-on-chip fabrication), microelectronic devices
(e.g., UV-LED and USB powered electrochemical station), the photocatalysis, and
the photoelectrocatalysis at nanostructured TiO2 materials could be widely used in
water quality monitoring and gas sensing.
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4
Mesoporous Materials for Water Treatment
Yonghui Deng and Dongyuan Zhao

In the past decade, rapid development of global economics and industry, environmental pollution, energy crisis, food safety, and biotechnology have aroused
more and more public concerns. Water pollution is a major global environmental
problem. It has been suggested that it is one of the leading worldwide causes
of deaths and diseases [1]. Thus, efﬁcient control of the discharge of industrial
wastewater is in emergent demand before its release to the environment. Wastewater generated from industrial activities can contain pollutants such as suspended
solids, nutrients, heavy metals, oils and greases, and other toxic organic and inorganic chemicals. If this untreated water is discharged directly, pollutants can cause
serious harm to the environment and human health. Signiﬁcant progress has
been made in removing toxic substances, such as heavy metal ions, polyaromatic
organics, and microcystins (MCs) through various methods, including sedimentation, membrane separation, adsorption, and oxidation. Among these strategies,
adsorption-based processes may lead to one of the most efﬁcient routes for removal
of toxic substances from wastewater [2].
Traditionally, silica gels and activated carbons were widely adopted as adsorbents
for water treatment. These materials are mainly microporous and thus not suitable
for the adsorption of large molecules because of the restriction of pore size.
However, the development of advanced adsorbents with improved performance
toward large molecules and bearing multifunctions (e.g., magnetic separation,
molecular sieves, and recognition) has become a growing objective of research and
practical application. In this regard, materials with regular and large mesopores
tend to become indispensable. As a result, ordered mesoporous materials, especially
those composed of silica and carbon frameworks, have attracted global interests.
Ordered mesoporous materials, as an intriguing porous material, have attracted
considerable attention because of their high speciﬁc surface areas, regular and
tunable large pore sizes, and high pore volumes, as well as stable and interconnected
frameworks with active pore surface for easy modiﬁcation or functionalization,
meeting the requirements as promising adsorbents. In this chapter, we focus on the
removal of various pollutants, such as metal ions, anion, and organic compounds
from industrial wastewater by using the unique mesoporous materials as sorbents.
Functional Nanostructured Materials and Membranes for Water Treatment, First Edition.
Edited by Mikel Duke, Dongyuan Zhao, and Raphael Semiat.
 2013 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2013 by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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4.1
Adsorption of Heavy Metal Ions

Many industries, such as electroplating, battery, mining, and ceramics, may discharge wastewater-containing heavy metals that are harmful to water environment
and living organisms. These metal ions include cadmium, lead, and mercury. Since
their discovery in 1992 [3], ordered mesoporous silicas have been widely adopted
as adsorbents for trapping heavy metal ions. However, most as-prepared ordered
mesoporous silicas show quite limited adsorption capacity. It is almost a prerequisite to attach functional groups on the pore surface to generate speciﬁc binding
sites. Fortunately, the hydroxyl-group-enriched surface of ordered mesoporous silicas makes it easy for functionalization. Two main approaches have been developed
to chemically bind functional groups, namely, postgrafting and co-condensation
(Figure 4.1) [4]. Both the methods adopt organosilanes carrying different terminal
groups. The former utilizes cross-linking reaction between surface silanol groups
and organosilanes, whereas the latter relates to the coassembly between organosilanes and surfactants. In order to speciﬁcally bind different heavy metal ions,
the basic principle lies on the different behaviors of complex chemistry, that is,
soft metal ions (e.g., Hg2+ ) are more likely to form stable complexes with ligands
carrying soft electron donor atoms (e.g., thiol) and vice versa. The most successful
development is the fabrication of silica-based hybrids bearing thiol groups on
ordered mesoporous silicas, which have exceptional binding afﬁnity toward Hg2+ ,
which is one of the most threatening metal ions [5].
Recently, ordered mesoporous silica materials containing functionalized organic
monolayers have been synthesized. Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectra show that a cross-linked monolayer of mercaptopropylsilane is covalently
bound to the mesoporous silica and closely packed on the pore surface. The
relative surface coverage of the monolayers can be systematically varied up to
76%. These materials are extremely efﬁcient in removing mercury and other heavy
metals from both aqueous and nonaqueous waste streams. These materials can
be regenerated and possess good reusability [6]. Bibby and Mercier [7] reported
the synthesis of the microspherical adsorbents with uniform mesopore channels by ﬂuoride-catalyzed surfactant-directed co-condensation of tetraethoxysilane
(TEOS) and 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS), using mildly acidic nonionic surfactant solutions. The adsorption kinetics of the adsorbents shows that
the uptake of mercury ions is rather slow, with diffusion coefﬁcients ranging
between 10−14 and 10−15 m2 s−1 . The coefﬁcients were found to increase as a
function of the thiol group density of the adsorbents. The diffusion coefﬁcients
of the mercury (II) adsorption process also increased as a function of time,
indicating synergistic acceleration of the uptake rate with increasing mercury
ion loading in the materials. Zhang et al. [8] synthesized a thioether functionalized organic–inorganic mesoporous silica composite for the ﬁrst time by a
one-step co-condensation of TEOS and (1, 4)-bis(triethoxysilyl)propane tetrasulﬁde
(CH3 CH2 O)3 Si(CH2 )3 S–S–S–S(CH2 )3 Si(OCH2 CH3 )3 (BTESPTS). The new material showed highly selective and capacious adsorption for Hg2+ . The adsorbent is
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Figure 4.1 Schematic illustration of the two
approaches to mesoporous silica materials
with different surface functionalities: (1) cocondensation, wherein functional organosilanes and TEOS are simultaneously used
as the silica sources for templating synthesis of ordered mesoporous silicas by using Pluronic P123 as a template (1a), and
mesoporous silica bearing functional groups
can be obtained after the removal of the

templates through solvent extraction (1b);
(2) the postgrafting, wherein mesoporous
silicas are synthesized through soft templating by using TEOS as a silica source and
P123 as a template (2a), followed by the
removal of templates through calcination.
Then, organosilanes are used to react with
the silanol groups on the pore wall, creating
mesoporous silicas with functionalize pore
surfaces (2b).

environmentally friendly because BTESPTS is much less toxic than MPTMS, and
the highly selective adsorption for Hg2+ also makes the recycling of Hg2+ possible.
In summary, ligands bearing thiol-based groups (thiol, thiourea, thioether, etc.)
[9–11] have been extensively grafted to mesoporous silica MCM-41 and SBA-15
with high surface coverage and easy accessibility. These hybrids show excellent
binding afﬁnity and large capacity (up to a few thousand of milligrams per gram
of sorbent) to Hg2+ , as well as good stability and high selectivity over other metal
ions. They can efﬁciently remove Hg2+ in waste streams from ∼10 ppm down
to undetectable levels (the inductively coupled plasma spectroscopy with limit of
detection of 1 ppb). Moreover, such binding effect of Hg2+ ions in mesopores could
prevent bacteria (much larger in size than the mesopores) from forming deadly
methyl mercury. Factors inﬂuencing Hg2+ uptake include pH value, porosity, and
structure of sorbents. It is also reported that well-ordered mesostructures favor
fast mass transport than disordered structures, and functional groups obtained by
postgraft are more easily accessible than those by co-condensation.
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Similarly, analogous materials grafted with terminal amino-based (amine, urea,
polyamidoamine, etc.) or carboxylic groups have shown efﬁcient binding properties
to many hard heavy metal ions (such as Cu2+ , Zn2+ , Cr3+ , Fe3+ , Cd2+ , and Ni2+ ).
Algarra et al. [12] have evaluated the potential of removing nickel and copper ions
from industrial electroplating wastewaters using MCM-41 type mesoporous silica
materials functionalized with different ratios of aminopropyl groups. Preliminarily,
they determined the optimal experimental conditions for the retention of heavy
ions. Results show that the mesoporous silica material has a great selectivity against
sodium, indicating that ionic strength does not affect the extraction. Benitez et al.
[13] successfully synthesized urea-containing mesoporous silica with intraframework urea groups (UreaMS) via a surfactant-templated route by co-condensation
of an organosilane precursor and TEOS. A detailed characterization by chemical analysis, 29 Si-MAS-NMR, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, thermogravimetric
analysis, and FT-IR spectroscopy conﬁrmed the integrity of urea groups inside the
pore walls of the material. The results revealed a density of one urea group per
13–16 silicon atoms in the bulk material. The adsorption capacity for Fe(III) cations
can reach 0.19 mmol g−1 . Heidari et al. [14] systematically investigated the removal
of Ni(II), Cd(II), and Pb(II) ions from aqueous solution by using mesoporous silica
materials, namely, bulk MCM-41, and their nanoparticles – NH2 -MCM-41 (amino
functionalized MCM-41), and nano NH2 -MCM-41. The authors found that NH2 MCM-41 sample showed the highest uptake for metal ions in aqueous solution.
The results indicate that the adsorption of Ni(II), Cd(II), and Pb(II) ions on the
surface of the adsorbent increased with the increase of pH values. The maximum
adsorption capacity of NH2 -MCM-41 for Ni(II), Cd(II), and Pb(II) was found to
be 12.36, 18.25, and 57.74 mg g−1 , respectively. Therefore, the main adsorption
process of the heavy metal ions is related with surface complexation. In the same
case, the precipitation of metal ions, that is, forming insoluble metal hydroxides
on the surface, could also happen under certain condition (at increased pH values)
[15]. Compared with other sorbents, such as activated carbons (with a Pb2+ adsorption capacity of 38.5 mg g−1 ) [16], the mesoporous NH2 -MCM-41 sorbents exhibit
much higher adsorption capacity because of the high density of their functional
groups.
Ordered mesoporous silicas possessing dual functional groups capable of both
detection and uptake of metal ions are a recent development. For example, a
mesoporous silica-based chemodosimeter could speciﬁcally react with Hg2+ ions
with the release of some dyes into the solution and the binding of Hg2+ from
solution at the same time, which changes the color to deep blue and removal of
Hg2+ . Thus, the detection of Hg2+ with naked eye can be achieved. Ros-Lis et al. [17]
designed a dual-function hybrid material (U1) for simultaneous chromoﬂuorogenic
detection and removal of Hg2+ in an aqueous environment (Figure 4.2). In this
strategy, the mesoporous solid (UVM-7, University of Valencia Materials-7) is
decorated with thiol groups that were treated with squaraine dye III to give
a 2,4-bis(4-dialkylaminop henyl)-3-hydroxy-4-alkylsulfanylcyclobut-2-enone (APC)
derivative. The derivative is covalently anchored to the inorganic silica matrix.
Hg2+ ions can react with the APC fragment in sample U1 with release of the
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Figure 4.2 Synthesis route and chemosensor design protocol of mesoporous adsorbents for selective indication of Hg2+ ions.
The thiol groups modiﬁed mesoporous silica (UVM-7-SH) was synthesized through
co-condensation by using CTAB as the
template, mercaptopropyltriethoxysilane
and TEOS as the silica sources, and triethylamine (TEA) as a basic catalyst. After
the removal of CTAB templates by ethanol

(containing HCl) extraction method, the
obtained UVM-7-SH sample was treated
with dye squaraine III (the indicator), resulting in dye-immobilized mesoporous
silica (U1). On contact with Hg2+ , the materials can convert into U2 by complexing
with Hg2+ and release the blue, ﬂuorescent
squaraine dye III to the solution, indicating
the Hg2+ concentration. (Source: Reproduced
from Ref. [17].)
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Figure 4.3 The synthesis of periodic mesoporous organosilicas (PMOs). Step 1, formation of mesostructured CTAB/organosilica
composite through the ammonia catalyzed
hydrolysis and condensation of a cyclic

trimer [SiCH2 (OEt)2 ]3 precursor in the presence of CTAB as a structure-directing agent;
Step 2, removal of CTAB template through
solvent extraction. (Source: Reproduced from
Ref. [18].)

squaraine dye into the solution, which turns deep blue and ﬂuoresces strongly.
Naked-eye Hg2+ -detection is thus accomplished in an easy-to-use procedure. The
sample U1 not only acts as a chemodosimeter that signals the presence of Hg2+
down to parts-per-billion concentrations but at the same time is also an excellent
adsorbent for the removal of mercury cations from aqueous solution. The amount
of adsorbed mercury ranges from 0.7 to 1.7 mmol g−1 , depending on the degree of
the functionalization.
Functional mesoporous organosilica and carbon materials are also capable of capacious adsorption of metals. Especially for the well-developed ordered mesoporous
carbons (OMCs), they hold many attractive features such as high porosity, tunable
pore structures and sizes, good stability, and easy surface modiﬁcation, which may
render them as the next generation of adsorbents. Periodic mesoporous organosilicas (PMOs) are a new class of organic–inorganic hybrid nanomaterials, which
were developed right after the discovery of ordered mesoporous silicas (Figure 4.3)
[18–21]. In PMO materials, the organic bridging groups are incorporated into
the pore channel walls, which can tune the chemical and physical properties of
the materials and enable a broad range of applications such as adsorption, catalysis and sensing, and separations. Wu et al. [22] synthesized well-ordered cubic
benzene-bridged PMOs functionalized with variable contents of thiol groups via
a one-step co-condensation of 1,4-bis(triethoxysilyl)benzene (BTEB) and MPTMS
in a highly acidic medium with the use of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB) as a structure-directing agent. The thiol-functionalized benzene-silica materials with different molar percentage ratio (x) of MPTMS/(BTEB+MPTMS) were
investigated for metal ion adsorption (Table 4.1). These materials exhibited high
adsorption afﬁnity toward metal ions such as Hg2+ and Ag+ , but not for Cd2+ ,
Co2+ , and Pb2+ . The evidence that there are strong interactions between the thiol
groups and Hg2+ and Ag+ ions is provided by NMR. Zhao and coworkers synthesized OMC FDU-15 functionalized with carboxyl group. This material exhibits
high afﬁnity toward metal ions, and the adsorption capacity can be achieved at
1.0 mmol g−1 [23].

4.2 Adsorption of Anions
Sulfur contents and Hg2+ and Ag+ adsorption capacities of the thiolfunctionalized benzene-silica materials with different thiol contents in the metal ion mixture
(SH-Bz-x).a

Table 4.1

x

10.0
12.5
16.7
25.0

S content
(mmol g−1 )

Hg (mg g−1 )

Ag (mg g−1 )

Hg/S

Ag/S

0.68
0.79
1.09
1.33

112
157
221
320

140
172
216
296

0.8
1.0
1.0
1.2

1.9
2.0
1.8
2.1

The adsorption capacities for Cd2+ , Pb2+ , and Co2+ ions are 26, 38, and 36 mg g−1 , respectively.
Source: Reproduced from Ref. [22].
a

4.2
Adsorption of Anions

Many anions, such as arsenate, chromate, selenate, perrhenate, and phosphate, can
be present in wastewater as pollutant sources. Waters contaminated by these anions
have raised widespread public attention. Speciﬁc binding of these anions is one of
the most challenging problems in chemistry, biology, materials, and environmental
science. The basic strategy to trap such toxic anions by ordered mesoporous silicas
is to immobilize amino groups or metal-chelated ligands on the mesopore surface.
The former could directly bind anions through positive amino ligands, whereas the
latter usually requires sequential grafting of organic ligands and immobilization
of metal ions. On the basis of the former method, Hamoudi et al. [24] prepared
mesoporous silica SBA-15-based sorbents via a postsynthesis grafting method,
using 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (N-silane), [1-(2-aminoethyl)-3-aminopropyl]
trimethoysilane (NN-silane), and 1-[3-(trimethoxysilyl)-propyl]-diethylenetriamine
(NNN-silane), followed by acidiﬁcation in HCl solution to convert the attached
surface amino groups to positively charged ammonium moieties. For the same
organoalkoxysilane/silica molar ratio, the adsorption capacity increased markedly
with increase in the number of protonated amines in the functional groups.
Therefore, maximum adsorption capacities of 1.07, 1.70, and 2.46 mmol H2 PO4 g−1
adsorbent were obtained using mono-, di-, and triammonium-functionalized SBA15, respectively. For the metal-chelated ligands-grafted material, proper ligands
are pregrafted on silica surface, while metal ions can chelate with the ligands
as well as targeted anions. The binding to anions involves direct coordination or
displacement of one ligand to the metal center. For example, ethylenediaminemodiﬁed mesoporous silicas can chelate Cu2+ , further binding arsenate and
chromate with high capacity and selectivity [25]. Yoshitake and coworkers [26]
reported that Fe3+ , Co2+ , Ni2+ , and Cu2+ ions ﬁxed by diamino-functionalized
hexagonal mesoporous silica MCM-41 and cubic MCM-48 work as adsorption
centers for arsenate ions. The effectiveness of the removal of arsenate from a dilute
solution is of the order Fe3+ > H+ ∼ Co2+ > Ni2+ ∼ Cu2+ , which is slightly different
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from the adsorption capacity: Fe3+ > Co2+ ∼ H+ > Ni2+ > Cu2+ . The Fe center binds
nearly three arsenate ions, which allows the adsorption capacity of Fe/NN-MCM-48
to be the largest one at 2.5 mmol g−1 (of adsorbent) among the adsorbents of
arsenate. Therefore, Fe3+ ions coordinated to amino ligands ﬁxed on mesoporous
silica MCM-41 work as a strong adsorbent for toxic oxyanions. The maximum
adsorption amounts can be achieved to 1.56, 0.99, 0.81, and 1.29 mmol g−1 for
arsenate, chromate, selenate, and molybdate, respectively [27].
Compared to heavy metal ions, the removal of anions by ordered mesoporous
materials based on the adsorption process has been rarely studied, probably because
of both negatively charged silica surface and anions, resulting in the difﬁculty to
graft stable connections capable of binding both silica surface and targeted anions.
Future studies may try to synthesize novel mesoporous composites with certain
species (e.g., iron oxides) of high afﬁnity being exposed to targeted anions (e.g.,
arsenate).

4.3
Adsorption of Organic Pollutants

The efﬂuent from many industries, such as printing and dying and textiles,
contains a wide variety of organic pollutants. Ordered mesoporous materials are
widely used as adsorbents to remove many organic compounds from aqueous
streams. One of the most studied topics is the adsorption of dyes. Similar to
binding heavy metal ions, ordered mesoporous silicas modiﬁed with carboxylic
and amino groups have been fabricated for capturing basic and acidic dyes,
respectively. It shows excellent performance (good selectivity, large capacity, and
extremely rapid adsorption rate) because of the designed strong electrostatic
interactions and high surface areas. Both the adsorbent and the dye can be
easily recovered by simple washing with an alkaline or acid solution. Ho et al.
[28] prepared ordered mesoporous silica MCM-41 adsorbents by grafting aminoand carboxylic-containing functional groups for the removal of Acid blue 25 and
methylene blue (MB) dyes from wastewater. The amino-containing mesoporous
silica adsorbents have a large adsorption capacity and a strong afﬁnity for the
Acid blue 25. It can selectively remove Acid blue 25 from a mixture of dyes (i.e.,
Acid blue 25 and MB). The ordered mesoporous silica functionalized with -COOH
group is a good adsorbent for MB, displaying excellent adsorption capacity and
selectivity. Furthermore, these adsorbents can be regenerated by simple washing
with alkaline or acid solution to recover both the adsorbents and the adsorbed
dyes. Yan et al. [29] synthesized anhydride-group-grafted mesoporous silica by
direct co-condensation of silanes with TEOS in the presence of different surfactant
templates, which led to silica materials with different pore sizes and a high
density of carboxylic acid groups. These materials were used as adsorbents for
the removal of three basic dyestuffs (MB, phenosafranine, and night blue) from
wastewater. The measurements performed showed that, probably because of their
high surface area, good afﬁnity of carboxylic groups and large number of binding
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sites, the mesoporous materials obtained exhibit a high adsorption capacity and
an extremely rapid adsorption rate. Furthermore, these carboxylic-functionalized
adsorbents can be regenerated by simply washing with acid solution to recover
both the adsorbents and the adsorbed dyes.
Without surface modiﬁcation, surfactants in as-made ordered mesoporous
silicas are essential for removing organic molecules. Zhao et al. [30] synthesized mesoporous silica materials by using self-assembling micellar aggregates
cetylpyridinium bromide (CPB) and CTAB, respectively. The authors systemically
investigated the effect of the composition (the presence and absence of surfactants,
different kinds of templates) on the sorption performance. The as-prepared materials showed excellent retention performance toward chloroacetic acids, toluene,
naphthalene, and methyl orange, and the materials without surfactants do not
show such performance.
In contrast, as organic pollutants are always more or less hydrophobic, one
can envisage that OMCs would be better adsorbents than silica. Carbon is inert,
stable, light, and mainly hydrophobic, presenting high afﬁnity toward organic
pollutants. Moreover, unlike the prerequisite of generating binding sites in the
ordered mesoporous silica case, only physisorption is enough to efﬁciently adsorb
many organics on carbon materials. Yuan et al. [31] used MB and neutral red (NR)
as probe molecules to investigate adsorption behaviors of OMCs synthesized by
using mesoporous silica SBA-15 as the hard templates. The results showed that
the volume of the mesopores with size larger than 3.5 nm is a crucial factor for the
adsorption capacity and rate of MB on mesoporous carbons. However, the most
probable pore diameter of mesoporous carbons was found to be vital to the adsorption capacity and rate of NR. Wu et al. [32] synthesized highly ordered mesoporous
carbonaceous phenol-formaldehyde resins with two-dimensionally (2D) hexagonal
and three-dimensionally (3D) bicontinuous cubic mesostructures by nanocasting
process using SBA-15 and KIT-6 as hard templates. These ordered mesoporous
carbonaceous phenolic resins exhibit excellent performances in removing toxic
basic organic compounds from wastewater, with fast adsorption kinetics, high adsorption afﬁnity, and large adsorption capacities. Asouhidou et al. [33] investigated
OMC CMK-3 samples with hexagonal structure and a disordered mesoporous
carbon for the sorption of Remazol Red 3BS (C.I. 239) dye in comparison to three
commercial activated carbons (Takeda 5A, Calgon carbon, and Norit SAE-2) and
mesoporous silica with a wormhole pore structure. The results showed that the
CMK-3 sample exhibits higher sorption capacities (576 mg g−1 ) in comparison to
the commercial activated carbons (181 mg g−1 ), which possess either microporous
(Takeda 5A and Calgon carbon) or combined micro-/mesoporous (Norit SAE-2)
structures and the mesoporous silica.
Indeed, OMCs templated from mesoporous silicas by using nanocasting approach are widely adopted for removing dyes and other organic compounds with
high adsorption capacities and fast diffusion kinetics [34]. With the recent advances
in the preparation of OMCs by organic–organic self-assembly, these materials
are more likely to be the next cheap generation but highly efﬁcient adsorbents
for removing organic pollutants. Zhuang et al. [35] synthesized OMCs through
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Figure 4.4 TEM images for the mesoporous carbons (MPSC/C) derived from the mesoporous silica–carbon (MPSC) composites by the silica using HF solution, viewed from the
directions parallel (a) and perpendicular (b) to the pore channels. (Source: Reproduced
from Ref. [35].)
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Figure 4.5 Optical photographs of the dyepolluted water (a,c,e) before and (b,d,f)
after the adsorption by the mesoporous
carbons (MPSC/C) derived from the mesoporous silica–carbon (MPSC) composites by

(e)

(f)

dissolving the silica using HF solution. (a,b)
Basic dye methylthionine chloride (MC),
(c,d) basic dye fuchsine basic (FB), and (e,f)
acidic and azo dye methyl orange (MO).
(Source: Reproduced from Ref. [35].)

a tricomponent self-assembly method. In this method, triblock copolymer F127
is used as the template, TEOS and resol are used as the silica and carbon
sources, respectively, and ethanol is used as the solvent. After thermosetting the
F127/resol/silica mesostructured composite and prolysis treatment, ordered mesoporous silica–carbon (MPSC) hybrid materials are obtained. Removal of the silica
component with HF solution can give rise to mesoporous carbon (MPSC/C) with
high surface area, large pore volume, and bimodal pore size distribution (Figures 4.4
and 4.5). The authors demonstrated the application of the novel OMCs in efﬁcient
disposal of wastewater containing bulky dye molecules. The adsorption amount
for the bulky dye (methylthionine chloride, fuchsine basic, rhodamine B, brilliant
yellow, methyl orange, or Sudan G) is almost twice that of the activated carbon in
which mesopores contribute almost 100% to the total surface area and volume.
The OMC adsorbent has a high adsorption rate (>99.9%) for low-concentration
dyes; good performance in decoloration regardless of the dye nature, including
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basic, acidic, or azo dyes; and high stability after dye elution. The authors found
that the spatial effect of dye molecules is the determinative factor for adsorption
in OMCs with various pore textural properties. The mesoporous carbon with an
extremely high surface area (∼2580 m2 g−1 ), a large pore volume (2.16 cm3 g−1 ),
and bimodal pores (6.4 and 1.7 nm) prepared from the silica–carbon composite
shows the highest adsorption capacities for bulky basic dyes.
4.4
Multifunctional Modiﬁcation of Sorbents

Besides the effort to create high porosity and speciﬁc surface functionalities,
considerate work has been done to endow mesoporous materials with more
sophiticated functions, such as magnetic properties, to achieve fast and effective
adsorption and separation processes. MCs, a family of cyclic heptapeptide toxins
with over 80 analogs, have a large molecular dimension (2–3 nm) (Figure 4.6).
They are produced by the cyanobacterial cells when they die. Microcystins are
very toxic for plants and animals as well as humans. They may cause serious
damage to the liver and strongly inhibit protein phosphatases. Unfortunately,
microcystins are extremely stable and resist common chemical breakdown such
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Figure 4.7 (a) Synthesis route: ﬁrst, magnetic Fe3 O4 particles are coated with a
nonporous SiO2 (nSiO2 ) layer by a sol–gel
method. Then, the obtained Fe3 O4 @nSiO2
microspheres are coated with a layer of
mesostructured CTAB/SiO2 composite by
using CTAB as a template and TEOS as a

silica source. Finally, CTAB templates are
removed through reﬂuxing in acetone, resulting in the core-shell magnetic mesoporous silica microspheres. (b) TEM image of the core-shell magnetic mesoporous
silica microspheres. (Source: Reproduced
from Ref. [36].)

as hydrolysis or oxidation. Therefore, the adsorption of microcystins by using
high surface area porous materials is promising for the removal of microcystins
in waters. Deng et al. [36] synthesized superparamagnetic microspheres with a
Fe3 O4 @SiO2 core and a perpendicularly aligned mesoporous silica shell through
a surfactant-templating sol–gel approach (Figure 4.7a). The magnetic mesoporous
microspheres (Figure 4.7b) possess high magnetization (53.3 emu g−1 ), high surface area (365 m2 g−1 ), large pore volume (0.29 cm3 g−1 ), and uniform mesopore
(2.3 nm). Using the unique core–shell microspheres with accessible large pores
and excellent magnetic responsiveness, a fast removal of microcystins with high
efﬁciency (>95%) can be achieved. Remarkably, these novel magnetic mesoporous
microspheres can be conveniently recycled with a magnet and exhibit excellent
reusability.
Zhai et al. [37] synthesized OMC materials with magnetic frameworks via a
‘‘one-pot’’ block-copolymer self-assembly strategy associated with a direct carbonization process from resol, ferric citrate, and the triblock copolymer Pluronic
F127. The mesoporous nanocomposites obtained possess nanosized γ-Fe2 O3 conﬁned in amorphous carbon frameworks, an ordered 2D hexagonal (space group
P6mm) mesostructure, uniform mesopores (∼4.0 nm), and high surface areas (up
to 590 m2 g−1 ) and pore volumes (up to 0.48 cm3 g−1 ). Maghemite nanocrystals
with a small particle size (<9.3 nm) are conﬁned in the matrix of amorphous
carbon frameworks. The maghemite/carbon nanocomposites exhibit excellent
superparamagnetic behaviors that are favorable for their application, such as
magnetic separation. Further H2 O2 oxidation treatment of the magnetic nanocomposites endows plenty of oxygen-containing functional groups on the carbon
surface, which improves their hydrophilic properties signiﬁcantly. Such modiﬁed
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1 mm
50 mm
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(b)

Figure 4.8 (a) SEM and (b) TEM images of the hierarchically macroporous/mesoporous
silica monoliths obtained by using commercial polyurethane foams as the scaffold. The
inset in (a) shows the photograph of the hierarchically porous silica monoliths. (Source:
Reproduced from Ref. [38].)

nanocomposites with hydrophilic and magnetic framework show evidently improved adsorption properties of water and fuchsine base dye molecules in water and
an easy separation procedure. Xue et al. [38] fabricated hierarchically porous silica
monoliths through a conﬁnement self-assembly approach in the skeletal scaffolds
of commercial polyurethane (PU) foams (Figure 4.8). The porous silica monoliths
exhibit large macropores (100–500 µm in diameter), adjustable uniform mesopores (6.5–9.3 nm in diameter), high surface areas (340–780 m2 g−1 ), and large
pore volumes (0.48–1.16 cm3 g−1 ). The resulting macroporous/mesoporous silica
monoliths show an excellent capability in adsorption and removal of microcystinLR in wastewater. The hierarchically porous silica monoliths provide a fast mass
transfer during adsorption of microcystins and attained a fast and efﬁcient removal
of microcystins (96% in 10 min).
4.5
Photocatalytic Degradation of Organic Pollutants

The photocatalytic decomposition of organic pollutants in water has been widely
studied by using semiconductor nanomaterials as the photocatalysts. A semiconductor nanoparticle, on irradiation with light of certain wavelength corresponding
to its bandgap, can be excited to generate numerous electron–hole pairs. The
electron and hole can migrate to particles’ surface and initiate the reductive and
oxidative reaction, respectively. The hole can oxidize H2 O and/or hydroxyl groups
to form hydroxyl radicals, while the electron can reduce dissolved O2 molecules to
form various species, such as O2 − and H2 O2 [39, 40]. During the photocatalytic
degradation of organic pollutant in water solution, the compounds can be adsorbed
on the semiconductor and oxidized and decomposed directly. Many metal oxides,
such as TiO2 , ZnO, WO3 , SrTiO3 , and BiVO4 , have been explored as photocatalysts.
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Among them, TiO2 is the most popular one because of its unique characteristics,
such as chemical inertness, photostability, and biocompatibility [41]. It is well
known that, as a heterogeneous process, photocatalysis is a surface-dependent
reaction; therefore, metal oxide catalysts with high surface area are highly desirable
for photocatalytic degradation in water puriﬁcation and remediation.
Zhao and coworkers [42], using the triblock copolymer Pluronic P123
(EO20 PO70 EO20 ) as a template, synthesized ordered mesoporous titania phosphate
materials (TiPO4 ) by incorporating phosphorus from phosphoric acid directly into
the framework of TiO2 . The materials obtained possess high surface area up to
300 m2 g−1 , crystallized frameworks with crystalline size of ∼6.0 nm, and bandgap
of ∼3.17 eV. The mesoporous TiPO4 materials show an excellent activity for the
degradation of n-pentane with the rate two times higher than that of commercial
titania nanoparticles P25. The high photocatalytic activity is speculated to be
related to its extended bandgap energy, high surface area, and the existence of Ti
ions in the tetrahedral coordination of the mesoporous TiPO4 materials.
It is commonly accepted in photocatalysis based on semiconductor nanomaterials
that small crystalline size can lead to powerful redox ability because of the quantum
size effect. Moreover, the small crystalline sizes are also beneﬁcial for the separation
of the photogenerated electron–hole pairs. These features should slow the rate of
electron–hole recombination and increase the photocatalytic activity. In this regard,
Hirao and coworkers [43] synthesized nanosized mesoporous titania powder with
high surface area and anatase crystalline walls via hydrothermal process by using
CTAB as a surfactant-directing agent. The mesoporous TiO2 nanoparticles obtained
after calcination at 400 ◦ C have a mean diameter of ∼17 nm, pore size of ∼2.5 nm,
and surface area up to 320 m2 g−1 . Photocatalytic degradation of Rhodamine B
shows that the TiO2 nanoparticles obtained are more active than both commercial
P25 powder and mesoporous TiO2 nanoparticles obtained under the same condition
but after being calcined at a higher temperature (600 ◦ C). The lower photocatalytic
activity of the sample obtained at 600 ◦ C is attributed to its reduced speciﬁc surface
area (221 m2 g−1 ).
Although titania is one of the most studied semiconductor photocatalysts, it can be
activated only under UV light irradiation of wavelength <387 nm owing to its large
bandgap of 3.2 eV. Moreover, the photogenerated electron–hole pairs of titania
are easy to recombine, which greatly inﬂuences their photocatalytic efﬁciency.
Therefore, much work has recently been done to improve the photocatalytic
efﬁciency of TiO2 either by shifting its optical response to the visible range so
as to make good use of solar energy or by deposition of metal nanoparticles
(e.g., Pt) to inhibit the electron–hole recombination. Lin et al. [44] synthesized
visible light responsive carbon-doped mesoporous titania ﬁlms by using glucose
as both a carbon source and a pore-forming agent. The ﬁlms obtained have
a high surface area of ∼283 m2 g−1 and a thickness of about 10 µm and are
composed of anatase crystalline TiO2 particles. The prepared C-doped TiO2 ﬁlms
exhibited excellent photocatalytic activity in the degradation of the dye Reactive
Brilliant Red X-3B under UV and visible light irradiation compared with that of the
smooth TiO2 and P25 ﬁlms. Sanchez and coworkers [45] synthesized mesoporous
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mesoporous titania obtained by annealing at
500 ◦ C in ammonia vapor and (b) comparison of the methylen blue (MB) photodegradation activity between N-doped mesoporous
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Figure 4.10 Promoted charge-carrier separation on mesoporous Pt-containing titania photocatalyst by trapping a photoinduced electron on the Pt/TiO2 junction [46].

N-doped nanocrystalline titania ﬁlms by thermal treatment of mesoporous titania
templated from Pluronic P123 with ammonia vapor. Photocatalytic degradation
results indicate that the N-doped mesoporous titania has a much faster degradation
rate than the conventional sample without nitrogen under visible light (Figure 4.9).
Noble metals such as Pt, Pd, Ag, and Au deposited on TiO2 can act as sinks
for photoexcited electrons, hindering the recombination of charge carriers, that
is, electrons and holes (Figure 4.10). On the basis of this principle, Wang et al.
[46] synthesized mesoporous titania ﬁlms via a soft-templated method by using
titanium tetraisopropoxide as an inorganic source and Pluronic P123 as a template. Pt nanoparticles were loaded onto the calcined mesoporous titania via a
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Figure 4.11 Percentage of cell survival of micrococcus lylae on the mesoporous titania
(MT) and Pt-containing mesoporous titania (Pt-MT) ﬁlms after irradiation with 365 nm UV
light. The control experiment was carried out without the ﬁlms [46].

photodeposition method, resulting in a Pt-containing ﬁlm. Under 365 nm UV
light, the Pt-containing mesoporous titania ﬁlms exhibit an excellent performance
in destroying Micrococcus lylae. Signiﬁcant cell death was observed only for the
photoactivated mesoporous Pt-TiO2 ﬁlm, with which 70% of the M. lylae cells
were killed within 60 min (Figure 4.11). The signiﬁcant difference between normal mesoporous titania and Pt-TiO2 is due to the interaction of the trapped Pt
nanoclusters with the nanoanatase-TiO2 host.

4.6
Conclusions and Outlook

The rapid industrialization, urbanization, and technological development have, to
some extent, resulted in severe environmental pollution, especially water pollution.
In this chapter, from the viewpoint of fundamental study, we summarized the
main approaches based on ordered mesoporous materials as the absorbents for
wastewater treatment. The basic principle for removing hazardous compounds in
wastewater is the speciﬁc and relative strong interactions between the absorbents
and target compounds. Therefore, great efforts have been devoted to creating
mesoporous materials with desired surface functionalities, high-density anchoring
sites, and high adsorption capacity. Various synthesis methods such as postgrafting and co-condensation have been proposed to generate mesoporous materials
with high-density functional moieties for speciﬁc and efﬁcient removal of toxic
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species, including heavy metals, organic compounds (dyes and aromatics), and
anions. Novel mesoporous materials with multifunctionalities, such as magnetic
separability and photocatalytic activity, have been created and have attracted great
interest because of the ease of manipulation of the absorbents and the ability to
decompose the toxic organics in situ.
From the point of view of practical application and production cost, among
various mesoporous materials, silica-based ones should be an ideal candidate
absorbent for water treatment, and postgrafting method should be a more suitable
strategy to create high-density surface functionalities for high-efﬁciency wastewater
treatment. Currently, the big challenge is that the cost of silica-based mesoporous
materials is still higher than that of traditional absorbents such as activated carbon
and porous polymer resin (ﬁbers or beads). Therefore, further work needs to be
done to reduce the cost through innovative synthesis strategies, such as recycling
the block copolymer templates during synthesis. In addition, although extensive
research on water treatment using mesoporous materials has been done, systematic
investigations on the synthesis, functionalization (or surface modiﬁcation), adsorption, and reusability are yet to be carried out so as to build up a comprehensive
guideline for mass production, functionalization, and application of mesoporous
materials. Considering the excellent properties of ordered mesoporous materials
in the uptake of hazardous compounds, the commercialization of mesoporous
materials and even large-scale application in wastewater treatment will come into
being sooner or later given that the production cost is further reduced to that of
activated carbons.
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5
Membrane Surface Nanostructuring with Terminally Anchored
Polymer Chains
Yoram Cohen, Nancy Lin, Kari J. Varin, Diana Chien, and Robert F. Hicks

5.1
Introduction

Membrane separations utilize dense or porous membranes as a semipermeable
barrier to selectively separate solution or suspension components. Membrane
separation processes that make use of microﬁltration (MF) and ultraﬁltration (UF)
are governed by a transmembrane pressure driving force whereas nanoﬁltration
(NF) and reverse osmosis (RO) separations are governed by both applied pressure
and osmotic pressure. In contrast, in gas separations [1, 2] and pervaporation
[3, 4] processes, a transmembrane chemical potential difference is the main driving
force for solute separation. Transport in dense polymeric membranes is via the
solution-diffusion mechanism [5–7], whereas transport in porous membranes
[8, 9] is governed by differences in the characteristic mean free path, as well as size
and geometry for the gaseous molecules. MF and UF processes are common in the
biotechnology industry for protein ﬁltration and bacteria/virus removal [10, 11] and
in the water treatment and desalination industry for colloidal ﬁltration and removal
of microorganisms [12–14]. RO and NF membranes are widely used in water
treatment [13, 15–17] and water desalination [18–21], dairy and beverages [22–26],
and wastewater reclamation/water reuse [27–29]. Gas separation membranes are
common in industrial gas puriﬁcation/production [1, 2, 30, 31], and pervaporation
membranes are utilized in solvent recovery, as well as in dehydration and aroma
and fragrance extraction [3, 4, 32, 33].
Membranes are generally classiﬁed on the basis of the size of the species being
rejected by the membrane (Figure 5.1). Commercial MF and UF membranes are
typically based on polysulfone (PSf) or polyether sulfone (PES) with a pore size in the
range of ∼100–0.1 µm and 0.1 µm–5 nm for MF and UF membranes, respectively
[34, 35]. Alternative polymers include polypropylene (PP) or polyethylene for MF
and polyvinylidene ﬂuoride (PVDF) or PES for UF membranes. NF membranes
with a pore size range of ∼8–0.5 nm are typically used in water treatment [34, 35]
for removal of polyvalent ions (i.e., water softening) and natural organic matter
removal (for water desalination) purposes. RO membranes that have the smallest
pore size (∼<0.5 nm) are typically used for water desalination given their high
Functional Nanostructured Materials and Membranes for Water Treatment, First Edition.
Edited by Mikel Duke, Dongyuan Zhao, and Raphael Semiat.
 2013 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2013 by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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Schematic illustration of pore size ranges for different membranes.

rejection of both monovalent and divalent mineral ions. NF and RO membranes are
typically thin-ﬁlm-composite (TFC) membranes in which the active layer consists
of either an aromatic polyamide layer of ∼150–200 nm thickness or are cellulose
acetate membranes, the former being more widely used. Such TFC membranes
consist of a PES layer sandwiched between an aromatic polyamide layer and a
nonwoven sheet [36, 37]. TFC NF membranes are often classiﬁed as ‘‘loose’’ RO
membranes, while NF membranes are composed of the same materials, their pore
size is larger than that in RO membranes, and they separate primary polyvalent
ions [38]. It is noted that polypiperazine-, PSf-, and PES-based NF membranes are
also commercially available (2008).
Despite the rapid growth of the membrane industry and increasing acceptability
of membrane processes in various industry sectors (particularly in water treatment
and desalination applications), membrane fouling by colloids, microorganisms,
and organics as well as mineral scaling present an operational challenge for MF,
UF, NF, and RO membrane-based processes [11, 15–17, 29]. Accordingly, this
chapter ﬁrst provides a brief overview of membrane fouling and scaling, followed
by a review of surface structuring of MF/UF/NF/RO membranes focusing on
the assessment of surface nanostructuring via graft polymerization methods for
membrane performance improvements.
5.2
Membrane Fouling

The majority of industrial membrane processes operate in the cross-ﬂow conﬁguration (Figure 5.2). As the ﬂuid passes through the membrane feed channel,
permeate is produced under the action of applied transmembrane pressure with
the target species being rejected by the membrane. As a result, species concentrations at the membrane surface increase downstream along the membrane channel
(a phenomenon known as concentration polarization) to an extent that is dictated
largely by the permeate ﬂux and the cross-ﬂow velocity. The cross-ﬂow velocity
governs the degree of back diffusion from the membrane surface to the bulk of
the channel (by either Fickian or hydrodynamic transport) which in turns affects
the development of the concentration boundary layer. The degree of CP at the
membrane surface is typically estimated via the simple ﬁlm model [39]:
 
J
c
(5.1)
CP = m = 1 − Ro + Ro exp
cb
k
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Figure 5.2 Illustration of membrane process
in cross-ﬂow conﬁguration with foulants
in the bulk and on the membrane surface
(e.g., proteins, microorganisms, humic acids,
polysaccharides, inorganic colloids, ions, and
mineral salt crystals). Qf : volumetric ﬂow

rate of the feed solution; C f : concentration
of the feed solution; C b : concentration in
the bulk solution; C m : concentration at the
membrane surface; Qp : volumetric ﬂow rate
of the permeate solution; and C p : concentration of the permeate ﬂow.

in which Cm and Cb are solute concentrations (mg l−1 ) near the membrane surface
and in the bulk solution, respectively. The observed (nominal) species rejection is
given as Ro = 1 − Cp /Cb , where J is the permeate ﬂux (l m2 s−1 ), Cp is the permeate
concentration, and k (m s−1 ) is the feed-side solute mass transfer coefﬁcient.
Increased concentration of solution species (dissolved, colloidal, or particulate)
can result in decreased permeate ﬂux and can further lead to membrane surface
fouling because of surface deposition, adsorption, or pore blockage [40, 41],
all of which can constitute either reversible (i.e., easily cleaned with a solvent)
or irreversible fouling where aggressive membrane cleaning may be needed to
restore membrane permeability [1, 15, 42–45]. In NF and RO processes, CP can,
under certain conditions, lead to signiﬁcant supersaturation of the solution in the
membrane feed channel, thereby leading to precipitation of mineral salts (when
the concentration of the salt ions exceeds their solubility limit) and thus membrane
mineral scaling [46–50].
Biofouling, organic/colloid, and inorganic/scaling are the major membrane
modes of fouling resulting in permeate ﬂux decline (Figure 5.3). Biofouling
occurs when microorganisms attach to and colonize the membrane surface,

+
−
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Figure 5.3 Illustration of types of membrane fouling (source of images provided below)
and associated permeate ﬂux. The ﬂux is normalized with respect to the initial ﬂux with
typical foulant images: (a) biofouling, (b) colloidal organic fouling [64], and (c) gypsum
scaling.

forming a bioﬁlm. The initial stages of microorganisms’ attachment onto the
membrane surface (e.g., via extracellular polysaccharides [51]) generally causes
a minor decrease in permeate ﬂux. However, drastic ﬂux decline can occur
as microorganisms grow and colonize the membrane surface [52–55]. Various
natural organics common in surface waters, such as humic acids, polysaccharides,
lipids, and proteins, as well as a variety of microorganisms, can interact with
the membrane surface (e.g., via van der Waals, electrostatics, and hydrophobic
interactions, as well as hydrogen bonding) such that the surface attachments
result in membrane fouling [56, 57]. Humic acids, polysaccharides, and biological
foulants (such as proteins and bacteria/microorganisms) can interact with the
membrane surface and further adsorb irreversibly onto the membrane [58, 59].
Organic, biological, and colloidal fouling are more severe at the entrance region
of the membrane channel owing to both the higher permeate ﬂux in this region
and the higher mass transfer coefﬁcient/deposition velocity at the entrance region
[48]. In RO and NF membrane systems, in particular, macromolecular fouling and
interaction of macromolecules such as humic acids with calcium, for example,
have been shown to result in severe fouling and consequently ﬂux decline [60–63].

5.3 Strategies for Mitigation of Membrane Fouling and Scaling

Although membranes can be cleaned to restore their performance, membrane
fouling and mineral scaling can damage the membrane and shorten its useful service life [65]. The aforementioned facts have motivated intensive efforts to develop
various operational process mitigation strategies. However, given that membranes
used for water treatment and desalination, which are the focus of this chapter,
are based on a limited number of base polymers, the available range of surface
chemistries is limited. Therefore, the options available for mitigating membrane
fouling via the optimal choice of surface chemistry are limited. Accordingly, signiﬁcant efforts have been devoted over the last three decades to develop both new
membrane materials and methods of membrane surface modiﬁcations to increase
membrane fouling resistance.

5.3
Strategies for Mitigation of Membrane Fouling and Scaling

Over the past few decades, various approaches have been advanced for improving
membrane surface properties, such as hydrophilicity, surface topography, and surface functionality in order to decrease membrane fouling/scaling propensity. The
major methods of mitigating membrane fouling include (i) surface modiﬁcation
with suitable hydrophilic and charged functional groups, which are generally expected to retard the adsorption of microorganisms and other hydrophobic solutes
[57, 66–77]; (ii) feed pretreatment, including the use of chemical additives (e.g.,
dispersants and antiscalants), UF, and dissolved air ﬂoatation [18, 78–80]; and (iii)
periodic membrane cleaning [81–85]. Even with feed pretreatment, membrane
fouling cannot be completely eliminated. Periodic membrane cleaning is costly,
time consuming, and can also accelerate the need for membrane replacement
[86]. Of the aforementioned three categories of fouling mitigation, membrane surface modiﬁcation (or structuring) has received signiﬁcant attention and has been
regarded as most critical for developing membranes of low fouling propensity [87].
Membrane surface modiﬁcation is typically achieved by either physical or chemical methods. Physical modiﬁcation methods to improve membrane fouling
resistance and/or increase permeability include the synthesis of RO/NF membranes in which nanoparticles are embedded in the active polyamide layer of the
membrane [71, 74] and physical coating of the membrane surface with polymers
or surfactants [57]. Studies have also shown that adsorption of certain polymers
(e.g., methylcellulose, poly(vinyl alcohol) and poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP)) and
surfactants (e.g., polyethyoxylates and polysorbate) onto the surface of MF/UF
membranes can increase membrane permeability (for a limited period), lower
fouling propensity, and/or lessen the degree of irreversible fouling [88–90]. Coating with hydrophilic polymers (i.e., polyethyleneimine, phospholipid) has been
reported to decrease membrane fouling [91–93]. However, a major deﬁciency
with physical coating of the membrane surface (e.g., with polymers, surfactants,
or other chemical modiﬁers) is the lack of long-term stability of such coatings.
Although chemical coatings (or chemical adsorption) have been shown to increase
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membrane permeability, while maintaining the target membrane rejection, permeability improvement is often temporary because of gradual attrition (or leaching)
of the surface coating additives [94]. Alternatively, surfactants can also be used
during membrane formulation to enhance membrane properties. For example,
it has been shown that the incorporation of an amphiphilic copolymer such as
polyacrylonitrile-graft-polyethylene oxide (PAN) and PSf-graft-polyethylene glycol to
the PAN and PSf membrane casting solutions, respectively, improved the surface
hydrophilicity and pure water permeability [95, 96]. Chemical surface treatment of
RO/NF membranes via exposure to acids (e.g., hydroﬂuoric acid) [73, 76] has been
shown to improve the membrane ﬂux, albeit often at the expense of reduced salt
rejection. Surface plasma treatment is another surface modiﬁcation method that
has been proposed in order to functionalize (or hydrophilize) membrane surfaces
to improve membrane properties [68, 97–103].
Chemical surface modiﬁcations by covalently attaching preformed hydrophilic
polymer chains onto the membrane surface activated using chemical initiators
[67, 70, 104, 105], gamma [69, 106–108], ultraviolet (UV) [106, 109–111] irradiation,
or via plasma-based polymerization [77, 112–114] have been proposed as a means
of reducing membrane fouling propensity. In polymer grafting (or ‘‘grafting to’’),
however, the ability to attain high surface graft density is limited because of steric
hindrance [115, 116]. In contrast, surface graft polymerization (or ‘‘grafting from’’),
whereby polymer chains are ‘‘grown’’ from surface active sites, enables one to attain
a higher surface chain density and better control over the properties of the resulting
polymer layer (Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2). It has been argued that surface screening by end-grafted polymer chains, partial mobility of hydrophilic end-attached
polymer chains [70, 117–119], as well as reduced chain surface propensity for
foulant adhesion all contribute to increased membrane fouling/scaling resistance
(Figure 5.4).
Graft polymerization is typically achieved by surface activation via grafting a
surface reactive initiator [66, 121] or monomer [122–124] or by using plasma
[77, 125] or irradiation [67, 69, 107] to form surface reactive groups for subsequent
polymerization using a suitable vinyl monomer. It is noted that when an initiator

Feed flow

Separation
membrane

Polymer chain
spacing

Permeate

Figure 5.4 Schematic illustration of a grafted polymer layer for imparting fouling resistance
to a membrane surface [120].
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is used in the bulk solution, polymer chains that form in the bulk solution can lead
to signiﬁcant polymer grafting and thus a grafted polymer layer with chains of a
broad molecular size distribution (i.e., high polydispersity) [125]. Therefore, growth
of surface chains from active surface sites via addition polymerization, where
the polymerization reaction is surface initiated and with limited introduction of
radicals in the monomer solution, is preferred as it enables the formation of a
grafted layer of higher surface chain density and lower polydispersity [126–128].
Indeed, various studies have demonstrated that surface graft polymerization of
hydrophilic polymers onto MF [129–131], UF [111, 112, 131], and RO/NF [66, 70,
120, 132] can be effective in reducing the extent of biofouling, protein adhesion,
as well as mineral scaling of RO membranes. The major approaches to membrane
surface graft polymerization are reviewed in the subsequent sections summarizing
the level of improvements in membrane performance achieved by the various
major proposed methods.

5.4
Membrane Surface Structuring via Graft Polymerization
5.4.1
Overview

Surface free radical graft polymerization (FRGP) [133, 134] is a classical approach
of surface modiﬁcation [135, 136]. For FRGP to occur sufﬁciently reactive surface
sites must be present on the membrane surface [134]. Active surface sites are
typically reactive surface groups such as initiators [136], free radicals [77, 111, 112,
137–139], or vinyl groups [120, 125, 140, 141] that serve as anchoring sites for
subsequent polymer chain growth. Surface activation methods include exposure
of the membrane surface to plasma [97, 100, 112, 142], gamma [107, 108, 143]
or UV irradiation [106, 110, 111, 114, 145], or a solution containing a suitable
initiator [67, 70, 104, 105]. The preferred mode of chain growth is via propagation
[146] (or ‘‘grafting from’’), although attachment of growing chain in solution via
termination with surface chains (i.e., polymer grafting or ‘‘grafting to’’; Figure 5.5)
can also occur in some cases [147].
Surface graft polymerization
Graft polymerization

Polymer grafting
(termination)

M
Sn*

Mn*
Mn*

Sn*

S

Figure 5.5 Graft polymerization and polymer grafting.
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Graft polymerization from surface active sites without resorting to the use of
bulk phase initiators (in the monomer solution) is preferable in order to ensure
chain growth that is dominated by monomer addition (i.e., propagation reaction).
Such an approach minimizes the possibility of bulk homopolymer formation and
grafting onto the surface; the latter ‘‘grafting to’’ process leading to a broader
molecular weight (MW) distribution. For example, surface grafting of an initiator
onto the membrane surface [148, 149] or surface activation using a bulk initiator
[67, 150–152] enables surface chain growth via thermal or chemical initiation of
chain growth. Similarly, surface grafting of vinyl groups [124, 153] can serve as
anchoring points. Surface activation using vinyl groups is particularly suitable
for graft polymerization modiﬁcation of ceramic membranes as a variety of vinyl
silanes can be grafted onto inorganic oxide surfaces. For polymeric membranes,
plasma and irradiation (gamma and UV) surface activation methods have been
particularly popular research laboratory methods for both surface and pore-ﬁlling
modiﬁcation of polymeric membranes. A review of the aforementioned major
membrane modiﬁcation approaches is presented in Sections 5.4.2–5.4.6.
5.4.2
Reaction Schemes for Graft Polymerization

FRGP requires the presence of surface active species such as grafted vinyl monomer
(Figure 5.6a), free radicals, or other surface-active species created via surface
exposure to an activating solution, gas, or plasma (Figure 5.6b), or grafted initiator
(Figure 5.6c). The active surface species provide anchoring sites for subsequent
graft polymerization using a suitable vinyl monomer and if required additional
bulk initiator.
The general reaction scheme for free radical polymerization [147] consists of
surface initiation, followed by chain growth by propagation, chain transfer, and
chain termination (Figure 5.7). In this reaction scheme, I2 , M, and S are the
initiator, monomer, and reactive surface sites, respectively, and I· and M· are the
free initiator and monomer radicals, respectively. Mn · and Hn are growing and
terminated homopolymer chains, respectively, consisting of n monomers (formed
in the bulk as a result of homopolymerization and are not covalently bonded to
the surface). Sn · and Gn are the growing and terminated surface grafted chains
consisting of n monomers, respectively. A bulk initiator (I2 ) can undergo a series of
decomposition reactions (Figure 5.7, Equations 1–3) and react with surface species
(S) to create a surface bound radical (S· ) that serves as the anchoring site for chain
growth (Figure 5.7, Equation 5). In certain surface activation approaches, S· may
be created directly through surface activation with plasma or irradiation (e.g., UV
or gamma radiation) or through direct grafting of a vinyl monomer that is initiated
with a bulk initiator to form a surface radical. Surface (Figure 5.7, Equation 7) and
bulk chain (Figure 5.7, Equation 6) polymerizations then proceed by sequential
monomer (M) addition from solution, as well as reaction of homopolymer chains
(S· ) in solution with surface active sites (Figure 5.7, Equations 10, 14, 15). The FRGP
method results in polymer chains that are terminally and covalently anchored to the
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Figure 5.6 Schematic illustration of three main approaches to surface graft polymerization with surface activation using: (a) grafted vinyl
monomer, (b) bulk initiator, and (c) grafted surface initiator.
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Figure 5.7 Reaction scheme for free radical graft polymerization [147]. (The subscripts n
and m refer to differing number of monomers in growing or terminated chains).

surface (Gn ) as well as in homopolymer chains in solution (Hn ). Chain growth is
also impacted by chain transfer (Figure 5.7, Equations 8–11) and chain termination
(Figure 5.7, Equations 12–17). As growing chains in solution also contribute to
the formation of the grafted polymer surface layer, they lead to broadening of the
surface chain size distribution [116, 154].
5.4.3
Surface Activation with Vinyl Monomers

Surface graft polymerization via activation with vinyl monomers (Figure 5.6a) has
been shown to be effective for developing dense polymeric brush layers [116, 120,
123, 155] suitable for the synthesis of low fouling membranes. This approach
is particularly suitable for inorganic membranes where vinyl group attachments
can be easily accomplished via surface silylation [116, 123, 156]. For example,
end-attached PVP chains (via surface graft polymerization), forming a robust brush
polymer layer of terminally and chemically anchored macromolecular chains, were
shown to be effective in reducing fouling in MF and UF treatment of oil-in-water
microemulsions [157] and reduction of protein adsorption [158] without attrition of
the grafted modiﬁcation layer as is commonly encountered in physical membrane
surface coating methods.
Graft polymerization kinetic studies [147] have suggested that the contribution of
polymer grafting (Figure 5.7, Equations 10, 14, 15) to the total polymer graft yield is
more important at high reaction temperatures and/or low initial monomer concentrations. This has been demonstrated for vinylpyrrolidone [147] and vinylpyridine
[149] graft polymerization. Membrane graft polymerization studies [116, 123, 124,
156] have shown that graft polymer yield (mg m−2 ) generally increases with increasing temperature and initial monomer concentration. Surface chain propagation
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was reported to be the dominant grafting process with higher reaction temperature
promoting the formation of a denser layer of shorter grafted chains, whereas a
higher initial monomer concentration enhances both graft density and average
grafted chain length. Although the above conclusions were derived on the basis
of graft polymerization onto surface anchored vinyl silanes, the general reaction
scheme for graft polymerization (Figure 5.7, Equations 6–17) should be applicable,
without a loss of generality, to other graft polymerization systems irrespective of
the surface anchoring scheme.
5.4.4
Surface Activation with Chemical Initiators

Membrane surface activation via exposure of the surface to a solution containing chemical initiators (Figure 5.6b) or grafting or chemisorption of an initiator
(Figure 5.6c) have been proposed speciﬁcally for modiﬁcation of polymeric membranes. In the ﬁrst approach (Figure 5.6b), the initiator reacts with certain surface
functional groups (depicted as S in Figure 5.6b) to create reactive surface radicals,
whereas in the second approach (Figure 5.6c) an initiator is ﬁrst physisorbed,
chemisorbed, or grafted onto the membrane surface (Figure 5.6c). The decomposition of the bulk initiator or fragments of surface-bound (or sorbed) initiator can
promote polymer initiation in the solution phase; thus, formed homopolymers can
graft onto the surface thereby increasing surface chain polydispersity, as well as
grafted polymer yield (Figures 5.6b and 5.7, Equations 14, 15) [159]. Other important considerations also include initiator-membrane-solvent compatibility and
temperature required to carry out radical-forming reactions, especially when using
thermal initiators.
The aforementioned approaches have been reported primarily for peroxide and
azo compounds for surface nanostructuring of RO polyamide membranes [152],
UF PES membranes [151], and polyoleﬁnic and PP hollow ﬁber MF membranes
[141, 150, 160] at a temperature range of ∼60–85 ◦ C. Such initiators generally produce two radicals per initiator due to thermal homolytic dissociation (Figure 5.7,
Equation 1) [161]. The homolytic decomposition of peroxide initiators involves the
thermal cleavage of the weak O–O bond (bond dissociation energy = 154 kJ mol−1 )
to produce radical species [162]. While the dissociation energy of the C–N bond
is high (∼290 kJ mol−1 [161]) for azo compounds, which are typically used for
activation of relatively hydrophobic polymer membrane surfaces (e.g., aromatic
polyamide RO [152] membranes). Peroxide initiators have been used for graft polymerization of hydrophobic PP MF [141, 160] and PES UF [151] membranes with
acrylic acid monomers. It has been proposed that for the aforementioned membranes, the initiator decomposes to form radicals, which participate in hydrogen
abstraction with the surface [151, 152], thereby creating activated surface macroradical sites ([151, 163], Figure 5.6c). However, it is noted that mere exposure of the
membrane surface to an initiator does not ensure that the reactive initiator species
would provide covalent anchoring of the grafted polymers with the membrane
surface. Graft polymerization studies on modiﬁcation of aromatic polyamide RO
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membranes with 3-allyl-5,5,-dimethylhydantoin using 2,2 -azobisisobutyramidine
dihydrochloride (AIBA) [152], reported that the positively charged AIBA in aqueous solutions [164] strongly associated (through electrostatic interactions) with
the negatively charged membrane surface. Polyamide membranes modiﬁed with
3-allyl-5,5-dimethylhydantoin demonstrated reduction of microbial fouling as quantiﬁed by about a factor of three reduction in ﬂux decline relative to the unmodiﬁed
membrane [152]. MF and UF membranes modiﬁed with polyacrylic acid have
demonstrated reduced protein surface adsorption (up to ∼20% [160]) and improved
resistance to protein biofouling. Membrane graft polymerization via simultaneous membrane surface exposure to a reaction mixture containing the initiator,
monomer, and solvent has also been reported with the use of redox initiators
[66, 132, 165–167]. Such approaches have been reported, for example, for modiﬁcation of aromatic polyamide RO membranes with acrylic acids, acrylates, and
acrylamide type monomers [66, 104, 165]. Studies have also been reported on
the modiﬁcation of polyamide and polypiperazine-based NF membranes via graft
polymerization of acrylic acids and methacrylates [132], PES NF membranes with
acrylamides, acrylic acids, and acrylate monomers [86, 166, 167].
Persulfate initiators and oxyacids of sulfur form efﬁcient redox-systems [168],
such as the commonly used potassium/sodium persulfate and potassium/sodium
metabisulﬁte redox initiators (K2 S2 O8 /K2 S2 O8 and K2 S2 O5 /Na2 S2 O5 ), which have
been used for surface structuring of polyamide RO/NF, polypiperazine-based NF,
and PES UF membranes. Graft polymerization has been achieved with acrylic
acids, acrylate, and acrylamide type monomers [86, 132, 165]. In the presence
of S2 O5 2− , the persulfate S2 O8 2− decomposes into two free radical species SO·−
4
[169]. In the ongoing debate [67] regarding the activity of the radical SO·−
4 , some
claim that SO·−
4 initially reacts with water to form an OH radical, whereas others
report that the SO·−
4 reacts directly with the surface to produce surface radicals
through hydrogen abstraction. An advantage of using redox initiators is that the
rate of radical productions are reasonable at moderate temperatures [161] and
these initiators can be used at room temperature. As a result, the rate of polymer
termination is reduced [162]. Also, reported reaction times to achieve a reasonable
level of surface polymer coverage have been achieved over periods in the range of
∼15 min to as long as 6 h [132, 165, 167].
The performance of membranes modiﬁed via surface initiation-induced graft
polymerization has been shown to depend on the speciﬁc monomer used (e.g.,
monomer containing charged and/or hydrophilic groups) and its initial concentration, molar ratio of initiator components (oxidant : reductant), reaction conditions
(e.g., temperature and pH), and reaction time [66, 132, 167]. Longer reaction
time and higher initial monomer concentration are likely to reduce membrane
permeability, although fouling resistance would generally increase with improved
grafted surface polymer coverage. Membranes modiﬁed via graft polymerization
with acrylic acid and acrylate monomers have typically demonstrated better fouling
resistance characteristics relative to unmodiﬁed membranes in terms of a lower ﬂux
decline. For example, ∼32% ﬂux decline (in the course of 30 day desalting of brackish water) was reported for 3-sulfoproyl methacrylate grafted PES NF membrane
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compared to greater ﬂux decline (∼54%) for the unmodiﬁed base PES NF membrane [166]. Fouling resistance in desalting of brackish river water using polyamide
RO membranes graft polymerized using the same monomer also demonstrated
increased fouling resistance as veriﬁed by surface analysis via ATR-FTIR [165].The
aforementioned studies and others have shown that in general, graft polymerized
RO membranes exhibit reduction in permeability (Section 5.5).
Although chemically initiated free radical graft polymerization can be applied to
different membrane surfaces activated with a variety of chemical initiators, there
are several limitations to this approach. Chemical initiators can also initiate polymerization in the bulk solution (homopolymerization), thus resulting in polymer
grafting (or ‘‘grafting to’’). A more serious concern is the relatively long reaction
periods (as long as 18 h) reported in most studies, which is infeasible for largescale commercial deployment. Membrane modiﬁcation using the aforementioned
approaches in-place (i.e., with prefabricated membrane elements in their pressure
vessels) is feasible for specialized applications even with such long reaction periods;
however, reproducibility of the approach would be important to demonstrate for
wide-scale acceptance of this membrane surface structuring technology.
5.4.5
Irradiation-Induced Graft Polymerization

Membranes’ surfaces can be directly modiﬁed via irradiation or activated by
irradiation for subsequent graft polymerization. Gamma and UV radiation are
the two most popular methods of surface irradiation for membrane surface
modiﬁcations and accordingly are discussed in Sections 5.4.5.1 and 5.4.5.2.
5.4.5.1 Gamma-Induced Graft Polymerization
Gamma irradiation is typically employed using cobalt 60 (Co60 ). This irradiation
method has been reported for surface modiﬁcations of MF and UF membranes
[138, 170–172]. A variety of membranes have been modiﬁed via gamma radiation,
including PP [108, 138, 171, 172], PES [170], and ﬂuorinated Teﬂon [173]. Also, a
variety of different monomers have been used for membrane graft polymerization
via gamma-initiation such as styrene [170], acrylic acid [138, 173], acrylonitrile [171,
172], and 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) [108].
Irradiation of surface molecules causes homolytic ﬁssion [67], which results in
the formation of surface free radicals on the backbone of the polymeric chains of
the membrane. Membrane surface irradiation, in the presence of oxygen, can lead
to the formation of peroxides on the membrane surface [67]. Graft polymerization
can be carried out during [170, 173–175] or directly after [138, 171, 172] surface
activation by irradiation. The gamma dose is typically in the range of 0.5–20 Mrad
[138, 170–172, 174] with an exposure of 0.25–0.45 Mrad h−1 for 0.5–75 h
[138, 170–172, 174]. Polymer membrane surface activation via gamma irradiation
is typically accomplished in three different ways in order to create radicals to
initiate graft polymerization: (i) preirradiation, (ii) peroxidation, and (iii) mutual
irradiation [67] (Figure 5.8).
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1. Pre-irradiation
P

P· + M

PM·

2. Peroxidation
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P−O−O−H or P−O−O−P
P−O· + OH· or 2 P−O·

3. Mutual Irradiation
P+M

P· + M·

P−M·

P−O−M

Figure 5.8 Gamma-assisted grafted polymerization mechanisms where · is a free radical, P
is the polymeric membrane, M is the monomer, and
indicates gamma irradiation.

In preirradiation, the polymeric membrane is exposed to gamma rays in an
inert environment, and the free radicals are formed on the membrane backbone [67]. Subsequently, graft polymerization proceeds by exposing the activated
surface to the desired monomer. The monomer can be in either a liquid (with
or without solvent) or vapor phase. An advantage of the preirradiation method
is that homopolymerization is limited as polymerization proceeds directly from
surface active sites without the presence of initiators in solution. However, the
above approach can result in polymer chain scission as well as surface etching
and alteration of the surface pore structure [67]. In peroxidation, the membrane
surface is gamma irradiated in the presence of gaseous oxygen leading to the
formation of hydroperoxides or diperoxides on the membrane surface [67]. The
surface peroxy groups are then exposed to the target monomer solution at an
elevated temperature (60–100 ◦ C) in order to decompose the peroxy groups to form
surface radicals, which serve to initiate FRGP with a suitable vinyl monomer. An
advantage of the peroxidation method is that the intermediate peroxy groups are
relatively stable over several hours at 20 ◦ C [67, 176]. Finally, in mutual irradiation,
the membrane is simultaneously exposed to the monomer and gamma radiation
[67]. Free radicals are formed on both the membrane surface and the monomer
solution (or gas phase). This allows for graft polymerization via monomer addition
to surface chains (i.e., ‘‘grafting from’’) and also results in the formation of polymer chains in solution (or gas phase); the latter polymerization reaction leads to
increased polydispersity of surface chains as well as potentially cross-linked surface
chains.
The degree of grafting (i.e., percent of the monomer in solution added to
the surface) is reported to generally increase with increasing gamma irradiation
dose up to a plateau region [171, 172]. The degree of grafting has also been
reported to increase with initial monomer concentration and/or reaction time
up to a maximum and then decreases [171, 172] as expected when the rate of
chain termination and homopolymer formation increase faster than the rate of
surface graft polymerization. Although the degree of grafting achieved via gamma
surface activation has been reported in various studies [138, 170–173], limited
characterizations have been provided regarding membrane permeability, rejection,
and fouling resistance. Some partial success has been reported in imparting
fouling resistance to PP (MF/UF) membranes modiﬁed via gamma irradiation/graft
polymerization; however, in most cases, gain in membrane rejection was at the
expense of reduced permeability [108] (Figure 5.11). For example, work [108] on
modifying PP membranes (MF/UF) with HEMA (in solution) via the preirradiation
method demonstrated a slight increase in membrane rejection of the protein bovine
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serum albumin (BSA) (from 28% up to ∼34% for 1 g l−1 solution) with increased
fouling resistance as indicated by over a factor of 2 ﬂux decline reduction for the
modiﬁed membrane.
Although moderate success has been achieved with surface modiﬁcation via
gamma radiation, this is not a low-cost process and safety considerations are
paramount [67]. Also, gamma-ray irradiation typically requires long exposure times
(1–24 h) to generate sufﬁcient radical concentration on the membrane surfaces
[138, 171–175], which are not feasible for commercial applications.
5.4.5.2 UV-Induced Graft Polymerization
UV-induced graft polymerization, otherwise known as photo-induced polymerization,
has been primarily used for surface modiﬁcation of MF and UF membranes [144,
177–181]. UV-assisted graft polymerization can be accomplished via direct exposure
of a UV photosensitive membrane surfaces (e.g., PSf, PES) to UV light [145, 177,
178, 182–185] or with the use of a photoinitiator [181, 186–189]. In UV surface
activation, the photoreactive chromospores (photosensitive sites that allow for bond
rupture) enable the formation of free radical sites on the membrane backbone via
photolysis [185]. Membrane surfaces containing phenoxy-phenyl sulfone sites [185]
such as polyaryl sulfone [183, 185], PSf [178], and PES [145, 177, 182, 184] have
been the primary candidates for UV-induced graft polymerization. Accordingly,
UF and MF membranes have been the popular target of surface modiﬁcation by
researchers, via the above approach. Exposure of the membrane surface to UV light
causes bond cleavage at the photoreactive chromospore sites, which results in the
creation of free radical formation for subsequent initiation of graft polymerization.
For example, UV exposure of the phenoxy-phenol sulfone group on the backbone
of PES leads to chain cleavage of the carbon–sulfur bond at the sulfone linkage
(Figure 5.9, [185]). This results in the formation of two radicals (aryl radical and
O
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sulfonyl radical) at each end of the PES chain [185]. Also, an additional radical
may be formed with the loss of the sulfur dioxide on the sulfonyl radical site.
The created surface radicals serve as both initiation and anchoring sites for vinyl
monomer graft polymerization. UV surface exposure in the wavelength range of
200–500 nm is typically around 20–70 mW cm−2 for a period from 1 min to as
long as 1 h [177, 181, 182, 187–189]. The degree of graft polymerization typically
increases with increasing initial monomer concentration and increasing irradiation
dose [144, 178, 179].
If the membrane support is not photosensitive, a photoinitiator has to be ﬁrst
adsorbed onto the membrane surface or absorbed into the surface region. Upon
exposure to UV, the photoinitiator dissociates into free radicals that can then
abstract hydrogen from the membrane polymer backbone, forming polymeric
radicals that can then be used to carry out polymerization (Figure 5.3) [67, 190].
This approach is, therefore, similar to the one described in Section 5.4.2 but with UV
instead of thermal initiator activation. Common photoinitiators reported for PP and
poly(vinylidene ﬂuoride) (MF/UF) membrane surface modiﬁcation with a variety
of monomers (e.g., HEMA, acrylamide, and 2-aminoethyl methacrylate (AEMA))
include benzoin ethyl ether [67, 186], xanthone [67], and benzophenone (BPO)
[181, 186–189], the latter being particularly popular because of its peroxy group
that can readily form free radicals [187–189, 181]. As described in Section 5.4.4,
abstraction of hydrogen from the membrane surface polymer backbone also
results in introduction of free radicals to the bulk monomer solution (during the
graft polymerization process), and thus decreased grafting efﬁciency and grafted
polydispersity of the grafted chains [190].
UV-induced graft polymerization process can be used with either photoactive
membrane materials or with the use of photoinitiators. In the former case, prolonged surface exposure to UV can lead to membrane degradation [144, 179,
182] that can also be manifested by pore enlargement [182] due to polymer chain
scission [144, 145, 179, 182]. Generally, polymer membrane surface structuring
via UV-assisted graft polymerization, as with other techniques relying on chemical
surface activation, leads to increased solute rejection at the expense of decreased
permeability, in part owing to the pore blockage by the grafted polymer chains
[144, 178, 179] (Figure 5.11). In some cases, however, reported slight increase
in permeability (∼3–5%) has been attributed to increasing surface hydrophilicity
or pore widening as in the case of UF PES membrane graft polymerization with
poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate (PEGMA) [144]. It has also been shown [178] that
hollow ﬁber PSf UF membranes can be upgraded to NF membrane performance
(e.g., with CaCl2 rejection of 40–90%) via diallyl dimethyl ammonium chloride
(DADMAC) surface nanostructuring. Modiﬁcation of MF/UF PP membranes with
AEMA improved fouling resistance (quantiﬁed by ∼7% lower ﬂux decline and
about 20% greater initial ﬂux recovery (after DI water cleaning of the fouled membranes)), relative to the unmodiﬁed membranes, as quantiﬁed by ﬁltration of 200×
diluted activated sludge (350 mg l−1 COD) [188]. In general, fouling tests with BSA
and model bacteria have shown that MF and UF membranes nanostructured with
hydrophilic polymers demonstrated increased fouling resistance [42, 144, 177, 179,
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182–184, 186, 191]. The fouling resistance is attributed to the increased negative
surface charge imparted to the otherwise typically hydrophobic unmodiﬁed membranes enabling repulsion of negatively charged colloids and reduction of bacterial
adhesion [144, 183, 186, 192, 193]. It has also been suggested that neutral surface
charge, attained via surface modiﬁcation, can be effective in promoting biofouling
resistance [186].
5.4.6
Plasma-Initiated Graft Polymerization

Plasma-induced or assisted graft polymerization relies on the use of plasma to
activate a monomer (in the gas phase) and/or the membrane surface. Plasma
is an ionized gas containing positively and negatively charged species, mix with
electrons and the (gas) neutral state [137]. Plasma can be formed, for example,
by ﬂowing an inert source gas, such as oxygen, nitrogen, or hydrogen, through
a cloud of electrons generated by an external electric energy source [125, 137].
Membrane surface modiﬁcation with plasma can be accomplished in two distinct
approaches. In the ﬁrst method, the membrane surface is exposed to plasma along
with a monomer in the gas phase in order to create monomer radicals and active
surface sites, resulting in the formation of a surface polymer layer that is partially
cross-linked bonded to the substrate (Figure 5.10a) [137, 194, 195]. In the second
method (Figure 5.10b) [77, 100, 112, 131, 142], the surface is ﬁrst activated via
plasma treatment and subsequently exposed to the monomer either in a gas or in
a liquid solution (with bulk initiator if desired).
Increased membrane surface hydrophilicity via plasma (CO2 or N2 ) surface
treatment alone was reported to increase the hydrophilicity of PSf UF membranes,
as well as increased membrane resistance to protein fouling, attributed increased
peroxide, acid, and ester groups [99, 196]. PSf UF membrane surface treatment
with N2 plasma resulted in both acidic and basic surface functionalities [99]. Plasma
treatment time, power level, and the plasma gas can have a signiﬁcant effect on the
degree of surface activation and thus the resulting membrane performance. For
example, treatment with oxygen plasma was shown to increase PAN UF membrane
surface hydrophilicity [139]; however, prolonged plasma treatment time can result
in membrane etching (degradation) enlarged membrane pores and thus increased
membrane permeability and decreased solute rejection [68, 112, 197]. Polymer
degradation (measured via polymer weight loss over time) has also been reported
for glassy polymer ﬁlms (e.g., polycarbonate) due to excessive exposure to oxygen
plasma [198].
Plasma surface activation can be achieved with essentially most types of polymer.
However, the types of surface radicals or active species depend on the plasma
type. For example, poly(tetraﬂuoroethylene) surface treatment with argon plasma
was shown (via electron spin resonance) to result in radical formation at different
locations (mid-chain or end-chain) along the carbon [199]. The plasma-induced
surface radicals rapidly converted to peroxy radicals when the surface was exposed
to air [200]. However, there was a gradual loss of the positive effect of plasma
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Figure 5.10 Schematic of plasma-induced graft polymerization (a) monomer in gaseous
phase and plasma are introduced to initiate graft polymerization and (b) surface activation
by plasma followed by graft polymerization via monomer introduction.

surface treatment [201–205] due to both reactivity with gaseous species in air or
liquid solution to be treated, as well as due to chain and polar group reorientation
in the surface region. Therefore, surface modiﬁcation by plasma treatment alone
is insufﬁcient as the stability of the created active surface functional groups is
limited.
In plasma-induced graft polymerization, plasma species such as electrons, ions,
and radicals can abstract hydrogen from a carbon backbone (hydrogen abstraction)
or break the C–C bond to produce surface radicals that serve as the anchoring locations for graft polymerization typically using a suitable vinyl monomer. The use of
plasma has been reported, for example, for graft polymerization of acrylamide onto
polyamide RO membrane [206], 2,3-epoxypropylmethacrylate onto polyurethane
pervaporation membrane [207], acrylic acid onto poly(4-methyl-1-pentene) [208],
n-vinylpyrrolidone onto PAN UF membrane [209], and vinyl acetate onto nylon-4
pervaporation membranes [210]. Poly(ether sulfone) UF membranes were
among the ﬁrst to be surface structured via plasma-induced graft polymerization
[112, 137, 196] owing to the excellent thermal and chemical stability of these
membranes and their widespread industrial use. For example, graft polymerized
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n-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone onto PES membranes [112], activated by low-pressure
(0.2 Torr) helium plasma followed by air exposure and increased membrane
permeability by ∼25%. Membrane protein fouling resistance increased with initial
permeability nearly completely recovered via water and caustic solution cleaning.
Similar improvements, with respect to the initial permeability and in membrane
BSA fouling tests, have also been reported for PAN and PSf membranes surface
structured with acrylic acid, HEMA, and methacrylic acid monomers [211–213]. It
is noted, that as long as active plasma species are energetic they can penetrate the
subsurface and thus lead to etching [112, 197], pore enlargement [68, 139, 196],
and graft polymerization within the pore space [139, 214].
Plasma surface activation before graft polymerization with a gas-phase
monomer, or simultaneously with the introduction of monomer in the gas phase
can also be achieved as reported in a number of studies on the modiﬁcation of
PAN UF, PES, and PSf MF/UF membranes with acrylamide, acrylic acid, and
styrenemonomer vapors [77, 131, 139, 196, 215]. For example, PES membranes
modiﬁed with low-pressure argon plasma followed by polymerization with
acrylamide vapor [77] or acrylic acid [77, 131] demonstrated increased polymer
grafting with increased plasma exposure time (up to 30 min) and plasma power
(from 25 to 40 W). It was also shown that acrylic acid graft polymerized PES
MF membranes exhibited reasonable protein BSA fouling resistance with
caustic solution postﬁltration, enabling up to 95% initial ﬂux recovery for the
polymer-grafted membranes relative to 80 and 64% ﬂux recovery for Ar-plasma
treated and unmodiﬁed membrane, respectively [77, 131].
Recent studies have also shown that atmospheric pressure hydrogen plasma
can be successfully utilized for polyamide RO/NF membrane surface activation followed by nanostructuring via graft polymerization with hydrophilic vinyl
monomers such as methacrylic acid and acrylamide [120]. Starting with high permeability membranes, it was possible to synthesize RO membranes of permeability
up to approximately two to three times higher than for a commercial RO membrane
(Figure 5.12) of the same level of salt rejection and surface roughness (∼70 nm),
while also being of lower propensity for nucleation mineral salts (demonstrated for
calcium sulfate dihydrate). Simple cleaning of the membranes with water enabled
complete recovery of the original membrane permeability and salt rejection. These
membranes also demonstrated fouling resistance as demonstrated with alginic
acid and BSA fouling tests.
Surface structuring assisted by the use of plasma has received increasing
attention for use in graft polymerization methods, as surface activation is achieved
without the need for chemical initiators and generation of a high density of surface
active sites. Methods that rely on the use of low-pressure plasma membrane surface
modiﬁcation or activation and/or initiation of polymerization with monomers in the
gas phase have provided a signiﬁcant body of knowledge regarding the effectiveness
of surface nanostructuring for improving membrane performance. However, lowpressure (vacuum) operation is unattractive for large-scale adaptation [125] due
to the need for using vacuum chambers. The recent development of atmospheric
pressure plasma sources [216–218] has made plasma-assisted graft polymerization
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possible under atmospheric pressure conditions. Therefore, membrane surface
activation with atmospheric plasma followed by graft polymerization has the
potential for being adapted in continuous large-scale [125] commercial membrane
fabrication operations by optimizing the available plasma source area and treatment
time. With plasma surface treatment, it is possible to achieve a high density of
surface active sites for subsequent graft polymerization.

5.5
Summary

The majority of MF, UF, and RO membranes are made of either apolar or somewhat charged polymers. However, adequate water surface wettability and fouling
resistance requires the membrane surface to be hydrophilic. Therefore, membrane
surface structuring via graft polymerization has been the focus of numerous studies
over the last three decades (Appendix A) focusing on improving membrane performance for water treatment, puriﬁcation, and desalting applications with respect
to ﬂux, rejection, and fouling resistance. Although various approaches to surface
graft polymerization have been proposed, large-scale commercial adaption of such
methods are yet to emerge.
In general, surface membrane surface structuring with hydrophilic polymers,
while improving membrane wettability and fouling resistance, results in reduced
permeability (Figures 5.11 and 5.12) because of surface or pore blockage. A survey
of published data on graft polymerization of MF and UF membranes (Figure 5.11)
and NF and RO membranes (Figure 5.12) reveals that, in general, the permeability
of the modiﬁed membranes is lower than that of the original membrane. In
certain cases, increased permeability was observed in surface modiﬁcation, but
this is generally at the expense of decreased solute rejection. Fouling resistance of
modiﬁed membranes is generally quantiﬁed by observation of lower ﬂux decline
when exposing the membrane to water sources (model solutions or ﬁeld water)
containing organic or bacterial foulants or under conditions that can lead to
membrane mineral salt scaling. As the fouling resistance of the membrane is
increased, it is possible that continued operation, when compared at the same
initial ﬂux and cross-ﬂow velocity (in the membrane module), the permeability of
the unmodiﬁed membrane would fall below that of the modiﬁed membrane to
which fouling resistance has been imparted by graft polymerization. This improved
performance is contingent on the level of fouling resistance and the degree by
which the modiﬁed membrane permeability has decreased as a consequence of
membrane modiﬁcation. Unfortunately, the selection of commercial membranes
with respect to performance and polymeric material is limited, and thus, it
is often difﬁcult to optimize the graft polymerization process to arrive at the
target performance. An approach to overcome the above dilemma is to optimize
the permeability and rejection of the starting membrane material such that
on surface nanostructuring membrane performance is upgraded to the target
level.
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Figure 5.11 MF and UF membrane
permeabilities before and after surface
nanostructuring with different hydrophilic
polymers. HEMA-grafted polypropylene [108],
NVP-grafted polyethersulfone [177], HEAgrafted polypropylene [181], NVP, AAG,
AAP-grafted polysulfone and polyethersulfone [179], DADMAC-grafted polysulfone
[178], PEGMA-grafted polyethersulfone [144],
and AA, HMA, mPDA-grafted polyimide
[180]. (Membrane materials: PP = polypropylene, PS = polysulfone, PES = polyethersulfone, PI = polyimide, monomer for graft
polymerization: HEMA = 2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate, NVP = N-vinylpyrrolidone,

HEA = 2-hydroxylethyl acrylate, AAG = 2acrylamidoglycolic acid, AAP = 2-acrylamido2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid, DADMAC
= diallyl dimethyl ammonium chloride,
PEGMA = polyethyleneglycol methacrylate, AA = acrylic acid, and mPDA = 1,3phenylene-diamine.) Note: Two membranes
in Kaeselev et al. [179] showed decreased
BSA rejection of ∼87% () and 0.6% ( ˆ ),
respectively, relative to the unmodiﬁed
membranes, while one of the membrane
in Susanto et al. [144] () demonstrated
increased rejection (from 56 to 62% for
BSA) and a slight increase (∼3%) in
permeability.
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Figure 5.12 Permeabilities of polyamide
RO and NF membranes before and after
surface nanostructuring with different hydrophilic polymers. ADMH-grafted polyamide
[152], MAA, PEGMA-grafted polyamide [66],
PEGMA, AMPS, SPM-grafted polyamide
[165], AA-grafted polyacrylonitrile [139], NVPgrafted polyacrylonitrile [219], and MAA,
and AAm-grafted polyamide [120]. (Membrane materials: polyamide and polyacrylonitrile; monomer for graft polymerization:
ADMH = 3-allyl-5,5-dimethylhydantoin, MAA
= methacrylic acid, PEGMA = polyethyleneglycol methacrylate, AMPS = 2-acrylamido2-methyl propane sulfonate, SPM = sulfopropylmethacrylate, AA = acrylic acid, NVP =
N-vinylpyrrolidone, and AAm = acrylamide.)

Note: Salt rejection (NaCl) for two of the
membranes in Wei et al. [152] (♦), which
showed improve permeability relative to the
unmodiﬁed membrane, decreased from 96.6
to 91.8%. Improved membrane permeability in Gilron et al. [165] () was accompanied by increase of ∼1–3% in salt rejection
(NaCl). Also, the membranes in Lin et al.
[120] were synthesized in an integrated process (interfacial polymerization followed by
graft polymerization) starting with a loose
NF membrane (salt rejection of ∼30%) that
was nanostructured to result in RO membrane performance with sodium chloride
rejection of ∼95% and permeability of up
to about twice that of commercial RO membranes of similar salt rejection).
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Redox initiators K2 S2 O8 and
K2 S2 O5

Redox system, potassium
persulfate-sodium
metabisulﬁte, Merck. Redox
initiators K2 S2 O8 and
Na2 S2 O5

Redox initiators K2 S2 O8 and
Na2 S2 O5

Redox initiators K2 S2 O8 and
Na2 S2 O5 /K2 S2 O5

[104]

[66]

[132]

2,2 -Azobis
(isobutyramidine)
dihydrochloride

Type of initiator

Acrylic acid, methacrylic acid,
dimethylamino ethyl methacrylate,
polyethyleneglycol ester of
methacrylic acid, sulfopropyl
methacrylate, hydroxyl-ethyl ester
of methacrylic acid

Methacrylic acid,
polyethyleneglycol methacrylate,
and sulfopropylmethacrylate
Methacrylic acid,
polyethyleneglycol methacrylate,
vinylsulfonic acid,
3-sulfopropyl-methacrylate K-salt,
and 2-acrylamido-2-methylpropanesulfonic
acid
Methacrylic acid,
polyethyleneglycol methacrylate

3-Allyl-5,5-dimethylhydantoin

Monomer

Summary of chemically initiated graft polymerization methods.

[86]

[152]

Reference

Table A.1

Appendix

15–120 min
(one step)
15–60 min
(one step)

Polyamide and
polypiperazine-based
(NF)

NR (one step)

Polyamide composite
(RO)

Polyamide composite
(RO)

20–120 min
(one step)

10–100 min
(multistep)

Graft
polymerization
timeb

PES (UF)

Aromatic polyamide
(RO)

Membrane
support

ATR-FTIR, XPS,
and streaming
potential
ATR-FTIR, EDX

Lp ↓, Rs
(≈)
Lp ↓, Rs ↑,
SFR, and
CPFR ↑
(NR individually)

ATR-FTIR

ATR-FTIR, XPS,
contact angle,
and surface
charge
ATR-FTIR

Grafted polymer
characterization
methods

NR

NR

Lp ↑, Rs ↓,
BFR ↑

Membrane
performance
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Redox initiators K2 S2 O8 and
Na2 SO3
Redox system
K2 S2 O8 -K2 S2 O3
Redox system, potassium
persulfate, and potassium
metabisulﬁte. Redox
initiators K2 S2 O8 and
K2 S2 O5
Benzoyl peroxide

4,4 -Azo-bis(4-cyanovaleryl
chloride)

Methacrylic acid, acrylamide, and
3-sulfopropyl methacrylate
Uncharged glycol ester of
methacrylic acid, anionic
sulfopropylmethacrylate, anionic
2-acrylamido-2-methyl propane
sulfonate
Methacrylic acid

Styrene, acrylic acid,
4-vinylpyridine, and
4-vinylpyridine/1% divinylbenzene
Methylacrylic acid

PES (UF)

Aromatic polyamide
(RO)

Polyethylene (PE)
and polypropylene
(PP) (MF)
Phenolphthalein PES
(UF/MF)
PES (NF)

2–8 h (two
steps)

30 min (one
step)
20 min (one
step)

6 h (one step)

6–18 h (two
steps)

Rs ↑, SFR
↑
Lp ↓, Rs ↑,
BFR, SFR,
and CPFR
↑ (NR individually)
Lp ↓

NR

Lp ↓

Graft yield, FTIR,
XPS, contact
angle, and SEM

ATR-FTIR,
contact angle

ATR-FTIR, SEM,
and graft yield
IR

SEM, EDX

Legend: ↑, increases; ↓, decreases; (≈), less than 5% change; NR, not reported; Lp , permeability; Rs , Rc , Rp , and Rb are the rejection of salt(s), colloidal particle(s),
protein(s), and biofoulant(s), respectively; SFR, CPFR, PFR, and BFR are the fouling resistance of salt(s), colloidal particle(s), protein(s), and biofoulant(s), respectively; and
DG, degree of grafting.
a
Graft polymerization time only refers to the reaction time and does not include the total processing time; the number of steps indicated does not include substrate
cleaning.

[151]

[165]

[166]

[167]

[150]
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[144]

[191]

[186]

[184]

[179]

[178]

[177]

Reference

Table A.2

Membrane: PES
texp = 37.9 s
λ = 365 nm
Power = 16.57 × 104 mW m−2
Photoinitiator: Benzophenone
(for PES) or ether of benzoin
(for PVF) in methanol
texp = 1–5 min
Membrane: PES
texp = 5–15 min
λ = 300 nm
Power = 25 ± 1 mW cm−2
Membrane: PES
texp = 5–15 min
λ > 300 nm
Power = 60 ± 10 mW cm−2

Membrane: PES
texp = 1–5 min
λ = 365 nm
Power = 21.7 mW/cm2
Membrane: PSf
Energy = 16.3–22.8 J cm−2
Membrane: PES, PSf
λ = 300 nm
Energy = 20–1946 mJ m−2

UV-sensitive membrane
or initiator

PES (NF)

Membrane
support

Poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate

PES (UF)

2-Acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic PVF (MF) and
PES (MF)
acid, 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate, and
2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate
quaternized with methyl chloride
[2-(Acryloyloxy)ethyl] trimethyl
PES (NF)
ammonium chloride, acrylic acid

Membrane
performance

ATR-FTIR, contact
angle, and DG

Lp ↓, Rp (≈), PFR ↑

DG, ATR-FTIR,
SEM, contact angle,
and zeta potential
DG, contact angle,
ATR-FTIR, and zeta
potential

Lp ↓, BFR ↑

Lp ↓, Rp ↑, PFR ↑

5–15 min
(one step)

1.5–3 min
(one step)

DG, AFM

Lp ↓, BFR ↑
1–5 min
(multistep)

Lp ↓, Rc ↑ (Lp and Rc NR
NR individually),
CPFR ↑

NR

ATR-FTIR, AFM

Grafted polymer
characterization
methods

Lp ↓, Rs ↑

1–5 min (one Lp ↓, Rc ↑, CPFR ↑
step)

Graft
polymerization
timeb

Hollow ﬁber NR (one step)
PSf (UF)
N-2-Vinylpyrrlidone, 2-acrylamidoglycolic PES (UF) and 3–60 s
PSf (UF)
(multistep)
acid, and
2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic
acid
n-Vinylpyrrlidone
PES (NF)
36.70 s to
5 min (two
steps)

Diallyl dimethyl ammonium chloride

Acrylic acid, n-vinylpyrrlidone

Monomer

Summary of UV-initiated graft polymerization methods.
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Membrane: poly
(arylsulfone) (PAS)
texp = 2.5–10 min
λ = 253.7 nm
Photoinitator:
benzophenone
texp = 5–40 min
λ = 300 nm
Photoinitiator:
benzophenone
texp = 10–60 min
λ = 350–450 nm
Photoinitiator:
benzophenone
texp = 5–30 min
λ = 232–500 nm
Photoinitiator:
benzophenone
texp = 5–30 min
λ = 232–500 nm

[185]

5–30 min
(multistep)

5–30 min
(multistep)

10–80 min
(multistep)

ATR-FTIR, DG,
contact angle, and
SEM

Lp ↑, BFR
↑

ATR-FTIR, XPS, DG,
and SEM

XPS, SEM, and DG

Lp ↑, Rp
↓, PFR ↑

Lp varies,
Rb ↓, BFR
↑

XPS, ATR-FTIR,
contact angle, and
grafting density

ATR-FTIR, DG

DG, ATR-FTIR

NR

NR

Lp ↓, Rp
↑, PFR ↑

b
Graft polymerization time only refers to the reaction time and does not include the total processing time; the number of steps indicated does not include substrate
cleaning.

PP (UF)

PP (UF)

Acrylamide

2-Aminoethyl methacrylate

PP (UF)

5–40 min
(multistep)

2.5–10 min
(one step)

PAS (UF)

Polypropylene
(PP)

Up to 60 s
(two steps)

PES (UF)

2-Hydroxylethyl acrylate

A-D-Allyl glucoside

N-2-Vinylpyrrlidone, 2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate, acrylic acid,
2-acrylamidoglycolic acid, 3-sulfopropyl
methacrylate, and 2-acrylamido2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid
2-Hydroxyethyl methacrylate, glycidyl
methacrylate, and methacrylic acid
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Legend: ↑, increases; ↓, decreases; (≈), less than 5% change; NR, not reported; Lp , permeability; Rs , Rc , Rp , and Rb are the rejection of salt(s), colloidal particle(s),
protein(s), and biofoulant(s), respectively; SFR, CPFR, PFR, and BFR are the fouling resistance of salt(s), colloidal particle(s), protein(s), and biofoulant(s), respectively; and
DG, degree of grafting.
a
t exp (exposure time), λ (UV source wavelength), and power and energy of UV source are listed as reported.

[189]

[188]

[181]

[187]

Membrane: PES
texp = up to 60 s
λ = 300 nm

[145]

Appendix

2100 Ci 60 Co
Total dose = 4–20 Mrad
Dose rate = 0.27 Mrad h−1
2100 Ci 60 Co
Total dose = 4–11 Mrad
Dose rate = 0.27 Mrad h−1
2100 Ci 60 Co
Total dose = 0.5–12 Mrad
Dose rate = 0.35 Mrad h−1
60 Co
Total dose = 10–40 kGy
Dose rate = 4.51 kGy h−1

Radio nuclide Co60
Total Dose = 5–30 kGy
Dose rate = 4.2 kGy/h
Co60 gamma
Total dose = 46.7 kGy
Dose rate = 0.18 kGy h−1

Gamma treatment

IPP ﬁbers

Polypropylene (PP)
(MF/UF)

Acrylonitrile

2-Hydroxyethyl
methacrylate

Acrylonitrile

Isotactic
polypropylene (IPP)
ﬁbers
IPP ﬁbers

Fluorinated ethylene
propylene (FEP)
ﬁlms

Acrylic acid

Acrylic acid,
acrylamide

PES ﬁlms

Membrane support

Styrene

Monomer

Summary of gamma-initiated graft polymerization methods.

1–5 h (two
steps)

3–4 h (two
steps)

3–4 h (two
steps)

3–4 h (two
steps)

0.5–8 h (two
steps)

1.2–7.1 h (one
step)

Graft
polymerization
time

IR, TGA, and DG

FTIR, elemental
analysis, contact angle,
SEM, UV–vis, and DG

Lp ↓, Rp ↑
PFR ↑

IR, TGA, DTG, DTA,
and DG

% swelling, ion
exchange capacity, FTIR,
X-ray diffraction, TGA,
DSC, and DG
IR, TGA, DSC, and DG

FTIR, SEM, and TGA

Grafted polymer
characterization
methods

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Membrane
performance

Legend: ↑, increases; ↓, decreases; (≈), less than 5% change; NR, not reported; Lp , permeability; Rs , Rc , Rp , and Rb are the rejection of salt(s), colloidal particle(s),
protein(s), and biofoulant(s), respectively; SFR, CPFR, PFR, and BFR are the fouling resistance of salt(s), colloidal particle(s), protein(s), and biofoulant(s), respectively; and
DG, degree of grafting.
a
Graft polymerization time only refers to the reaction time and does not include the total processing time; the number of steps indicated does not include substrate
cleaning.

[108]

[172]

[171]

[138]

[173]

[170]

Reference

Table A.3
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[215]

[139]

[196]

[112]

[211]

[ 77,131]

Reference

Table A.4

Ar
texp = 1–10 min
Power = 40 W
Pressure = 160 mTorr
He
texp = 30 s
Power = 25–50 W
Pressure = 100–200 mTorr
He
texp = 10–90 s
Power = 25 W
Pressure = 200 mTorr
Ar
texp = 15–600 s
Power = 30–120 W
Pressure = 0.45–1.13 Torr
Ar
texp = 20–120 s
Power = 10 W
Pressure = 5 mTorr
Ar
texp = 60 s
Power = 60 W
Pressure = 113 mTorr

Plasma treatment

PAN (UF)

PAN (UF)

Styrene

PS (UF)

Acrylic acid

Acrylic acid

1–2 h (two steps)

1–5 min (one
step)

1–15 h (three
steps)

1 h (three steps)

1–4 h (three
steps)

PAN and PSf (UF)

2-Hydroxy-ethylmethacrylate, acrylic
acid, and methacrylic
acid
n-Vinyl-2-pyrrolidone
PES (UF)

1 h (two steps)

Graft
polymerization
timeb

PES (MF/UF)

Membrane support

Acrylamide, acrylic acid

Monomer

Summary of plasma-initiated graft polymerization methods.

ATR-FTIR, XPS, contact
angle, and graft yield

Grafted polymer
characterization
methods

Contact angle,
ATR-FTIR, XPS, and
graft density

Contact angle,
ATR-FTIR

ATR-FTIR, contact
angle, and pore size

Lp ↑, Rs ↓

Lp ↓, Roil ↑

Lp ↓, Rp ↓, PFR ↑ Contact angle,
ATR-FTIR, pore size,
graft yield, and AFM

Lp ↑, PFR ↑

Lp ↑, PFR ↑, Rp ↑ ATR-FTIR, contact
angle, XPS, and graft
yield

Lp ↑, PFR ↑

Membrane
performance
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Ar
texp = 60 s
Power = 30–40 W
Pressure = 113–150 mTorr
H2 /He
texp = 10–40 s
Power = 40 W
Pressure = 760 Torr

Plasma treatment

(Continued).

PAN (UF)

Polyamide TFC (NF)

Methacrylic acid,
acrylamide

Membrane support

n-Vinylpyrrolidone

Monomer

0.5–2 h (three
steps)

1–15.5 h (two
steps)

Graft
polymerization
timeb

ATR-FTIR, XPS

Contact angle,
ATR-FTIR, and AFM

Lp ↑, Rs ↑, SFR
↑, PFR (≈)

Grafted polymer
characterization
methods

Lp ↓, Rs ↑

Membrane
performance

b
Graft polymerization time only refers to the reaction time and does not include the total processing time; the number of steps indicated does not include substrate
cleaning.

Legend: ↑, increases; ↓, decreases; (≈), less than 5% change; NR, not reported; Lp , permeability; Rs , Rc , Rp , and Rb are the rejection of salt(s), colloidal particle(s),
protein(s), and biofoulant(s), respectively; SFR, CPFR, PFR, and BFR are the fouling resistance of salt(s), colloidal particle(s), protein(s), and biofoulant(s), respectively; and
DG, degree of grafting.
a
The ﬁrst line refers to the plasma gas; texp , plasma exposure time.

[120]

[ 209]

Reference

Table A.4
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6
Recent Advances in Ion Exchange Membranes for Desalination
Applications
Chalida Klaysom, Bradley P. Ladewig, Gao Qing Max Lu, and Lianzhou Wang

6.1
Introduction

Ion exchange membranes (IEMs) have gained enormous attention over the past
several decades because of their versatile applications in many important areas including energy and alternative clean energy, potable water production, wastewater
treatment, food industry, and chemical industry [1–10]. Therefore, a solid understanding of IEMs in both material synthesis and principle theories of transport
phenomena is of crucial importance for the rational development of the desired
IEMs for various applications.
In this chapter, a comprehensive overview of IEMs covering the fundamentals,
as well as the recent development of IEMs and their applications is provided.
Although the main focus will be on IEMs for desalination application by electrodriven processes, the general concepts for developing IEMs suitable for different
applications are also brieﬂy summarized. The outline of this chapter is as follows:
1)
2)
3)

the fundamentals of IEMs and their transport phenomena
the material development
the future perspective of IEMs.

6.2
Fundamentals of IEMs and Their Transport Phenomena

IEMs are selective membranes carrying the anionic or cationic charged groups that
allow speciﬁc charged species to pass through, while rejecting others of the same
charges as the membranes. On the basis of the processes the IEMs are applied to,
they can be classiﬁed into three major types [11]:
• Separation processes involving the separation of a component from an electrolyte
solution. They can be further subdivided based on the driving force for the
transport of ionic species, such as electro-driven processes in electrodialysis (ED)
and concentration gradient in dialysis or Donnan dialysis [2, 4, 6, 12, 13].
Functional Nanostructured Materials and Membranes for Water Treatment, First Edition.
Edited by Mikel Duke, Dongyuan Zhao, and Raphael Semiat.
 2013 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2013 by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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• Electrochemical reaction, in which a certain chemical is generated such as in
chloride-alkaline process [1, 2, 14].
• Energy conversion devices for applications, such as fuel cells and batteries [2, 8,
15, 16].
To date, ED and fuel cells are the most important processes using IEMs. Because
IEMs have been widely used in many applications, the properties required for
the IEMs highly depend on the speciﬁc application. However, generic property
requirements are (i) low ionic resistance, (ii) high transport number of counterions, (iii) high selectivity, and (iv) good thermal, mechanical, and chemical
stability [17].
According to the charged functional groups of membranes, the IEMs are generally
subdivided into cation exchange membranes (CEMs), anion exchange membranes
(AEMs), and bipolar membranes (BMs). The BMs are the membranes having
layers of CEM and AEM which are adjacent and laminated together. The CEMs
with negatively charged functional groups are selective to cationic species and
reject anionic species and vice versa for the AEMs. The deﬁnition of the Donnan
exclusion is well known as the prevention of ions with the same charges as that
of the membrane to transport through the membrane by electric repulsion. On
the basis of the electroneutrality, ﬁxed charges of the membrane are neutralized
and ﬁlled with its counterions, making co-ions unable to freely move through an
IEM. However, in an IEM containing large pores that are charge balanced and
fully ﬁlled with electrolyte solution, the Donnan exclusion can be suppressed and
thus results in less selective membranes. In addition, Donnan exclusion depends
on several parameters such as the concentration of ﬁxed ions, the concentration of
electrolytes, and the interaction among charge functional groups of IEMs and their
counterions [18].
Ion selectivity of IEMs is quantitatively expressed in terms of membrane permselectivity, which measures the ease with which the counterion migration occurs
through an IEM compared to the co-ions, and is deﬁned as [19, 20]:
Ps =

tim − ti
1 − ti

(6.1)

where Ps is the permselectivity of IEMs, tim is the transport number of the
counterion in the membrane, and ti is that of the same ion in free solution at the
same concentration. The term transport number refers to the fraction of total current
carried by counter ions through an IEM (normally more than 0.9). In addition, the
selectivity of an IEM may be represented in terms of permeated equivalent of the
particular ion relative to NaCl, which is the major component of nearly all natural
saline water. For example, the transport number of a cation relative to sodium is
deﬁned as follows:
tm /tm
M
= M Na
(6.2)
PNa
CM /CNa
M
m
is the permeated equivalent of cation relative to sodium ion, tM
is the
where PNa
m
transport number of cations through membranes, tNa is the transport number of
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sodium ion through membranes, and CM and CNa are the concentration of the
cation and the sodium ion, respectively. A similar expression is also used for anions
relative to the chloride ion.
6.2.1
Ion Transport through IEMs

The Nernst–Planck ﬂux equation is one of the most widely used equations for
describing transport phenomena in both solution and IEMs because of its relatively
simple relation. The Nernst–Planck equation is based on the assumption of the independent migration of cations and anions in solution and membranes. Although
the ions in solution are treated as an independent compartment, the electroneutrality has to be balanced in which there are no excess charges in the system. The
transport of ions can be expressed in terms of diffusion, migration, and convection
as deﬁned by the following equations:
Ji = Ji(d) + Ji(m) + Ji(conv)
dC
z FC D dϕ
+ vCi
Ji = Di i − i i i
dx
RT dx

(6.3)
(6.4)

where Ji is the ﬂux of component i, v the velocity, C the concentration, D the
diffusion coefﬁcient, x the direction coordinate, z the valence charge, F the Faraday
constant, R the gas constant, T the temperature, and ϕ the electrical potential.
Furthermore, these forms are deﬁned as follows:
• Diffusion is the movement of molecular components caused by chemical potential
gradient. In the IEM system, the dominant term for ion movement by diffusion
is the concentration gradient.
• Migration is the movement of ions due to an electrical potential gradient, which
is normally developed by the application of external power source.
• Convection is the movement of mass caused by mechanical force such as
hydrodynamic ﬂow or stirring. This term is normally of less importance in the
solid membrane and can be neglected in the system when there is no ﬂow or
strong stirring condition.
The Nernst–Planck model neglects the factor of interaction among different ions
and solvents in the real situation. Consequently, the irreversible thermodynamic
approach, which takes the effects of ﬂuxes of heat, electricity, momentum, and
interaction among individual components and solvents into account, is considered
more reasonable and practical to apply in the real system. In this section, the only
basic properties and phenomena of ion exchange capacity (IEC) are presented. The
detailed explanation for the transport phenomena in membranes can be acquired
from the literature [17, 20–26].
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6.2.2
Concentration Polarization and Limiting Current Density

Owing to the difference in ion mobility in selective membranes and in electrolyte
solution, a decrease in electrolyte concentration takes place near one side of the
membrane surface and the accumulation takes place on the other side of the
surface. As a result, the concentration gradient develops near the membrane
surface, referring to concentration polarization.
As a consequence of the concentration polarization development, if the concentration exceeds the solubility limits, precipitation will occur in the concentrate
compartment. The scale on the membrane surface creates an extra resistance and
can damage the membranes. In the dilute compartment, when the ion concentration near the membrane interface reaches zero there is a drastic increase in
the resistance and potential drop across the membrane, resulting in high energy
consumption and enhanced water dissociation. The water dissociation has dramatic effects on the electro-driven process, responsible for the loss of current
utilization and undesirable consequences from the pH changes. The increased pH
of solution near the CEMs’ interface in the concentrated cell further enhances the
precipitation and scaling phenomena. In contrast, the decreased pH of the solution
near the AEM can damage the membranes. Therefore, the concentration polarization effects are required to be minimized especially to avoid water dissociation
phenomena.
The concentration polarization can be reduced by reducing the current density
and the thickness of its boundary layer near the membrane interface. The thickness
of the boundary layer is determined by the hydrodynamic ﬂow, which depends
on the cell and spacer design and the feed ﬂow velocity. At the provided constant
velocity, the current density will reach the maximum value when salt concentration
near the membrane interface in the depleting solution is reduced to nearly zero.
This maximum current density is called limiting current density (LCD), and can
be deﬁned by the following equation based on the classical polarization theory:
ilim =

FDC


zδ ti − ti

(6.5)

where ilim is the LCD and δ is the diffusion boundary layer. The deﬁnitions of F, D,
and C can be found in Equation 6.4. In practical ED, the operating condition of the
system is limited by the LCD. It was believed that operating the ED over the LCD
leads to the reduction of current efﬁciency and other unpredictable phenomena
such as the scaling on the membrane surface.
6.2.2.1 The Overlimiting Current Density
On the basis of classical polarization, there are no more ions to transport and thus
no current that exceeds the limiting current. However, in practice, current density
over the limiting current is normally observed. In the past, it was believed that
the water dissociation is responsible for the overlimiting current density as the
OH− and H+ that can migrate through the membrane and carry the current are
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Overlimiting
current

Water
dissociation

Convection

Additional
current carriers,
H+ and OH−

Gravitational
convection

Exaltation
effect

Electroconvection

Figure 6.1 Scheme of the mechanism for overlimiting current transfer.

generated. However, it has been demonstrated and reported in several experimental
studies that the water dissociation is not responsible for the origin of overlimiting
current [20, 23, 27–39]. The transport of OH− and H+ only partly contributes to
the current over the limiting current. The origin of the current over the limiting
one is still unclear and is now a subject of intensive discussion [20, 23, 27–39].
To date, several models have been developed to describe the mechanism of overlimiting current for a better understanding of its phenomena and its role in an
application, consequently leading to the design of membranes that can overcome or
minimize the effects of concentration polarization phenomena. The state-of-the-art
mechanism describing the origin of overlimiting current by coupled effects is
summarized in Figure 6.1 [23, 25, 28].
6.2.2.2 Water Dissociation
The water dissociation is generally expressed by Equation 6.6.

H2 O  H+ +OH

(6.6)

In IEMs, the water splitting reaction occurs within a thin layer near the membrane
interface in the depleting side. It was found that the water splitting in electrodriving
membrane processes is higher than that in normal water solution, as the ﬁxed
charge groups of the IEMs can also be involved in the reaction as catalysts [23, 25,
28]. Nikonenko et al. [23] reported the range of ionic functional groups of IEMs in
the order of increasing water dissociation as shown below:


+
2−
−
−N+ CH3 3 < −SO−
3 < −PO3 H < =NH, −NH2 < −COO < −PO3
In addition, water dissociation becomes more rapid with the presence of metallic
hydroxides such as Mg(OH)2 , and Fe(OH)3 , which are normally precipitated on the
CEM surface and act as a catalyst for the water dissociation reaction [23, 25, 29].
The counterion transfer can also be increased with the occurrence of water
splitting; the generated H+ or OH− near the membrane surface attracts the ions
from the adjacent bulk solution toward the membranes (an exaltation effect) [28].
For example, the OH− near CEM surface attracts cations from the bulk depleting
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solution toward the boundary layer near the membrane surface, resulting in the
increase of ions to transport through the membranes.
6.2.2.3 Gravitational Convection
Gravitational convection provides additional counterion transfer by the enhancement of solution mixing. This type of convection is developed because of nonuniform distribution of temperature or solution density near the membrane interface
[40]. The high resistance that develops on the dilute side because of concentration
polarization, can lead to Joulean heat production and the formation of a temperature gradient. The concentration density and temperature gradient correspond
to the mixing and movement of the counterion, contributing to the overlimiting
current [40].
Many research studies have investigated the effect of natural convection and the
gravitational convection by mounting membranes in two different conﬁgurations,
vertical and horizontal position [23, 28, 30, 33, 35, 40–44]. It has been proved
that when membrane is rearranged in the horizontal position with the dilute compartment underneath the membrane, the gravitational diffusion layer is stabilized
and the free convection is minimized. In that case, the counterions that transfer
under the inﬂuence of convection are neglected. The current over the limiting
value was still observed in this case; implying that the transport of the ions may
be contributed by the gravitational convection and may also be coupled by other
phenomena, such as electroconvection.
6.2.2.4 Electroconvection
Electroconvection is due to the nonuniform electric ﬁeld near the membrane
surface, which causes the turbulent movement in the boundary layer and the
transport of counterions. This phenomenon is highly inﬂuenced by the surface
inhomogeneity of the membranes and more pronounced in the depleting solution.
The mechanism governing the electroconvection in a membrane is believed to be
electroosmotic slip of second kind or ‘‘electroosmosis II’’ referring to the occurence
of electroosmosis due to an interaction between an electric ﬁeld and the induced
space charge near the membrane interface in the diffusion boundary layer [35].
The strength of the electric ﬁeld is likely to be dependent on the Strokes radius of
ions of the space charge layers. The larger the Stroke radius the stronger the space
charge layer, contributing to the electroconvection and the enhancement of liquid
motion [43].
6.2.3
Structure and Surface Heterogeneity of IEMs

Bulk and surface morphologies of IEMs play an important role on the membranes’
properties, especially on the electrochemical properties and transport phenomena
of the membranes.
The inner membrane morphology (bulk morphology) determines, to a large
extent, the electrical conductivity, transport phenomena, permselectivity, diffusion,
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and hydraulic permeability of the IEMs. A microheterogeneous model is normally
used for describing the transport characteristics of membranes in particular
to measure the degree of membrane structural heterogeneity and correlate with
membrane electrochemical behavior [32, 45, 46]. In the microheterogeneous model
of IEMs, an IEM consists of a gel phase and intergel phase of ﬁlling solution. The
gel phase is composed of ﬁxed charged functional groups, which are considered to
have a relatively uniform distribution on polymer chains and compensated solution
of the ﬁxed charged functional groups (Figure 6.2).
Many works also referred to a two-phase model that combines volume fraction
of the inert phase into the gel phase and considered them as a quasi-homogeneous
region, namely joint-gel phase. The use of two-phase model to explain the electrochemical behavior of various commercial IEMs was reported [32, 45]. They concluded that the selectivity of IEMs depends on the volume fraction of joint-gel
phase and intergel phase. As the volume fraction of the intergel phase that is
considered as the nonconducting region increases, the Donnan exclusion becomes
less effective and thus results in a less selective membrane. When three different
electrolyte solutions were used, it was found that the fraction of the intergel phase
was considerably independent to the electrolyte solution. Therefore, the fraction
of intergel phase was concluded to directly relate to the morphology of tested
membranes and independent to the electrolyte solution [45].
The surface heterogeneity of the IEMs has been intensively investigated recently,
mostly by chronopotentiometry and current voltage (i–v) characteristics [30–33, 40,
46]. Chronopotentiometry is a powerful characterization technique that measures
the correspondent potential of a system imposed to constant current. It has been
widely applied for investigating the transport phenomena of the IEM, especially
in the diffusion-controlled boundary layers to better understand the overlimiting
current behavior of a membrane [30, 33, 40, 43, 47, 48]. The shapes and characteristic
values of chronopotentiograms depend on many parameters such as membrane
resistance, surface and structure properties of membranes, the testing, and the
hydrodynamic conditions [40]. The typical shape of a chronopotentiogram is
presented in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.2 Scheme representative structure of IEM according to the micro-heterogeneous
model. (Source: Adapted from C. Larchet et al. [43].)
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Figure 6.3

A representative chronopotentiogram of IEM.

When a constant current density is applied to the testing cell, the initial potential
difference (E o ) is suddenly built up; its height is related to ohmic potentials of
the resistance of the testing system (electrolyte and membrane). The potential
difference gradually increases as a function of time because of the gradual increase
in ohmic resistance of the system (region I from point 1 to 2). The slope of
this part depends on the capacity of the charged electrical double layer at the
membrane interface. The transport phenomenon of this region is governed mainly
by electrodiffusion process. When the concentration of the depleting solution near
the membrane interface reaches zero, suddenly the sharp developed potentials
occur (at the infection point (2)). The transport mechanism of the IEMs changes
mainly to a coupled convection. After that the curve reaches the steady state where
the potential difference levels off (E max ). Note that the transition point can only
be observed when the current higher than the LCD is applied to drive the change
of transport phenomena on the membrane surface from electrodiffusion to other
mechanisms. The difference between the initial potential and the potential at
steady state (E) indirectly relate to the thickness of concentration gradient [47].
Under the concentration polarization theory, the better the transport property the
membrane is, the larger E will be observed. As membranes with high transport
property can transport ionic species from one side to the other better than the
membranes with lower transport property, the E between its two interfaces is thus
bigger.
The i–v characteristic is another useful technique to investigate the concentration
polarization of membrane interface and the LCD. Typically, the shape of i–v curve
depends on the nature and surface properties of the membranes, the property of
electrolyte solution, and the hydrodynamic condition in the testing process [30,
37, 38, 49, 50]. This technique records the corresponding current density with
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Figure 6.4 The representative characteristic i–v curve.

the stepwise potential difference. Typically, an i–v curve can be divided into three
regions, as shown in Figure 6.4.
The region (1), the Ohmic region, is the region where the current density is
linearly proportional to potential difference. When the ion concentration in the
boundary layer near membrane interface decreases toward zero and there are
a limited number of ions that can carry the current, the current reaches the
plateau range in that region (2). The LCD occurs at the inﬂection point that can
be estimated from intersection of the tangents between region (1) and (2). The
corresponding current above the plateau region can be referred to a overlimiting
current region (region (3)), which is believed to be inﬂuenced dominantly by the
coupled convection effect.
It was found that surface heterogeneity of the membranes has a high impact
on the membrane electrochemical behavior and the development of concentration
polarization. Speciﬁcally, the presence of nonconducting regions reduces the active
transfer areas, resulting in locally higher current density near the conducting
regions compared to the overall current density across entire membrane area
(Figure 6.5). This phenomenon has a strong inﬂuence on the characteristic curves
of chronopotentiograms and i–v curve, as shown in Figure 6.6a,b.
Membranes with homogeneous and heterogeneous surfaces obtained different
characteristic curves in a chronopotentiogram (Figure 6.6a). While heterogeneous
membranes gave a shorter transition time and more diffuse curve near the inﬂection
region, the more homogeneous membranes possess longer transition times and
almost vertical curve from inﬂection point to the steady state [51]. This is due to
the nonuniform current line distribution of the heterogeneous membranes. As
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Figure 6.5 Current line distribution through (a) homogeneous surface and (b) heterogeneous surface of ion exchange membranes.
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(Source: Adapted from N. Pismenkaia et al.
[40]).

in the heterogeneous membrane, the local LCD near the conducting region is
higher than the average current density of the whole surface, the ionic species
are removed faster and thus the concentration decreases quickly and the potential
difference develops rapidly at the beginning of the process, resulting in reaching
the transition time sooner. Furthermore, the time the heterogeneous membranes
required to achieve a quasi-steady state is slower compared to a more homogeneous
one as the slow growth of the potential drop is observed from the inﬂection
point.
The degree of surface heterogeneity also has a strong impact on the i–v development of the concentration polarization visible in the i–v curves (Figure 6.6b)
[52]. It was found that the lower LCD was obtained in the case of heterogeneous
membranes. Balster et al. [27] also studied the cause and phenomena of the overlimiting current using microheterogeneity model and microtopology technique.
They concluded that surface heterogeneity of membranes has a great inﬂuence on
the shape of the i–v curve and its plateau length. In general, the more heterogeneous the membrane surface the longer the plateau length. If the space distance
between the conducting and nonconducting regions is in the same magnitude with
the boundary-layer thickness, the shortening of plateau length can normally be
observed.

6.3 Material Development

6.3
Material Development

This section provides an overview of the progress in the development of IEMs,
including the various approaches made to the membrane modiﬁcation. Various
types of IEMs have been developed for different applications. Some commercial
IEMs, manufacturers, and their properties are shown in Table 6.1 [18, 53, 54].
6.3.1
The Development of Polymer-Based IEMs

The search for new materials for IEMs has kept intensifying in order to supply
robust membranes for the existing applications and to expand the opportunity to
new potential applications. Polymer IEMs can be prepared via three approaches
depending on the starting materials.
1)
2)
3)

Introduction of charged moieties to polymer chains followed by the formation
of membranes.
Polymerization of monomers containing charged moieties. The charged polymers then undergo ﬁlm processing to form membranes.
Introduction of functional charged groups on the already ﬁlm-formed
membranes.

6.3.1.1 Direct Modiﬁcation of Polymer Backbone
Polyarylene polymers containing aromatic pendant groups on polymer backbones
such as poly aryl sulfone, poly aryl ketone, polybenzimidazole (PBI), polyphenylquinoxalines (PPQs), and polyphenylene oxides (PPOs) are attractive as new
polymer matrix for IEMs due to several reasons: (i) their mechanical and thermal
stability, (ii) processibility, (iii) low cost, and last but not the least, (iv) the ability to
chemically modify the polymer backbone via the electrophilic substitution at their
aromatic skeletons [55–59]. The introduction of charged moieties by direct polymer
backbone modiﬁcation via the electrophillic substitution is widely used owing to
its simplicity and reproducibility under deﬁned conditions [59].
Poly(aryl sulfone) Thermoplastic poly (aryl sulfone) such as polyether sulfone
(PES) is one of the most widely studied polymers because of its excellent mechanical,
thermal, and chemical stability. Moreover, PES possesses a high degree of process
ﬂexibility [60]. A number of research projects have focused on the development
of PES as IEMs to replace expensive Naﬁon membranes. This type of polymer
has been prepared with various structures, referring to slightly different pendent
groups in the polymer back bones (as shown in Figure 6.7), available from different
suppliers. Consequently, there are several ways to introduce charged functional
groups (predominantly sulfonate groups (–SO3 H)) into the polymer backbones.
Table 6.2 provides different path ways of the electrophillic substitution reactions
applied to different PES structures.
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Table 6.1

Membrane

Properties of some commercial IEMs.
Type

Tokuyama Soda Co. Ltd, Japan
Neosepta
CEM,
CMX
PS/DVB
Neosepta
AEM,
AMX
PS/DVB
Neosepta
CEM,
CMS
PS/DVB
Neosepta
AEM,
ACM
PS/DVB
Asahi Glass Co. Ltd, Japan
CMV
CEM,
PS/DVB
AMV
AEM,
PS/BTD
HJC
CEM, heterogeneous
Ionic Inc., USA
61CZL386
CEM, heterogeneous
103PZL183
AEM, heterogeneous
Dupont Co., USA
Naﬁon 117
CEM,
ﬂuorinated
Naﬁon 901
CEM,
ﬂuorinated
RAI Research Corp., USA
R-5010-H
CEM, LDPE
R-5030-L
AEM, LDPE
R-1010
CEM,
ﬂuorinated
R-1030
AEM,
ﬂuorinated
CSMCRI, Bhavangar India
IPC
CEM,
LDPE/HDPE
IPA
AEM,
LDPE/HDPE
HGC
CEM, PVC
HGA
AEM, PVC

Thickness Water
Area
IEC
Permselectivity
(mm)
content resistance (mequiv g−1 )
(%)b
−2 a
(%)
(Ω cm )

0.14–0.20

25–30

1.8–3.8

1.5–1.8

97

0.12–0.18

25–30

2.0–3.5

1.4–1.7

95

0.15

38

1.5–2.5

2.0

—

0.12

15

4.0–5.0

1.5

—

0.15

25

2.9

2.4

95

0.14

19

2.0–4.5

1.9

92

0.83

51

—

1.8

—

0.63

40

9

2.6

—

0.60

38

4.9

1.2

—

0.20

16

1.5

0.9

97

0.40

5

3.8

1.1

96

0.24
0.24
0.10

20
30
20

8.0–12.0
4.0–7.0
0.2–0.4

0.9
1.0
1.2

95
83
86

0.10

10

0.7–1.5

1.0

81

0.14–0.16

25

1.5–2

1.4

97

0.16–0.18

15

2.0–4.0

0.8–0.9

92

0.22–0.25
0.22–0.25

14
12

4.0–6.0
5.0–7.0

0.7–0.8
0.4–0.5

87
82
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(continued).

Membrane

Type

FuMa-Tech GmbH, Germany
FKE
CEM, —
FTCM-A
CEM, PA
FTCM-E
CEM, PET
FAD
AEM, —
FTAM-A
AEM, PA
FTAM-E
AEM, PET

Thickness Water
Area
IEC
Permselectivity
(mm)
content resistance (mequiv g−1 )
(%)b
−2 a
(%)
(Ω cm )

0.05–0.07
0.50–0.60
0.50–0.60
0.08–0.10
0.50–0.60
0.50–0.60

—
—
—
—
—
—

<3
<10
<10
<0.8
<8
<8

>1
>2.2
>2.2
>1.5
>1.7
>1.7

>98
>95
>95
>91
>92
>92

Measured: 0.5 mol dm−3 NaCl and
0.1/0.01 mol dm−3 NaCl and 0.1/0.5 mol dm−3 KCl for membranes from FuMa-Tech GMbH at 25
◦
C.
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b
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n

(d) Polysulfone Udel (PSU)

Figure 6.7 Different chemical structures of poly (aryl sulfone) base polymers.

The AEM based on PES can also be prepared by conventional chloromethylation
and quateramination [69, 70]. Although the resultant AEM showed high ionic
conductivity and good IEC, which is an expression of the equivalent number of
ﬁxed charge groups per unit of dry membrane weight, the chloromethylation step
requires the use of toxic solvent of chloromethylether that can be harmful to human
health.
Poly(aryl ether ketone) The polymer family of poly (aryl ether ketone) has also
been intensively studied recently [8, 59, 71–78]. The modiﬁcation of the polymer
backbone can be carried out in the same manner as for PES polymer family.
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Table 6.2

Sulfonation reaction for PES polymers.

Sulfonation
reagent/process
Chlorosulfonic acid
[58, 60–64]

Polymer

Solvent

PES

H2 SO4 , Chloroform,
Dichloromethane
(DCM),
Dichloroethane
(DCE)

Note

• Simplicity
• Difﬁculty for the
chemical disposal of
concentrated H2 SO4 acid
• Hard to control the
undesirable side reaction

Methylationsulfonation-reaction
[65, 66]

PSU

N-methyl pyrolidone
(NMP)

• Good quantitative and
region-speciﬁc reaction
control
• Complicated procedure

Sulfurtrioxide
triethyl phosphate
(SO3 -TEP) [67, 68]

PES

DCM

• Minimize or eliminate
the possible side reactions
• Convenient and
relatively inexpensive
• Difﬁcult to control the
sulfonation reaction to a
speciﬁc stable position

O
O

O

Sulfonation

C

O
O

O

C

n

n

SO3H
PEEK

sPEEK

Figure 6.8 Chemical structures of polyether ether ketone(PEEK) and sulfonated polyether
ether ketone (sPEEK).

Figure 6.8 depicts the chemical structure of poly (ether ether ketone) (PEEK,
Victrex) and the sulfonated poly (ether ether ketone) (sPEEK).
The most commonly used method for preparation of CEM from PEEK is by
dissolving the polymer in H2 SO4 acid [71, 73, 74]. The sPEEK with the degree
of sulfonation (DS) of around 90% showed a high IEC of 2.48 mequiv g−1 with
similar proton conductivity of Naﬁon. However, it is worth noting that the resultant
sPEEK with the high DS exhibited poor thermal stability that makes it difﬁcult for
the fabrication into membrane ﬁlms in melt processes [72]. Moreover, sPEEK with
the high DS can uptake water molecules up to four molecules per sulfonate group
and increase the number of water uptake up to eight molecules per unit functional
group when it was formed in the ﬁlms, resulting in high degree of water swollen
and poor dimensional stability. This poor melt processibility and dimensional
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stability limited the application of the sPEEK. Therefore, much effort has been
focused on the strategies to overcome the aforementioned problems of the sPEEK.
Blending the sPEEK with other polymers or the introduction of cross-linking agents
to the sPEEK are powerful strategies to improve the poor thermal and mechanical
stability of the sPEEK membrane. The sPEEK can also be cross-linked either by
reaction bonding or thermal treatment to improve the dimensional stability of
membranes [79].
Polyphenylene Oxides (PPO) AEMs based on the PPO have been prepared either
by chloroacetylation and quaternary amination or by bromination and amination
processes [80–83]. Also, CEMs can be prepared by the same strategy of bromination
and then sulfonation reaction as shown in Figure 6.9 [59, 84].
The new path way for preparing AEMs as proposed in the Figure 6.9 provides an
advantage of avoiding the use of toxic chemical such as chloromethyl methylether,
normally used in the conventional preparation procedure of AEMs. Via the approach
illustrated in Figure 6.9a, the membranes with high IEC can be obtained. However,
the thermal stability of the resultant membranes still requires more improvement.
This problem can be solved by the introduction of bromination substitution
(Figure 6.9b), which can occur on both aryl and benzyl position. As a consequence,
the amination can occur in both positions and can also create cross-linking to
some extend among the functional groups of the membranes. It has been reported
that the position of the moieties groups has a high inﬂuence on the properties
of the resultant membrane [80]. The balance of the functional groups on benzyl
and aryl position allows the tuning of membrane properties, desirable for different
application needs.
6.3.1.2 Direct Polymerization from Monomer Units
The direct synthesis of polymer from monomer units provides excellent opportunity
in tailoring polymer composition that allows the control of amount and distribution
of the ionogenic functional groups along the polymer backbones. This also advances
the tuning of both microstructure and properties of the IEMs.
Polyethersulfone (PES) The direct polymerization from monomer units offers
some advantages on the precise control of sulfonate groups on the aromatic rings
of the polymer backbones, and the feasibility to tune the molecular weight of the
polymer, thus leading to the polymer with higher mechanical stability and better
processibility.
The sulfonated polyethersulfone (sPES) via direct polymerization of monomers
containing charge moieties have been successfully reported [85–90]. In practice,
sPES can be obtained by the direct aromatic nucleophilic substitution and polycondensation of dichlorodiphenylsulfone (DCDPS), 3,3 -disulfonate dichlorodiphenylsulfone (SDCDPS), and biphenol as shown in the Figure 6.10.
The resultant membrane based on sPES obtained from direct polymerization of
the monomer units exhibited high IEC up to around 3 mequiv g−1 . However, at
high DS, the membranes suffer from high swollen degree, resulting in low
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Figure 6.9 Main reactions and structures of IEMs from PPO: (a) anion exchange membranes employing Friedel-Crafts chloroacetylation, (b)
anion exchange membrane prepared by bromination and amination, and (c) cation exchange membrane prepared by bromination and sulfonation reaction.
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Figure 6.10 (a) Synthesis of sDCDPS and (b) sulfonated poly (arylene ether sulfone).

mechanical stability. To improve the dimensional stability of the membrane, a
certain degree of cross-linking was introduced [55]. The cross-linked membranes
can have signiﬁcantly improved mechanical stability, while still maintaining good
conductivity.
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6.3.1.3 Charge Induced on the Film Membranes
The IEM can also be prepared by forming the non-ionogenic polymer ﬁlms ﬁrst,
and subsequently by the introduction of charged functional groups onto the formed
polymer ﬁlms.
The radiation-induced grafting is a versatile technique to introduce functional
groups onto different membrane substrates [91, 92]. The grafting technique offers several advantages to the membrane development, including feasibility in
processes, well-deﬁned composition, and ability to tailor membrane properties
with a variety material selection, including surface substrates, grafting materials,
and induced functionalities [91, 93]. The ﬁlm substrates can be porous or nonporous membranes. Typical examples include hydrocarbon polymer-based ﬁlms
of polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), polyalkene (polyalkene nonwoven fabrics
(PNF)), and ﬂuorocarbon polymer-based ﬁlms of polyvinylidene ﬂuoride (PVDF),
polytetraﬂuoroethylene (PTFE), poly(tetraﬂuoroethylene-co-hexaﬂuoropropylene)
(FEP), and poly(ethylene-co-tetraﬂuoroethylene) (ETFE) [15, 16, 94–97]. The chemically stable ﬂuorinated carbon ﬁlms are normally selected for applications that
require robust membranes to withstand severe working conditions [98, 99]. For
the grafting agents, there are two major types: (i) functional monomers such as
acrylic acid and methacrylic acid that can be attached directly to the substrate
as charged functional groups and (ii) nonfunctional monomers such as styrene,
N-vinylpyridine, and vinylbenzylchloride that can be further chemically modiﬁed
or conversed into ion exchangeable groups.
CEMs with carboxylic acid functional groups (–COOH) can be prepared by
either direct grafting of acrylic monomers or by indirect grafting of epoxy acrylate
monomers on the polymer ﬁlms (PE, PNF), followed by postgrafting treatment with
sodium iminodiacetate [95, 98]. The membranes with sulfonated groups (–SO3 H)
are normally prepared by grafting polymer ﬁlms (PE, FEP, PNF, or PTFE) with
styrene and subsequently sulfonating the grafted ﬁlms with chlorosulfonic acid,
or sulfuric acid in dichloromethane or tetrachloroethane for carbon tetrachloride
solution [100–102]. It is worth noting that the nature and properties of grafted
ﬁlm substrate has to be taken into account when selecting the suitable sulfonating
agents.
The AEMs can also be prepared in the same manner as the CEMs with
sulfonate groups as depicted in Figure 6.11 [95, 103, 104]. First, vinylbenzylchloride or glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) is grafted on the ﬁlm substrates
(PNF), followed by amination reaction to convert the functional groups to amine
derivatives.
The IEMs prepared form grafting technique showed high conductivity and good
chemical, thermal, and mechanical stability which make them interesting for
industrial applications. The grafting method was proved powerful as the properties
of the IEMs can be conveniently controlled. However, most IEMs prepared by
the grafting technique are still at a laboratory scale; the commercial success is
still limited [105]. This may be due to the constrained access to the radiation
source and the difﬁculty in the reproduction of uniformly grafted membranes
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Figure 6.11 Schematic diagram for the preparation the IEM by grafting method [95].

on a large scale. This leaves big challenges for feasibility study, scale up, and
commercialization.
6.3.2
Composite Ion Exchange Membranes

At this point, one can obviously notice that it is difﬁcult to acquire all the targeted
properties in one IEM to satisfy the requirements of industrial applications.
For instance, to obtain high conducting membranes, high chemical modiﬁcations
should be applied to the membrane, which will subsequently reduce the mechanical
stability. Hence, innovative composite concept that enables the structural and
functional tailoring of different materials may offer an alternative approach for
the development of new IEMs with excellent electrochemical properties and good
mechanical stability.
Inorganic–organic composite materials have gained increased attention because
of its speciﬁc properties arising from synergistic effects among the components
in the composite. The inorganic compartment usually offers vehicles for carrying
extra charge functional groups, electrical properties, and enhancement of chemical,
thermal, and mechanical stabilities. In contrast, the organic counterpart provides
opportunities for chemical modiﬁcations, structure ﬂexibility, and processibility on
large scale.
The composite IEMs can be prepared by several routes such as sol–gel process,
blending, in situ polymerization, molecular self-assembly [106–111]. Table 6.3
provides examples of composite IEMs prepared from different routes and their
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Table 6.3

Preparation routes of composite IEMs and the resultant membrane properties.

Composite system

Preparation
route

Property

Application

Naﬁon-silica
[112–114]

Sol–gel

The composites showed
signiﬁcant reduction of methanol
crossover, however, their proton
conductivity was diminished
The composite exhibited the
enhanced proton conductivity and
reduced methanol crossover up to
30% reduction compared to the
pristine Naﬁon
• Estimated pore diameter of
1–4 nm
• Thermal stability up to 265 ◦ C
• IEC of 0.4–1.0 mequiv g−1

DMFCs

Naﬁon-sulfonated
mesoporous silica
[115]

Blending

PEO[Si(OEt)3 ]2 SO3 H
[81]

Sol–gel

sPES-silica [116]

Sol–gel

sPES-sulfonated
mesoporous silica
[117–121]

Blending

PVA-zirconium
phosphate [122]

Blending

• Proton conductivity of 1–10
ms cm−1 at 50%RH
• Reduced methanol crossover

DMFCs

PVA-silica [123–125]

Sol–gel

• IEC of 0.84–1.43 mequiv g−1
• Proton conductivity of 20–110

Electrodriving
process,
DMFC

Though the composites showed
up to 60-fold reduction of
methanol ﬂux, their proton
conductivity was affected by
10–30% reduction

DMFCs

High proton conductivity of 63.6
mS cm−1 and good IEC
comparable to Naﬁon, the
commercial membrane
The composite showed good IEC,
ionic conductivity, transport
properties while maintain decent
mechanical and thermal stability

mS cm−1 at room temperature
with fully hydrated condition
sPEK/sPEEK-SiO2 ,
TiO2 , ZrO2 [126]

Sol–gel

DMFCs

NF

DMFCs

ED Water
splitting

Note: DMFCs, direct methanol fuel cells; NF, nano ﬁltration; ED, electrodialysis; PVA, polyvinyl
alcohol; and PEO, polyethylene oxide.
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Figure 6.12 The most commonly used preparation methods for composite membranes:
Route I blending and route II sol–gel method.

properties for speciﬁc applications. It is worth noting that the most frequently used
routes are physical blending and sol–gel technique as depicted in Figure 6.12. For
the ﬁrst approach, the resultant membranes normally show phase separation from
aggregated ﬁllers, causing mechanical instability of the membranes. In contrast
to the ﬁrst approach, sol–gel method offers better interconnection between two
domains.
The great challenges in developing composite materials are the incompatibility
between the distinct compartments, aggregation of ﬁllers, and their phase separation. However, this problem can be minimized by enhancing the interaction among
them via covalent bond, hydrogen bond, and electrostatic interaction. Frequently
used strategies for improving the interaction between inorganic and organic matrix
are; (i) functionalization of inorganic ﬁllers or/and polymer matrix and (ii) introduction of the inorganic ﬁller on the polymer chains [127]. In the later case, the
inorganic ﬁllers can be ﬁxed to the polymer by several approaches such as attaching
the initiator or functional group that can further be polymerized with the polymer
matrix.
As it can be noticed from Table 6.3, though the development of composite
IEMs for fuel cell applications has been well established, there are very rare works
applying the same composite concept to develop other types of electro-driven
membrane processes [117–121].
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Recently, our research group has developed a series of composite IEMs based on
sPES and sulfonated mesoporous silica. By synergistic approaches of membrane
preparation technique, the so-called, two-step phase inversion and the presence of
surface functionalized silica nanoﬁllers, membranes with controllable porosities
and desired properties were successfully prepared. The synthesis route of these
composites is depicted in Figure 6.13 [117].
The two-step phase inversion technique allows the control of membrane porosities by tuning the aging time before precipitating the partly dried ﬁlm in water
bath. As the viscosity and solvent/nonsolvent exchange rate altered accordingly, the
pore sizes and the porosity of membrane were able to be controlled. The surface
functionalized silica acted as the vehicle carrying extra charged functional groups
for ion exchange, resulting in the improvement of water uptake, conductivity,
transport properties, and electrochemical behavior of the resultant composites.
However, at a high percent loading, the reduction of such properties was observed

Preparation of in organic fillers

Preparation of polymer matrix

(1) Formation of mesoporous silica with
various sizes and shapes (aspect ratios)
(2) Surface functionalized with –SO3H

• Control the charge density of the
matrix polymer by sulfonation
reaction

Dispersion of inorganic fillers in
polymer solution

Membrane formation via two-step phase inversion

Casting flim on a glass substrate

The step to control
porosity of
membranes

Aging in a vaccum oven at 60 °C for a
certain period

Polymer rich phase
Polymer poor phase
Inorganic cluster

Precipitation in a 60–70 °C water bath
Porous membranes with inorganic
clusters captured in pore cavities

Porous composite IEMs

Figure 6.13

Preparation procedure of the composite IEMs via two-step phase inversion.
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as the agglomerates interfere with the charged functional groups of the polymer
matrix. Therefore, it is crucially important to optimize the loading to prepare
membranes with overall good properties.
It is important to mention that the choices of preparation routes have to be
wisely selected for a designed composite. Although good interaction between ﬁllers
and matrix give advantages for mechanical and thermal stability, it is normally at
the cost of the reduction of functional groups for ion exchange and suppression
of the membrane conductivity [106, 112, 113, 123, 126]. In many cases, the IEC
and conductivities of the membranes decreased because of the incorporation of
inorganic ﬁllers, interfering with the functional groups of the polymer matrix [112,
113, 123, 126]. Therefore, optimization is of crucial importance and the percolation
studies are recommended.
6.3.3
Membranes with Speciﬁc Properties

Although the properties and performance of the IEMs have been signiﬁcantly
improved over the last ﬁve decades, they are still insufﬁcient for separating speciﬁc
ionic species in some niche applications. Several strategies, including modifying
membrane surface and their hydrophilicity, changing the structure and porosity
of membranes, and incorporating special functional groups in polymer chains or
ﬁllers have been proposed .
In general, permselectivity among ions in a mixed solution through selective
membranes depends on the afﬁnity of the components with the membrane and
the migration rate of each component in the membrane phase [128, 129].
Sieving monovalent ions such as NaCl from other multivalent ions has been
studied mainly by modiﬁcation of IEMs, making the membrane matrix dense
or forming a thin dense layer on the surface. This is the simplest concept to
change permselectivity of IEMs. One simple method to make membranes dense
is to increase cross-linkage of the membranes, resulting in tunable pore sizes of
the membranes and then adjustable selectivity between bulkier molecules and
smaller molecules [134, 135]. However, the result appears to be not that simple.
The transport number of ions depends not only on the size of ions but also on the
Gibbs hydration energies of the ions. Although increasing cross-linkage enhances
the permselectivity of the membrane, it also increases electrical resistance of the
membrane. Therefore, conducting polymers were applied and a dense layer on
the membrane surface is more preferable to avoid the increase of resistance.
Figure 6.14 shows some chemical structures of conducting polymers.
NH
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Figure 6.14 Structures of conducting polymers.
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The conductive nature of conducting polymers is associated with unique conjugate bonds along the polymer backbones that allows electrons to freely transport
through when an electrical potential is applied [138]. Polypyrrole is extremely rigid
and has good afﬁnity to IEMs [79, 136, 138]. It can easily form highly dense
structure or tightly bonded layer on the membrane surface by impregnation of
conducting polymers into the membrane matrix or ion exchange with the cation
exchangeable groups on the membrane surface [137]. Moreover, polypyrrole possesses secondary amino groups, which affect the permselectivity between charged
ions. It has been reported that the permselectivity of divalent ions compared to NaCl
decreased because of the synergistic sieving effect of dense polypyrrole layer and
the difference of repulsion forces among ions with the membranes [139]. For more
examples of membrane surface modiﬁcation by conducting polymer, polyaniline
(PANI) has also been reported to affect the selectivity of monovalent ions from
multivalent ions [138, 140–142]. It has been proposed that a reduction in transport
number of divalent ions compared with monovalent ions through both composite
PANI/AEMs and CEMs may be a result of three factors; the electrostatic repulsions
increasing the difﬁculty for multivalent ions to pass through the membranes, the
decrease of hydrophilicity of membranes resulting in the reduction of interaction
with more hydrated ions, and the partial reduction or increment in the surface
charge density of AEM/PANI and CEM/PANI.
The formation of a thin cationic charged layer on the surface of CEMs has
been reported to be another effective method to separate monovalent ions from
multivalent ions [128–130, 143, 144]. Cationic polyelectrolytes such as the amino
groups of polyethyleneimine which adsorbed on IEMs without ion exchanging
with sulfonic groups of the membranes are thought to be due to highly branched
structure of polyethyleneimine. Therefore, most positive charges from the modiﬁer
and negative charges from the CEMs remain and the presence of these positive
charges results in difﬁculties for multivalent ions to pass through the membranes
owing to higher repulsion force.
Sata et al. has systematically investigated the inﬂuence of membrane hydrophilicity on the selectivity of anion species compared to chloride ions [17, 131, 132, 134,
135, 137]. It is apparent that the transport number of anions through AEMs was
predominated by the hydration energy of anions rather than their hydrated size
[128]. For instance, AEMs with increased hydrophilicity showed the signiﬁcant
decrease of transport number of ﬂuoride ions, which are strongly hydrated anions compared to chloride ions. A similar trend was also observed in the case of
sulfate ions. In contrast, for nitrate ions with similar hydrated ion size but less
hydration energy compared to the chloride ions, the mobility ratio of the nitrate
ions to chloride ions was increased with the decreased hydrophilicity of the AEM.
Therefore, the understanding of the relationship between hydrophilicity of AEMs
and hydration energy of anions is of great importance. It is expected that by
decreasing hydrophilicity of the AEMs, less hydrated anions can permeate through
the membranes more easily than strongly hydrated anions [17] (Table 6.4).
Ether compounds such as ethylene glycol, dipropylene glycol, and dimethyl
ether have been used to change the hydrophilicity of IEMs in order to change
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Table 6.4

Ionic radius, hydrate ionic radius, and hydration energy of ion species [158, 159].

Ion

Ionic radius (nm)

Hydrated ionic radius (nm)

Hydration energy (kJ mol−1 )

0.095
0.074
0.099
0.181
0.189
0.230

0.365
0.429
0.349
0.347
0.340
0.380

407
1921
1584
376
270
1138

Na+
Mg2+
Ca2+
Cl−
NO3 −
SO4 2−

permselectivity of membranes. Owing to the existence of ether groups and alcoholic
groups, these compounds possess a hydrophilic nature, which is expected to make
stronger hydrated ions permeate through the membranes more easily than less
hydrated ions [131–133]. However, because these compounds are soluble in water,
it was found that glycol compounds were dissolved from the membranes during
ED, which is undesirable.
6.3.3.1 Improving Antifouling Property
Fouling is one of the most serious problems for membrane separation processes
including IEM ED. It decreases the performance efﬁciency of the membranes. It
is well known that AEMs often suffer from fouling more than CEMs do, because
many organic foulants in solution are in anionic forms and can therefore stick
to the surface of AEMs. There are many techniques that have been proposed to
prevent fouling of IEMs. These may be grouped into two main categories, by
promoting foulants to permeate easily through the membranes and by prohibiting
foulants to pass through IEMs.
The structures of membranes were loosened to allow organic macroions to easily
permeate through as a method to facilitate the transmission of foulants [145].
However, there was an undesirable effect of the decrease of ion selectivity of IEMs
by loosening the structure of the membranes.
On the other hand, to prevent foulants penetrating through membranes a dense
structure or thin layer of positively charged group on the membrane surface
was introduced. Unfortunately, as a consequence, the resistance of membranes
increased dramatically.
Recently, new techniques to improve resistance against organic fouling without
signiﬁcant increase of electrical resistance of the membranes have been patented
[146].
It has been proved that the ﬁxation of polyether compounds on the surface or
inside the membranes prevents ion exchange groups of the membranes from the
direct contact with organic macroions, which prohibits the absorption of them. To
avoid the ether compounds dissolving during ED, the compounds were ﬁxed by
decomposing the ether bond of polyether compounds with an ether bound cleavage
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reagent such as a mixture of acetic anhydride-p-toluene sulfonic acid, phosphoric
acid, and hydrobromic acid. The results demonstrated excellent fouling resistance
and low electrical resistance (1.5–3.4  cm−2 ) in the membranes.
The surface property of membranes is one of the most important factors affecting
organic fouling in membrane separation processes. It has been reported that the
colloid and microbial foulants favor the adsorption on hydrophobic surface [147,
148]. Thus, the hydrophilic modiﬁcation of the membrane surface becomes a
potential method to prevent fouling. TiO2 /polymer self-assembly method has been
used to modify hydrophilicity of polymeric membranes to decrease the fouling rate
[147, 148]. This method is based on the ionic attraction between the oppositely
charged species of TiO2 particles and membranes, which promotes the adhesion
between them [147–149]. The result showed that organic fouling in membranes
modiﬁed with TiO2 nanoparticles decreased compared with the unmodiﬁed one
because of the increase of hydrophilicity of the membrane. Moreover, the adsorbed
foulants on the tested membranes were more easily removed by shear force than
those on unmodiﬁed membranes.

6.4
Future Perspectives of IEMs

The ﬁrst industrial application of IEMs was in the ﬁeld of desalination by ED.
The recent development of fundamental theory has led to expanded applications
to various ﬁelds such as electrodialysis reversal (EDR), electrodeionization (EDI),
bipolar-membrane electrodialysis (BMED), and fuel cell [2]. In this section, the
recently developed IEMs and their perspectives particularly relevant to ED process,
water puriﬁcation, and desalination ﬁelds are highlighted.
Although desalination is an important technology that offers a solution for the
world water crisis, the energy consumption, and production cost of this technology
remains a great challenge.
Tremendous efforts have been dedicated to reduce the energy consumption of
desalination technology and to bring down the water production cost to affordable levels. Besides the development of novel membranes, new process designs
for operating systems that can work more effective are increasingly concerned
[150, 151].
6.4.1
Hybrid System

Another strategy for reducing the overall cost of desalination is the use of hybrid
system, a system that combines two or more desalination processes [84, 150, 152,
153]. The hybrid desalination system has recently gained intensive attention as it
can offer a better separation performance for speciﬁc industrial separation and a
process with optimized utilization of material and energy [84, 150, 152]. Electrodriven processes such as ED has been integrated with pressure-driven membrane
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operation such as microﬁltration (MF), ultraﬁltration (UF), nanoﬁltration (NF), and
reverse osmosis (RO). Such hybrid systems showed better performance in water
treatment and desalination compared to their conventional process [5–7, 154, 155].
Recently, a novel RO–ED hybrid system was proposed by Pellegrino et al. [5] that
aimed to reduce the osmotic pressure at the interface of RO membrane, to reduce
the energy consumption, and to improve the water recovery of the system. Their
design is shown in Figure 6.15; the hollow-ﬁber RO membranes were packed
in ED compartments between CEM and AEM. The stack of the hollow-ﬁber RO
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Figure 6.15 Schematic (a) cell pair in the hybrid RO-ED system and (b) stack conﬁguration for the hybrid RO–ED. The M+ and X− represents cations and anions, respectively [5].
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membranes may be considered to act as the spacer in the conventional ED system
that helps the well mixing of the feed solution and promotes the turbulent ﬂow of
the system. This in turn suppresses the concentration polarization effects near the
membrane interface. Their initial analysis of this new hybrid system design under
different operating conditions indicated that the energy saving of 10–20% can be
obtained.
However, the modeling analysis from this work also indicated the limiting
factor of the conductivity of the IEMs on the energy consumption of the system.
Therefore, the robust membranes are vital to be further developed for supporting
the use of such a novel conceptual system design.
6.4.2
Small-Scale Seawater Desalination

Capital- and energy-intensive desalination plants that require seawater conveyance
and reliable power supply for the system are still impractical and uneconomical at
small scale for personal use or small villages in a remote area. Recently, research
groups in Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Pohang University of Science
and Technology have designed a novel small seawater desalination unit, the socalled ion-concentration polarization (ICP) desalination system (Figure 6.16) with
the possibility of battery-powered operation [157, 156]. New system for small-scale
desalination by ICP, is considered as the latest state-of-the-art system capable of
continuous seawater desalination with high salt rejection of 99% at low power
consumption of less than 3.5 Wh l−1 [156].
This work represents another example of novel conceptual nanoscale design
based on theoretical study that have been proved by experimental implementation
to be an excellent tool for providing fresh water for personal use in remote areas.
Again, porous IEMs suitable to be used in such an innovative concept have to be
further developed.

6.5
Conclusions

The present overview on the development of IEMs has addressed the vital role of
IEMs involved in desalination and water puriﬁcation applications. The properties
and separation capabilities determine the performance of membranes. In the past
decades, interdisciplinary approaches have been applied to the development of new
IEMs. IEMs can be designed and prepared by a number of strategies varying from
basic polymer reactions to advanced nanotechnology via molecular design and
architectural tailoring of composite materials. However, to satisfy the membrane
requirements for speciﬁc applications, the targeted properties of IEMs have to
be set up, and appropriate synthesis routes for IEMs toward the targets should
be speciﬁed accordingly. To accomplish this, fundamental understanding of the
relationship among preparation conditions, structures, and functions of the IEMs
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Figure 6.16 ICP desalination scheme: (a) micro/nanoﬂuidic desalination system with embedded microelectrode for the measuring potential drop and (b) electrokinetic desalination
operation associated with the external pressure [156].

have to be established. Furthermore, more efforts and attention should be paid to
the following studies:
• percolation study of the membrane preparation, structure, and properties;
• elucidation of transport phenomena of newly prepared membranes, as well as
the search for their new application;
• evaluation of new membranes in an application;
• the study of surface chemistry and architecture of membranes to reduce the
effects of concentration polarization; and
• the modiﬁcation of surface chemistry toward high fouling resistance properties
of IEMs.
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From the viewpoint of material engineering, nanotechnology offers powerful
tools to tailor and develop novel membranes. Among several approaches presented
in this chapter, the concept of composite design stands out as an interesting
strategy for developing IEMs. The properties of membranes can be designed via the
selection of component materials and the tailoring of desired functionalities to each
component. Encouragingly, the preparation procedure of composite membranes is
relatively simple, and thus, has a high potential for large-scale commercialization.
Although this concept has drawn much attention in fuel cell application, the
utilization of this strategy in the development of IEMs for desalination is still
very limited, leaving us much room for development and comprehensive study of
composite design and their applications in desalination.
Apart from the material development, the system design and their operation
optimization should also be further developed. In the desalination application
which is one of the major practical areas for the IEMs, new systems to bring
down the energy consumption and production cost require more progress in
comparison to more widely used processes such as RO. Such system designs
that can combine with renewable energy sources or can work more effectively
should also be emphasized for the sustainable development of energy-saving and
environment friendly systems.
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7
Thin Film Nanocomposite Membranes for Water Desalination
Dan Li and Huanting Wang

7.1
Introduction

Membrane-based separation processes have attracted remarkable attention because
of their potential advantages over other existing processes for many industrial
applications such as gas separation, liquid separation, and pervaporation [1–6].
Desalination is a separation process for removing dissolved salts and other minerals
from various water sources, such as seawater and brackish water, to produce fresh
water for human and animal consumption, irrigation, and other industrial uses [6].
Among various desalination technologies developed so far, including distillation
processes (e.g., vapor compression, multistage ﬂash, and multieffect distillation)
and membrane processes (e.g., electrodialysis, nanoﬁltration, and reverse osmosis),
reverse osmosis (RO) process has become one of the major desalination processes
over the past 40 years, and shared over 44% of desalting production capacity and
around 80% of desalination plants installed worldwide [2]. Because of its relatively
lower energy cost and simplicity, the RO process is believed to continue to be a
leading desalination technology [6, 7].
Commercially available RO membranes are mainly derived from two basic types
of polymers: cellulose acetate (CA) and aromatic polyamides (PAs) [8]. The CA
membranes, which were the industry standard through the 1960s to the mid1970s, are usually made from CA, triacetate (CTA), cellulose diacetate (CDA), or
a blend of them in the form of asymmetric conﬁguration [9]. Because of their
neutral surface and tolerance to a low level of free chlorine, CA membranes
exhibit a relatively stable performance in the applications where the feed water
has a high fouling potential (e.g., municipal efﬂuent and surface water sources)
[10, 11]. Furthermore, CA membranes are relatively of low cost because they
are derived from abundant naturally occurring polymers [9, 11]. However, CA
membranes have some drawbacks, such as a narrow operating pH range (4.5–7.5),
susceptibility to biological attack, structural compaction under high pressure and
low upper temperature limit [9]. Therefore, the current RO membrane market is
dominated by PA thin ﬁlm composite (TFC) membranes. A typical structure of
commercial TFC membrane is illustrated in Figure 7.1a. The PA TFC membrane
Functional Nanostructured Materials and Membranes for Water Treatment, First Edition.
Edited by Mikel Duke, Dongyuan Zhao, and Raphael Semiat.
 2013 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2013 by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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Polysulfone layer
Fabric support
(a)
Inorganic fillers

Polyamide
Polysulfone layer
Fabric support
(b)
Figure 7.1

Conceptual illustration of PA (a) TFC and (b) TFN membrane structures [23].

consists of three layers: a polyester web acting as the structural support (120–150
µm thick), a polysulfone (PS) microporous interlayer (∼40 µm), and an ultrathin
polyamide barrier layer on the upper surface (∼0.2 µm) that is fabricated by
interfacial polymerization process [12]. When compared with CA membranes,
the interfacially polymerized PA membranes exhibit superior water ﬂux, salt
and organic rejection; higher pressure compaction resistance; wider operating
temperature range (0–45 ◦ C) and pH range (from 1 to 11); and higher stability
to biological attack [8, 13]. Therefore, this class of membranes is widely used in
commercial single-pass seawater desalination plants around the world, and they
offer a combination of high ﬂux and high selectivity, which is unmatched by the
CA membranes [14, 15]. However, the PA membranes exhibit some drawbacks in
desalination, such as chlorine and fouling susceptibility, which may worsen the
membrane performance by shortening membrane life, and reducing ﬂux or salt
rejection [2, 16–22]. A great deal of effort has been made to modify the properties of
PA TFC membranes by chemical or physical modiﬁcation, but the improvement is
still unsatisfactory [6]. Therefore, the development of the new membrane materials
with improved desalination performance remains as one of the major research
activities in the ﬁeld of membrane science.
Inorganic membranes possess attractive characteristics such as excellent
chemical and microstructural stabilities for desalination application [24–26]. For
instance, modeling studies showed that the small-pore zeolites, such as zeolite
ZK-4 with a pore size of 4.2 Å, were promising promise for use in membrane-based
desalination [27]; zeolites allow small molecules (e.g., water) to pass through their
microporous channels and block large molecules (e.g., hydrated ions). Despite
the potential advantages of the inorganic membranes, their practical application
to desalination is still hindered by the high cost of membrane fabrication, the
complication of handling, and the difﬁculty in scaling up of thin and defect-free
membranes, as compared with polymer membranes [28, 29]. The deﬁciencies
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of organic polymeric materials and the comparative disadvantages of inorganic
membranes have prompted the development of high-performance membrane
materials to overcome these limitations.
Emerging mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) have shown great potential in
terms of the membrane development. The MMMs consist of an organic polymer
as the continuous phase and ﬁllers as the dispersed phase [4]. MMMs are also
known as composite membranes or nanocomposite membranes where nanosized
ﬁllers are incorporated. The investigation into MMMs started from gas separation
application and pervaporation, which was ﬁrst reported in the 1970s following the
discovery of a delayed diffusion time lag effect for CO2 and CH4 in a rubbery
polymer with the addition of 5A zeolite [30]. There are numerous examples
for the use of a wide variety of ﬁller materials in the fabrication of MMMs,
including porous ﬁllers (e.g., zeolites, carbon molecular sieves, carbon nanotubes,
metal organic framework – MOF, polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane – POSS,
and mesoporous silica) [23, 30–39] and nonporous ﬁllers (e.g., silica and metal
oxides) [40–49]. The role of the ﬁllers in the membrane materials is dependent on
the interaction between the polymer matrix and the ﬁller phase and on the structure
of ﬁllers as well. In general, the addition of inorganic particles into a polymer matrix
leads to the structural change of polymer, that is, disrupting polymer chain packing
and increasing the void/free volumes of polymers. Hence, the presence of inorganic
particles in a polymer matrix may result in an enhancement of permeability and
sometimes permselectivity [4, 45, 50–54]. Furthermore, some microporous ﬁllers
are capable of discriminating different types of molecules on the basis of their sizes
and shapes, thus resulting in increased selectivity of the MMMs. However, the
selectivity of the MMMs may be compromised by interfacial voids or defects because
of poor interactions between the organic polymer and the ﬁller particles. When
mesoporous ﬁllers (pore sizes of 2–50 nm) are used, polymer chains may be able
to penetrate into the mesopores of the ﬁllers in the membrane fabrication process
[31]. In this case, the application of mesoporous materials may improve the contact
of ﬁller/polymer and result in a selective ﬁlm. Organic-functionalized ﬁller particles
are shown to have better interfacial compatibility with the polymer matrix, and the
resultant nanocomposite membranes exhibit enhanced gas selectivities [55, 56].
In the twenty-ﬁrst century, the concept of MMMs was further developed for
water treatment [57] and, more recently, extended to the fabrication of RO (including nanoﬁltration) membranes for water desalination [6]. Zeolite A-PA TFN
RO membranes were ﬁrst reported by Hoek and coworkers [23, 58]. Figure 7.1b
shows a typical structure of thin ﬁlm nanocomposite (TFN) membranes: inorganic
nanoparticles (e.g., zeolites) embedded throughout the thin ﬁlm layer (e.g., PA) on
the top of nonwoven polyester fabric supported PS layer [23]. Until now, a number
of TFN membranes have been investigated for their potential application for water
desalination, as listed in Table 7.1.
In terms of the polymer matrix, current studies are centered on the application of
aromatic PA as the thin selective layer of TFN membranes that is formed via interfacial polymerization [23, 32, 33, 35, 41–44, 60], despite the fact that layer-by-layer
assembled polyelectrolytes (PEs) or sulfonated poly (arylene ether sulfone) have
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Synthesized zeolite A (NaA
or AgA)b nanocrystals (∼140 nm)

Zeolite A (NaA)b crystals (∼250 nm) Interfacial polymerization with
adding zeolite A (NaA)b in
TMC-isoparafﬁn

Zeolite Y crystals (∼250 nm)

Commercial silica nanoparticles
LUDOX HS-40 (∼16 nm) and
TEOS hydrolyzed silica (∼3 nm)

Commercial silver nanoparticles
(∼50–100 nm)
Synthesized TiO2 nanoparticles
(∼10 nm or less)

Polyamide
(MPD-TMC)

Polyamide
(MPD-TMC)

Polyamide
(MPD-TMC)

Polyamide
(MPD-TMC)

Polyamide
(MPD-BTC) a
Polyamide
(MPD-TMC)

Interfacial polymerization with
adding silica in BTC-HCFCa
Self-assembly of TiO2 on the
neat MPD-TMC TFC
membrane surface

Interfacial polymerization with
dispersing zeolite Y in
TMC-hexane-ethanol
pre-seeding solution
Interfacial polymerization with
adding silica in MPD aqueous
solution

Interfacial polymerization with
adding zeolite A (NaA and
AgA)b in TMC-isoparafﬁn

Synthesized zeolite A (NaA)b
crystals (∼100, ∼200, ∼300 nm)

Polyamide
(MPD-TMC)

Interfacial polymerization with
adding zeolite LTA (NaA)b in
TMC-hexane
Interfacial polymerization with
adding zeolite LTA (NaA)b in
TMC-isoparafﬁn

Preparation method

Synthesized zeolite A (NaA)b
nanocrystals (∼50–150 nm)

Inorganic ﬁller

Smoother, more hydrophilic, and negatively
charged PA surfaces; higher pure water
permeability with equivalent solute rejections
More permeable, negatively charged, and
thicker than PA TFC ﬁlms; greater
enhancement in permeability, with the
addition of smaller nanocrystals
Higher water permeability with similar salt
rejection; more hydrophilic, smooth
interfaces, and limited bactericidal activity for
AgA-TFN membranes
Different post-treatment changing the
molecular structure of membranes; ﬁrst
demonstration of TFN membranes with
commercially relevant seawater RO separation
performance
Compact and ﬂat surface morphology; higher
permeability and comparable salt rejection
with increased zeolite loading (less than 0.4
wt%)
Tunable pore radius, increasing number of
pores, and higher thermal stability; high water
ﬂux and lower salt rejection, in particular at
higher loading of silica
Slightly lower ﬂux and higher rejection;
higher antibiofouling effect
Higher salt rejection and lower ﬂux; higher
photocatalytic bactericidal efﬁciency under UV
light illumination

TFN membrane properties (compared
with PA TFC membranes)

Summary of the progress in the fabrication and membrane properties of PA TFN RO membranes over the past decade.

Polyamide
(MPD-TMC)a

Polymer
matrix

Table 7.1
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[43]

[44]
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[33]

[23]
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Single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs) (diameter: 0.8–1.4 nm)

Commercial multiwalled carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs) (diameter:
9–12 nm; length: 10–15 µm)
Commercial multiwalled carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs) (diameter:
9–12 nm; length: 10–15 µm)

Polyamide

Polyamide
(MPD-TMC)

Layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly
with adding MWCNTs in PAAc
solution
Interfacial polymerization with
adding SiO2 in
TMC-cyclohexane

Interfacial polymerization with
adding SWCNTs in non-polar
solvents, for example, hexane or
the mixture of hexane and
chloroform
Interfacial polymerization with
adding MWCNTs in MPD
aqueous solution

Self-assembly of TiO2 on the
neat MPD-TMC TFC
membrane surface
Interfacial polymerization with
adding TiO2 in TMC-HCFCa

Higher water ﬂux and similar salt rejection

Slightly lower salt rejection and ﬂux; improved
chlorine resistance by increasing MWCNTs
loading
Improved thermal stability; improved chlorine
resistance

Slightly higher ﬂux and unchanged salt
rejection; higher photocatalytic bactericidal
efﬁciency under UV light illumination
Enhanced surface hydrophilicity; comparable
water ﬂux and higher salt rejection with
limited amount of TiO2
Higher salt rejection and signiﬁcantly
improved ﬂux

b

MPD, m-phenylenediamine; TMC, trimesoyl chloride; BTC, 1,3,5-benzene tricarbonyl chloride; and HCFC, 1,1-dichloro-1-ﬂueroethane.
LTA, Linde Type A zeolite; AgA, zeolite LTA in the silver form; NaA, zeolite LTA in the sodium form.
c
PAA, poly (acrylic acid); PAH, poly (allylamine hydrochloride).

a

Sulfonated poly
(arylene ether
sulfone)-polyamide
(MPD-TMC)
copolymer

Synthesized mesoporous silica
nanoparticles (∼100 nm)

Commercial TiO2 nanoparticles
(∼30 nm)

Polyamide
(MPD-TMC)

Polyelectrolytes
(PAA-PAH)c

Synthesized TiO2 nanoparticles
(∼10 nm or less)

Polyamide
(MPD-TMC)

[36]

[34]

[35]

[61]

[42]

[40]
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also been investigated in the development of TFN RO membranes [34, 36]. Similar
to gas separation and pervaporation MMMs, the inorganic ﬁllers incorporated into
TFN RO membranes can be classiﬁed into two main groups, that is, porous and
nonporous materials. As porous inorganic ﬁllers, zeolite molecular sieves have
attracted great attention because their extremely narrow pore size distribution ensures superior size and shape selectivities [23, 32, 33, 59, 60]. Apart from zeolites,
other porous materials, such as mesoporous silica and carbon nanotubes, have also
been reported for their use in TFN RO membranes [34–36]. Nonporous materials,
including titanium dioxide, silica, and silver particles, have been often applied to
tailor the structure of polymer matrix and add more functionality [40–44]. Studies
have revealed that the addition of inorganic ﬁllers (e.g., zeolite, carbon nanotubes,
silica, silver, and titanium dioxide) could improve the properties of aromatic PA
membranes, including salt rejection, water permeability, fouling, and chlorine
resistance as well as thermal or mechanical stability [23, 32–36, 40–44, 59, 60]. Importantly, the synthesis of ﬁller materials and the membrane formation processes
need to be carefully controlled to fabricate high-performance TFN membranes.
The methods for the preparation of ﬁllers and nanocomposite membranes are
exempliﬁed in the following sections.

7.2
Fabrication and Characterization of Inorganic Fillers

As described earlier, in the fabrication of TFN RO membranes, the membrane
conﬁguration that the inorganic particles are added into the selective polymer layer
is directly adopted from gas separation and pervaporation MMMs [4, 57]. In particular, nanosized ﬁllers (e.g., ∼100 nm) are required to achieve good dispersion in a
polymer matrix of the thin selective layer in TFN membranes as they best match the
characteristic thin ﬁlm thickness and can make greater enhancement of permeability than large particles (e.g., ∼300 nm) [33]. The good dispersibility of synthesized
nanosized zeolites is a prerequisite for the formation of homogeneous and uniform
TFN membranes. Excellent compatibility and interaction between the dispersed
nanoparticles and the polymer matrix are crucial for the improvement of membrane
desalination performance, such as ﬂux enhancement or fouling mitigation [57].
Many wet chemistry methods, such as the sol–gel technique and hydrothermal
synthesis, have been developed to synthesize inorganic ﬁller nanoparticles. The
ﬁrst example of such sol–gel dates back to the work of Ebelmen about the
synthesis of silica in 1846 [62]; however, the sol–gel science only really boomed
in the 1980s [63]. Since then, there has been a large increase in the available
literature [63–71], suggesting that sol–gel processing is a very popular and reliable
method to produce a wide variety of high-quality materials. Sol–gel processing
has been applied in the production of oxide powders, such as titanium oxide and
silica, with uniform and small particle sizes and varied morphologies. It involves
the transition from a liquid ‘‘sol’’ into a solid ‘‘gel,’’ which can be ordinarily
divided into a series of steps, including the formation of solution, gelation, aging,
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Hydrolysis:
Si(OR)4 + 4H2O

Si(OH)4 + 4ROH
Silicic acid,

Where R = Vinyl, Alkyl, or Aryl groups.
Condensation:
(a) Water condensation:
≡ Si(OH) + (OH)Si ≡

≡ Si−O−Si ≡ + H2O

(b) Alcohol condensation:
≡ Si(OH) + (OR)Si ≡

≡ Si−O−Si ≡ + ROH

The overall reaction can be written as:
SiO2 + 4ROH
Si(OR)4 + 2H2O
Figure 7.2 Sol–gel reaction occurring during silica network formation: hydrolysis and condensation [63, 72].

drying, dehydration, and densiﬁcation [71]. Figure 7.2 shows a sol–gel reaction
occurring during the formation of silica networks starting from silicon alkoxide
[63, 72]. Typically, the reaction mechanism of the sol–gel process is based on the
hydrolysis and condensation of molecular precursors in a solution, originating from
a liquid ‘‘sol’’ of nanometric particles. The subsequent condensation and inorganic
polymerization lead to a three-dimensional metal oxide network denominated wet
‘‘gel’’ [65]. The further drying and heat treatments are sometimes needed to acquire
the ﬁnal crystalline state or lead a wet ‘‘gel’’ converted into dense particles [65, 72].
The main processing parameters that inﬂuence the structures and properties of
the ‘‘gel’’ include the nature and concentration of precursors employed, solution
pH and temperature, agitation, and additives used [65, 72, 73]. In particular,
the porosity of silica particles may differ greatly depending on the variation of
preparation methods, which is also the case in the sol–gel synthesis of other
inorganic ﬁllers, such as TiO2.
In addition to silica nanoparticles, photocatalytic TiO2 nanoparticles have also
been added into TFN RO membranes [40–42]. The TFN desalination membranes
containing TiO2 nanoparticles showed improved fouling resistance and antibacterial property, and the formation of the bioﬁlm on the membrane surface was
reduced during desalination processes [40, 41]. In the preparation of TiO2 nanoparticles via the sol–gel method, titanium (IV) alkoxide is hydrolyzed under acidic conditions, and the resulting titanium hydroxide (Ti-OH) species are then condensed
into titanium oxide networks [74]. In particular, the hydrolysis reaction occurs on
the addition of water and a small amount of acid as the catalyst, resulting in the formation of Ti-OH species through the removal of alkyl group (OR). The condensation
process follows the hydrolysis reaction, leading to the formation of Ti-O-Ti bonds.
The reported TiO2 -PA TFN membranes are all with the incorporation of ∼10 nm
or smaller metal oxide particles with surface hydroxyl groups, which are believed to
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be the active sites to form hydrogen bonds with carbonyl groups in PA polymer [40].
The potential bonding between TiO2 and polymer can help enhance the compatibility between inorganic and organic phases, and such bonding is also expected to exist
in other TFN membranes with the addition of oxide particles, such as silica. However, until now, there is no direct experimental evidence conﬁrming this hypothesis.
Hydrothermal synthesis is another important method for nanoparticle preparation, and normally referred to as the reaction conducted in the aqueous solutions
within sealed vessels, such as autoclaves with or without Teﬂon liners, under
controlled temperature and autogenous pressure [74]. The temperature can be
elevated well above the boiling point of water, resulting in an increase in pressure.
Many researchers have used the hydrothermal method to prepare various types
of particles or nanoparticles, in particular zeolites. Some review articles devoted
speciﬁcally to this method can be found in the literature [75–79].
Typically, in the hydrothermal synthesis of zeolites, reactants, such as those
containing silica and alumina, are mixed together with a cation source to form
a homogeneous solution or gel. The resultant aqueous reaction mixture, usually
in a basic (high pH) medium, is heated in a sealed plastic bottle or autoclave for
zeolite crystallization. Similar to any other types of crystals, zeolite crystals are
produced via nucleation and grown in the synthesis solution/gel. Nucleation is
deﬁned as a process where the small aggregates of precursors give rise to nuclei
(called embryos). As the synthesis proceeds, the nuclei grow into zeolite crystals
[80], which can be recovered by repeated ﬁltration, washing, and drying [77].
Various types of zeolite nanocrystals, such as zeolite X (faujasite - FAU), can be
obtained at the early crystallization of initial gel systems without involving organic
structure-directing agents (SDAs), and their primary crystal sizes are in the order of
nanometers [81, 82]. However, the nanocrystals from such syntheses typically form
aggregates of larger sizes and broad particle size distributions [76]. Furthermore,
in order to collect nanocrystals with a good yield, the synthesis process needs to be
controlled by adjusting crystallization temperature or time. At low temperatures,
zeolite crystallization rate is often slow, and a long synthesis time of about several
days or even weeks is required. It is noted that the synthesis of highly dispersible
zeolite nanocrystals from SDA-free synthesis systems is still a difﬁcult task. In
contrast, in the zeolite synthesis solutions/gels with SDAs, SDA molecules not
only play the role of a pore-ﬁlling agent and structurally direct the crystallization
toward speciﬁc zeolitic structures, but also play an important role in controlling
the crystallization rate in the growth of zeolite nanocrystals [76, 83]. The colloidal
zeolite nanocrystals so obtained contain SDAs in their voids, and the removal of
the SDAs leads to the opening of zeolitic channels. In most cases, the removal of
SDAs from zeolite structures requires calcination in air or oxygen, which usually
leads to irreversible aggregation [84–86]. Wang and coworkers reported the use
of an organic polyacrylamide polymer network as a temporary barrier to retain
the dispersibility of nanocrystals during the removal of SDAs (as illustrated in
Figure 7.3) [86]. This method has been applied to synthesize redispersible zeolite A
crystals for the fabrication of zeolite-PA TFN membranes. Specially, the synthesis
of zeolite A nanocrystals can be easily controlled in a Na2 O-SiO2 -Al2 O3 -H2 O gel
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Hydrothermal synthesis of
template-zeolite nanocrystals

1. Separation by centrifugation
2. Dispersion by ultrasonication

Colloidal aqueous suspension of
template-zeolite nanocrystals
500 nm

1. Addition of monomers and initiator
2. Polymerization
3. Drying

Template-zeolite nanocrystals
dispersing in polymer barrier
500 nm

1. Carbonization (550°C/2 h)
2. Calcination (550°C/3 h)

Redispersible zeolite
nanocrystals
500 nm

Figure 7.3 Preparation protocol and SEM images for colloidal suspensions of templateremoved silicalite nanocrystals [86]. (Source: Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society
of Chemistry.)

system with the addition of tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAOH) as SDA
[23, 32, 33]. TMAOH assists the formation of uniform zeolite A nanocrystals without
aggregation [76]. After the synthesis, it is necessary to remove TMA+ and open up the
zeolite micropores without nanocrystal aggregation for the subsequent preparation
of TFN membranes. SDA-free zeolite A nanocrystals with good redispersiblity can
be obtained using polyacrylamide hydrogels-assisted calcination [23, 32, 33]. By
using this method, zeolite A nanocrystals with sizes ∼100, 200, and 300 nm have
been studied in the fabrication of TFN RO membranes [23, 32, 33].
The properties, such as morphologies, particle sizes, and surface functionality
of inorganic ﬁller particles, are the key to successful fabrication of TFN RO membranes. As shown in Figure 7.4, zeolite nanoparticles are characterized by a number
of techniques such as X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), dynamic light scattering (DLS), and gas
sorption. Uniform particle sizes and good dispersibility are desired for TFN membrane fabrication; the particle sizes and size distribution can be determined by
measuring a large number of particles imaged via SEM or TEM. DLS is commonly
used to determine the particle size distribution of particles and their dispersion
in various solvents. The crystal structure of particles can be analyzed by powder
XRD. In the case of zeolite nanoparticles, XRD provides the information about the
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Figure 7.4 Common characterizations for zeolite nanocrystals: (a) particle size distribution
of silicalite-1 by dynamic light scattering (DLS). The inset in (a) shows the corresponding
TEM image [76], (b) nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherm, (c) SEM image, and (d)
XRD patterns of LTA-type zeolite [87].

speciﬁc crystal structures, determining the types of zeolites and their crystallinity.
For porous particles, gas (nitrogen) sorption can provide strong evidence that pores
of particles are still accessible after various treatment and functionalization. This
information would be useful to understand the transport behavior of the resultant
TFN membranes and determine whether water molecules can pass through the
pores of ﬁllers while hydrated ions are rejected.
7.3
Fabrication and Characterization of TFC/TFN Membranes
7.3.1
Interfacial Polymerization

A great deal of the recent studies has been conducted on the selection of suitable
substrate and optimization of the thin ﬁlm layer toward the enhanced separation
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performance of membranes, including ﬂux and salt rejection, fouling and chlorine
resistances, and thermal stability [6].
Polysulfone (PS) has been commonly used as the substrate in the laboratory
scale or industrial fabrication of PA TFC membranes, owing to its stable chemical resistance in a wide range of pH. Moreover, PS is relatively hydrophilic,
and especially suitable for the interfacial polymerization of PA in aqueous solution [88]. Studies revealed that further improvement of PA substrate, such as
via plasma treatment, assisted in the preparation of high-performance PA membranes [88–90]. The use of inorganic nanoparticles in PS led to the formation
of nanocomposite substrate materials with enhanced mechanical stability, which
resisted physical compaction of its supported PA membranes [91]. To develop TFC
membranes with high operating temperature and chemical stability, considerable
efforts have been made to explore other polymers as the support layers, including
poly (pathalazinone ether sulfone ketone) (PPESK) [92, 93], poly (phthalazinone
ether amide) (PPEA) [94], polyvinylidene ﬂuoride (PVDF) [88], and polypropylene
(PP) [89].
The nature of the thin layer signiﬁcantly affects the performance of TFC membranes. Many routes have been described to form an ultrathin barrier layer in the
TFC membranes [8]. Among those methods, the interfacial polymerization is the
most widely used technique for the fabrication of commercial PA TFC membranes
[8, 95]. As shown in Figure 7.5a, the typical interfacial polymerization involves a
reaction between two monomers – a diamine (e.g., 1,3-phenylenediamine (MPD)
and a diacid chloride (e.g., trimesoyl chloride (TMC)) [8]. Typically, the aqueous
amine solution initially impregnates the nonwoven polyester fabric supported
PS membrane. An ultrathin ﬁlm (skin), well under half a micrometer thick,
is quickly formed at the interface and remains attached to the PS support
after the polymerization reaction takes place at the interface between two immiscible solvents [8, 96]. The resultant thin ﬁlm active layer of aromatic PA
TFC RO membranes is composed of the cross-linked form of three amide
linkages and the linear form with pendant free carbonxylic acid (Figure 7.5a).
The properties of PA TFC membranes can be controlled by carefully varying
the interfacial polymerization process, which is dependent on several variables, such as the monomer concentrations and types, selection of organic
solvents, reaction and curing temperature/time, and the use of additives [6,
8].
Some recent studies have reported the introduction of functional bonds
into PA networks by using different monomers for the modiﬁcation of
membrane performance. As shown in Figure 7.5b, the novel ‘‘PA-urea’’ RO
membranes comprised aromatic PA with functional bonds such as urea
(−NHCONH-) showed both superior water ﬂux and salt rejection to the
traditional commercial TMC-MPD membrane [97]. The TFC RO membranes
with PA-urethane as the active layer included the amide functional group
-CONH-, urethane functional group -OCONH-, and the hydroxyl functional
group -OH. The optimized PA-urethane TFC membrane had better desalination
performance than that of the PA TFC membrane fabricated under the same
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Figure 7.5 (a) The polyamide derived from m-phenylenediamine (MPD) and trimesoyl chloride (TMC) via the interracial polymerization [6, 89]. (Source: Reproduced by permission of
The Royal Society of Chemistry). (b) Interfacial polymerization of polyamide-urea and urethane [14, 97].
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conditions [14, 98, 99]. However, traditional MPD-TMC PA materials have been
used in most cases of TFN membrane fabrication.
7.3.2
Interfacial Polymerization with Inorganic Fillers

A number of methods, including the addition of inorganic nanoparticle precursors
and preformed inorganic nanoparticles, have been reported for the preparation of
inorganic–organic nanocomposite membranes for various separation applications.
In Figure 7.6a, the in situ method entails the use of nanoparticle precursors. For
in situ preparation of composite membranes, the precursors of the ﬁllers are added
to the polymer solution and the particles are then formed during the process
of membrane formation. In this approach, the inorganic particles are generally
covalently linked with the polymer, thereby enabling good dispersion of ﬁllers
inside the polymer matrix [100, 101].
In the fabrication of TFN membranes, the widely reported preparation method
is the addition of the preformed or commercial inorganic ﬁllers into a monomer
solution (Figure 7.6b). For instance, in the fabrication of TFN membranes, silica
and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were dispersed in the MPD aqueous
phase [35, 44], whereas zeolites, TiO2 , or silver nanoparticles were suspended in the

Organic monomers or
oligomers solution
+
Inorganic material
precursors
(a)

Inorganic particles
dispersed in organic
monomer solution
+
Another monomer
solution

Preformed polymer
membranes
+
Inorganic particles
dispersed in solution
(b)

Polymerization

Polymerization

Self-assembly

Polymer

Inorganic fillers

Figure 7.6 Preparation of nanocomposite membranes using inorganic nanoparticle precursors and preformed inorganic nanoparticles. (Source: Modiﬁed from Ref. [100].)
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TMC organic phase (e.g., isoparafﬁn, hexane, and 1,1-dichloro-1-ﬂueroethane) [23,
32, 33, 42, 43, 59, 60]. In this method, the dispersion of particles in the monomer
solution is accomplished by means of mechanical stirring or ultrasonication to
reduce particle agglomeration. The prevention of particle agglomeration is always
critically important to produce a uniform membrane and avoid phase separation
between the inorganic ﬁller and the organic matrix. For instance, MWCNTs tend to
aggregate because of the van der Waals interaction. To achieve uniform dispersion
of MWCNTs in a polymer matrix, a surfactant Triton X-100 was added in the
MPD aqueous solution [35]. Therefore, by direct addition of the inorganic ﬁllers to
monomer solutions, the PA TFN membranes can be fabricated after the interfacial
polymerization of diamine and diacid chloride monomers.
In the fabrication of zeolite-PA TFN membranes, zeolite nanocrystals can
be dispersed in either TMC-hexane solution as illustrated in Figure 7.7a or
MPD aqueous solution. The early studies were mainly focused on the interfacial
polymerization with the addition of zeolite A nanocrystals in TMC-hexane solution
(Figure 7.7a) [23, 32, 33]; however, the dispersion of zeolite nanocrystals in a
nonpolar organic solvent, such as hexane, needs to be carefully controlled; otherwise
solute permeable defects would be produced in the resultant TFN membranes,
resulting in lower solute rejection [60]. However, when zeolite nanocrystals are
impregnated and covered with an excessive amount of MPD aqueous solution,
the PA layer may be formed beyond the sizes of zeolite nanocrystals, causing a
slight decrease of membrane permeability. More recently, Tsura and coworkers
reported a novel ‘‘pre-seeding’’-assisted synthesis of high-performance zeolite – PA
TFN membranes for water desalination [60]. As shown in Figure 7.7b, zeolite Y
nanoparticles dispersed in hexane with ethanol as the cosolvent were deposited
on an MPD-impregnated PS support to form a pre-seeded substrate. The preseeding process led to a better zeolite-PA contact after the secondary interfacial
polymerization [60]. Therefore, this process is promising way to produce highperformance inorganic-organic TFN desalination membranes without nonselective
defects or voids.
Differing from the aforementioned two methods, the self-assembly method may
be considered as a post-treatment to integrate inorganic ﬁllers, such as TiO2 ,
with PA membranes after the interfacial polymerization (Figure 7.6c) [40, 41].
The dipping of pre-formed PA TFC membranes in TiO2 aqueous solution would
result in the monolayer adsorption of TiO2 on PA surfaces with pendant free
–COOH. This self-assembly method does not require controlling the complex
interfacial polymerization arising from the direct addition of inorganic ﬁllers into a
monomer aqueous or solvent solution. However, this method is vulnerable to easy
detachment of TiO2 from PA surface, leading to the loss of TiO2 nanoparticles [42].
In contrast, when TiO2 nanoparticles are dispersed in a monomer solution, the
interfacial polymerization would achieve a higher loading of TiO2 nanoparticles
throughout the PA layer due to the conﬁnement of nanoparticles, leading to more
robust structure of TiO2 – PA TFN membranes [40–42].
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Figure 7.7 A schematic representation of the zeolite-polyamide TFN membranes fabricated on the PS supports
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solution and (b) pre-seeding-assisted
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synthesis [60]. (Source: Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) for the Centre National de la
Recherche Scientiﬁque (CNRS) and the
RSC.)

7.3.3
Characterization of TFN or TFC Membranes

Understanding the relationships among the chemistry, structure, and transport
properties of desalination membranes is of particular importance in membrane
research. Some important characteristics of membranes, including chemical composition, hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity, charge density, and surface morphology,
may greatly affect the separation performance in a speciﬁc application.
Electron microscopy, such as SEM and TEM, is commonly used to examine
the microstructure and morphologies of the polymer TFC or TFN membranes
and to determine the thin barrier layer thickness (Figure 7.8). The surface of the
conventional PA TFC membrane appears uniform and ‘‘leaﬂike,’’ exhibiting a hill
and valley microstructure (Figure 7.8). The addition of inorganic ﬁllers, such as
zeolites, may result in a compact and ﬂat surface morphology for TFN membranes
(Figure 7.8) [23, 60]. In an electron microscope, a focused electron beam interacts
with the atoms in a sample and element-speciﬁc X-rays are generated. These X-rays
can be detected with an energy dispersive spectrometer coupled to an SEM or to a
TEM. The energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy allows for elemental mapping
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Figure 7.8 Characterization of TFC (a) and TFN (b) polyamide membranes by SEM, TEM,
and EDX. (Three white circles in SEM image are drawn around features believed to be zeolite A) [23].

and line scanning, which provides information on elemental composition of the
membranes. This technique is effective in conﬁrming the presence of inorganic
ﬁllers inside polymer membranes (Figure 7.8), such as zeolite A [23].
The characterization of the membrane surface morphology is also complemented
by atomic force microscopy (AFM), which allows the study of the surface of
nonconducting materials down to the scale of nanometers [102, 103]. Compared
to electron microscopy, other advantages of AFM measurements are that special
specimen preparation is not needed and that the imaging can be performed
directly in air or liquid [104, 105]. Therefore, AFM is commonly used to determine
surface roughness, surface porosity, and pore size distribution without affecting
the polymer membrane materials [106].
Surface hydrophilicity and surface charge are crucial parameters that strongly
affect membrane ﬁltration performance. Owing to the simplicity, its measurement
is most commonly used for the determination of the membrane hydrophilicity,
which is closely related to water permeability. Only a small piece of membrane is
needed for the measurement [107]. Membrane surface charge is often characterized
by the zeta (Z) potential and estimated using the streaming potential measurement.
The Z potential values depend on the chemical structure of the membrane material,
which is responsible, at least in part, for its ability to reject salts such as sodium
chloride [107].

7.4 Membrane Properties Tailored by the Addition of Fillers

The chemical composition of membrane surfaces can be analyzed by infrared
(IR) spectroscopy. In the characterization of PA TFN or TFC membranes, IR spectroscopy provides valuable information on the functional groups (such as aromatic,
carboxylic acid, or amide groups) and veriﬁes the successful formation of PA after
the interfacial polymerization. Meanwhile, internal reﬂection spectroscopy (IRS),
which combines Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectrometry
with an attenuated total reﬂectance (ATR) technique, is one of the most common
ways to perform membrane surface analysis. The ATR-FTIR technique allows for
the depth proﬁling of membrane surfaces. ATR-FTIR quantitative analysis of thin
ﬁlms is also possible, which has been demonstrated in a number of studies [108].
Moreover, attempts have been made to develop ATR-FTIR method for estimating
the thickness of an organic polymer layer on a polymer surface [109, 110].
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is also used to study elemental composition of TFN RO membranes near the surface except hydrogen element, conﬁrming
the formation of the expected polymer chemical structures after the interfacial
polymerization. Both qualitative and quantitative analyses are possible with XPS.
Compared with XPS, Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) can probe to
a greater depth into the sample and determine the elemental composition and
depth proﬁle. Previous studies suggested that RBS was required to study the
elemental composition and depth proﬁle of the entire PA active layers for better
understanding of physicochemical properties of RO membrane [111, 112].

7.4
Membrane Properties Tailored by the Addition of Fillers

The wide availability of ﬁllers with different structures and sizes enables us to tailor
the morphology, microstructure, permeability, salt rejection, chlorine stability, and
fouling resistance of TFN membranes for RO desalination. Other properties such
as thermal stability and mechanical strength may also be varied by the addition of
inorganic ﬁllers in a polymer matrix.
7.4.1
Water Permeability and Salt Rejection

The separation performance (water permeability and salt rejection) of TFN membranes is related to the intrinsic properties of membranes, including porosity,
roughness, thickness, hydrophilicity, and surface charge, which may be tailored by
using different types of inorganic particles and varying the membrane preparation
conditions. For instance, hygroscopic silica nanoparticles increased membrane
hydrophilicity and led to a higher water ﬂux [36]. The presence of Ag nanoparticles in PA matrix led to a slightly increasing salt rejection (∼0.2%) and a lower
ﬂux (∼2%). This was ascribed to the structural compactness of the membranes
resulting from the speciﬁc interaction between silver and PA matrix [43]. Because
of super-hydrophilicity and negatively charged framework of zeolite A, the zeolite
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A-PA TFN membranes showed more hydrophilic and negative charged surface and
improved water permeability, as compared to conventional TFC membranes [23].
Recent research shows that the TFN membrane preparation methods play a critical
role in determining the membrane morphology, thus separation performance. For
example, zeolite-PA TFN membranes fabricated by the pre-seeding polymerization
method exhibited a compact and ﬂat surface morphology, when compared with
PA TFC membranes. Such morphology was also observed in the TFN membranes
fabricated by direct interfacial polymerization with adding zeolites in TMC-hexane
solution. The pre-seeding polymerization method might lead to a better interfacial
contact of polymer and zeolites, thus improving the desalination performance.
In contrast, the zeolite-PA TFN membranes prepared after the interfacial polymerization by adding zeolite nanoparticles in TMC-hexane solution exhibited
unsatisfactory salt rejection, which might be due to the defects existing between
nanoparticles and PA [60, 113]. On the other hand, the TFN membranes prepared
by interfacial polymerization with the dispersion of zeolite nanoparticles in MPD
aqueous solution exhibited similar morphology to the pure PA TFC membranes
[60].
The effects of inorganic particle size and loading on the properties of PA TFN
membranes are shown in Figure 7.9. By increasing the sizes of zeolite nanoparticles,
the Z potential of the TFN membranes signiﬁcantly decreased, whereas the contact
angle almost remained constant or slightly higher (Figure 7.9a) [33]. In addition, the
surface roughness of TFN membranes increased when larger particles were added
(Figure 7.9a) [33]. Smoother surface was observed when smaller particles were
added (Figure 7.9b) and even with increasing the amount of zeolites [23, 60]. The
TFN membranes with higher zeolite loadings possessed more hydrophilic surfaces
and more negative Z potential (Figure 7.9b), which further promoted the membrane
water uptake resulting in higher water ﬂux [23]. Previous studies suggested that
smaller inorganic particles (e.g., ∼100 nm) best match the characteristic thin ﬁlm
thickness and thus make greater enhancement of permeability than the use of larger
particles (e.g., ∼300 nm) [33]. The greater roughness of membrane was expected
to decrease the membrane permeation resistance, because of the increased surface
area of membrane in contact with the liquid during permeation [43]. This may explain an improvement of water permeability accompanied by worsened membrane
fouling resistance. The PA TFN membranes sometimes had a greater thickness than
pristine PA TFC membranes (Figure 7.9c) [33, 43, 44], which may partially offset
the decrease in the membrane resistance caused by the increasing surface area.
Most studies attributed the great improvement in membrane separation performance, especially water ﬂux, to that the presence of foreign inorganic ﬁllers in
PA membranes greatly tailored the membrane structure. The addition of foreign
inorganic ﬁllers affected the membrane polymerization kinetics and altered the
ﬁlm structure, thus more or less changing the surface morphology and the molecular packing of polymer chains. In general, more and larger pores were observed
in the TFN membranes, as compared to TFC membranes (Figure 7.9d) [33, 44];
larger porous structures allowed the water to permeate easily but at the same time
the salt permeation also increased. For example, in the fabrication of zeolite A-PA
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Figure 7.9 (a) Effect of zeolite A particle sizes on the contact angle, roughness, and surface potential of TFN membranes [33]. (b) Effect of zeolite A loading on the contact angle, roughness, and surface (zeta) potential of TFN membranes [23]. (c) Effect of zeolite A
particle size on the pore sizes and thickness of TFN membranes; pore sizes were estimated from PEG200 rejection data through a simple steric-exclusion pore transport model [33]. (d) Effect of silica loading on the membrane pore sizes and pore number density of TFN
membranes [44].
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TFN ﬁlms, Lind et al. [33] attributed that the presence of super-hydrophilic zeolite
A nanocrystals in the organic phase could enhance the miscibility of the MPD
aqueous and TMC organic phase during interfacial polymerization; therefore, PA
chains appeared less densely packed in the zeolite A-PA TFN membranes. Consequently, these relatively loose membranes exhibited high permeate ﬂux but poor
separation. This phenomenon is particularly signiﬁcant for the TFN membranes
with higher loading of inorganic particles. The increased loading resulted in the
membranes with higher pore density and larger pore sizes, and thus an abruptly
increased ﬂux and sharp decreased salt rejection [44].
Similar to other MMMs for gas separation or pervaporation purposes, the
adhesion/bonding between the inorganic ﬁllers and the organic polymer matrix is
one of the most important factors in determining the separation properties of TFN
membranes. Some inorganic ﬁller particles have surface functional groups that
favorably interact with the polymer matrix. For example, TiO2 nanoparticles were
shown to be strongly bonded to the pendant free carboxylic acid on membrane
surface by a bidentate coordination and an H bond [42]. There was an interaction
between the carboxylic group of modiﬁed MWCNTs in the polymer matrix and
the amide bond generated in the interfacial polymerization, which made the
resultant TFN membranes more stable against chlorine when compared with
TFC membranes [34, 35]. However, in some cases, the interfacial voids could
result from different surface properties arising from polymers and inorganic
ﬁllers; this presumably is the major cause for the more or less deteriorated
performance as water and hydrated ion molecules bypass these nonselective and
less resistant voids. For instance, as compared to parent PA TFC membranes, Lind
and coworkers partially ascribed the dramatic increase of solute permeability in
zeolite A-PA TFN membranes to the creation of microporous defects [33]. Some
methods have been reported to improve the interfacial interaction between polymer
and inorganic particles in the fabrication of MMMs for gas separation [4, 114, 115].
In particular, organic functionalization of particle surfaces has proved to be an
effective way in the preparation of MMMs with improved separation performance.
These methods could be adopted in the preparation of TFN membranes to achieve
desirable desalination properties. So far, the nature of inorganic ﬁller–polymer
interaction has not been fully elucidated in the TFN desalination membranes. More
experimental and theoretical studies are needed for the fundamental understanding
of how inorganic particles interact with polymer matrix during the membrane
formation.
As discussed earlier, the modiﬁcation of membrane separation properties with
the addition of inorganic ﬁllers results mainly from the change of pristine membrane structure and sometimes from the permeation properties of porous inorganic
ﬁllers. The nonporous inorganic ﬁllers, for example, silver and titanium dioxide,
are not permeable to water or hydrated ion molecules (Figure 7.10a). The role
of nonporous materials is to affect the PA polymerization process, and modify the PA structure (pore size and pore density); thus, the salt rejection and
water ﬂux of nanocomposite membranes would be tuned. In contrast, as microporous inorganic ﬁllers, zeolites have excellent molecular sieving properties
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Water
Hydrated salt ions
Figure 7.10 Schematic of water and hydrated ions transport through TFN membranes with
different ﬁllers: (a) nonporous materials (e.g., titanium dioxide, silica, silver), (b) microporous materials (e.g., zeolite), and (c) other large-pore materials (e.g., mesoporous silica
and carbon nanotubes).

(size and shape selectivities) because of their well-deﬁned pore sizes and extremely narrow pore distributions. It is hypothesized that some zeolites having
high charge density and super-hydrophilicity provide preferential ﬂow paths for
water molecules, while displaying excellent salt rejection (Figure 7.10b). So far, only
zeolite A (LTA) and zeolite Y (FAU) have been studied in the development of TFN
membranes. Because zeolite A has a pore window size of 4.0–4.2 Å and zeolite
Y possesses a pore window size of around 7.3 Å, these hydrophilic zeolites would
allow small water molecules (2.8 Å) to permeate through, while blocking hydrated
ions [23, 32, 33, 60]. The zeolite (A, Y)-PA TFN membranes have been shown to have
improved permeability while retaining a good rejection [23, 32, 33, 60]. However, it
is unclear how signiﬁcant the water preferential ﬂow through zeolite nanocrystals
would be. Other large-pore materials, such as mesoporous silica [36] and MWCNTs
[34, 35], have also been reported as inorganic ﬁllers of TFN membranes. Because
their pore sizes are greater than the sizes of hydrated ions, these ﬁller particles do not
function as molecular sieves in the desalination process (Figure 7.10c). In particular, carbon nanotubes have attracted great attention in the separation areas because
of the fast water transport arising from their atomic surface smoothness. The proper
alignment of carbon nanotubes to the inﬂuent is important for the fabrication of
high-performance desalination membranes, as shown in Figure 7.11. For instance,
the functionalized single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) were aligned onto
the barrier layer that was formed by conventional interfacial polymerization on a
microporous polyethersulfone support [61]. As given in Table 7.2, in the presence of
SWCNTs (1.2–1.4 nm in diameter), SWCNTs-PA TFN membranes were observed
with a slightly higher salt rejection and almost doubled water ﬂux, as compared
with the parent PA TFC membrane [61]. However, more work is required to further
understand the transport mechanism of the SWCNTs-PA TFN membranes.
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Inlet stream
Carbon nanotube

Polymer matrix

Outlet stream
Figure 7.11 Schematic of the target TFN membrane where carbon nanotubes are embedded in a thin ﬁlm layer with the pores open to the feed direction.
Desalination results for SWCNTs (1.2–1.4 nm in diameter)-PA TFN membranes
(2000 ppm NaCl feed solution at 200 psi) [61].

Table 7.2

Membrane samples

Salt rejection (%)

Permeability (m3 (m2 ·s·Pa)−1 )

With nanotubes
With nanotubes
Without nanotubes

GE osmonics a

97.69
99.30
96.19
94.91

5.12 × 10−12
9.9 × 10−12
2.97 × 10−12
2.29 × 10−12


a
Commerically available salt water reverse osmosis membrane from GE Osmonics Inc.
(Minnetonka, Minn., US), which contains no carbon nanotubes.

7.4.2
Fouling Resistance, Chlorine Stability, and Other Properties

Membrane separation performances, for example, salt rejection and water ﬂux,
have been considered as important aspects in the development of TFN membranes.
It is noted that other properties, especially chlorine stability and fouling resistance,
which are limiting factors in the application of commercial PA TFC desalination
membranes, are required for further improvement.
Surface properties, such as roughness, can strongly affect the membrane fouling
properties. The Ag-PA TFN membranes were shown to exhibit higher roughness
and water ﬂux than plain PA TFC membranes; this was attributed to the increased
surface area of membranes [43]. However, rough surfaces may cause a severe
fouling problem for TFN membranes because of easy deposition of foulants, when
compared with smoother TFC membranes. In other cases, the surfaces of zeolite-PA
TFN membranes were observed to be smoother than those of PA TFC membranes
[23, 60]. These nanocomposite membranes are potentially more fouling resistant.
Considerable efforts have been made to ease membrane biofouling problem. A
signiﬁcant improvement in antibiofouling has been seen on adding antibacterial
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nanoparticles, such as silver and titanium dioxide [42, 116–118]. For example,
AgA (zeolite LTA in the form of Ag) − PA TFN membranes, exhibiting more
hydrophilic and smooth interfaces, inhibited the adhesion of bacteria onto the
membrane surface because of bactericidal activity from AgA [32]. In the Ag PA membranes, the colonies of Pseudomonas were signiﬁcantly suppressed after
cultivation, indicating the effectiveness of silver nanoparticles as an antifouling
agent [43]. In addition, the sterilization of the TiO2 -PA membranes induced by
UV illumination was completed within 4 h, which was more effective than that of
the neat PA TFC membranes treated under the same condition [40]. The fouling
experiment veriﬁed a substantial prevention of the TiO2 -PA TFN membranes
against the microbial fouling, demonstrating their potential as antibiofouling
membranes [40, 41].
Much attention has been paid to the sensitivity of aromatic PA to chlorine
disinfectants that are commonly applied in the desalination processes [6]. The RO
membranes with incorporated MWCNTs showed an improved chlorine resistance
when compared with the conventional PA RO membranes. For instance, the salt
rejection of PA TFC membrane decreased from 98.3 to 73.5% after the membrane
was immersed into 3000 ppm NaOCl solution for 4 h. The PA TFN membrane
with the incorporation of 1 (w/v)% MWCNTs had a salt rejection 92.5 and 82.4%,
before and after the chlorine treatment of membranes, respectively. It was because
the interaction between the carboxylic group of the modiﬁed MWCNTs and the
amide bond made the membranes more stable against chlorine [34, 35].
Other properties such as thermal stability and mechanical strength are also
changed after the addition of inorganic particles. Jadav and coworkers reported that
the PA TFN membranes incorporated with silica nanoparticles exhibited a higher
thermal stability than plain TFC membranes [44]. The composite membranes with
embedded MWCNTs also showed higher thermal stability than plain polymer membranes [34]. A lower degree of polymerization and poor mechanical strength were
observed in the membranes with higher TiO2 loadings, ascribed to the signiﬁcant
interference of interfacial polymerization by inorganic TiO2 nanoparticles [42].

7.5
Commercialization and Future Developments of TFN Membranes

Until now, zeolite-PA TFN membranes capable of single-pass seawater desalination
has been demonstrated for the ﬁrst time by Lind et al. with the addition of zeolite A
nanoparticles (∼250 nm). The TFN membranes showed superior ﬂux and salt rejection (>99.4%) than neat hand-casted TFC membranes and commercially available
TFC membranes (SWRO) [59, 119]. NanoH2 O, Inc. (see www.Nanoh2o.com) has
developed a QuantumFlux (Qfx) seawater RO element, incorporating nanomaterials (zeolites) into the thin ﬁlm PA layer of composite membranes for desalination
and water puriﬁcation purposes. Results from their laboratory experiments suggested the potential of fabricating macroscopic samples of TFN RO membranes
with signiﬁcantly increased membrane permeability while matching comparable
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salt rejection to the commercial TFC RO membranes [120]. The utilization of
TFN RO membranes could lead to a 20% decrease in energy consumption [121],
which showed substantial reduction in the requirement of feed pressure in the
desalination processes [122]. However, there are still more studies required for
further development of zeolite-PA TFN membranes. For example, even though
in zeolite-PA TFN membranes, improved performance (e.g., water ﬂux) has been
reported, more experimental and theoretical studies are needed for fundamental
understanding of how zeolite nanocrystals interact with different polymer matrix
during membrane formation, and how the types and sizes of zeolite nanocrystals
affect TFN membrane structure and performance. Such understanding is crucial
for designing and optimizing suitable TFN membranes for water desalination.
Despite the incorporation of zeolite A nanoparticles in the PA matrix has led
to higher salt rejection and ﬂux than those of a commercial product, long-term
operational data are still unavailable.
It is noted that recent experimental and simulation results have revealed considerably fast transport of water molecules through carbon nanotubes thanks to the
atomically smooth and hydrophobic walls of carbon nanotubes [123–126]. Thus,
carbon nanotubes and other types of nanotubes [127] may have the potential for
use in high-ﬂux desalination membranes. In particular, considering the salt and
water molecular sizes, nanotubes with very small channel sizes (e.g., <1 nm)
[128–131] are highly desirable for high salt rejection. Therefore, the fabrication of
small-channel nanotube-polymer TFN membranes deserves more attention. The
breakthrough may be seen in the synthesis of such membranes with signiﬁcantly
improved water ﬂux and salt rejection by orienting small-channel carbon nanotubes
in the polymer matrix.
In addition to the superior separation performance (e.g., salt rejection and ﬂux),
greater attention must be paid on the improvement of certain other properties such
as chlorine stability and fouling resistance, which are currently the main limitations
of commercial PA TFC ﬁlms, to develop energy-efﬁcient desalination membranes.
The use of nanostructured ﬁllers based on materials, such as silver and titanium
oxide, has already been explored in polymeric membranes and imparted enhanced
fouling/chlorine resistance to TFN membranes, as compared with the parent PA
polymer [40–43]. However, the use of resultant TFN membranes for brackish or
seawater desalination is still an emerging area of research, and only limited results
have been reported so far. Therefore, more efforts are required to study their
separation performance and evaluate their potential for commercialization.
As discussed earlier, the development and commercialization of TFN membranes
for water desalination and puriﬁcation is still in the early stage and requires more
systemic studies into the following aspects: better understanding of transport
processes, reduction of costs (capital, operating, and materials), productivity of RO
membranes, optimization of membrane structures, and integration into a large
system level. In particular, the question of how the most promising TFN membrane
materials will perform in an actual desalination process must be answered. The
engineering economics are needed to be evaluated on scaling-up these membrane
materials for industrial application. The ease and costs of large-scale fabrication

7.6 Summary

of TFN membrane materials will be critical in determining their applicability on
an industrial scale. All of these are important factors in affecting the development
of TFN membranes in desalination industry. The successful implementation of
TFN membranes will lead to more energy-efﬁcient desalination process and cost
reduction of desalinated water.

7.6
Summary

RO desalination has over half a century of industrial operation, and it has been
considered as one of the promising technologies for desalting brackish water and
seawater. Over the past decade, in addition to the system-level advancements in
RO technology, the development of membrane materials with better performance
has undoubtedly made the RO desalination more economic. Currently, PA TFC
membranes, which exhibit good separation performance but have limitations in
terms of poor chlorine and fouling resistance, have dominated the RO desalination
industry.
In recent years, the strategy of forming high-performance separation TFN
membranes by incorporating functional nanomaterials into a polymer matrix has
been adopted for developing RO membranes. The availability of different types
of nanoparticles and advanced knowledge on the integration of the particles in
membrane structures has opened a new avenue in the development of novel membrane materials. A wide variety of characterization techniques of TFN membrane
materials, such as electron microscopy, AFM, and IR, have been used to correlate
membrane properties with their separation performance and multifunctionality.
Until now, the use of various types of inorganic ﬁllers, such as silica, silver, titanium
dioxide, zeolites, and carbon nanotubes, in the fabrication of inorganic–organic
TFN PA desalination membranes with improved properties, such as ﬂux, salt
retention, chlorine stability, fouling resistance, and thermal stability has been
reported. Nevertheless, the research of TFN membrane materials with superior
separation performance and multifunctionality, especially antifouling capacity and
chlorine resistance, is still ongoing. More experimental and theoretical studies are
required for the fundamental understanding of effects of nanomaterials on the TFN
membrane structures and performances. Meanwhile, other aspects, including the
ease of synthesis, cost of materials, and their actual performance in industry-scale
desalination, need to be looked at before the TFN membranes can be widespread
commercialized.
List of Main Abbreviations
ATR
attenuated total reﬂectance
AFM
atomic force microscopy
CA
cellulose acetate
DLS
dynamic light scattering
EDX
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
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FTIR
MMMs
MPD
MWCNTs
PS
PA
RBS
RO
SDAs
SEM
SWCNTs
TEM
TMC
TFC
TFN
XPS
XRD

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
mixed matrix membranes
m-phenylenediamine
multiwalled carbon nanotubes
polysulfone
polyamide
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry
reverse osmosis
structure-directing agents
scanning electron microscopy
single-walled carbon nanotubes
transmission electron microscopy
trimesoyl chloride
thin ﬁlm composite
thin ﬁlm nanocomposite
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
X-ray diffraction
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8
Application of Ceramic Membranes in the Treatment of Water
Weihong Xing, Yiqun Fan, and Wanqin Jin

8.1
Introduction

A membrane can be generally deﬁned as a semipermeable barrier that provides
permselective properties in separation processes. Recently, many researchers have
focused on inorganic ceramic membranes because of their various properties,
including sufﬁciently high mechanical strength, thermal stability, and resistance
to corrosive environments. The development of ceramic membranes, which were
ﬁrst commercialized in the early 1980s, can be divided into three periods: (i) the
enrichment of the element U235 using ceramic membranes for the Manhattan
project during the Second World War, when ceramic membranes were mainly
applied in military applications; (ii) the development of microﬁltration (MF) (pore
diameter >50 nm) and ultraﬁltration (UF) (pore diameter between 2 and 50 nm)
ceramic membranes in industrial liquid ﬁltration from the 1980s onward; and (iii)
the development of nanosized ceramic membranes, which mainly focused on the
application of nanoﬁltration (NF), pervaporation (PV), gas separation (GS), and
ceramic membrane reactors.
Ceramic membranes can be classiﬁed into dense membranes and porous
membranes. Dense membranes are made from solid layers of metals and mixed
conducting oxides with considerable thickness, and they possess only a single
layer. This type can be used in hydrogen and oxygen separation processes. Porous
ceramic membranes usually consist of several layers, with macroporous support,
intermediate layers and a top (separation) layer. The macroporous support provides
mechanical strength, and the intermediate layers make the surface smooth enough
for top layer formation. The materials used for ceramic membranes are numerous,
and they include oxide materials such as Al2 O3 , TiO2 , ZrO2 , SiO2 , and combinations
thereof. IUPAC classiﬁes ceramic membranes according to pore size as follows:
(i) macroporous membranes with a pore size larger than 50 nm; (ii) mesoporous
membranes with a pore size in the range of 2–50 nm; and (iii) microporous
membranes with a pore size smaller than 2 nm. Membrane processes are classiﬁed
into MF, UF, NF, PV, GS, reverse osmosis (RO), dialysis, and electrodialysis (ED)
depending on the driving force and the physical size of the separated species.
Functional Nanostructured Materials and Membranes for Water Treatment, First Edition.
Edited by Mikel Duke, Dongyuan Zhao, and Raphael Semiat.
 2013 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2013 by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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8.2
Membrane Preparation

There are various methods for the preparation of ceramic membranes, including
plastic extrusion and the sol–gel process [1]. One of the most important objectives of
preparation is to obtain defect-free (no cracks or pinholes) ceramic membranes. The
process for the fabrication of ceramic membranes usually consists the following
steps [2]:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Initial layer formation in a precursor solution
Growth of ﬁlm thickness (lyogel state)
Drying of the ﬁlm to a xerogel state
Calcination/sintering to obtain the ﬁnal membrane.

The properties and quality of the ﬁnal membranes critically depend on the support
quality, concentration, and structure of the precursor solutions, as well as the drying
and sintering conditions [2]. In addition, ceramic membrane performance (e.g.,
porosity, pore diameter, mechanical strength, and corrosion resistance) varies
depending on the preparation route used.
8.2.1
Extrusion

As a simple and economical technique, extrusion is a promising shaping method
for ceramics. This procedure is particularly suitable for the preparation of ﬂat,
tubular, or monolithic structures of macroporous ceramic supports. The detailed
steps involved are as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Mixing the primary ceramic powder, the additives, the plasticizing agent, and
the water in a certain mass ratio;
Pugging the aforementioned mixture and reﬁning it into plastic clay materials;
Extruding the well-pugged ceramic mixture with an extruder and drying the
green body afterward; and
Calcining the dried samples in a furnace to obtain a sufﬁciently strong
macroporous ceramic support.

8.2.2
Sol–Gel Process

The sol–gel method focuses on hydrolysis and polycondensation with metal
alkoxide as precursors. The main advantage of the sol–gel method is that the
particle size can be readily controlled by applying either the colloidal or the
polymeric route. When the colloidal sol–gel route is adapted, the spaces between
colloidal particles are assumed to be pores in ceramic membranes. Spaces within
amorphous polymeric networks (mostly of silica-based materials) can be obtained
through the polymeric sol–gel route, which can be used to fabricate PV or GS
membranes.

8.2 Membrane Preparation

Commercial ceramic membrane materials are most commonly employed for MF,
UF, NF, and PV. Microporous ceramic membranes for GS remain at the laboratory
research and pilot-scale stage. At present, the majority of ceramic membrane
companies produce MF and UF membranes. The Inopor Corporation in Germany
is the only company in the world that can produce NF membranes. However, over
7000 companies use ceramic membranes in the separation process, and the total
area they use for running ceramic membrane equipment is 350 000 m2 .
Since their introduction into commercial applications, MF and UF ceramic
membranes have made rapid progress in many areas, including food and beverage
processing, biotechnology applications, and water treatment. Many factories can
provide MF/UF ceramic membranes and modules, most of which are in the United
States (CeraMem, Hillard, and CorpMempro), France (Novasep, Pall Exekia, and
TAMI), Germany (Atech Innovations, Inopor, ITN Nanovation, Pall Schumacher,
Westfalia Separation, and Membraﬂow), Japan (Kubota and NGK), and China
(Jiuwu).
NF is a new, promising membrane separation process based on the pressuredriven technique. It is considered to be an intermediate between UF and RO. This
procedure possesses the advantages of a simple course and energy efﬁciency, and
it does not need a chemical change. Therefore, it can be used in the desalination of
seawater, food engineering, and biotechnology. The pore size of an NF membrane
is in the nanometer or subnanometer scale with a rejection for solutes in the range
of 200–1000 g·mol−1 , and the charge effect of the membrane surface enables it
to exhibit high rejection toward multivalent ions (very low rejection properties can
also be observed).
Ceramic NF membranes are important for harsh environments, such as extreme
pH (>14 or <1), hydrocarbon solvent (especially aromatic hydrocarbons and
oxidants), and corrosive conditions, where polymeric NF membranes are unstable.
Gamma-alumina, titanium oxide, and zirconia are the most studied inorganic
materials. However, at least two problems still exist for the commercialization of
the ceramic NF membranes: (i) increased stability in extreme pH systems and (ii) a
broader range of application of ceramic NF membranes. To solve these problems,
a more efﬁcient sol–gel fabrication route is needed.
For the porous ceramic membrane used in the PV process, silica membranes
are the most popular. Titania, zirconia, silica/titania, and silica/zirconia composite
membranes are also common. The pore diameter distribution of microporous
ceramic membranes is wider than the pore diameter distribution of zeolite membranes. As a result, microporous ceramic membranes can principally be applied to
a boarder range of alcohols during solvent dehydration and separation processes
(e.g., methanol separated from methylbenzene (MTBE)). However, the temperature
of the operation must be less than 80 ◦ C because of the poor stability of silica-based
membranes in the presence of water vapor. Recently, the University of Twente
and the Energy Research Center of the Netherlands (ECN) developed a new type
of organic–inorganic hybrid silica microporous membrane that provided both an
excellent separation factor and a high ﬂux toward the dehydration of butanol. More
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importantly, the properties of these membranes were stabile at 150 ◦ C over 1000
days, which is very promising for industrial applications [3].
Inorganic-membrane-based GS offers an environment friendly alternative to
conventional separation technologies because of its high energy efﬁciency and
high performance (i.e., ﬂux and selectivity at elevated temperatures) [4]. Silica
membranes are one of the most promising molecular sieving materials because
of their excellent separation performance with small gases such as H2 , N2 , O2 ,
and CH4 . This promising material has drawn a great deal of attention for its
application in the separation of industrially relevant gas streams under harsh environments because of its enhanced stability. However, the modest hydrothermal
stability of silica membranes severely restricts its broader industrial application,
especially when humid atmospheres are encountered, such as in the steam reforming of hydrocarbons and water–gas shift reactions. Humidity can induce
the densiﬁcation of the microporous silica network, as explained by the breakage of siloxane bonds in the presence of steam, followed by the generation of
silanol groups and subsequent recombination and rearrangement into a siloxane
network [3].
Several approaches have been proposed for improving the hydrothermal stability
of silica membranes [5–7]. First, transition-metal ions can be used as dopants
to modify the amorphous silica matrix. For example, Igi et al. [6] found that
doping with cobalt hampered the thermally induced molecular motion of the
silica matrix, thereby increasing the hydrothermal stability of the silica membrane. Second, organic functional groups can be introduced into the silica network
[8–11]. Duke et al. [8, 9] reported improved stability of carbonized silica membranes where the remaining carbon reduced the free motion of the silanol
groups. Furthermore, de Vos et al. [10] and Wei et al. [11] also dispersed organic functional groups into a silica matrix to make it more hydrophobic. Another
strategy to overcome the instability of silica membranes in the presence of steam
is to substitute tetraethyl-ortho-silicate (TEOS) for other precursors, which are
more hydrothermally stable (e.g., transition-metal alkoxides or bridged bis-silyl
precursors) [12].

8.3
Clariﬁcation of Surface Water and Seawater Using Ceramic Membranes

Ceramic membranes are often used in chemical, fermentation, and food industries
because of their excellent material properties. Although their high price limits
their widespread application for water clariﬁcation, ceramic membranes could
be effective as a separation technology for water clariﬁcation. In fact, Japan
has used ceramic membranes to clarify drinking water. For example, NGK’s
honeycomb ceramic membranes were ﬁrst used in a drinking water plant [13].
In this section, ceramic membrane applications in surface water and seawater are
introduced.

8.3 Clariﬁcation of Surface Water and Seawater Using Ceramic Membranes

8.3.1
Ceramic Membrane Microﬁltration of Surface Water

The demand for the clariﬁcation of surface water is continually increasing, but
it is difﬁcult to produce high-quality drinking water with traditional methods of
sedimentation and ﬁltration. As a result, membrane technology is often used for
producing drinking water. Ceramic membranes can be a particularly useful method
that usually includes pretreatment and ceramic membrane MF.
Membrane fouling is one of the most signiﬁcant issues affecting the development
of membranes for the treatment of drinking water. Membrane fouling leads to
lower membrane performance by decreasing the speciﬁc permeate ﬂux. At present,
new technologies such as ultrasound and ozonation are being used to reduce
membrane fouling [14–16].
8.3.1.1 Pretreatment with Flocculation/Coagulation
Surface water contains small particles and natural organic matter (NOM) that
would quickly block a porous membrane. Therefore, these substances should be
removed before MF. Flocculation/coagulation is effective for removing suspended
particles and NOM in surface water. Flocculation and coagulation can not only
have a positive inﬂuence on MF permeate ﬂux but also improve the water quality of
the permeate. The results for ﬂocculation or coagulation with different membrane
pore sizes were investigated using ceramic membranes with pore sizes of 50,
200, 500, and 800 nm [17]. The steady ﬂux of MF was observed to increase when
coupled with online coagulation. For example, the steady ﬂux increased from 225
to 640 l·m−2 ·h−1 when a ceramic membrane with a pore size of 500 nm was used.
However, the ﬂux increased slightly for the membrane pore size of 800 nm. The
coagulation–MF experimental results revealed that the permeate ﬂux and turbidity
removal were higher with online coagulation than without.
The dose of the ﬂocculant or coagulant had a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on membrane
ﬁltration, and it varies for different water feeds [18]. Membrane fouling is much
lower at an optimum dose (i.e., the optimum dose of ﬂocculant for the NOM
concentration of feed water). The aggregates formed at a low dose of ﬂocculant are
possibly smaller than those formed at a higher dose. However, a coagulant dose
that is too low for neutralizing the charge of the organic matter might decrease
aggregation and precipitation. This would result in higher pore blockage and lower
ﬁlterability of the membrane. At a dose of ﬂocculant higher than the optimum,
aggregation is improved and material deposition on the membrane surface is
increased.
8.3.1.2 Effect of Transmembrane Pressure (TMP) and Cross-Flow Velocity (CFV)
When MF was performed under a very low cross-ﬂow velocity (CFV), the permeate
ﬂux decreased dramatically during the whole assay, and a steady-state was not
reached [19]. The ﬂux decrease was lower for higher velocities than for lower
velocities, and fouling decreased when CFV increased. The effects of ﬂow velocity
on DOC removal and UV254 reduction were not signiﬁcant.
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Figure 8.1 displays the relationship between pseudo-steady permeate ﬂux and
transmembrane pressure (TMP) in our study. When the pressure changed from
50 to 75 kPa, the ﬂux increased for all membranes. In contrast, when the pressure
changed from 75 to 100 kPa, however, the pseudo-steady permeate ﬂux declined
slightly. Therefore, the critical pressure in this experiment was 75 kPa. Because
the formed ﬂoc cake was compressible, its resistance signiﬁcantly increased with
increasing TMP. Furthermore, Ca2+ could make the cake more dense [20]. The
concentration of Ca2+ in this feed water was 68.65 mg·l−1 , which might have
resulted in the deposition of calcium.
8.3.1.3 Ultrasound Cleaning
To elucidate the effect of pH on the ultrasonic cleaning process, the zeta potential
values of the particles and membranes were determined [18]. These potential values
have a signiﬁcant effect on membrane fouling. Zeta potential data provide a mechanistic insight into the role of solution conditions in ultrasonic cleaning. At the
lowest pH investigated (3.5), the particles had the smallest zeta potential (least negative), while the membrane charge was highly positive. Therefore, particle–particle
repulsive forces were lower than at higher pH values. It was also likely that the
lower particle–particle repulsive forces resulted in a more compact cake structure.
Consequently, greater force was required to remove individual particles from the
cake layer than for higher pH values. Visual observations during the ultrasonic
cleaning at pH 3.5 showed large, millimeter-scale particle aggregates detaching
from the membrane surface. Once in solution, the ﬂocs slowly disaggregated
owing to the ultrasonically generated turbulence. The stronger particle–particle
interactions and denser cake layer structure at this low pH apparently facilitated the
patch removal of aggregates from the surface. This removal mechanism resulted
in a very effective membrane cleaning with a cleaned ﬂux ratio of 0.94, more than
ﬁve times than that of the fouled ﬂux.

8.3 Clariﬁcation of Surface Water and Seawater Using Ceramic Membranes

8.3.1.4 Hybrid Ozonation–Ceramic Ultraﬁltration
NOM has been implicated as a major foulant of UF membranes, which are used
to treat natural waters. Ozone has a high oxidation potential and high reactivity
with NOM and has been shown to reduce membrane fouling [19]. They found
that under appropriate operating conditions, the hybrid ozonation–ceramic UF
membrane system could signiﬁcantly reduce membrane fouling in the treatment
of natural waters. However, the fouling behavior was strongly dependent on ozone
concentration and hydrodynamic conditions. Higher permeate ﬂux was observed
at higher levels of cross-ﬂow velocity and ozone concentration and at a lower TMP.
For example, the permeate ﬂux decreased to ∼60% of the initial value after 12 h.
When ozone was applied to the system, the permeate ﬂux recovered to ∼95%
of the initial permeate ﬂux within a period of 30–40 min [20]. In addition, their
experimental results showed that continuous rather than intermittent ozonation
could be used in full-scale operations and that it resulted in considerable savings
in capital and operating costs.
8.3.1.5 Ceramic Membrane Applications for Industrial-Scale Waterworks
In our study, when ceramic membranes were used for the puriﬁcation of surface
water in a full-scale operation, the ﬂux of this process was higher than 100 l·m−2 ·h−1
for 37 days when the temperature decreased from 16 to 5 ◦ C (Figure 8.2). Water
viscosity was higher at low temperature, which resulted in a smaller ﬂux. Furthermore, the TMP of this process ranged from 0.05 to 0.25 MPa. Therefore, this
membrane process could operate stably over a long term.
8.3.2
Pretreatment of Seawater RO Using Ceramic Membranes
8.3.2.1

Effect of Operational Parameters

CFV Cross-ﬂow velocity has a large effect on membrane fouling and concentration polarization. Some investigations have been conducted on pretreatment for
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Figure 8.2 Ceramic membrane used for the puriﬁcation of surface water in a full-scale
operation.
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the seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) at the Huangdao power plant (Shandong
province of China) [21]. The results indicated that the membrane was more susceptible to fouling at very low or very high CFV. At the optimum CFV of 3.7 m·s−1 ,
the normalized ﬂux decreased to 96.7% of the initial ﬂux after 20 min and then
remained stable in the range of 96.5–96.8%. Therefore, proper hydraulic conditions
could control the extent of membrane fouling.
TMPs The driving force of the membrane process increased with TMP until the
ﬁlter cake was compacted and the ﬁltration resistance increased dramatically [21].
The permeate ﬂux increased by 16.9% when TMP increased from 0.1 to 0.18 MPa.
However, the increase in permeate ﬂux was negligible when TMP increased from
0.18 to 0.20 MPa. It was also related to the concept of ‘‘critical ﬂux,’’ which is used
to understand and improve the operation of membrane ﬁltration systems.
The turbidity of the permeate decreased with TMP, whereas the CODMn of the
permeate decreased from 1.2 to 0.85 mg·l−1 when TMP increased from 0.10 to
0.18 MPa and then increased to 0.11 mg·l−1 above 18 MPa. This likely resulted from
the different transport mechanisms for suspended solids and dissolved organic matter in the ﬁltration of seawater. Because the size of suspended solids is larger than
dissolved organic matter, the formed cake layer on the membrane surface might become a ‘‘preﬁlter.’’ The density and thickness of the cake layer increased with TMP,
which resulted in the lowest turbidity of 0.01 NTU for the permeate at 0.20 MPa.
8.3.2.2 Ceramic Membrane Application for the Industrial-Scale SWRO Plant
Ceramic membrane pretreatment was stably used for SWRO in Shengsi, China.
Beyond 2800 h, the TMP of the ceramic membrane process was below 0.1 MPa. In
our study, the economic evaluation of the industrial ceramic membrane process
used for SWRO pretreatment is shown in Table 8.1. The capital cost of water
treatment using a ceramic membrane was 730 RMB·m−3 ·day−1 . The electricity
consumption was in the range of 0.078–0.18 kWh with an average of 0.15 kWh.
The quality of the water produced by the ceramic membrane was also stable. The
reagent and human costs were well controlled below 0.16 RMB·m−3 .

8.4
Ceramic Membrane Application in the Microﬁltration and Ultraﬁltration
of Wastewater

Oily wastewater is the main pollutant emitted in industrial and domestic sewage.
It includes primarily salts and hydrocarbons that can be toxic to the environment
[22–24]. In particular, the metal-rolling and metal-ﬁnishing industries produce a
large volume of waste-soluble oil emulsions that need to be treated before being
discharged into municipal sewage systems. Emulsions are deﬁned as colloidal
suspensions of a liquid within another liquid in droplet sizes of typically less
than 20 µm, and waste oil emulsions generally contain oil (mineral, vegetable, or

8.4 Ceramic Membrane Application in the Microﬁltration and Ultraﬁltration of Wastewater
Table 8.1

Economic evaluation for a 1000 m3 ·day−1 SWRO pretreatment plant.

Items
Equipment parameters

Capital cost

Running cost

Value
Average water yield (m3 ·d−1 )
Membrane area (m2 )
Operating pressure (MPa)
Cost of equipment (thousands RMB)
Cost of control system (thousands RMB)
Pump (thousands RMB)
Total cost (thousands RMB)
Power consumption (kWh·m−3 )
Cost of labor (RMB·m−3 )
Cost of reagent (RMB·m−3 )

1000
6.3
0.04–0.15
690
20
20
730
0.078–0.18
0.08
0.08

synthetic), fatty acids, emulsiﬁers (anionic and nonionic surfactants), corrosion
inhibitors (amines), bactericides, and many other chemicals.
The treatment of these waste emulsions has been a serious problem. So far, there
are several techniques for oil separation. They typically include pH adjustment,
gravity settling, centrifugal settling, ﬁlter coalescence, heating treatment, electrostatic coalesce, and membrane ﬁltration. There are advantages and disadvantages
associated with each of these techniques [22–25].
Membrane separation has been developed extensively and is becoming a promising technology. There are many reports on the use of membranes to treat waste
emulsions because membranes have a high rate of oil removal and low energy
cost compared to traditional treatment methods. This technology has several advantages, including a stable efﬂuent quality and a small area requirement. Many
studies on membrane separation for oily wastewater treatment have been reported,
particularly in MF, UF, and RO with organic membranes [22–27]. However,
inorganic membranes are used in industrial-scale applications because of their
advantages of higher ﬂux, higher porosity, and larger hydrophilic surface than
organic membranes.
The resistance of ceramic membranes to mechanical, thermal, and chemical
stress allows for a better recovery of membrane performance. For example, Yang
et al. used a zirconia membrane and three different alumina membranes to
separate an oil–water emulsion obtained from steelworks in the evaluation of their
permeability and separation. The results showed the same oil rejection efﬁciency
but the ﬂux of zirconia was higher than others [28]. Wang et al. used alumina and
zirconia MF membranes to treat waste rolling emulsion. The results showed that
the zirconia membranes gave a higher ﬂux, but the rejection efﬁciency for both
was the same [29]. Kwan and Yeung also used alumina and ZrO2 membranes to
treat an oil emulsion. The results showed that there was a similar rejection of
oil but a higher ﬂux for ZrO2 [30]. Furthermore, Muller et al. [31] studied two
ceramic membranes (α-Al2 O3 ) in the treatment of an oily water Hueneme ﬁeld
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in California. The oil removal efﬁciencies were 98–99%. Moreover, Zhong et al.
[32] studied the performance of MF using a 0.2 µm ZrO2 ceramic membrane
combined with traditional chemical ﬂocculation as pretreatment. The resulting oil
removal efﬁciencies were 99.4–99.9%. Finally, Abadi et al. [22] chose an α-Al2 O3 based ceramic membrane because of its excellent performance in removing oil,
acceptable permeate ﬂux, and cheaper price. A review of this body of work is
presented in the following sections.
8.4.1
Microstructure of the Membranes

The study of the membrane structure includes two parts: porosity and pore size. As
the preparation of ceramic membranes requires a ﬁxed high-temperature sintering
procedure, commercial membranes have almost the same porosity. Although
Benito et al. [33] investigated the treatment of oily emulsion wastewater using
a γ-Al2 O3 with very high porosity (∼70%) and obtained comparable results, the
resistance of the chemical in the material hindered the application because chemical
cleaning was required. Therefore, investigations mainly focus on the impact of
membrane pores during oil–water separation. The mechanism for ﬁltration of oily
wastewater by the membrane is the rejection of suspended particles and oil droplets.
This functions to guarantee the retention rate, but a higher ﬂux is needed. It is
generally believed that the larger the pore size, the smaller the membrane resistance,
and the higher the ﬂux. Meanwhile, the smaller the rejection rate, the smaller the
pore size and the greater the resistance of the membrane, the lower the ﬂux, and the
higher the rejection [34]. However, it has been found that the relationship between
particle distribution in the liquid and the membrane pore size is very complex and
that there is an optimal membrane pore size for every different treatment system.
The choice of the pore size is therefore especially important for the process.
The results for the rejection of alumina membranes with different pore sizes
are shown in Table 8.2 [28]. The table shows that pore sizes ranging between 0.2
and 0.01 µm attained 99% oil retention. As 1.0 µm pore size alumina membrane
is larger, the small droplets could penetrate the membrane quite easily. Figure 8.3
shows the relationship between the pore size and the permeate ﬂux when the
emulsions were treated under a ﬂow rate of 7 m·s−1 , a ﬁltration pressure of
0.1 MPa, and a temperature of 12 ◦ C. The 1 µm membrane ﬂux decreased rapidly

Table 8.2

Separation results obtained with different membranes [28].

Material

Pore size (µm)

Oil concentration of permeate (ppm)

Rejection coefﬁcient (%)

α-Al2 O3
γ-Al2 O3
α-Al2 O3

0.2
0.01
1.0

<10
<10
313

99.9
99.8
94.3
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Figure 8.3 The relationship between ﬂux and pore size [28].

owing to the larger pore size and displayed more signiﬁcant pore clogging. The
ﬂux of the membrane with a pore size of 0.01 µm was more stable and less prone to
clogging. Furthermore, the three ceramic membranes were stable at ∼25 l·m−2 ·h−1 .
Mueller et al. [31] found that a ﬁlm was formed on the membrane surface during
the ﬁltration process and determined that this ﬁlm affected membrane resistance
and ﬂux. In general, the oil layer was tens of micrometers thick, while the thickness
of the oil layer was determined by the characteristics of the membrane material. As
a result, the layer resistances of the ﬁltration membranes with different pore sizes
were close to the overall resistance and reached a similar stable ﬂux. Therefore, the
performance of the membrane material is critical in rolling emulsion for ceramic
membrane development and design.
8.4.2
Surface Properties of Ceramic Membranes

Ceramic membranes fabricated with different materials have different membrane
surface properties, which lead to obvious differences in the force between the
droplets and the membrane surface. Currently, the commercially available varieties
of ceramic membranes are Al2 O3 , TiO2 , ZrO2 , and composite membranes. These
varieties have been investigated for membrane surface properties, focusing on
wettability and electrical properties [35, 36].
8.4.2.1 Wettability
The wettability of materials is measured by the contact angle. When the solid–liquid
contact angle is larger and the ratio of wetting liquid to solid is smaller, it is more
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Figure 8.4 Contact angle of the water droplets on the dense Al2 O3 disk (a) and the ZrO2
coating (b).

difﬁcult to spread the wetting liquid on the solid surface [37]. When the material
is of a contact angle less than 90◦ , it is deﬁned as a hydrophilic material and
is generally used in the separation of O/W emulsions. Zhou et al. [38] reported
that commercial Al2 O3 MF membranes could be modiﬁed with a nanosized ZrO2
coating to reduce membrane fouling by oil droplets and keep the unique character
of the inorganic membrane. Figure 8.4 shows the shape of a water droplet on this
ZrO2 coating and the dense alumina disk, respectively. As seen, the apparent contact
angle on the ZrO2 coating is 20◦ , which is lower than the dense alumina disk (33◦ ).
This implies that the modiﬁed membrane becomes more hydrophilic when large
amounts of surface hydroxyl (–OH) groups exist in the nanosized ZrO2 coating.
Modiﬁed membranes have a stable performance in the oil–water separation of
stable emulsions. For example, we determined the wettability of porous ceramic
membranes by the dynamic contact angle method (Figure 8.4). The contact angle
decreased with the spreading and addition of water droplets on the membrane
surface. The Al2 O3 –TiO2 composite membrane had a lower initial contact angle
and a more rapid rate of decrease in the contact angle than the Al2 O3 membrane (Figure 8.5). The results indicated that TiO2 doping improved membrane
hydrophilicity and provided more hydrophilic groups on the membrane surface.
Variations in permeate ﬂux for the different membranes are illustrated in Figure 8.6.
The initial permeate ﬂux decreased signiﬁcantly for both membranes. A higher
and more stable ﬂux was observed for the Al2 O3 –TiO2 composite membrane (605
l·m−2 ·h−1 ) than for the Al2 O3 membrane (465 l·m−2 ·h−1 ). The main reason for
this was that the Al2 O3 –TiO2 composite membrane had more hydrophilic groups,
reducing the adsorption of oil droplets.
8.4.2.2 Surface Charge Properties
Porous ceramic membranes made of mineral oxides in an aqueous solution are
electrically charged on account of the amphoteric behavior of surface hydroxyl
groups [40, 41]. It is now recognized that the surface electrochemical properties
of ceramic membranes play a signiﬁcant role in their separation performance
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Figure 8.6 Variation of the permeate ﬂux for Al2 O3 and Al2 O3 –TiO2 membranes versus
ﬁltration time [39].

[42, 43]. The selection of a membrane with suitable charge properties can lead to
the optimization of existing processes [44]. The nature of the material determines
the surface charge properties of the membrane materials. The electrochemical
properties of the membrane surface are frequently characterized in terms of zeta
potential, isoelectric point (IEP), and point of zero charge (PZC). Among them, the
IEP and PZC are important parameters that reﬂect the acidic or basic nature of
the membrane surface [45]. In the absence of any speciﬁc adsorption, the values of
IEP and PZC are equal [46, 47]. Figure 8.7 shows the IEP of the Al2 O3 and ZrO2
ceramic membranes, 6.6 and 5.8, respectively [48].
Figure 8.8 shows a comparison of ﬁltration using the alumina and zirconia
membranes with a pore size of 0.2 µm at 12 ◦ C with a pressure of 0.1 MPa and a
membrane surface ﬂux speed of 7 m·s−1 . The zirconia membrane maintained a
high ﬂux, primarily because the oil in the water emulsion droplet surface is usually
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negatively charged [28]. The use of a membrane with a lower isoelectric point
helps reduce the oil on the membrane, reducing surface fouling and leading to a
sustained higher ﬂux.
8.4.2.3 Technical Process
The pretreatment of raw emulsion has a signiﬁcant effect on the MF process. As
such, Figure 8.9 shows the effect of NaOH pretreatment on the ﬂux and rejection of
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Figure 8.9 The inﬂuence of pretreatment on the ﬂux and retention [29].

the membrane [29]. When the amount of the pretreatment was increased up to 300
ppm, the ﬂux clearly increased and the retention improved. The analysis showed
that when the emulsion droplet size became larger after pretreatment (from 1 to
10–20 µm), membrane performance improved.
The inﬂuence of pressure on the membrane ﬂux under different ﬂow rates is
shown in Figure 8.10 [29]. As seen, there is a critical pressure for the ﬁltration of
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Figure 8.10 The inﬂuence of pressure on the membrane ﬂux under different ﬂow
rates [29].
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Table 8.3

The relationship between pressure and rejection [48].

Pressure (MPa)
0.07
0.10
0.15
0.20

Oil content in permeate (ppm)

Retention (%)

4.0
4.7
6.7
7.4

99.9
99.9
99.9
99.8

the oily wastewater. The ﬂux increased with the pressure when operation pressures
were lower than the optimum and the process was pressure controlled. However,
aside from the critical drop in pressure, the ﬂux is not signiﬁcantly improved by
pressure increases, as higher pressure makes it easier to push the oil droplets into
the membrane pores. This causes pore congestion and increases the mass transfer
resistance and decreases the ﬂux.
The oil droplets may be pressed into the membrane pores and then penetrate
through the pores into the other side of the membrane, when the pressure is
increased above a threshold value; because the oil droplets are compressible, it
leads to lower retention rates. However, the pore congestion could reduce the
pore size and improve the rejection of the membrane. Therefore, it is necessary
to investigate rejection under different pressures. Table 8.3 shows the relationship
between the pressure and the rejection after 2 h of ﬁltration. According to the
results, gradually increasing pressure to 0.15 MPa is a recommended mode of
operation for industrial applications in such systems.
As for the operational mode of the cross-ﬂow ﬁltration, the ﬂuid shear stress could
effectively reduce membrane surface deposition and concentration polarization
effects. It is generally believed that ﬂux increases as the membrane surface velocity
increases, but the inﬂuence of the increased velocity and energy consumption on
membrane performance must be considered. Figure 8.11 shows the relationship
between membrane ﬂux and velocity [29]. When the velocity was below 5 m·s−1 ,
the ﬂux increased almost proportionally to the velocity and then gradually slowed.
When the ﬂow rate was more than 6 m·s−1 , the ﬂux declined.
The inﬂuence of temperature on the ﬁltration process is more complex. With
increasing temperature, the viscosity of the liquid drops and the diffusion coefﬁcient
increases. The impact is that concentration polarization is reduced. However,
increased temperature also changes some of the liquid’s properties, such as the
solubility of some components in the feed solution, which changes the formation
of pollution. Increasing the temperature can reduce the viscosity of the liquid,
which increases the ﬂux. The temperature also affects the size distribution of the
oil drops, with smaller oil droplets leading to lower ﬂux and creating an optimized
operating temperature. Figure 8.12 shows that the ﬂux was proportional to the
temperature [29]. The relationship between the temperature and the rejection is
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shown in Table 8.4 [29]. The inﬂuence of temperature on retention was low, with
rejection decreasing only slightly as temperature increased.
In industrial applications, ﬁltration is usually an enrichment process, so it is
necessary to consider the different concentration ratios of the process. Figure 8.13
shows that the concentration had little effect on the ﬂux after 150 min of operation [48]. Furthermore, the relationship between the concentration ratio and the
retention rate is shown in Table 8.5 [48]. The rejection rate changed little when the
concentration ratio increased, which is more favorable for wastewater treatment
processes.
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Table 8.4

Temperature (◦ C)

Oil content in permeate (ppm)

Rejection (%)

6.7
8.8
7.8
9.2

99.9
99.8
99.8
99.8

16.5
25
35
45

300

200
Js (l·m−2·h−1)

212

100

0

4

8

12

16

20

−1

C (g · l )

Figure 8.13
Table 8.5

The effect of concentration on ﬂux [48].
The relationship between concentration ratio and rejection [48].

Concentrate ratio
1
2.8
3.8

Oil content in permeate (ppm)

Rejection (%)

6.7
7.4
7.8

99.9
99.9
99.8

8.4.2.4 Cost
Using ceramic membrane equipment to treat emulsion wastewater has an effect
comparable to the use of organic membrane equipment. However, organic membrane devices cost four times more to import than ceramic membrane devices.
Furthermore, organic membrane devices require 10 times more energy than that
of the ceramic membrane devices, and the normal equipment and pharmaceutical

References

costs of organic membrane devices are more than the cost of importing the
equipment. The overall cost of treating wastewater with imported devices is thus
approximately seven times more for organic membrane devices than ceramic
membrane devices if equipment depreciation is taken into account [48].

8.5
Conclusions and Prospects

Increasing attention has been given to the use of ceramic membrane processes
for the treatment of industrial wastewater and surface water and the desalination
of seawater containing organic matter. These processes have many remarkable
advantages, including superior water quality, removal of a wide range of contaminants, easier control of operation, and the capacity to save space. A number of
new applications for ceramic membranes are, therefore, likely to arise in the near
future. In the short term, it is expected that ceramic NF membranes and ceramic
membrane contactors that can be applied to liquid treatment (including biological
membrane reactors) will be developed. Ceramic NF membranes with high performance parameters, such as low cutoff values or high ﬂuxes, can only be obtained
in an asymmetric multilayer conﬁguration. The requirements for developing such
a multilayer conﬁguration includes the shaping of appropriate support material,
the formation of mesoporous interlayers, and the synthesis of a microporous top
layer with a cutoff value below 1000 Da. Alumina, titania, zirconia, and silica are
considered the main ceramic materials for the formation of multilayer structures.
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Functional Zeolitic Framework Membranes for Water Treatment
and Desalination
Bo Zhu, Bin Li, Linda Zou, Anita J. Hill, Dongyuan Zhao, Jerry Y. S. Lin, and Mikel Duke

9.1
Introduction

Inorganic membranes are suitable for many applications in the chemical and
pharmaceutical industry or in water and wastewater treatments, especially for high
temperature, extreme acidity or alkalinity, and high-pressure operations, which
preclude the use of existing polymeric membranes. Figure 9.1 shows a simpliﬁed
schematic of the membrane separation process [1]. When the medium to be
separated ﬂows through the channels of the membrane, particles/molecules with a
size exceeding the radius of the pores of membranes are retained, while the others
permeate through. Pressure or concentration gradient across the membrane is
usually the driving force for the separation. Recent studies on inorganic membranes
have been mainly focusing on three types of membranes: zeolite membranes,
sol-gel-based microporous membranes, and Pd-based and perovskite-like dense
membranes [2]. The focus in this chapter is speciﬁcally on zeolite membranes.
Zeolites have been applied in many scientiﬁc and technological ﬁelds because
of their unique properties such as ion exchange, absorption, and catalytic properties. Their widespread applications include air components separation, parafﬁn
hydrocarbons separation and recovery, radioactive waste treatment, hydrocarbon
catalytic reactions, and air pollutants removal [3].
Zeolites are a group of compounds, naturally formed or synthesized, with open
structures, which may incorporate a range of small inorganic and organic species.
The frameworks of the zeolitic materials, which form the channels and cavities,
are constructed from tetrahedral groups (e.g., AlO4 , SiO4 , PO4 , BeO4 , GaO4 , GeO4 ,
and ZnO4 ) linked to each other by sharing all of the oxygen atoms [4]. The most
common zeolites are crystalline, hydrated aluminosilicates. They are based on AlO4
and SiO4 tetrahedra linked together to form a three-dimensional network having
pores of molecular dimensions comparable to many chemical substances [3–5].
Figure 9.2 presents the structure of MFI-type zeolite, which has orthorhombic
crystal symmetry (Figure 9.2a), and nearly cylindrical, 10-member ring channels

Functional Nanostructured Materials and Membranes for Water Treatment, First Edition.
Edited by Mikel Duke, Dongyuan Zhao, and Raphael Semiat.
 2013 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2013 by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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Retentate

Feed

Permselective membrane

Permeate
Figure 9.1 Simpliﬁed concept schematic of membrane separation [1]. (Source: Reprinted
from Journal of Colloid and Interface Science, 314, Lu et al., Inorganic membranes for hydrogen production and puriﬁcation: a critical review and perspective, 589–603. Copyright
(2007), with permission from Elsevier.)

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.2 Structure of MFI-type zeolite. (a) Framework of MFI-type zeolite viewed along
[010] and (b) complex of 10 rings viewed along [010] [6].

(Figure 9.2b) [6]. A pure silica (SiO2 ) framework without any defects is neutral, but
it becomes negatively charged when aluminum is present in the framework. The
negative framework charge is balanced by cations that are relatively mobile and
can usually be exchanged by other cations [3, 5]. The remarkably porous crystalline
aluminosilicate structure of zeolites has led to their wide application as molecular
sieves for the separation of gases, liquids, and so on [7]. For zeolites to be used
as molecular sieves, their structure must remain intact after the completion of
dehydration [3].
Over the past decade, supported zeolite layers have been studied extensively for
many potential applications such as separation membranes, catalytic membrane
reactors, and chemical sensors [8]. The crystalline zeolite membranes have a porous
structure with well-deﬁned pores at the molecular level and are extremely thermally,
chemically, and mechanically stable [9]. The studies of zeolite membranes have
been mainly focused on gas separation and liquid pervaporation processes [10].

9.2 Preparation of Zeolite Membranes

Molecular sieving and competitive adsorption and diffusion are the general separation mechanisms involved in zeolite membranes for these processes [11–13].
Recently, several research groups have explored the possibility of using zeolite
membranes for water treatment. This chapter mainly focuses on the developments
and progress in zeolite membranes for water treatment. We hope that this review
is beneﬁcial to researchers in the ﬁeld.
9.2
Preparation of Zeolite Membranes

Figure 9.3 shows the different approaches for the preparation of zeolite membranes
[2, 14]. Among these strategies, the most commonly used and the most promising
technique is the so-called composite membrane preparation [2]. The main techniques used for the synthesis of composite zeolite membranes are hydrothermal
crystallization, which can be classiﬁed into two categories: direct in situ crystallization and secondary (seeded) growth crystallization [2]. In addition to these two
main methods, a ‘‘dry’’ synthesis technique can also be used for the preparation of
supported zeolite layers [15–18]. Recently, a microwave-assisted method has been
increasingly popular in the synthesis of zeolite membranes. Some novel synthesis
Preparation concepts for zeolite membranes

Use of already synthesized
zeolite crystals
Embedding of zeolite
crystals into matrices:
•
•
•

Polymers
Metal foils
Silica

Direct in situ
crystallization
without seeds

Ab initio crystallization of zeolite layers

Composite membrane:
zeolite layer on a
porous support:
• Ceramic
• Carbon
• Metal
• Clay
• Glass

Seeding assisted
crystallization with seed
crystals attached by
• Electrostatic
forces
• pH control
• Laser ablation,
sputtering

Self-supporting
zeolite films
prepared:
• On Hg
• On Teflon

Crystallization
of a “dry” gel

Microwaveassisted
crystallization

Figure 9.3 Different strategies for zeolite membrane preparation [2]. (Source: Reprinted
from Microporous Mesoporous Mater., 38, Caro et al., Zeolite membranes–state of their
development and perspective, 3–24. Copyright (2000), with permission from Elsevier.)
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routes could be created by combining the microwave technique with the strategies
mentioned earlier [14].
The supports used for the preparation of zeolite membrane coatings include
ceramic materials, such as alumina, zirconia, and titania, metals such as stainless
steel, and other porous materials such as carbon. Among them, alumina is the
most commonly used support for zeolite membranes. It is known that alumina
has a certain effect on zeolite membrane composition, which has an impact on the
separation properties of the membrane [15, 19, 20].
9.2.1
Direct In situ Crystallization

The direct in situ technique is a one-step method that uses the standard hydrothermal synthesis to crystallize a thin zeolite top layer on top of the support or inside the
pores of the support (pore plugging) [2]. The in situ crystallization technique is commonly used for the preparation of supported MFI-type zeolite membranes [20–22].
In this approach, an MFI-type zeolite top layer on the surface of a porous support
is formed by bringing the support in contact with a precursor solution or gel and
followed by hydrothermal treatment under certain concentration and temperature
ranges. Figure 9.4a shows a schematic orientation of microcrystals in an MFI-type
zeolite top layer synthesized by the direct in situ crystallization technique [2]. During
direct in situ crystallization, the precursor solution or gel for the zeolite crystallization can also be soaked into the pore system of the support to form zeolite plugs [23].
For the direct in situ synthesis of MFI-type zeolite membranes, an organic agent,
normally tetrapropyl ammonium (TPA), is used as a structure-directing template
for the formation of the zeolite crystal structure. Following the membrane synthesis
process, sintering treatment at a high temperature is necessary in order to open the
pore structure by removing the template from the zeolite membrane. However, the

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.4 Schematic orientation of microcrystals in an MFI-type zeolite top layer
by the direct in situ crystallization technique (a) and by seeding supported crystallization (b) [2]. (Source: Reprinted from

Microporous Mesoporous Mater., 38,
Caro et al., Zeolite membranes–state of
their development and perspective, 3–24.
Copyright (2000), with permission from
Elsevier.)

9.2 Preparation of Zeolite Membranes

sintering treatment will also result in microcracks in the zeolite membranes because
of thermal stresses mainly caused by (i) the thermal expansion differences between
the zeolite layer and the porous support and (ii) the changes in lattice parameters
of the zeolite crystals during the removal of the template at high temperature
[24–26].
9.2.2
Seeded Secondary Growth

An alternative strategy commonly used for the synthesis of zeolite membranes
is seeding-supported crystallization, also referred to as the seeded secondary growth
[27–29]. In this method, the zeolite layer is formed in several steps. It generally
involves (i) the preparation of a colloidal suspension of zeolite seed crystals, (ii)
the coating of nanosized zeolite seeds on a suitable support such as a porous
ceramic substrate, and (iii) the growth of a continuous zeolite membrane in a
subsequent hydrothermal process. The use of zeolite seed crystals can offer a
way to control the growth of a zeolite top layer on the surface of the support [8].
Crack propagation could be limited by using nanoparticle seeds (<100 nm) and a
small ﬁller layer between seeds during secondary growth [30]. Figure 9.4b shows a
schematic orientation of the individual microcrystals in an MFI-type zeolite layer
synthesized by seeding supported crystallization [2].
Many researchers [31–34] have reported the recipes for the preparation of the
zeolite seed crystals. For the coating of these seeds on the support, there are several
methods [2, 8]:
• matching the zeta potentials of the support and the seeds for an electrostatic
attachment by changing the pH of the solution [35–37];
• using positively charged cationic polymers to adjust different zeta potentials
between the support and the zeolite seeds to be attached by electrostatic forces
[38–41];
• electrophoretic deposition of nanosized zeolite seeds on solid supports [42, 43];
• immersion of the dried support into a seed solution followed by thermal treatment
to ﬁx the seeds to the support;
• using pulsed laser ablation to prepare a thin zeolite ﬁlm on a support [44–46].
To avoid the formation of microcracks in zeolite membranes, some researchers
have attempted to prepare MFI zeolite membranes using the secondary growth
method without organic templates. Mintova and coworkers [39] prepared zeolite
ZSM-5 ﬁlms with thicknesses in the range of 230–3500 nm on quartz substrates
from template-free precursor. Colloidal silicalite-1 seed crystals were ﬁrst coated on
the surface-modiﬁed dense quartz substrates. These crystals were then grown into
continuous ﬁlms by hydrothermal treatment in a synthesis gel without template.
Hedlund et al. [41] used the secondary growth method for synthesis of good quality
template-free zeolite ZSM-5 membranes (1.5 µm thick) on a porous alumina
support. In their work, the elimination of the calcination step at around 400 ◦ C for
template removal has minimized the chances of the formation of cracks. Pan and
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Lin [47] also reported the preparation of good quality MFI-type zeolite membranes
on porous α-alumina supports by the secondary growth method using pure silica
sol without an organic template. In this work, the polished α-alumina supports
were ﬁrst coated with the silicalite suspension with the pH modiﬁed to 3–4 by a dipcoating process and were then calcined at different temperatures (450 and 650 ◦ C)
to enhance the bonding between the zeolite layer and the support. After sintering
treatments, a zeolite seed layer (∼2.5 µm) consisting of relatively ﬁne polycrystalline
particles was obtained (Figure 9.5a) [47]. The dip-coated samples with the silicalite
seed layers were hydrothermally treated with silica sol prepared from template-free
precursor, followed by a drying step at low temperature (40 ◦ C). Zeolite membranes
were synthesized in this secondary growth step without the calcination and with
the thickness increased to about 5.5 µm, as shown in Figure 9.5b [47].
Most recently, Choi et al. [48] developed a calcination technique, named as
rapid thermal processing (RTP), which was postulated to strengthen grain bonding
through condensation of terminal silanol groups (Si–OH) present in zeolite grains.
They used RTP to prepare MFI membranes grown on porous α-alumina disks and
stainless steel tubes and demonstrated that the use of this calcination technique
could eliminate grain boundary defects and substantially improve in p-/o-xylene
isomer separation. Yoo et al. [30] also used RTP in a single calcination step for
the fabrication of MFI zeolite membranes after secondary hydrothermal growth.
In their work, conﬁned synthesis [49, 50], as shown in Figure 9.6 [30], was used to
prepare zeolite nanoparticles with well-controlled morphology. The obtained zeolite
nanoparticles were then deposited as a randomly oriented seed layer on homemade

Seed layer
2.5 µm

α-Al2O3
support
15.0 kV

x5.00 K

6.00 µm

(a)

Zeolite layer
5.5 µm

α-Al2O3
support
15.0 kV

x5.00 K

6.00 µm

(b)

Figure 9.5 SEM images of the silicalite seed layer (a) and the secondary grown zeolite
membrane (b) [47]. (Source: Reprinted from Microporous Mesoporous Mater., 43, Pan et
al., Template free secondary growth synthesis of MFI type zeolite membranes, 319–327.
Copyright (2001), with permission from Elsevier.)

9.2 Preparation of Zeolite Membranes
Confined synthesis
Template removal
Single crystal grain
= 50–100 nm

Polycrystalline aggregate
(ca. 300 nm)
Rubbing (< 60 s)
break-down seeds

150–200 nm

400–500 nm

SDA removal

Leveling (ca. 5 s)

Secondary growth
100 °C for 12 h

RTP (3 min)

High flux & High separation

Figure 9.6 Schematic of conﬁned synthesis used for the fabrication of MFItype zeolite membranes [30]. (Source:
Reprinted from Angew. Chem. Int. Ed.,
49, Yoo et al., High-performance randomly

oriented zeolite membranes using brittle seeds and rapid thermal processing,
8699–8703. 319–327. Copyright (2010),
with permission from John Wiley and
Sons.)

porous α-alumina supports using a rubbing [51] and leveling method. The rubbing
process breaks down the polycrystalline spherical seed particles (about 300 nm in
diameter) into smaller grains (50–100 nm in diameter) and deposits them in the
pores of the support. The leveling process pushes the unbroken polycrystalline aggregates remaining on the support, after the rubbing process, down deeper into the
pores of the support or breaks them down further (Figure 9.6). This simple leveling
process can reduce the surface roughness and thus improve the uniformity of the
membrane thickness [30]. The combined rubbing and leveling methods can complete the seed-deposition process in 1 min and result in a high-quality seed layer,
which can then be used to produce thin zeolite membranes by secondary hydrothermal growth followed by a single RTP step (Figure 9.7). The membranes calcined by
the RTP process after rubbing and leveling exhibited increased separation factors
(ranged from 123 to 139) for the separation of p-/o-xylene isomers compared to
those obtained by the conventional calcinations (separation factor = 28) [30].
9.2.3
Microwave Synthesis

Microwave energy has been widely used for chemical reactions. In the past
years, remarkable progress has been made in microwave synthesis of zeolite
membranes [14]. Many types of zeolite membranes, such as LTA, MFI, AFI,
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Figure 9.7 Development of the membrane [30]. (a–e) SEM images of seed layers and silicalite-1 seeded membranes on a
porous α-alumina support at various stages
of the fabrication process. (a) Top view
of a seed layer after the rubbing step and
(b) after rubbing and leveling. After secondary hydrothermal growth, intergrown
MFI–zeolite layers are formed. (c) In membranes prepared without leveling (denoted
as R-membranes), several protrusions remain after secondary growth, but (d) they
are not prominent in membranes grown
from the leveled seed layers as shown in
(b) (denoted as RL-membranes). (e) The
cross-sectional view of the RL-membrane
after secondary growth shows an ultrathin

RTP

5
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2q / °

MFI–zeolite layer on top of the α-alumina
support. All scale bars correspond to 500
nm. (f) X-ray diffraction patterns of zeolite
ﬁlms treated by conventional calcination
(CC) and rapid thermal processing (RTP).
The XRD patterns were acquired using a
PANalytical X-Pert PRO MPD X-ray diffractometer equipped with a Co source (CoKa ,
λ = 1.790 Å) and an X-Celerator detector.
The reﬂection peak marked with an asterisk
(*) originates from the α-alumina support.
(Source: Reprinted from Angew. Chem. Int.
Ed., 49, Yoo et al., High-performance randomly oriented zeolite membranes using
brittle seeds and rapid thermal processing,
8699–8703. 319–327. Copyright (2010), with
permission from John Wiley and Sons.)

FAU, SOD, and ETS-4, have been prepared by both in situ microwave synthesis
[52–56] and microwave-assisted secondary growth [57–61]. The main advantage
of the microwave-assisted synthesis is that it can offer a very efﬁcient way for the
preparation of a variety of zeolite materials within short times [14, 62, 63]. For
example, Xu et al. [64] reported that microwave heating signiﬁcantly reduced the
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Figure 9.8 Comparative synthesis model of zeolite membrane by microwave heating and
conventional heating [14]. (Source: Reprinted from J. Membr. Sci., 316, Li et al., Microwave
synthesis of zeolite membranes: a review, 3–17. Copyright (2008), with permission from
Elsevier.)

synthesis time (by 8–12 times) for the preparation of NaA zeolite membranes.
Figure 9.8 compares the synthesis models of microwave heating and conventional
heating for the preparation of zeolite membranes [14].
For the preparation of porous materials, microwave synthesis is also an efﬁcient
tool to control the distribution of particle size [65], phase selectivity [66], and
macroscopic morphology [67]. In the case of zeolite membranes, the microwave
synthesis method could result in different membrane morphology, orientation,
composition, and thus different permeation characteristics when compared with
those prepared by conventional heating [14]. Figure 9.9 shows recent studies on
synthesis of LTA zeolite membranes carried out by Li and Yang [14]. It can be
seen that conventional heating produced well-shaped cubic LTA crystals in the
1 µm

1 µm

1 µm

10 µm

CH

MH (pulse)

MH (continuous)

Figure 9.9 SEM images of NaA zeolite membranes synthesized by conventional heating and microwave (both pulsed and continuous) heating [14]. (Source: Reprinted from
J. Membr. Sci., 316, Li et al., Microwave synthesis of zeolite membranes: a review, 3–17.
Copyright (2008), with permission from Elsevier.)
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Figure 9.10 SEM micrographs of NaA
membrane synthesized by the microwave
technique; (a) surface and (b) thickness [68].
(Source: Reprinted from Desalination, 269,
Kunnakorn et al., Performance of sodium

A zeolite membranes synthesized via microwave and autoclave techniques for waterethanol separation: recycle-continuous pervaporation process, 78–83. Copyright (2011),
with permission from Elsevier.)

LTA zeolite membrane, whereas pulsed microwave irradiation synthesized LTA
zeolite membranes were composed of spherical grains without well-developed
crystal faces. However, a tightly packed membrane was formed by bundles of
layered crystals under continuous microwave irradiation [14]. Recent work carried
out by Kunnakorn et al. [68] showed that the autoclaving (conventional heating)
process produced bigger zeolite crystals and gaps in NaA membranes (Figure 9.11a)
compared to the microwave technique, which gave well intergrown smaller crystals
(Figure 9.10a). The recycle-continuous pervaporation results showed that the NaA
membrane synthesized by the microwave technique had a better performance for
separation of a water–ethanol mixture [68], which is due to the well intergrown
smaller crystals formed by the microwave technique [60]. Changes in composition
(Al/Si ratio) of the zeolite membranes were also observed by several research
groups [55, 69] when using microwave heating instead of conventional heating.
As mentioned in Sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2, MFI membranes are classically
synthesized by the in situ or secondary growth method. Recently researchers
have successfully prepared high-quality MFI membranes by combining the seeded
secondary growth method with the microwave heating process [57, 61, 70, 71].
Most recently, Xiao et al. [72] developed an effective composite seeding technique in
combination with the microwave heating technique to produce thin- and defect-free
MFI zeolite membranes. This seeding process includes three steps: (i) premodify
the support surface by hot dip coating in a large seed (1.2 µm) suspension, (ii) rub
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Figure 9.11 SEM micrographs of NaA
membrane synthesized by the autoclaving
technique; (a) surface and (b) thickness [68].
(Source: Reprinted from Desalination, 269,
Kunnakorn et al., Performance of sodium

A zeolite membranes synthesized via microwave and autoclave techniques for waterethanol separation: recycle-continuous pervaporation process, 78–83. Copyright (2011),
with permission from Elsevier.)
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Figure 9.12

off the excess large seeds from the support surface, and (iii) further modify the
support by hot dip coating in a small seed (0.4 µm) suspension [72]. Figure 9.12
[72] compares the formation of seed layers by using the conventional dip-coating
method and the composite seeding technique developed. This composite seeding
process can produce a dense and uniform seed layer, which is preferable for the
synthesis of good quality zeolite membranes [72].
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9.2.4
Postsynthetic Treatment

Theoretically, a defect-free zeolite membrane can separate components in
gaseous and liquid mixtures, primarily by molecular sieving effect, relying on
its conﬁgurational pores. However, the molecular sieving effect will be spoiled
because of the existence of defects in zeolite membranes. To eliminate possible
defects in zeolite membranes, signiﬁcant progress has been achieved through
microstructure optimization such as modiﬁed secondary growth [73–75], control
of grain orientation during ﬁlm growth [76, 77], and RTP [48].
Apart from these approaches, much effort has also been made toward eliminating
the defects in zeolite membranes by postsynthetic treatments [78–84]. Yan et al. [78]
used the postsynthetic coking treatment to plug nonzeolitic defects by impregnation
of a large aromatic hydrocarbon, 1, 3, 5-triisopropylbenzene (TIPB) followed by
heat treatment in air at high temperature. After coking treatment by TIPB, the
single gas ratio of n-butane over i-butene at 185 ◦ C increased from 9.7 to 107,
but the ﬂux decreased signiﬁcantly. Surface coating was another method used
by Tsapatsis’ group [79, 80] to seal the cracks formed during the calcinations
of MFI membranes. They applied a mesostructured surfactant–silica layer on
the top of the MFI membrane by dip coating the membrane in a mixture of
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and polymeric silica sol. After
drying, this surfactant–silica layer could be easily peeled off by blowing the
membrane surface with compressed air. This method was successful in improving
the membrane selectivity but also led to a serious ﬂux decrease owing to zeolitic-pore
blocking. Nomura et al. [81] modiﬁed silicalite membranes using a counter-diffusion
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique. Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) was
used as the silica source and O3 as the oxidizing agent. By using this technique, an
amorphous silica layer was formed on the membrane surface, and the separation
selectivity for an n/i-butane mixture was increased from 9.1 to 87.8 at 15 ◦ C.
Recently, Zhang et al. [82] developed a novel counterdiffusion chemical liquid
deposition (CLD) technique for selective defect patching of zeolite membranes.
By using dodecyltrimethoxysilane (DMS) as a silane coupling agent, a protective
layer was coated on the membrane surface to keep the zeolitic pores intact during
the subsequent reparation. The separation factor of the membrane for a 50/50
n/i-butane gas mixture increased from 4.4 to 35.8 after reparation. Most recently,
a simple modiﬁcation method with hydrolysis of silanes was proposed by Hong et
al. [83] to heal nonzeolitic pores of MFI silicalite membranes. They compared three
silane precursors, TEOS, tetramethoxysilane (TMOS), and dimethoxydimethylsilane (DMDS), and found that DMDS was more suitable as a precursor for healing
nonzeolitic pores. The hydrolysis of silanes in nonzeolitic pores could obviously
improve separation performance of the MFI zeolite membranes. The p-/o-xylene
separation factor of the membrane increased from 2.34 to 10.84 after DMDS
modiﬁcation. It was also reported by Chen and coworkers [84] that functional
defect patching (FDP) can eliminate grain boundary defects of a mordenite zeolite
membrane (MZM) by grafting functional polymer groups (poly(4-vinylpyridine))
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onto grain boundaries and thus improving the pervaporation performance for the
dehydration of acetic acid.

9.3
Zeolite Membranes for Water Treatment
9.3.1
Zeolite Membranes for Desalination

Reverse osmosis (RO) has been widely used in a range of applications in water
treatment such as desalination of seawater or brackish water and drinking
water puriﬁcation. To date, polymer membranes have been deployed in the
state-of-the-art RO membrane desalination plants. In addition, the commercially
available polymeric membranes have high fouling tendency caused by natural
organic matter (NOM) and are prone to degradation because of their low resistance
to chlorine and other oxidants. Therefore, RO membranes made from ceramic
materials have attracted increasing attention in recent years. They potentially offer
many advantages over commercial polymeric membranes for RO applications, including excellent chemical, thermal, and mechanical stability, long reliable working
lifetime, and high resistance to chlorine, oxidants, radiation, and solvents. Thus, a
ceramic desalination membrane offers great potential in expanding the versatility of
membrane-based desalination, for example, for ‘‘aggressive’’ industry wastewaters.
Zeolite membranes are of great interest and have been shown to be potential
candidates for desalination. Zeolites provide a rigid ceramic structure suitable for
separating the small water molecules from large salt ions. Lin and Murad [7]
recently carried out a molecular dynamic simulation of ion diffusion in zeolite.
Two thin membranes used for their simulation studies were cut from a cubic cell
of pure silica ZK-4 zeolite. The uniform pores of a perfect pure silica zeolite are
small enough to restrict the entry and transport of hydrate ions, but sufﬁciently
large for water molecules to diffuse through [7]. As shown in Figure 9.13 [7], the
region between two membranes was ﬁlled with water molecules, and aqueous
NaCl solution was ﬁlled into the regions to the right of the right membrane and
left of the left membrane. In most cases, the simulation system consisted of 2240
molecules in the basic cyclically replicated parallelepiped of which 704 molecules
constitute the two membranes. Both osmosis and RO phenomena were observed
from the study. The computer simulation results have demonstrated the feasibility
of using ZK-4 zeolite membranes to separate water from aqueous NaCl solutions.
The simulation study showed that 100% rejection of Na+ could be achieved using
a perfect (single crystal), pure silica ZK-4 zeolite membrane by RO. The size
exclusion of hydrated ions is the separation mechanism of the perfect ZK-4 zeolite
membrane. The aperture of the ZK-4 zeolite (diameter 0.42 nm) is signiﬁcantly
smaller than the kinetic sizes of hydrated ions (0.8–1.0 nm for [Na(H2 O)x ]+ ) [85].
Following the computer simulation study by Lin and Murad [7], several research
groups have explored the possibility of using MFI-type zeolite membranes for
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Water molecules

Ions

Zeolite membranes (704 particles)
Figure 9.13 The structure of the membrane and a schematic of the solvent/solution compartments [7]. (Source: Reprinted from Mol. Phys., 99, Lin et al., A computer simulation
study of the separation of aqueous solutions using thin zeolite membranes, 1175–1181.
Copyright (2001), with permission from Taylor & Francis.)

desalination [10, 29, 86–88]. The MFI-type zeolite has an orthorhombic crystal
symmetry with nearly cylindrical, 10-member ring channels. The diameter of the
nanopores of the MFI-type zeolite is around 0.56 nm, which is smaller than the
sizes of hydrated ions. Li and coworkers [10] carried out the ﬁrst experimental
study on α-alumina-supported MFI-type zeolite membranes for RO desalination
(Figure 9.14) of aqueous solutions containing a single cation and multiple cations.
The α-alumina-supported MFI-type zeolite membranes used for the study were
synthesized from Al-free precursors by double hydrothermal treatments using
the in situ technique [20]. Their results indicated that the prepared MFI-type
membranes had high ion rejection rates. A Na+ rejection of 76.7% with a water
ﬂux of about 0.112 kg m−2 h−1 was achieved for a single cation feed solution

High pressure N2
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Feed pressure
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Ion chromatograph
and computer

Feed tank

Sample
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Feed solution

Flow control
valve
Feed outlet

Membrane
cell

Sample
collector

Water bottle to
prevent sample
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Figure 9.14 Schematic diagram of the RO system [10]. (Source: Reprinted from J. Membr.
Sci., 243, Li et al., Desalination by reverse osmosis using MFI zeolite membranes, 401–404.
Copyright (2004), with permission from Elsevier.)
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Figure 9.15 Water ﬂux and Na+ rejection as functions of RO operation time for 0.1 M
NaCl solution [10]. (Source: Reprinted from J. Membr. Sci., 243, Li et al., Desalination by
reverse osmosis using MFI zeolite membranes, 401–404. Copyright (2004), with permission
from Elsevier.)

(0.1 M NaCl) under an applied pressure of 2.07 MPa (Figure 9.15) [10]. For a
complex feed solution containing multiple cations (0.1 M NaCl + 0.1 M KCl + 0.1
M NH4 Cl + 0.1 M CaCl2 + 0.1 M MgCl2 ), different rejections were obtained for
different cations (58.1, 62.6, 79.9, 80.7, and 88.4% for Na+ , K+ , NH4 + , Ca2+ , and
Mg2+ , respectively) after 145 h of operation at an applied pressure of 2.4 MPa, with
a stabilized water ﬂux of 0.058 kg m−2 h−1 (Figure 9.16) [10]. It can be seen that the
Na+ rejection signiﬁcantly reduced when the ionic strength was increased, from
around 77% for the single cation solution to about 58% for the solution containing
multiple cations. The divalent cations showed a higher rejection than monovalent
ions in a feed containing mixed ion species. As the sizes of hydrated ions are
virtually independent of the ion concentration [89], the size exclusion separation
mechanism is insufﬁcient to explain the real membrane process.
To understand the mechanisms of ion and water transport in real membranes, Li
et al. [86] investigated the effects of charge density, size, and hydration number of
the ion on RO process through MFI-type zeolite membranes. The MFI-type zeolite
membranes were developed on the disk-shaped alumina substrates by a single
hydrothermal treatment through the in situ crystallization [20]. The RO separation
results (Table 9.1) [86] showed that as ion rejection increased, the ﬂuxes of ions and
water decreased in the order of 0.10 M NaCl, 0.10 M MgCl2 , and 0.10 M AlCl3 . It
was found that the ion rejection and water ﬂux depended on the charge density of
the ion and the dynamic size and diffusivity of the hydrated ion. Their experimental
results also revealed that the transport of ions and water was controlled by different
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Figure 9.16 Ion rejection as a function of operation time for the multicomponent feed solution containing 0.1 M NaCl, 0.1 M KCl, 0.1 M NH4 Cl, 0.1 M CaCl2 , and 0.1 M MgCl2
[10]. (Source: Reprinted from J. Membr. Sci., 243, Li et al., Desalination by reverse osmosis
using MFI zeolite membranes, 401–404. Copyright (2004), with permission from Elsevier.)
RO separation results for ﬁve single-salt solutions at 25 ◦ C under an applied pressure of 2.1 MPa [86].
Table 9.1

Solution
0.10 M NaCl
0.10 M KCl
0.10 M MgCl2
0.10 M CaCl2
0.10 M AlCl3

Water ﬂux (kg·m−2 ·h−1 )

Permeance (kg·MPa−1 ·m−2 ·h−1 )

Ion rejection (%)

0.162
0.174
0.081
0.096
0.057

0.078
0.084
0.039
—
0.028

21.6
21.9
68.6
57.6
96.2

mechanisms. Ion rejection on the zeolitic channel can be described by the size
exclusion mechanism, whereas ion separation through the intercrystal micropores
was attributed to the strong interactions between the ion and the charged double
layers, which restricted ion diffusion into the microporous space.
Further studies on the transport of ions and water through MFI-type zeolite
membranes during the RO process were carried out by Li et al. [87]. High rejection
rates (>95%) were achieved for all alkali metal ions studied. The restricted access
of hydrated ions to the zeolitic pores and the competitive diffusion of water and
ions in the zeolite channels were found to have a great impact on the RO separation
of ions through the MFI zeolite membranes.
Since the ﬁrst experimental study [10] on MFI-type zeolite membranes for RO
desalination showed that the rejection of salt was not high enough and the water
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ﬂux was too low for practical applications. State-of-the-art polymer membrane
RO exhibits ﬂuxes in the order of 20 kg m−2 h−1 and salt rejections exceeding
99%, so further development of ceramic desalination materials is needed. Work
has been carried out on the modiﬁcation of zeolite structure by introduction of
Al content to enhance the membrane performance [88, 90]. The addition of Al
content to the membrane can alter the surface hydrophilicity [91, 92] and surface
charge [93], which should have a great impact on diffusion of electrolytes. Li et al.
[90] recently reported that the addition of Al content can lead to a remarkable
improvement in zeolite growth and membrane performance in RO separation. A
zeolite membrane with a thickness of 2 µm and a Si/Al ratio of 50 : 50 achieved
a Na+ rejection of 92.9% with a water ﬂux of about 1.129 kg m−2 h−1 at 2.76 MPa
[90]. Most recently, Duke et al. [88] explored the desalination of sea salt solutions
through the MFI-type zeolite membranes (silicalite and ZSM-5) by the thermally
based pervaporation (membrane distillation) and RO modes. The α-aluminasupported zeolite membranes were prepared using the template-free secondary
growth method [47] with varying Si/Al ratios. The template-free secondary growth
method minimized the defects in the crystal structure of the zeolite membranes.
The results obtained for pervaporation of seawater (Figure 9.17) [88] indicated that
the addition of alumina into the zeolite membranes appeared to improve equivalent
rejection compared to the silicalite (pure silica zeolite) membrane. The membranes
with alumina achieved high equivalent salt rejections (>99%), while silicalite
showed a salt rejection of around 97%. The proposed mechanism of water and ion
diffusion during pervaporation is shown in Figure 9.18 [88]. Salts are deposited
on the permeate side after diffusing through the defects or grain boundaries by
virtue of the water leaving the permeate as vapor. These salts are removed by
periodic permeate ﬂushing with fresh water. According to their knowledge, this is
the ﬁrst reported evidence of seawater desalination by pervaporation (or membrane
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Figure 9.17 Pervaporation results for ﬂux and equivalent Cl− rejection with pure water and
3.8 wt% seawater feeds [88]. (Source: Reprinted from Sep. Purif. Technol., 68, Duke et al.,
Seawater desalination performance of MFI type membranes made by secondary growth,
343–350. Copyright (2009), with permission from Elsevier.)
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Figure 9.18 Schematic of water and ion diffusion within negatively charged microporous
ceramic (zeolite) membranes [88]. (Source: Reprinted from Sep. Purif. Technol., 68, Duke
et al., Seawater desalination performance of MFI type membranes made by secondary
growth, 343–350. Copyright (2009), with permission from Elsevier.)

distillation) through zeolite membranes. On the basis of the results of the nearperfect rejection for all ions, they concluded that ZSM-5 zeolite membranes are
ideal candidates for further research into this application. The studies carried out
by the same group [88] on the RO setup showed that the silicalite membrane
exhibited the highest ion rejections, and MFI-type zeolite membranes with tailored
ratio of Si/Al demonstrated potential applications for ion-selective desalination.
Although there have been some studies to date applying zeolite membranes
in the application of desalination [7, 10, 29, 86–88], little work has been carried
out to explore the inﬂuence of seawater exposure and ion exchange on the
intrinsic lattice dimensions and the intracrystalline and intercrystalline porosity
of MFI zeolites. Recently, Zhu et al. [94] reported that complex solutions of ions
sourced from a synthetic seawater solution in turn have complex interactions with
silicalite’s inter- and intracrystalline spaces. In their study, MFI framework zeolite
(silicalite) was exposed to seawater salts and the relative uptake of cations was
explored. Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction (the Australian Synchrotron) was
then used to measure the lattice changes associated with seawater exposure. The
N2 adsorption and positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) were also
utilized to develop a better understanding of the effect of seawater exposure on the
structure of silicalite powder. The results obtained from ion adsorption testing and
synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction showed that the zeolite powder interacted
with water, monovalent and divalent cations, and these interactions altered the
crystal dimensions of the zeolite. Most exposures to ions and water led to increases
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in crystal volumes of <0.1%, but exposure to KCl solution was observed to make the
biggest contribution to crystal expansion, at 0.59% (Figure 9.19), particularly in the
a- and c-directions as determined by Rietveld reﬁnement (Figure 9.20). On closer
inspection of seawater exposed silicalite, both N2 adsorption and PALS showed 80%
micropores in the original material, but the proportion of micropores decreased
more than 20% within 1 h exposure to seawater owing to ion adsorption and ion
exchange. At 8 h of exposure, a sharp uptake of Ca2+ caused an increase in micropore
fraction. After 8 h, the monovalent cations were gradually exchanged with divalent
ions, resulting in a gradual decrease in micropore fraction (Figure 9.21). This is
the ﬁrst reported evidence of the effect of ions in sea salts solution on the lattice
structure, intracrystalline porosity, and intercrystalline porosity of silicalite. The
change in structure and porosity will govern transport behavior when silicalite is
developed as a membrane for seawater desalination.
9.3.2
Zeolite Membranes for Wastewater Treatment

Zeolite membranes may be used as an alternative to polymeric membranes for
treatment of complex wastewater containing organic solvents and radioactive
elements [10, 29]. It was also suggested by Li et al. [87] that the separation
efﬁciency could be enhanced in RO by zeolite membranes when operated at
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elevated temperatures and high hydraulic pressures. They found in their study
[87] that both water and ion ﬂuxes increased signiﬁcantly when raising the feed
temperature from 10 to 50 ◦ C. The Na+ rejection rate increased continuously with
increasing the feed pressure. Both ion and water ﬂuxes increased linearly with the
transmembrane pressure, with the water ﬂux being enhanced by more than ﬁve
times when increasing the transmembrane pressure from 0.71 to 2.65 MPa.

9.3 Zeolite Membranes for Water Treatment

Over the past couple of years, some researchers have attempted to treat oily water,
produced water and radioactive solutions, and so on, using different zeolite membranes [95–98]. Cui and coworkers [95] prepared tube-shaped α-Al2 O3 -supported
NaA zeolite microﬁltration (MF) membranes with average interparticle pore sizes
of 1.2, 0.4, and 0.2 µm using in situ hydrothermal crystallization. Investigations
were carried out on these NaA/α-Al2 O3 MF membranes for water separation and
recovery from oily water. High oil rejection (>99%) was achieved and water containing less than 1 mg l−1 oil was produced at 85 l m−2 h−1 under an applied
membrane pressure of 50 kPa. α-Al2 O3 -supported NaA zeolite membranes synthesized by the secondary growth method were also reported by Malekpour et al. [96]
for desalination of radioactive solutions by a pervaporation process. The results
demonstrated a high separation factor (>5000) with a total ﬂux of 1.2 kg m−2 h−1 .
Ion rejection factors exceeding 99% were obtained for the ionic solutions including
0.001 M of Cs+ , Sr2+ , and MoO4 2− . It was concluded that zeolitic membranes can
be used to treat low-level radioactive wastes through the pervaporation process.
Produced water from the oil and gas industry could be a potential resource for
potable water [97]. Indeed, in the United States alone, an estimated 7 billion liters
per day of produced water is generated as a by-product of oil and gas exploration
and production [99]. Typical oilﬁeld brines contain a high concentration of NaCl
and other cations such as K+ , Ca2+ , Mg2+ , and anions such as SO4 2− . The presence
of these cations and anions can reduce the efﬁciency of RO desalination [97]. Li and
coworkers [97] investigated the effects of other co-ions, operating pressure, and feed
ion concentration on the performance of RO desalination of NaCl solutions through
MFI-type zeolite membranes. They found that the solution chemical compositions,
operating pressure, and feed ion concentration had a strong impact on ion and
water transport through the zeolite membranes. The counteranions (Br− and
SO4 2− ) had minimal inﬂuence on the membrane performance. However, both Na+
rejection and water ﬂux decreased when the multivalent cations (Ca2+ and Mg2+ )
were present in the NaCl solution. This was explained by the changes in surface
charge or micropore structure of zeolite membranes in the presence of other cations
(e.g., Ca2+ and Mg2+ ) [97]. It was also found that desirable high hydraulic pressures
and feed ion concentration could considerably enhance the performance of RO
desalination through MFI-type zeolite membranes. The α-Al2 O3 -supported MFItype zeolite membranes were also used by Liu et al. [98] to remove organics from
produced water by RO. The results indicated that the MFI-type zeolite membranes
had great potential for separation of dissolved organics from aqueous solution.
The separation efﬁciency was determined by the ionic species and dynamic size
of dissolved organics. The membrane demonstrated high separation efﬁciency for
electrolytes (e.g., pentanoic acid) and nonelectrolyte organics with larger molecular
dynamic size (e.g., toluene) [98]. In a recent report [100] from the same group,
a ZSM-5 zeolite membrane (Figure 9.22) with a thickness of around 0.7 µm
prepared by seeding and secondary growth achieved excellent rejection for both
organic (around 99%) and salt (around 97%). The water ﬂux was also signiﬁcantly
improved through this thin membrane. Apart from the MFI zeolite membranes,
Kazemimoghadam et al. [101, 102] also developed nanopore hydroxysodalite (HS)
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(b)
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(d)

Membrane

Substrate
(e)

Figure 9.22 SEM images of the synthesized ZSM-5 membrane: (a,b) seed
layer; (c,d) secondary growth membrane;
(e) cross-section of ZSM-5 membrane
[100]. (Source: Reprinted from Sep. Purif.

Technol., 72, Lu et al., Organic fouling and regeneration of zeolite membrane in wastewater treatment, 203–207.
Copyright (2010), with permission from
Elsevier.)

zeolite (Figure 9.23) membranes, which may be used to simultaneously separate
ions and dissolved organic compounds from water by RO.
9.3.3
Zeolite Membrane-Based Reactors for Wastewater Treatment

The combination of membrane technology with chemical or biological processes
is attractive for wastewater treatment [103]. In these processes, membranes are

9.3 Zeolite Membranes for Water Treatment

Truncated octahedrons (β-cages)

α-cages

Figure 9.23 Repeating unit of zeolite HS [101]. (Source: Reprinted from Desalination, 262,
Kazemimoghadam et al., Mechanisms and experimental results of aqueous mixtures pervaporation using nanopore HS zeolite membranes, 273–279. Copyright (2010), with permission from Elsevier.)

often used for sparging gaseous oxidants such as air, oxygen, and ozone for the
decontamination of water and degradation of organic pollutants or for the separation
of organics [104]. For example, a novel hybrid treatment process described by
Baus et al. [105] combined technology with advanced oxidation to treat problematic
pollutants. This process employed membrane pervaporation to separate and remove
volatile organic compounds from an industrial wastewater, and the pervaporated
pollutants were then destroyed by gas phase, UV photolysis. Shanbhag et al. [106]
used a capillary silicon membrane contactor to increase the ozone mass transfer
rate during the ozonolysis of organic compounds. It was reported [107, 108] that
inorganic membranes, being more durable than polymeric membranes, are more
suitable for use in ozone contactors.
Most recently, a novel membrane reactor based on ZSM-5 zeolite was developed
by Heng and coworkers [104] for ozone water treatment. The reactor consisted of
a membrane contactor (alumina capillary membrane) and a separator membrane
(ZSM-5 zeolite pervaporation membrane) (Figure 9.24) [104]. By using the ZSM-5
zeolite pervaporation membrane, a 47% higher TOC degradation was achieved
in the novel membrane reactor compared to the system using the capillary
membrane contactor only, while clean water (TOC < 20 ppm) was produced from
the membrane permeate outlet at the same time. The enhancement in TOC
degradation was attributed to the increase in the concentration of the organic
pollutants in the reaction zone as a result of water withdrawal by membrane
pervaporation [104]. Heng et al. [109] also successfully combined multiple functions
of the membrane (distributor, contactor, and separator) in a single compact
reactor unit to enhance the performance for ozone water treatment. The designed
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Figure 9.24 (a) A picture of the alumina capillary membrane [1] and zeolite membrane [2]. Schematic drawings of (b) the membrane module and
(c) experimental setup. (1) Feed solution; (2) peristaltic pump; (3) thermocouple/heat supplier; (4) heating coil; (5)
ozone generator; (6) ozone analyzer; (7)
ozone ﬂowmeter; (8) membrane reactor;
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(9) needle valve; (10) permeate condenser;
(11) liquid nitrogen trap #1; (12) digital vacuum meter; (13) liquid nitrogen trap #2;
(14) vacuum pump; (15) liquid/gas separator; and (16) ozone destructor [104]. (Source:
Reprinted from J. Membr. Sci., 289, Heng et
al., A novel membrane reactor for ozone water treatment, 67–75. Copyright (2007), with
permission from Elsevier.)

reactor used a membrane distributor to affect a uniform ozone distribution along
the reactor length and employed a composite membrane separator/contactor to
provide a large contact surface for the gas–liquid reaction and to separate clean
water by membrane pervaporation. The ZSM-5 zeolite-based composite membrane
used for the study was prepared by coating high surface area γ-Al2 O3 on the
porous ceramic support of the ZSM-5 membrane. Ozone treatment of phthalate
contaminated water showed a signiﬁcantly enhanced TOC degradation (40%) by
combining the three different membrane processes compared to those of other
treatment processes (1.1% for the traditional sparger in a batch reactor, 20% for
a membrane distributor instead of the sparger, and 25% for the combination of a
membrane distributor and a membrane contactor).

9.4 Conclusions and Future Perspectives

9.4
Conclusions and Future Perspectives

A remarkably high level of progress in the preparation of zeolite membranes and
in the understanding of the separation processes has been achieved in the past
few years. Pioneering research published recently showed that zeolite membranes
grown on porous ceramic supports can desalinate water; however, unusual ion
speciﬁc behavior and transient performance over time has not yet been well
explained or understood [10]. Although computational predictions of the transport
of dissolved ions have been made and related to zeolite structures [7], there is a
clear lack of fundamental, experimental research on the various zeolite materials
and their structure–property relationships for membrane desalination. Questions
such as, ‘‘What effect do traditional zeolite modiﬁcation methods, growth time,
and crystal orientation have on desalination?’’ are yet to be answered. With such
an understanding, tailored structures that improve performance are likely to be
discovered.
While previous studies have been mainly focused on the MFI-type zeolite
membranes for desalination and wastewater treatment, great attention should
also be paid to other types of zeolite membranes. Scientiﬁc innovations are
needed to translate the performance of the zeolite materials into practice as useful
membranes.
Over the past two decades, research in molecular scale separation for ceramic
membranes has moved from laboratory tests to the development of multiple tube
modules with high selectivity for separations of realistic mixtures of gases (e.g.,
syngas) and liquids (e.g., ethanol). Zeolite membrane ethanol pervaporation units
are in active use in demonstration units, so it is likely that their scale-up will
increase in the next 15 years. For RO applications, current polyamide membranes
for desalination are extremely cost efﬁcient. Desalination could become a major
market for zeolite membranes if the membranes can compete on energy costs,
reduced membrane cleaning costs, and enhanced service lifetime – as already
demonstrated in ceramic membrane nanoﬁltration. Zeolite membranes have great
promise, with exciting opportunities for growth in the next decade. However,
improving water ﬂux and reducing production cost will remain to be the key
challenges in the coming years for zeolite-based membranes to be practically
applied for RO desalination.
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10
Molecular Scale Modeling of Membrane Water Treatment
Processes
Harry F. Ridgway, Julian D. Gale, Zak E. Hughes, Matthew B. Stewart, John D. Orbell,
and Stephen R. Gray

10.1
Introduction

Membrane processes have become commonplace in the water industry since the
1990s, with low-pressure microﬁltration (MF) and ultraﬁltration (UF) membranes
used for the removal of particles and bacteria, whereas high-pressure membranes,
such as reverse osmosis (RO) and nanoﬁltration (NF) membranes, are used for
desalination and removal of color and trace organics of interest. Water transport and
salt/color rejection in RO membranes occurs at the molecular scale, and molecular
models have been used to develop an understanding of these processes. For MF/UF
membranes, organic fouling is an operational problem that lends itself to modeling
at the molecular scale, but there has been little emphasis on this approach to date.
This chapter examines three distinct areas relevant to the molecular modeling of
membrane-based water treatment processes. First, Section 10.2 critically discusses
the progress and methods used to study, at the molecular level, the structure and
properties of high-pressure polymeric membranes, as well as the deﬁciencies currently present in this approach. Second, Section 10.3 analyzes the current state of
research on zeolites as the most promising candidate for inorganic membrane material and describes the application of molecular modeling in studying the transport
of water and ions through zeolite materials, as well as providing further insights into
ion selectivity. Finally, Section 10.4 investigates the potential of molecular modeling
to be applied to the problem of organic fouling of polymeric membranes. Such an
approach could provide insights into the new methods to ameliorate organic fouling.
10.2
Molecular Simulations of Polymeric Membrane Materials for Water Treatment
Applications

Given the global relevance of water puriﬁcation membranes to manifest a sustainable water future for mankind, it is perhaps surprising that until very recently
molecular simulations have not played a more signiﬁcant role in membrane
Functional Nanostructured Materials and Membranes for Water Treatment, First Edition.
Edited by Mikel Duke, Dongyuan Zhao, and Raphael Semiat.
 2013 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2013 by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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materials design, synthesis, and characterization. This is especially true when one
considers that state-of-the-art aromatic cross-linked polyamide (PA) membranes
were discovered and commercialized in the early to mid-1970s. Moreover, sophisticated molecular simulation algorithms and techniques, as well as the necessary
computational resources to carry them out, have since been utilized to probe and
delineate the structural and functional aspects of many far more complex biological
systems, including aquaporin [1], rhodopsin [2], and cytoplasmic membranes [3].
Molecular simulations refer to computational models of molecules or molecular
systems that emulate the structure and/or dynamic behavior of real systems. Two
broad levels of theory are used to simulate how atoms and molecules interact with
one another: (i) molecular mechanics (MM) and molecular dynamics (MD) are
primarily used for large numbers of atoms and are based solely on classical physics
and (ii) molecular orbital theory based on quantum mechanical (QM) calculations.
QM computations are required to calculate the electronic conﬁgurations of atoms
and molecules, but they are computationally expensive and can therefore be applied
only to small numbers of atoms. Systems comprising thousands of atoms, such
as a model of a PA membrane, can only be efﬁciently simulated using MM.
The dynamic aspects of atoms and molecules, that is, how they interact with one
another over time, may be simulated by integrating Newton’s laws of motion over
small time steps on the order of 1 fs (10−15 s) or less. This technique is referred
to as molecular dynamics simulation, and it may be applied using MM, QM, or
mixed MM/QM methods to describe the spatial/temporal evolution of a chemical
system.
It has only been in the past decade or so that molecular simulations of synthetic
membrane materials have begun to play an increasingly signiﬁcant role, not only in
advancing our understanding of the atomic-scale structure and mechanics of polymeric membrane materials but also in assisting in the design of novel membranes
with improved performance and durability. Along with this enhanced interest
in using molecular simulation methods, there has been noteworthy innovation
in designing membrane building algorithms and computational code to better
achieve correspondence of model property predictions with experimental analysis
of membrane materials and performance properties.
The following sections brieﬂy review some key recent developments in polymer
membrane modeling and simulations with the aim of providing broad guidance
to those who may be interested in using membrane simulations to assist in
their development of new membrane materials, especially for water treatment
applications.
10.2.1
RO Membranes: Synthesis, Structure, and Properties

RO is a membrane-based water treatment technique gaining worldwide acceptance
in a number of different areas, especially desalination and water reclamation [4].
RO is a pressure-driven process, whereby water is forced through a semipermeable,
nonporous membrane, which rejects other constituents that are dissolved in the
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Organic phase
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Cross-linking
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Cross-linking
or chain extension
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Figure 10.1 Interfacial polycondensation synthetic pathway for an aromatic cross-linked
polyamide RO membrane material.

feed water [4] such as ions and dissolved organic molecules. This rejection is
achieved by size exclusion, charge exclusion, and physicochemical interactions
between the solute, solvent, and membrane surface [5, 6].
The most widely used type of RO membrane material for water puriﬁcation
applications (e.g., seawater desalination, brackish groundwater demineralization,
and wastewater reuse) is currently the thin-ﬁlm composite (TFC) fully aromatic
cross-linked PA membrane, discovered in the mid-1970s by John Cadotte, then
at North Star Research [7–9]. PA TFC membranes are produced by an interfacial
polycondensation process, involving the reaction of an aqueous-phase primary diamine, (e.g., meta-phenylenediamine (MPD)), with a hydrophobic trifunctional acid
chloride, for example, trimesolylchloride (TMC), dissolved in a suitable organic solvent (e.g., heptane, Figure 10.1). The reaction between TMC and MPD is extremely
rapid and occurs at the water–solvent interface where a thin (∼1000–2000 Å)
water/solvent-insoluble PA network (i.e., membrane or ﬁlm) with permselective
properties is produced [10]. Because TMC is trifunctional, the membrane is partially cross-linked via MPD residues forming an amorphous polymeric network.
Three markedly different diffusion-controlled kinetic regimes have been observed
during synthesis, which determine the density, charge, roughness, thickness, and
permselective characteristics of the PA membrane [11]. Differential staining techniques suggest that polymer density and charged carboxylic acid and amine groups
are distributed across the active PA layer in a nonuniform (asymmetric) manner,
with a negatively charged outermost (feed) surface positioned above an innermost
(permeate) surface that bears a slight positive charge [12]. However, more recent
studies employing near-surface (∼6 nm) and volume-averaged analysis of the PA
layer by X-ray photoelectron spectrometry (XPS) and Rutherford backscattering
spectrometry (RBS), respectively, suggest that some membrane types (e.g., ESPA3,
Hydranautics, Inc.) are spatially more homogeneous than others (e.g., NF90) with
respect to the distribution of carboxylate groups, cross-linking density, elemental
composition, and ionization behavior (Table 10.1).
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Summary of experimentally derived properties of PA membranes.

Parameter

Value

Method

References

Surface morphology
Water content
Density (of hydrated PA
ﬁlm)
Carboxylate charge density
(concentration of –R–COO–
groups)
Amine charge density
(−NH3 + group
concentration)
pK a1 of –NH3 + groups
pK a1 of –R–COO– groups
pK a2 of –R–COO– groups
Degree of cross-linking

Rough and bubblelike
23 wt%
1.38 g cc−1

TEM of thin sections
RBS spectrometry
RBS spectrometry

Freger [12]
Mi et al. [13]
Mi et al. [13]

0.432 M

RBS spectrometry

Coronell et al. [14]

0.036 M

RBS spectrometry

Coronell et al. [15]

3.63 + 0.35–4.62 + 0.28
3.91 + 1.06–5.72 + 0.06
5.86 + 0.10–9.87 + 0.23
94%

Coronell et al. [14, 15]
Coronell et al. [14, 15]
Coronell et al. [14, 15]
Coronell et al. [15]

Degree of cross-linking

20–50%

RBS spectrometry
RBS spectrometry
RBS spectrometry
Calculated from
number of free
–R–COO– groups
Calculation from
ATR-FTIR
spectrometry

Pore size

2–4 Å
4.4 Å
0.01 Å2 ps−1

Water self-diffusion
coefﬁcient

PALS
PALS
Water permeability
experiments

K. Ishida, Orange
County Water District,
CA (unpublished) and
[16]
Kim et al. [17]
Sharma et al. [18]
Lipp et al. [19]

The ﬁne structure of a typical PA RO membrane is illustrated in Figure 10.2.
The feed surface of the PA layer is structurally heterogeneous, comprising many
ﬁngerlike extensions or blebs that project into the bulk liquid (feed) phase. Despite
several ultrastructural studies, it remains unclear if the ﬁngerlike projections are
solid PA or hollow ‘‘bubbles,’’ as the transmission electron micrograph (TEM)
images might suggest, because of an apparently reduced amount of electrondense material in the central region of these structures [12, 20]. It is also unclear
where exactly water–solute separations take place, a consideration that is especially
troubling for materials simulation research. On the basis of the TEM studies of PA
membranes differentially stained with uranyl cations or tungstate salts, Freger [12]
has argued that separations occur in a dense PA sublayer beneath the bubblelike
region. Recently, high-resolution TEM images published by Pacheco and coworkers
[20] revealed that the sublayer itself is not of uniform density but rather comprises
a distinctly ‘‘nodular’’ morphology that may inﬂuence water and solute transport
behavior. However, the ultrastructural studies remain somewhat ambiguous and
the notion that separations occur at least in part across the enhanced surface area
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Figure 10.2 Ultrastructure of a typical aromatic cross-linked polyamide RO membrane.
Note the rough convoluted surface morphology. (Transmission electron micrographs provided courtesy of Robert L. Riley, Separation Systems Technology, San Diego, California,
USA.)

of the ‘‘bubble’’ walls (which would account for the comparatively high ﬂux of PA
membranes) has not been entirely ruled out.
A number of analytically derived parameters of PA membranes are summarized
in Table 10.1. Of particular relevance for modeling membrane materials is the
protonation status of the membrane at neutral or close to neutral pH values. There
appear to be at least two populations of ionizable carboxylate groups that can be
distinguished by titration with positively charged cationic probes, such as Ba2+ ,
which can be in turn quantiﬁed by RBS spectrometry [21, 14, 22].
Until recently, free carboxylic acid groups (R-COOH/R-COO-) residing in the PA
separation layer were believed to be uniformly accessible to protons and dissolved
cations. Thus, all modeling studies to date have assumed a uniform state of membrane protonation (i.e., either complete protonation or complete deprotonation
of all carboxylate groups). However, recent experimental work has proved this
assumption to be false. Using RBS analysis, Coronell et al. [21] demonstrated that
the proportion of free (i.e., non-cross-linked) carboxylate groups in the PA active
layer that were accessible by Ba2+ counterions varied substantially in membrane
type from about 0.4 to 0.81. Similarly, the ionization behavior of free carboxylate
groups in the FT30-like membrane matrix were determined to be biphasic with
measured pK a values in the range of 5–9 [15]. Curiously, in comparison, the
ionization behavior of the free amine groups (R-NH3 + /R-NH2 ) in PA active layers
could be satisfactorily explained by a single dissociation constant (pK a = 4.74).
The physical basis for the biphasic ionization (and cation accessibility) behavior
is not entirely understood, but may be related to the distribution of pore size and
shape throughout the membrane matrix and other ultrastructural heterogeneities
described by Freger [12] and others [23]. Consonant with this hypothesis are the
recent studies of De Baerdemaeker et al. [24] in which positron annihilation lifetime
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spectroscopy (PALS) with slow positron beam analysis indicated a bimodal pore
size distribution in NF membranes, with pore radii for the dual populations ranging
from about 1.25 to 1.55 and 3.2 to 3.95 Å. The authors suggest that somewhat
smaller pore radii might be expected for RO membranes. These data suggest that
in order to more accurately model the PA active layer of an FT30-like membrane
material, it may be necessary to protonate only the most ion-accessible carboxylate
groups in a manner consistent with experimental ﬁndings.
Evidently, no experimental data are available regarding the relative strengths
of association of positively charged counterions (e.g., Ba2+ , Na+ , K+ , Ca2+ , Mg2+ ,
etc.) with ionized carboxylate groups and it remains uncertain if some cations
might remain tightly bound to membrane functional groups in actual hydrated
membranes. If they do, then such strongly associated cations must also be taken
into account to accurately simulate charge–charge interactions (also referred to as
long-range electrostatics) in membrane models.
Accurate modeling of PA and other RO membrane materials also requires
knowledge of the state of water in the membrane polymer matrix. Water in an
RO membrane is primarily conﬁned to nanopores that range in size from about
2 to 5 Å. Using quasielectric neutron scattering (QENS), Sharma and coworkers
[18] demonstrated that the water in a PA membrane matrix strongly interacts
with membrane atoms, thereby reducing water diffusion rates relative to those of
bulk phase water. Such intermolecular interactions result in slower self-diffusion
of water inside the membrane (∼1.9 ± 0.4 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 ) compared to bulk
water (∼2.2 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 ) and an increased residence time (∼2.8 ± 0.6 ps).
On the basis of QENS analysis, it was further concluded that water translates by
a jump diffusion mechanism with a mean jump length of about 1.8 ± 0.5 Å.
Finally, using differential scanning calorimetry, water was found to be more highly
structured (and, consequently, less mobile) inside the membrane interior resulting
in elevation of the freezing point by ∼2.3 ◦ C. This observation is consistent with
strong intermolecular interactions between water and membrane atoms but does
not describe the nature of such interactions.
On the basis of the ultrastructural and analytical investigations described earlier, PA membranes clearly possess a previously unanticipated degree of nanoscale
physicochemical and morphological heterogeneity. Efforts to build accurate models
of thin-ﬁlm semipermeable PA membrane materials are hindered by such heterogeneity, which cannot be readily captured and simulated atomistically at relevant
temporal and spatial scales without exceeding or challenging the computational
capacity of modern CPUs. Implicit in the atomistic models of PA membranes
that have so far been attempted (see subsequent text) is the notion that the intrinsic structural and permselective properties of these membrane materials can be
faithfully captured and computed from models of relatively homogeneous polymer
networks. However, it may be necessary to resort to mesoscale or multiscale modeling regimes, for example, dissipative particle dynamics (e.g., see He et al. [25])
or similar approaches to better simulate the inﬂuence of larger scale features on
membrane structure and function.
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10.2.2
Strategies for Modeling Polymer Membranes

Since the mid-1990s, several innovative approaches have been investigated for
modeling synthetic cross-linked polymer membrane materials. Kotelyanskii et al.
[26–28] ﬁrst introduced the concept of using a random-walk self-avoiding polymer
chain built over a three-dimensional (3D) cubic lattice as the initial structure for
modeling Cadotte-style cross-linked membrane materials, such as fully aromatic
PA membranes (Figure 10.3). In this scenario, the starting conﬁguration was an
annealed self-avoiding Markov chain that was sequentially ‘‘decorated’’ with the
monomer building blocks of a PA membrane, namely, MPD + TMC dimeric
subunits. The software used to create the self-avoiding chain was that of Biosym
Technologies, now known as Accelrys, Inc., San Diego, CA. The fully decorated
polymer comprised a total of 62 repeat units, each consisting of a covalently bonded
MPD + TMC pair. This mode of construction resulted in a 5 × 5 × 5 matrix of
alternating MPD/TMC residues packed into a cubic box ∼30 Å on a side with
imposed periodic boundary conditions.
It is noteworthy that all nonbonded free carboxylic acid groups remained fully
protonated in the Kotelyanskii model. However, subsequent experimental work
(brieﬂy described earlier; see also Table 10.1) demonstrated that a signiﬁcant
population of carboxylic acid groups become ionized at pH values above about
6.0 or less [14, 15]. Thus, for many water treatment applications where the pH is
close to neutrality or sometimes higher, the membrane is expected to be negatively
charged. The TMC residues (as well as the MPD + TMC dimeric subunits) were
modeled a priori in the Kotelyanskii studies with the assumption of complete
protonation, that is, the monomeric building blocks were uncharged. It may be
reasonably assumed that partial atomic charges calculated for these monomers
Step 1... Creation of an annealed self-avoiding
chain on a three-dimensional lattice matrix

Step 2... Decoration of lattice sites with
alternating PA repeat units (i.e., MPD + TMC)

Step 3... Energy minimization (<0.1 kcal mol−1-Å)

Step 4... Cross-linking performed via distance
hueristic (<7 ± Å separation)

Step 5... Hydration by random placement of water
inside simulation box; final energy minimization

Figure 10.3 Lattice decoration strategy used by Kotelyanskii et al. [26–28] to build atomistic models of the PA active layer.
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would have been signiﬁcantly different from those of the corresponding ionized
monomers. How this factor might have affected the overall system electrostatics
and therefore the secondary structural conformation of the polymer matrix was
not determined. Nor was it determined how the extent of carboxylate protonation
affected the outcome of subsequent MD simulations of these systems.
Using the partially proprietary Biosym CVFF Newtonian force ﬁeld, Kotelyanskii
and coworkers [27] geometry optimized the initial decorated lattice structure to
less than 0.1 kcal mol−1 -Å using a conjugate-gradient method. Intrachain crosslinking was introduced into their models by ‘‘bridging’’ free carboxylic acid groups
separated by no more than 7 ± 2 Å with a difunctional MPD residue. In the
Kotelyanskii membrane model, a maximum of six cross-links were introduced
to obtain what was believed to be a reasonable estimate of the experimentally
derived cross-link density. However, at the time of the 1998 publication, the crosslink density had not yet been independently conﬁrmed outside of Dow-FilmTec
Corporation, the sole manufacturer of the FT30 PA membrane.
The Kotelyanskii model was hydrated by insertion of 285 water molecules at
random positions throughout the periodic simulation cell. Solvation of the polymer
matrix was followed by a ﬁnal round of energy minimization that served to
eliminate bad (i.e., energetically unfavorable) contacts between water molecules
and polymer atoms (Figure 10.3). Lattice periodicity inherited from the initial chain
conformation (built over the 3D lattice) was found to be rapidly annealed out of
the system within the ﬁrst 100 ps of NVT simulation resulting in a completely
amorphous cross-linked polymer network. Experimental X-ray diffraction data
indicate that the FT30-like polymer membranes are indeed random structures with
no detectable chain periodicity [27]. As a ﬁnal step in model construction, Na+ and
Cl− ions were added to the polymer matrix at random positions followed by energy
minimization.
The Kotelyanskii model was reasonably successful in describing the water
permeation characteristics and salt rejection mechanisms of PA membranes
(Figure 10.3). As such, this model represents the ﬁrst successful effort to model
the water and solute transport properties of FT30-style RO membrane materials
and established a new paradigm for subsequent modeling efforts in this area.
As outlined in Figure 10.4, Harder et al. [29] have more recently employed
a somewhat different approach for modeling the active layer of cross-linked PA
membranes. They begin with a periodic simulation cell containing a spatially
randomized mixture of TMC and MPD monomers and then gradually reduce the
box dimensions until a target density of about 1.38 g cc−1 (for the solvated system)
is reached. The entire system is energy minimized and subjected to 1000 steps of
MD after each box size readjustment. Subsequently, in what is referred to as Stage
I, amide bonds are introduced according to a separation distance criterion in which
TMC and MPD residues closer than 3.25 Å become covalently linked. Over time,
the rate of amide bond formation approaches zero as monomers gradually run out
of potential bonding partners that fall within the initial distance heuristic. MD is
carried out during this process with bond formation implemented at 1 ps intervals.
A second stage of amide bond formation is subsequently initiated using a more
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Stage 0… Random monomer dispersion
+ ratchet-down periodic boundaries (density) + smooth cutoff

Stage 1… Optimize + brief MD; polymerize
@ 1 ps intervals via distance heuristic (initially 3.25 Å)

Stage 2… Polymerize via new energy potential;
Optimize + MD; polymerize @ 1 ps intervals
Stage 3… Translate non bonded TMCs to favorable positions;
polymerize via energy potential
optimize + MD @ 1 ps intervals
Stage 4… Hydration of membrane model by MD
simulation against a water box (constant temperature/pressure)
Figure 10.4 Random monomer dispersion approach used by Harder et al. [29] to build
fully atomistic models of the PA active layer.

favorable interaction potential and slightly increased distance criterion. As in Stage
I, bond formation in Stage II is cycled at 1 ps intervals during MD simulation. The
third and ﬁnal stage of amide bond formation commences after bond formation in
the second stage begins to approach zero. In Stage III, still free TMC residues are
translated to more favorable bonding positions that are proximal to ‘‘free’’ MPD
monomers that possess at least one nonbonded amine functional group.
Rather than randomly populate their membrane model with individual water
molecules, as was done by Kotelyanskii et al. [27, 28], Harder et al. [29] used
a preequilibrated orthogonal box of pure TIP3P water (∼55 M) to solvate the
membrane system. Owing to the cubic nature of the generated membrane model,
the orthogonal equilibrated water box can form three interfaces with the cubic
membrane model, that is, the faces of the membrane in the x, y, and z Cartesian
axes. These three arrangements were prepared and water was allowed to self-diffuse
into the adjacent membrane in a series of MD simulations in order to gain better
spatial averaging of the polymerized material. These simulations were carried out
under periodic boundary conditions and at a constant temperature and pressure
(NPT ensemble) of 300 ◦ K and 1 bar, respectively. Using this approach, the authors
were able to calculate a water partition coefﬁcient for the membrane of about 0.21,
which agreed reasonably well with the reported experimental value of 0.29 [13]. In
addition, the calculated density of the fully solvated membrane interior region was
1.38 g cm−3 , which was also in close agreement with experimental ﬁndings [13].
Ridgway used the Hyperchem modeling environment to develop an automated
(i.e., iterative) algorithm for building multiple variants of atomistic models of PA RO
membrane materials [30, 31] (Figure 10.5). MPD and TMC monomers are initially
constructed using suitable classical force ﬁelds, as well as QM and/or semiempirical
methods (e.g., PM3 or RM1) to establish partial atomic charges. However, unlike
the Kotelyanskii and Harder models described earlier, which used the protonated
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1. Monomer modeling
-atomic partial charges via QM
-geometry optimization

9. Store the model
-modify input variables
-iterate for next generation

2. Build 3D lattice
-nearest neighbor analysis
-packing establishes system density

10. Postmodifications

8. Compute properties
-mass, charge, shape, density,
carboxylate/amide bond ratio, etc.

3. Polymer elongation
-via random-walk method
-self-avoiding chains

7. Geometry optimization
-via MM+/AMBER force fields

4. Random cross-linking
-user-denoted probability
-determines pore structure,
distribution & rigidity

6. Periodic boundaries
5. Charge scaling
-via progressive scaling algorithm
-adjusts net membrane charge

Figure 10.5 Outline of automated membrane model build algorithm of Ridgway.
The program generates a series of PA membrane variants, each differing from the one
before because of randomization functions

for chain elongation, cross-linking probability, density, and so on. Each model is
stored and its structural and electronic
properties computed before the cycle is
iterated.

and halogenated forms of the TMC monomer, respectively, the nonprotonated
form of TMC with a net charge of −3.0 e was used by Ridgway to compute
monomer atomic partial charges. This decision was based on the experimental
zeta potential measurements of PA membrane materials that indicated carboxylate
groups are largely deprotonated at pH values above ∼6.5 [23, 32]. However, recent
ion probe studies by Coronell et al. [15] suggest that a signiﬁcant proportion of
carboxylate functional groups in the PA active layer may possess pK a values in
the range of 6–9 (Table 10.1). To date, the conformation and MD of the PA
membrane models have not been determined as a function of monomer partial
atomic charges. Short- and long-range electrostatic interactions are extremely
important with respect to intermolecular and intramolecular hydrogen-bonding
and other Coulomb interactions that undoubtedly inﬂuence polymer conformation,
dynamics, and function. Atom partial charges can differ substantially between
models depending on the method chosen for their computation and the protonation
state of the compounds, that is, whether the monomers are charged or neutral. A
rigorous sensitivity analysis should be performed to determine how the structural
(e.g., density and chain conformations) and the functional (e.g., water and solute
transport) properties of various membrane models are affected by systematic
adjustment of speciﬁc atom partial charges of the monomers.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10.6 End-on (a) and oblique (b) views of initial nonbonded 3D monomer lattice
before chain elongation and cross-linking. Monomer spacing in the lattice determines the
density of the membrane model. MPD = space ﬁlled; TMC = tubes.
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4

5

Figure 10.7 Monomer neighborhood analysis in the 3D lattice. Each embedded monomer
has six nearest neighbors, which are randomly selected for bonding to form a self-avoiding
polymer chain. Central molecule = TMC; others = MPD.

In the Ridgway algorithm, MPD and TMC residues are alternately introduced
to build a nonbonded cubic or rectilinear 3D lattice (i.e., matrix) of N × R × L
dimensions, where N = number of residues per row, R = number of rows, and L =
number of row layers (Figure 10.6). In this way, membrane models of differing
overall thicknesses (i.e., layer number) may be constructed to better simulate a
membrane surface (e.g., for simulations of surface adsorption phenomena). The
3D monomer matrix is somewhat analogous to a uniformly mixed solution of
MPD and TMC residues. The distance between the monomers (i.e., the lattice
packing density) partially determines the eventual membrane model density. After
the 3D matrix is built, a nearest neighbor analysis is performed to identify each
of the potential bonding partners for every MPD and TMC residue in the matrix
(Figure 10.7). Starting at one corner of the rectilinear lattice, a random walk
is then performed through the residue matrix with MPD–TMC amide bonding
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occurring at each step of the walk, thus creating a randomly folded self-avoiding
polymeric chain, not unlike the approach described by Kotelyanskii et al. [26,
27]. Chain termination occurs when all potential bonding partners have been (by
random chance) exhausted. The entire length of the chain is subsequently searched
to identify any chain-resident TMC monomer pairs that remain separated by a
common as-yet nonbonded (free) MPD monomer. A probability function then
determines whether a cross-link bond, which bridges the two TMC monomers by
the shared proximal MPD residue, is formed. The cross-linking function can be
set to any probability ranging from zero to unity to create membrane models with
any degree of cross-linking. Following chain elongation and cross-link formation,
atom partial charges are progressively adjusted (scaled) to compensate for the loss
of partial charges resulting from atoms that were deleted during monomer bond
formation. The overall membrane model charge is determined by the number of
free (i.e., nonprotonated) carboxylate groups remaining after all monomer bonding
and cross-linking operations are completed, with each such group contributing
a formal charge of −1.0 e owing to the loss of one proton. Therefore, the
net membrane charge, which is averaged over all of the atoms comprising the
membrane model, corresponds to the sum of the number of ionized carboxylate
groups. Atomic partial charges may also be assigned before scaling, based on
values derived from semiempirical QM computations on relatively small solvated
polymer systems containing up to several hundred atoms, including Na+ or other
counterions. All nonbonded monomers are deleted from the system. Periodic
boundary conditions may be imposed at any time before or following lattice
building. Progressive energy minimization is carried out in stages following the
monomer bonding and cross-linking, after charge scaling, and subsequent to the
addition of water and/or solutes of interest to the membrane model. The program
automatically builds as many models as the user chooses, each differing from the
one before in terms of cross-link density, net charge, overall matrix dimensions,
density, and chain conformation. Each model is stored in memory and its properties
(e.g., charge, number of cross-links, density, etc.) are computed and recorded before
the next build iteration.
Completed membrane models resemble the image shown in Figure 10.8, in
which the partially energy-minimized polymer matrix has been packed into a
periodic cell at a speciﬁed density. Periodicity may be implemented before matrix
formation or at some later step. However, introduction of periodic boundaries later
in the building process may result in less stable (i.e., higher energy) conﬁgurations
that can result when dihedral bond rotations become more restricted because of
intrachain cross-linking.
Among the membrane model parameters computed is the ratio of free carboxylate groups to amide bonds in the membrane model (i.e., the COO–/AmII
ratio), which can be measured in the actual PA membrane samples by attenuated total reﬂection Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectrometry [16, 33]
(Figure 10.9). As the interfacial polymerization reaction progresses, the intensity
of the amide I and II bands increase (i.e., ∼1650 cm−1 –C=O stretching and
∼1550 cm−1 –N–H bending, respectively). At the same time, the intensity of
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Initial structure
+ energy minimization

Solvated system + Na+
+ energy minimization

Imposed periodic
boundary conditions

Figure 10.8 Folding of a partially cross-linked energy-minimized PA model into a periodic
cell followed by solvation and introduction of Na+ ions and other solutes to complete the
model system (Ridgway, unpublished).
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Figure 10.9 ATR-FTIR spectra of an isolated PA active layer with absorption band identiﬁcation (K. Ishida, Orange County Water District, Fountain Valley, CA, unpublished)

the antisymmetric (∼1600 cm−1 ) and symmetric (∼1400 cm−1 ) carboxylate bands
decreases. The ATR-FTIR spectra thus provide a semiquantitative measurement
of the relative degree of cross-linking and carboxylate functional groups in the
membrane. In a membrane with no cross-linking, the COO–/AmII ratio has a theoretical value of ∼0.5 (∼2 amide bonds per COO– group), whereas in membranes
that approach complete cross-linking, the ratio approaches zero. In practice, the
COO–/AmII ratio is observed to vary from about 0.25 to 0.42 depending on the type
of commercial PA membrane material examined (K. Ishida, Orange County water
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Figure 10.10 Relationship between the cross-link frequency in a PA membrane (x-axis) and
the COO–/AmII ratio (R) as determined by ATR-FTIR spectrometry (Ridgway and Ishida, unpublished data)

District, Fountain Valley, CA, unpublished). As shown in Figure 10.10, the observed
range corresponds to cross-link probabilities between ∼0.18 and ∼0.5, suggesting
that the cross-linking is largely incomplete. In contrast, Coronell et al. [14] report
cross-link efﬁciencies of about 94% as determined from the concentration of Ag+
ions (quantiﬁed by RBS spectrometry) associated with free carboxylate groups in
PA active layers. The degree of polymer cross-linking helps determine the size and
distribution of nanopores that allow passage of water and solutes through the membrane interior. Each cross-link formed potentially represents creation (or perhaps
stabilization) of a new cavity (i.e., nanopore) inside the membrane. Interestingly, in
MD simulations, Kotelyanskii et al. [27] found little difference in the water transport
behaviors of cross-linked and non-cross-linked versions of aromatic PA membrane
models in terms of their water self-diffusion coefﬁcients and jump frequencies.
10.2.3
Simulation of Water and Solute Transport Behaviors

Molecular simulations have been used in recent years to predict the water and solute
transport behaviors of various PA RO membrane materials [29, 34]. Collectively,
these studies have clearly demonstrated the utility of this approach and molecular
simulations are now being utilized more frequently in the fundamental design and
engineering of novel membrane materials [34]. Molecular simulations also have
the added beneﬁt of being able to elucidate transport or rejection mechanisms that
would otherwise be extremely challenging to decipher using current experimental
techniques alone [27].
Prediction of the water and solute transport properties of synthetic permselective
RO or NF membrane materials is typically based on the widely recognized classical
solution-diffusion theory [9, 35, 36]. The two fundamental relationships that
govern the semipermeable characteristics of most RO membranes are given by
the equations in Figure 10.11. The solvent and solute diffusivities, Dbm and Dam ,
respectively, may be computed from the root mean squared displacements of these
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−Dbm Cbm Vbm(∆P−∆π)

Water flu (J b) =

RTs

Where : Dbm = solvent diffusion coefficient (in membrane)
Cbm = solvent concentration in membrane
Vbm = solvent moral volume
RT = gas constant × temperature
s = solvent flow resistance (membrane thickness)
∆P − ∆π = applied pressure − osmotic pressure

Solute flux (Ja) =

−Dam Ka Vbm(∆Ca)
s

Where : Dam = solvent diffusion coefficient (in membrane)
Ka = solvent paritition coefficient ([feed]/[membrane])
∆ Ca = solute concentration gradient (Cfeed-Cperm)
s = solute transport resistance (membrane thickness)

Figure 10.11 Solvent and solute transport equations that describe the solution-diffusion
theory for permselective RO membranes.
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Figure 10.12 Center-of-mass diffusion trajectory of NDMA in a solvated PA membrane
model t = 15–35 ps from an NVT simulation @300 ◦ K (Ridgway, unpublished).

molecular species as a function of time in MD simulations of sufﬁcient duration
(d <r2>/dt). Such simulations must be long enough to account for a statistically
signiﬁcant sampling of all possible water motions (water phase space) within the
membrane interior, including normal Fickian self-(local) diffusion and infrequent
jumps. As a general rule, d <r2>/dt must approach an asymptotic value over
long timescales (in practice, >0.3 ns as a minimum). Kotelyanskii et al. [27] have
noted that the mean squared water displacements may not be proportional to time
(i.e., nonlinear with time) and that this behavior is expected for a jump diffusion
process when the observation timescale is short compared to the jump frequency,
τ . The characteristic jump frequency of water is about 1–2 ns, and the mean jump
length is ∼3 Å [27, 28]. Jump diffusion may also be exhibited by larger solutes,
such as low-molecular-weight organics incorporated into the solvated membrane
interior. As shown in Figure 10.12, nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA) exhibited two
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Table 10.2 Model and experimental values for membrane water and Na+ diffusion (Dmem ),
as well as model predictions of membrane water ﬂux.

Membrane Membrane References
Water Dmem
Salt Dmem
Water Dmem
water ﬂux
water lux
(simulation:
(computed
(NPT crossNPT crossfrom measured linked model; (simulations; (experiment;
m s−1 )
m s−1 )
linked model;
water ﬂux;
cm2 s−1 )
cm2 s−1 )
cm2 s−1 )
∼2.0 × 10−6 ∼1.0 × 10−6
∼5.0 × 10−6
NC

∼4.0 × 10−4
NC
NC
1.4 × 10−6

NC
7.7 × 10−6

Kotelyanskii et al. [24]
Harder et al. [26]

NC, not computed in this study.

jumps (out and back) in the early (15–35 ps) unstable portion of an NVT simulation
of a fully solvated (23 wt%) PA membrane system (Figure 10.8).
The equilibrium concentration of the solvent inside the membrane (Cbm ) and
the membrane solute partition coefﬁcient (K a ) can be similarly computed directly
from MD simulations in which the bulk (55 M) water and solute are allowed to
equilibrate against the membrane model, as described by Harder et al. [29]. The
membrane diffusivity and solubility values estimated from the MD simulations
may then be used to directly compute the theoretical water and solute ﬂuxes
from the equations presented in Figure 10.11. This type of analysis has only
been performed in a few instances (that have been published), and these data are
summarized in Table 10.2. Inspection of these data reveals approximate agreement
between model predictions and experimental determinations for membrane water
ﬂux and salt (sodium + chloride) rejection. Presumably, future reﬁnements to
the membrane models will result in greater agreement between predictions from
molecular simulations and experimental determinations.
It should be noted that MD simulations predict that the water and solute
diffusivities inside the membrane are not constant but rather vary signiﬁcantly
as a function of overall hydrated system density, as was originally reported by
Kotelyanskii et al. [27]. This dependence presumably results from electrostatic and
van der Waals interactions between polar groups of the PA membrane (e.g., amine
nitrogen and carbonyl oxygen) and water and solute molecules.
Several recent publications have addressed the role of the fractional free volume
(FFV) on the performance (water and salt transport) of various PA membranes as
determined from MD simulations [34, 37, 38]. The FFV is proportional to V − V 0 /V,
where V is the total system (model) volume, V 0 is the speciﬁc volume CV w , where
V w is the van der Waals space of the polymer and C is a proportionality constant
whose value depends on the type of hard-surface probe rendering implemented
(typically a Connolly surface with a probe radius of 1.3–1.6 Å; Figure 10.13). FFVs
may be directly computed from dissection of membrane molecular models, as
illustrated in Figure 10.14. Apart from the FFV, the contents of each slice may
be independently analyzed as a function of simulation time for mass, charge,
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Figure 10.13 Connolly probe surface rendering of a hydrated 23 wt% aromatic cross-linked
PA membrane model (probe radius = 1.4 Å). Nanopores constitute the fractional free volume of the membrane.

Figure 10.14 A 3.5 Å thick slice through the midpoint of a hydrated PA membrane model.
The FFV for each such slice is represented by the open space. Water molecules = tubes;
membrane = gray vdw spheres; Na+ = black vdw spheres; and NDMA (center) = ball and
stick (Ridgway, unpublished).

elemental composition, molecule identity, and other information to quantify how
system dynamics inﬂuence the distributions of properties of interest and also to
better delineate the locations and sizes of nanopores (see example in Figure 10.15).
Kao et al. [37] found that for aromatic PA pervaporation membranes used for
ethanol separations, the FFV could be increased by direct incorporation of bulky
monomer groups (e.g., 1,4-bis[4-aminophenoxy]2,5-di-tert-butylbenzene or arylene
ether groups) into the polymer backbone. MD simulations of the various novel
polymer systems were able to predict FFVs that closely correlated with experimental
values determined from PALS. The higher FFV membranes were correlated with
improved alcohol separation behaviors.
A similar use of MD simulations to evaluate the FFVs of PA RO membranes
prepared from a series of methyl-substituted diamines was recently reported by
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Figure 10.15 Mass distributions for membrane and water atoms at t = 0 ps of MD as a
function of slice location over a solvated PA membrane model (inset). Regions denoting
high membrane density and a large water-ﬁlled nanopore are marked (arrows).

Shintani et al. [38]. Methyl substitution increased the FFVs and the interstitial
space of the PA chains as predicted from MD simulations and conﬁrmed by
PALS (Table 10.1). Changes in the FFVs were correlated with enhanced chlorine
resistance and decreased salt rejection of the synthetic membranes.
Recently, Peng et al. [34] used FFVs calculated from MD simulations to estimate
the water ﬂux and salt rejection behaviors of a series of ultrathin cross-linked
poly(vinyl alcohol)-polysulfone interfacial composite membranes. The free volume
measurements of the nanoﬁltration-like membrane materials derived directly from
the MD simulations strongly agreed with composite membrane permeability,
including the pure water ﬂux and rejections of sodium, chloride, and sulfate.
10.2.4
Concluding Remarks

Over the past decade, the use of molecular simulations has rapidly evolved from
a largely theoretical exercise for the elucidation of RO/NF membrane structure
and function to practical applications in the a priori design and development of
membrane materials with improved performance and antifouling characteristics.
Despite such rapid progress in modeling cross-linked PA membranes and related
polymer materials used in water puriﬁcation processes, a number of important
membrane features and properties have yet to be adequately accounted for in
modeled systems. Perhaps, the main area of concern is that the PA membranes are
not morphologically uniform polymer ﬁlms or dense layers, but rather they exhibit
considerable nanoscale heterogeneity that has not yet been fully interpreted in terms
of where water/solute separations take place. Freger [12] and Pacheco et al. [20]
have clearly demonstrated that the ultrastructural heterogeneity of PA membranes
is reﬂected in an equally nonuniform chemical makeup for the various structural
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regions that can be delineated by electron microscopy. In addition, the ionization
potentials of carboxylate and amine functional groups in the PA membrane vary
signiﬁcantly depending on their local physicochemical environment, as indicated
by studies recently reported by Coronell and coworkers [14, 15, 21, 22]. These
different membrane nanoenvironments could be expected to affect the partitioning
of water, salts, and organic solutes into the PA membrane separation layer, which in
turn determines if and how they are rejected by the membranes [13, 39–41]. Future
efforts to simulate transport processes in these complex membrane materials may
require multiscale and/or continuum-scale modeling, or possibly other more novel
approaches that can better account for the kinds of chemical and structural diversity
observed in these materials.

10.3
Molecular Simulation of Inorganic Desalination Membranes

Desalination by RO involves the use of a membrane to remove salt ions from water.
In commercial desalination plants, these membranes have always been organic
materials, initially cellulose acetate, and now more often some type of PA material.
There is considerable interest in developing new types of materials for RO, capable
of reducing the energy costs of desalination by having greater selectivity for salt
rejection, a faster ﬂow rate for a given applied pressure, or a greater resistance to
fouling than current membranes.
In addition, to investigate modiﬁed versions of the current PA materials and
new organic materials, a number of inorganic materials have also been suggested
as possible RO membranes [42]. These materials include silica and clays, but
the most popular inorganic materials for desalination are zeolites. Zeolites are
naturally occurring or synthetic nanoporous crystalline materials, consisting of
an aluminosilicate framework of corner sharing SiO4 or AlO4 tetrahedral with
cations present in the channels in order to charge compensate for the presence of
aluminum when necessary [43]. Normally, the incorporation of aluminum within
the zeolite framework leads to such structures being hydrophilic. However, there
has been considerable recent interest in preparing purely siliceous materials, either
directly or by dealumination [44–46]. In this form, the zeolitic silica becomes
hydrophobic, and thus the ﬂow rate of water through the zeolite is increased
because of weaker interactions with the channel walls, something observed both
experimentally [47] and in simulation [48]. It is possible that these siliceous
materials could be tailored for the purpose of desalination, by selecting pore
dimensions that are too small to allow the easy diffusion of solvated sodium or
chloride ions through the membrane. There has already been experimental work
carried out investigating zeolites as desalination membranes, both on their own
[49, 50] and incorporating zeolite nanoparticles within traditional TFC membranes
to make a composite material of improved efﬁciency [51]. While good salt rejection
appears to be achievable with such zeolitic membranes, the exchange of metal ions
can alter the silicate structure, leading to changes in the overall performance [52].
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Much of the interest shown in zeolites as desalination membranes was sparked
by the results of a paper describing the simulation of a zeolitic membrane
separating water from NaCl solution [53]. In this work, a region of pure water was
separated from the salt solution by two zeolite membranes. Over the course of
these simulations, water molecules were able to permeate through the membranes,
but the salt ions were not. While this is a very promising result, there are a number
of factors to be considered. First, the time frame of these simulations (100 ps)
is very short, making it difﬁcult to extrapolate the behavior of the system over
longer timescales. Second, the force ﬁeld used to describe the membrane must
be viewed with some caution. The zeolite atoms were tethered to their initial
positions by a harmonic force, effectively making the membrane more rigid than
it probably should be (see the following section for more details regarding this
problem). Moreover, the zeolite atoms were electrostatically neutral, something
that seems highly anomalous, as most zeolite force ﬁelds assign signiﬁcant charges
to the silicon, aluminum, and oxygen atoms that make up the zeolite, something
supported by ﬁrst-principles QM calculations [54]. Finally, the zeolite membranes
seem to have been terminated by simply cleaving the surface, whereas in reality
there would almost certainly be hydroxyl groups compensating for broken Si–O
linkages in an aqueous environment.
Beyond this study, there has been remarkably little published work directly
investigating the potential of zeolites as desalination membranes. However, there
have been a number of simulations investigating the behavior of water within
siliceous zeolites [55–62]. The most popular zeolites for simulation are silicalite or
dealuminated zeolite Y (DAY). Very little work has looked at zeolites with other
pore topologies, but one recent paper [63] investigated a series of zeolites with onedimensional channel structures that may lead to more directed diffusion of water,
useful in desalination. There are also a number of studies that have considered
the behavior of ions within zeolite frameworks. Before discussing these results
in detail, it may be useful to discuss the most important factors that need to be
considered when simulating these systems.
10.3.1
Modeling of Zeolites

When modeling any material, the ﬁrst thing to decide on is the appropriate
modeling/simulation technique for investigating the properties that are most
relevant to the problem of interest. First-principle techniques, based on the density
functional theory (DFT) [64–67], can provide valuable information about the
adsorption of molecules within zeolites or the reactivity at acidic sites within
aluminosilicate zeolites, especially, where questions of proton transfer arise [64].
These methods are best suited to problems involving strong interactions, such as
those found under hydrophilic conditions. Although there is progress being made
in the treatment of weaker interactions during physisorption with the advent of van
der Waal’s functional [68], empirical dispersion corrections [69], and the use of postHartree–Fock methods for periodic solids [70], the use of QM techniques remains
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challenging for water in siliceous materials. In contrast, force ﬁeld methods are
readily applicable to such systems, although careful calibration of the parameterized
interactions is necessary.
In order to determine the diffusion behavior of water within materials, the most
appropriate simulation technique is MD. This classical approach propagates the
positions of nuclei by solving Newton’s equations of motion to capture the time
evolution of the system. The numerical precision of the method depends on the
magnitude of the ﬁnite time step used. To accurately sample the fastest nuclear
motions, such as the vibration of O–H bonds, this requires time steps of the order
of femtoseconds. Because of this limit on the time step, the amount of real time
that can be sampled is typically restricted to several picoseconds when using QM
evaluation of the forces, whereas force ﬁeld methods routinely allow simulations
of many nanoseconds or more. Consequently, when considering the diffusion of
water within zeolites, the use of QM techniques is not appropriate because of
the limited timescale that is accessible. Although unable to provide information
about dynamic properties, the Monte Carlo (MC) techniques, especially the Grand
Canonical MC, can provide valuable information that is difﬁcult to obtain through
other methods, such as adsorption isotherms [59–61, 71].
Both classical MD and MC describe the potential energy of the system through a
force ﬁeld and because of the considerable interest shown in zeolites, a wide range
of force ﬁelds have been developed for investigating the behavior of water within
zeolites [55–58, 61, 62, 72–74]. As with the choice of simulation technique, it is
important to ensure that the force ﬁeld used is appropriate for the investigation
of the particular properties that are of interest. To comprehensively review all the
possible force ﬁelds is beyond the scope of this chapter; instead, we will highlight
some of the most important factors to consider when choosing a force ﬁeld.
Whether the zeolite framework will be treated as rigid or ﬂexible is one of the ﬁrst
factors that require consideration. A zeolite framework that is ﬂexible will be more
computationally expensive but is likely to describe the system more accurately.
The effect of approximating the system as being rigid has been investigated by
Demontis and Suffritti [75], who compared the results of diffusion within ﬂexible
and rigid silicalite against each other. The overall conclusion was that the lattice
vibrations of the zeolite play an important role in the diffusion of species within
the framework, and thus, a ﬂexible zeolite model was preferred.
Whether or not to use a force ﬁeld that accounts for the polarizability of atoms
in some manner (and if so by what means) is another factor in the choice of
model. Including polarizability in the force ﬁeld allows the species to adapt to their
local environment to a greater degree, but again is accompanied by an increase
in the computational cost of the simulations. Methods that have been used to
treat polarization in zeolites include using an electric ﬁeld dependent potential
[56, 61], the electronegativity equalization method [58] for determining geometrydependent charges, and use of a shell model [72]. Rigid-ion models are unable to
capture the low-temperature monoclinic distortion of silicalite [76] and are also less
likely to predict the order of phase stability of silica correctly [77]. We note that a
recent report [62] of a modiﬁed partial charge rigid-ion force ﬁeld reproducing the
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monoclinic distortion of silicalite was as a result of discontinuities in the energy
surface. Accurate summation of the attractive C6 terms in this model, through the
use of an Ewald-like technique [78], results in the monoclinic form optimizing to
the higher symmetry orthorhombic structure, as would be expected for a rigid-ion
model.
The zeolite force ﬁeld may have been designed with a particular water model
in mind, in which case using a different water model should only be done after
careful thought. Alternatively, the zeolite force ﬁeld might be developed with no
speciﬁc water model in mind; in such a case, both the water–water and the
zeolite–water interactions need to be determined. Some models may describe one
of these interactions well but fail to fully capture the other. As with the zeolite,
the computational expense of the model is likely to be a factor in the ﬁnal choice
of water model. Rigid water models will allow a larger time step to be used and
there are a number of rigid water models that describe the properties of bulk water
very well, for example, SPC/E, TIP4P, TIP4P-Ew, and SWM4-NDP. However, the
algorithm required to propagate rigid bodies is more complex and so a ﬂexible water
model can be almost as efﬁcient, depending on the method of implementation.
If using a zeolite force ﬁeld that has not had a water model developed speciﬁcally
for it, or changing the water model in a previous force ﬁeld, then it is highly
likely that the water–zeolite interaction will need to be reﬁtted. What data the
force ﬁeld should be reﬁtted against depends on the properties that are currently
under investigation. One of the challenges in this ﬁeld is the difﬁculty in obtaining
accurate data for the straightforward calibration of force ﬁelds, as much of the
available experimental information pertains to water in aluminosilicates.
10.3.2
Behavior of Water within Zeolites

Now that some of the factors that need to be considered before deciding on a
simulation strategy have been discussed, the behavior of water within the zeolitic
systems can be looked at in more detail. As previously mentioned, silicalite is
one of the most studied siliceous zeolites and there have been a number of MD
simulations of water diffusing within this material [48, 55–58, 62, 79]. Silicalite
is an all-silica zeolite having two different interconnecting channel systems, with
both channels consisting of 10-membered rings [80]. Parallel to the y-axis, based on
the standard crystallographic settings, are elliptical straight channels ∼5.7 × 5.2 Å
in diameter, while parallel to the x-axis are sinusoidal channels, circular in cross
section with a diameter of ∼5.4 Å (Figure 10.16).
The diffusion coefﬁcients of water within silicalite, as computed by a number of
simulation studies, as well as experimentally determined from pulsed ﬁeld gradient
(PFG) NMR measurements [55], are given in Table 10.3. This data is for a system
under standard conditions and at a loading of eight water molecules per unit cell. In
addition to the three-dimensional diffusion coefﬁcient, the component along each
of the three axes is also given. More insight regarding the nature of the diffusion
of water within microporous materials [81], such as silicalite, can be determined
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Figure 10.16 Representation of the zeolite silicalite viewed down (a) the y-axis showing the
straight channels and (b) the x-axis showing the sinusoidal channels. The silicon and oxygen atoms of the zeolite are colored light gray and medium gray, respectively.
The diffusion coefﬁcients, β and δ, of water within the zeolite silicalite at a
loading of eight waters per unit cell at 300 K and 1 atm, as determined from a number of
simulations.

Table 10.3

Diffusion coefﬁcients (10−9 m2 s−1 )

Study/model
D
Bussai et al. [55]
Demontis et al. [56]
Smirnov and Bougeard [57]
Fleys et al. [58]
Ari et al. [48]
Bordat et al. [62]
Hughes et al. [63] (polarizable force ﬁeld)
Hughes et al. [63] (rigid-ion force ﬁeld)
Experimental PG-NMR [55]

3.3
8.6
2.3/4.1
8.83
1.94
—
1.65
1.18
1.7

Dx

Dy

Dz

β

δ

2.6
7.9
—
2.33
0.69
3.5
2.16
1.35
—

6.5
15.9
—
6.17
1.24
6.35
2.36
1.89
—

0.19
2.0
—
0.67
0.00
0.90
0.43
0.29
—

1.06
1.19
—
1.14
—
1.11
1.18
1.23
—

5.76
5.95
—
6.34
—
5.47
5.24
5.62
—

The overall experimental diffusion coefﬁcient is also included for comparison.

from the calculation of two parameters, β and δ. β measures the discrepancy from
a simple random walk model and is calculated from
β=

c2/D
z
a2/D
x

+ b2/Dy

(10.1)

where a, b, and c are the dimensions of the silicalite unit cell and Dx , Dy , and Dz are
the components of the diffusion coefﬁcient along the x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively.
The random walk model applies when β = 1. If β < 1, then the water molecules
prefer to move between the different channel types, whereas if β > 1, (which is the
case for water in silicalite under these conditions), then the water molecules prefer
to diffuse along the same channel type after passing an intersection. The diffusion
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anisotropy parameter, δ, is given by
δ=

1/2 D +D
( x y)

Dz

(10.2)

and in silicalite should be ∼4.4 for a random walk model. The values of these two
parameters determined from the results of the different MD simulations are also
given in Table 10.3. The diffusion parameters show a spread of values; this is not
particularly surprising as even small changes in the simulation parameters can
result in quite a large change in the diffusion coefﬁcient. For instance, the studies
of Ari et al. [48] and Fleys et al. [58] used the same force ﬁeld but different methods
to evaluate the electrostatic forces and there is signiﬁcant difference in the results
obtained. Equally, there are a number of factors (such as defects within the zeolite
or a small amount of Al impurities in the structure) that make the experimental
measurement of this quantity difﬁcult [55, 56]. However, while the value of the
diffusion coefﬁcient does vary between the simulations, a number of factors are
consistent. First, in all these simulations, the diffusion of the water is anisotropic,
with the greatest rate of migration parallel to the y-axis with which the straight
channels are aligned, and diffusion parallel to the z-axis being the lowest owing to
the fact that the water molecules have to diffuse along a combination of the straight
and sinusoidal channels. Second, all the simulations exhibit β > 1, indicating that
the water molecules prefer to diffuse along a single channel, rather than to move
between channels. Finally, for those simulations where δ was calculated, δ > 4.4.
Thus, while there are quantitative differences between the different simulations,
there is good overall qualitative agreement.
The standard conditions for the simulation of silicalite are those described earlier
(i.e., 0% Al, 300 K, 1 atm, and eight water molecules per unit cell), but the effects
of temperature [52, 54], loading [54, 59], and aluminum content [45] on diffusion
of water have all been investigated. The general ﬁndings were along the lines that
one might expect; the diffusion of water within the zeolite increases with rising
temperature and decreases as the aluminum content and the amount of water
within the zeolite increase. One point worth noting is that the diffusion rate of the
water within the zeolite, even under unfavorable conditions, is appreciably greater
than the diffusion rate of water within the PA membranes currently used in RO,
which have a diffusion rate of ≈0.2 × 10−9 m2 s−1 [27, 82].
The behavior of water molecules within silicalite differs signiﬁcantly from
molecules in the bulk liquid, with vaporlike characteristics being observed [56,
58] (at 300 K, 1 atm, and eight waters per unit cell). This difference in behavior
has also been shown in the Grand Canonical MC simulations [59, 61] where the
dipole moment was calculated as being ∼10% smaller than that of bulk water for
the conﬁned water molecules. Given that water force ﬁelds are parameterized to
describe the bulk liquid, this tendency is likely to be even greater in the real system.
While silicalite is the most studied siliceous zeolite, other systems have also been
examined. For example, Fleys et al. [58] compared the diffusion of water within
silicalite and DAY. DAY is a synthetic material that has the same structure as
the mineral faujasite, but with all the aluminum atoms replaced by silicon. The
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pore structure in DAY is larger than in silicalite, with 12-membered rings forming
channels with a diameter of ∼7.5 Å. For a system at 300 K, 1 atm, and a loading of
eight water molecules per unit cell, D = 5.72 × 10−9 m2 s−1 in DAY compared with
D = 8.83 × 10−9 m2 s−1 in silicalite. They attributed the lower rate of diffusion in
DAY to the fact that in silicalite the narrower channels of the zeolite mean that the
effect of the lattice vibrations of the zeolite framework had a greater positive effect
on the diffusion of water molecules. In addition, they found that silicalite is more
disruptive to hydrogen bonding of water molecules, meaning that the water in DAY
behaves in a manner that is closer to that of bulk water than the water in silicalite.
The different pore dimensions of the two systems thus cause signiﬁcant changes
in the behavior and structure of the water within the zeolite. As in the case of
silicalite, increasing the amount of water molecules per unit cell for DAY reduces
the rate of diffusion, whereas increasing the temperature has the converse effect.
Silicalite has a two-dimensional channel system and DAY a three-dimensional
one, but there are also zeolites with one-dimensional channel systems. These
zeolites, when purely siliceous, resemble carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in that both
systems have nanometer-wide hydrophobic pores. The diffusion of water within
CNTs has attracted a great deal of interest [78–80,83] and calculations of the rate
of diffusion of water predict it to be high. It is surprising, therefore, that little work
has been performed to study the diffusion of water within 1D zeolite systems; as
far as the authors are aware, the only paper investigating these systems is that
of Hughes et al. [63]. They studied the diffusion of water within four different
one-dimensional zeolite systems of varying channel size and shape, namely, MTF,
SFF, VET, and GON, as given by their standard three-letter framework codes. MTF,
VET, and SFF all have nearly circular channels of different sizes, whereas GON
has an elliptical channel structure. The channels of MTF are smaller than those
of silicalite, consisting of an eight-ring channel (diameter 3.75 Å); those of SFF
are almost the same size (10-membered ring, diameter 5.5 Å), whereas in VET
the channels are a little larger (12-ring structure, 5.9 Å diameter). GON also has
channels larger than silicalite, consisting of 12-membered rings with dimensions
of ∼5.9 × −5.0 Å. The systems were simulated using two different force ﬁelds,
one consisting of a polarizable shell model and the other a partial charge rigid-ion
model and at a variety of different loadings. The diffusion rates of water within
these zeolites are given in Table 10.4, while Figure 10.17 shows snapshots from
simulations of the SFF zeolite at a variety of different water loadings. At the lower
loadings, the water molecules often form hydrogen-bonded chains.
The values of the diffusion coefﬁcients calculated for the two force ﬁelds do
differ, especially at low loadings. However, as for silicalite, there is signiﬁcant
qualitative agreement. At the highest loadings, the diffusion coefﬁcients of SFF,
VET, and GON are very similar, whereas the rate of diffusion in MTF is somewhat
lower. This indicates that once a channel has reached a certain size, ∼5.5 Å in
diameter, the inﬂuence of this dimension on the rate of water diffusion is minor.
The agreement between the two force ﬁelds is relatively good for the two zeolites
with smaller channels, MTF and SFF; only at a very low loading of a single water
molecule per channel is there serious disagreement. However, for VET and GON,
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Table 10.4 Diffusion coefﬁcients of water within the four zeolites with 1D channel structures
at different water loadings (all at 300 K and 1 atm).

Zeolite

MTF

SFF

VET

GON

Water loading per channel

1
3
5
17
1
3
5
10
32
1
3
6
32
1
3
6
32

Diffusion coefﬁcients (10−9 m2 s−1 )
Polarizable

Rigid ion

2.26 ± 0.92
0.62 ± 0.11
0.37 ± 0.07
0.24 ± 0.02
1.91 ± 0.61
1.00 ± 0.40
0.73 ± 0.16
0.53 ± 0.12
0.49 ± 0.02
2.39 ± 1.39
2.06 ± 0.47
1.49 ± 0.29
0.41 ± 0.01
8.01 ± 3.68
7.16 ± 0.89
2.36 ± 0.55
0.51 ± 0.03

5.96 ± 1.43
0.44 ± 0.14
0.40 ± 0.08
0.15 ± 0.02
4.21 ± 0.64
1.96 ± 0.56
0.49 ± 0.09
0.45 ± 0.03
0.38 ± 0.02
22.09 ± 5.11
9.43 ± 2.98
5.23 ± 1.3
0.34 ± 0.02
25.43 ± 6.26
9.57 ± 3.15
5.11 ± 1.10
0.32 ± 0.02

Data taken from Hughes et al. [63].

the diffusion coefﬁcients obtained using the TIP4P-Ew model were appreciably
larger than those given by the shell model (except at the highest loading). In
addition, despite the fact that the channels of the two zeolites are approximately
the same size, the shell model gives a diffusion coefﬁcient for GON, which is
considerably larger than that of VET, whereas the rates of diffusion calculated
using the rigid-ion model were very similar. The adsorption energy proﬁle of a
water molecule within the zeolite as a function of position along the channel has
been calculated and this explains the reason for the above differences. There is
a large energy barrier to the diffusion of water within VET for the polarizable
force ﬁeld, whereas the nonpolarizable rigid-ion model fails to capture all the
details of the zeolite–water interaction and the potential energy landscape is much
ﬂatter. These differences are most important at low water concentrations where
the zeolite–water interaction dominates the behavior of the system. However, as
the number of water molecules present in each channel increases, the water–water
interactions become the dominant force in determining behavior. This means that
water molecules are unable to get ‘‘trapped’’ at points along the zeolite and the
differences in the rates of diffusion for the two zeolites become less marked. The
results of this study underline the importance of choosing the correct force ﬁeld for
investigating the properties that one is interested in. At low loadings, polarizability
is an important effect and probably should be incorporated in the force ﬁeld.
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Figure 10.17 Snapshots of water molecules
diffusing within the 1D zeolite SFF, at 300
K, 1 atm, and water loadings of (a) 3, (b) 5,
(c) 10, and (d) 32 water molecules per channel. The system is viewed down the x-axis

and the silicon and oxygen within the zeolite
structure are colored light gray and medium
gray, respectively, and the oxygen and hydrogen of the water molecules are colored gray
and white, respectively.

As for silicalite, the diffusion rates of water within both DAY and the onedimensional zeolites compare well with that of water within the PA membranes.
However, one-dimensional zeolites are unable to match the predicted rapid diffusion of water within CNTs. The rate of diffusion of a water molecule in short,
defect-free CNTs of a similar pore radius (an internal diameter of 4.7 Å) was calculated as being half that of a water molecule in the aqueous phase [84], whereas the
diffusion rates of water at the highest loadings in the one-dimensional zeolites were
in the range of a sixth to an eighth of the diffusion rate of bulk water, depending on
the force ﬁeld used. Even so, all simulations studying the diffusion of water within
siliceous zeolites indicate that they should be competitive for practical application
in terms of ﬂow rate.
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10.3.3
Zeolites and Salt Ions

There have been a number of simulations of zeolites systems where Na+ was
acting as a counterion for aluminum within the zeolite framework in the presence
of water [48, 85], but there has not been a great deal of literature systematically
investigating the behavior of salt ions within fully siliceous zeolites. One of the
difﬁculties of simulating salt ions is the increasing complexity of the force ﬁeld; not
only do the water–water and water–zeolite interactions need to be balanced but
the salt–water and salt–zeolite interactions must also be taken into account. The
interaction of many salt ions in bulk water has been investigated in some detail,
and while there is still some uncertainty in a number of properties, such as the
coordination number of waters in the ﬁrst solvation shell [86], a number of models,
believed to model the bulk water–salt ion interactions well, have been developed.
How transferable these parameters are to water molecules conﬁned within zeolites
is an open question. In addition, there have been relatively few potentials developed
for the interaction of the salt ions with the zeolite framework, and this is especially
true in the case of anions.
More important than simulating the behavior of salt ions already incorporated
within the zeolite is determining whether or not the salt rejection properties of
zeolites are sufﬁcient for commercial use. There have been a few papers that have
investigated the relative preference of salt ions for the two different environments,
bulk solution versus zeolite. As previously mentioned, the study of Lin and Murad
[53] showed that there was no diffusion of salt ions across a zeolite membrane in
the presence of a concentration gradient, at least on the picosecond timescale. This
result seems to be supported by the study of Gren et al. [87], where a thin slice
(∼25 Å) of zeolite A (LTA) was placed in water. Here, sodium ions, initially within
the zeolite framework, were found to leach into the bulk solution, indicating a
preference for that environment. Unfortunately, the statistics were inadequate for
any quantitative analysis of this preference, through the calculation of a partition
function.
One method of determining the thermodynamic preference of salt ions for
bulk solution relative to the zeolite channel is to use free energy techniques. In
particular, the free energy perturbation (FEP) method [88] allows the free energy
difference between two states, labeled 0 and 1, to be calculated from the following
equation
G = −


1 
ln exp [−βU] 0
β

(10.3)

where U is the difference in potential energy between the two states and  · · · 0
is the ensemble average of conﬁgurations sampled in state 0. FEP has been used
successfully to calculate the hydration/dehydration free energy of water [89, 90] and
a number of different ions [91, 92]. The application of this method was recently
extended [63] to the calculation of the free energy needed to insert/remove salt ions
from the one-dimensional zeolites MTF, SFF, VET, and GON. In state 1, the salt
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Figure 10.18 A sodium ion and its ﬁrst
solvation shell in the SFF zeolite: in state
1, (a) the interactions of the ions with the
other species are present, in state 0, (b)
the interaction of the ion with the other
species has been scaled to zero. From the
difference in the potential energy of the two
states, it is possible to calculate the free
Table 10.5

Zeolite

MTF
SFF
VET
GON

energy needed to insert/remove a sodium
ion from the SFF zeolite. Silicon and oxygen
within the zeolite structure are colored light
gray and medium gray, respectively. Oxygen and hydrogen in the water molecules
are colored medium gray and white, respectively. Sodium is colored gray and labeled
Na.

Calculated free energies for a variety of different reactions.
∆G (kJ mol−1 )

Overall free

Ion from
zeolite

Water from
zeolite

Ion from
solution

Water from
solution

Energy
difference (kJ mol−1 )

502.2 ± 3.7
479.3 ± 2.2
503.7 ± 5.1
498.0 ± 2.9

46.0 ± 3.3
53.6 ± 2.5
50.5 ± 3.0
46.5 ± 3.4

371.1
371.1
371.1
371.1

174.0
174.0
174.0
174.0

−3.1
12.2
−9.1
0.6

From left to right, the free energy needed to remove a Na+ ion from the hydrated zeolite, the free
energy needed to remove six water molecules from the zeolite, the free energy of dehydration of a Na+
ion, the solvation free energy of a water molecule in aqueous solution, and the overall free energy
needed to remove a Na+ ion and six water molecules from bulk solution and place them inside the
zeolite systems [63].

ion interacts with the other species, whereas in state 0, the interaction of the ion
with the zeolite and water molecules has been removed, as shown in Figure 10.18.
The free energies required to remove a sodium ion and the six water molecules
in its ﬁrst solvation from the zeolite, the bulk solution, and the overall free energy
difference, are shown in Table 10.5. The free energy differences for all four zeolites
are close to zero, and so this result that would seem to indicate that a zeolitic RO
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membrane may encounter problems with the rejection of sodium ions. However,
unless a counterion (such as Cl− or OH− ) enters the zeolite simultaneously, there
will be an extra free energy penalty due to charge separation. As the dielectric
constant of siliceous zeolites is low (for the four 1D zeolites used in this study the
dielectric constant was calculated to lie in the range of 4–5) when compared with
water (78.4), this penalty will be signiﬁcant. As the same study showed that the
removal of a Cl− ion from a hydrated zeolite takes only a few tens of kJ mol−1 , as
opposed to the hundreds of kilojoule per mole needed to remove a chloride ion
from bulk water, it seems highly unlikely that chloride ions will diffuse into the
zeolite membrane. Overall, while Na+ ions might enter the zeolite channels, they
are unlikely to diffuse into the bulk of the membrane, instead staying within a few
ampheres from the membrane interface. It is also important to note that this study
only considers the limiting thermodynamics of the bulk system. The diffusion of
ions across the zeolite–water interface is likely to exhibit an activation barrier that
would further enhance the level of salt rejection.
10.3.4
Concluding Remarks

Zeolites are the most promising of all inorganic RO membranes; however, despite
this there have been relatively few simulation studies performed on such systems
with speciﬁc regard to desalination. In contrast, there is a signiﬁcant amount of
literature on the behavior of water within zeolites, as well as a lesser amount
investigating systems consisting of salt ions, water molecules, and a zeolite.
All the studies of water within zeolites indicate that the diffusion rate of water
within a zeolite membrane is likely to exceed the diffusion rate of water within
the PA membranes that are currently used in commercial desalination plants.
Thus, zeolites satisfy the need for high ﬂow rates that are required for potential
RO membranes. The second criteria, a high salt rejection rate, has not been
investigated as thoroughly and more work needs to be carried out in this area.
The rejection of Cl− by zeolite membranes can be very promising, but there are
some indications that Na+ ions may be more problematic with a possible build up
of ions near the membrane interface. In the aforementioned work, it is assumed
that diffusion occurs only through the bulk zeolite crystallites. Extended defects,
such as grain boundaries and intergranular interfaces, represent potential sources
of failure for the membrane by allowing salt diffusion to occur through a facile
pathway. The ﬁnal requirement of any RO membrane is a resistance to fouling
and this factor is the least investigated of all, perhaps in part because most foulant
molecules in RO are organic, and the parameterization of a force ﬁeld able to model
organic–inorganic interactions is more challenging.
In terms of further investigation, there are a number of directions that would
seem to be proﬁtable. The ﬁrst area is to investigate the diffusion of water molecules
and salt ions across zeolite interfaces; this would provide useful information
regarding the ﬂow rate of any zeolite membrane. Even more importantly, some of
the questions remaining about the salt rejection properties of zeolite membranes
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could be answered. A second area for future investigation is the behavior of zeolite
membranes in the presence of foulants commonly found in waters.
The interest in zeolites as potential desalination membranes is only likely to
grow in the near future and computer simulation will provide an important tool in
guiding the development of such systems.

10.4
Molecular Simulation of Membrane Fouling

A major operational issue and a limiting factor associated with RO and related
membrane technologies is membrane fouling [4]. The effects of membrane fouling
are detected as a reduction in the efﬁciency of the RO process, as reﬂected in
higher operating pressures and lower permeate ﬂuxes. This is due to the fact
that membrane fouling is generally caused by the adsorption of solutes to the
membrane surface, as well as pore clogging (in porous membranes) [93]. Such
fouling mechanisms effectively reduce the membrane surface area.
Depending on the nature of the fouling species, four broad classiﬁcations of
membrane fouling may be deﬁned: (i) colloidal/particulate fouling, (ii) microbial/biofouling, (iii) dissolved organic fouling, and (iv) inorganic fouling (also
commonly referred to as scaling) [4, 94, 95]. It should be noted that these fouling
mechanisms are rarely independent of each other. Indeed, autopsy studies have
found that combinations of these foulants are frequently found on the surface of
fouled membranes [96]. However, each class of foulant has its own amelioration
strategy and shall be treated independently here.
Of the classes of foulants mentioned, dissolved organic fouling is more difﬁcult
to predict because of the wide range of organic compounds found in natural
waters and wastewaters. Amelioration of organic fouling for MF/UF is achieved by
chemical coagulation using aluminum- or ferric-based coagulants and chemically
enhanced backwashing using chlorine-based compounds for membranes that are
tolerant of oxidants. Colloidal fouling can be effectively controlled by implementing
a UF or a microﬁltration pretreatment step to the RO process. Microbial fouling
is caused by microbes forming a bioﬁlm on the surface of the membrane.
This can be reduced through the addition of antimicrobial oxidants to the feed
water – usually chloramines for desalination processes as RO membranes are
degraded in the presence of free chlorine. For inorganic fouling, scaling is caused
by the precipitation of inorganic salts on the membrane surface, especially in waters
that are high in calcium, silica, phosphate, and carbonate, as well as other ions.
This can be reduced operationally by adding antiscalant compounds, decreasing
the pH of the feed, reducing the recovery rate, and/or altering the pH.
Fouling by dissolved organic compounds is a poorly understood phenomenon
[94], and effective pretreatment strategies can be difﬁcult to standardize because of
the variations in composition and concentration of organic compounds at speciﬁc
times and locations. One research approach is to focus on the nature of the
membrane surface itself. Several studies have found that membrane fouling by
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dissolved organics is signiﬁcantly reduced when the surface is smooth and/or
hydrophilic [97–103]. However, some ﬂux is lost when the membrane has a
smooth surface, and recent work [104] has shown that a rough surface increases
ﬂux – at least initially, before fouling shows any noticeable effect on the operating
conditions. These results suggest that the most likely mechanism involved in the
organic fouling of membrane materials involves hydrophobic interactions between
the solute and the surface. Such fouling is enhanced by surface roughness by
providing pockets for mechanically trapping foulants, as well as providing an
increased surface area for potential hydrophobic interactions at the molecular level.
While the empirical study of membrane fouling is well deﬁned in the laboratory
via the use of methods such as spectroscopy, spectrometry, and microscopy [96],
the same cannot be said with respect to simulating fouling mechanisms at the
molecular level. Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, there has only been one
such publication to date that explicitly explores the molecular interactions between
a model organic foulant molecule and a membrane surface, where a model humic
acid compound fouling a polyethersulfone (PES) membrane was considered [105].
This will be discussed in Section 10.4.2.
10.4.1
Molecular Modeling of Potential Organic Foulants

Before considering the molecular modeling of the interactions of organic foulant
candidates with membranes, it is pertinent to examine what types of organic
species are present in the dissolved organic fraction found in natural raw waters
or in wastewaters that are to be recycled. These dissolved organic compounds are
generally referred to as natural organic matter (NOM) in raw waters and efﬂuent
organic matter (EfOM) in wastewaters. NOM and EfOM consist of a mixture of plant
and animal products in various stages of decomposition, as well as compounds
synthesized biologically and chemically [106].
Usually, the species that contribute to NOM and EfOM are divided into two
groups; humic substances and non-humic substances [106]. Humic substances
are generally described as large, amorphous polyelectrolyte particles of varying
size and structure, formed via the natural degradation of nonhumic substances
[107]. Nonhumic substances include compounds such as carbohydrates, proteins,
peptides, amino acids, fats, waxes, resins, pigments, and various low-molecularweight species [106]. Both the humic and nonhumic compounds can lead to
membrane fouling, although the location of fouling appears to be within the pores
for humic substances and via surface coverage or cake layer formation for nonhumic
substances [108]. As the initial molecular dynamic modeling of membrane fouling
has considered fouling by humic substances, we shall concentrate on this system
initially.
Humic materials vary greatly with respect to their elemental composition,
size, functional groups, structure, chelating ability, and age [107]. There is even
discussion [109–113] in the literature as to whether humic substances are true
macromolecules or supramolecular structures formed from smaller subunits and
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Figure 10.19 Structural representation of the Steelink model (top) and the TempleNortheastern-Birmingham (TNB) model(bottom). The most stable TNB stereoisomer,
SRRSRRS, is also deﬁned here.

held together via relatively weak noncovalent interactions, with soil scientists
modeling humic acids via the latter scenario [114–116], while water chemists
consider the former model [112]. In this regard, there is no singular identiﬁable
‘‘humic acid molecule’’; rather, several structural models have been developed,
which contain well-deﬁned functional groups as determined by experimental
analysis.
The primary functional groups and structures of importance in humic acid are
the presence of both aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons, with attached amide,
carboxyl, hydroxyl, and ketone groups. Two of the most popular models in the
literature are the Steelink model [117] and the Temple-Northeastern-Birmingham
(TNB) model [118] (Figure 10.19). As can be seen from Figure 10.19, there is little
difference between these two structures, with the TNB model building on and
reﬁning the earlier published Steelink model. Owing to this similarity, as well as
the fact that the TNB model is more recent, further discussion shall be focused on
this model.
The TNB model was ﬁrst proposed as an improvement on the Steelink model,
with the TNB model deemed to be more consistent with the chemical composition
and functional group analysis obtained via analytical measurements [119]. This
model molecule, with seven chiral centers, may exist in one of 64 chemically
distinct stereoisomers [119]. Therefore, the ﬁrst modeling study carried out for the
TNB model molecule was a study to determine the lowest energy stereo isomer.
This investigation, by Jansen et al. [119], was carried out in order to determine the
dominant stable species. All 64 unique stereoisomers were subjected to MM-based
geometry optimization, and the 5 lowest energy structures were then subjected to
random conformational searching, whereby the lowest energy conformers of these
stereoisomers were further analyzed via MD and geometry optimization [119]. The
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methods used in these procedures may be considered archaic by current standards;
the MM2 force ﬁeld and Powell conjugate-gradient minimization algorithms
were used initially, with the conformational searching carried out using either
a random incremental pulse sequence (RIPS) or random structure search (RSS)
algorithm to sample the computational space [119]. The result of this extensive
conformational searching was that the RSSRSSR isomer was the signiﬁcantly lower
energy stereoisomer, as shown in Figure 10.19. It was also noted that common
features of the lowest energy structures generated in this study were stacking
interactions between two of the aromatic rings, as well as the amine and one of the
carboxyl groups being sterically unhindered [119]. This latter point is important,
as it was believed by the authors that this feature ‘‘may be important in humic
acid polymerization’’ [119]. This statement reﬂected the thinking at the time of this
study that humic acids were macromolecular biopolymers – indeed, the fact that
this model was constructed with an amide group on one side of the molecule and
a carboxylic acid group at the other belies this thinking. This idea was formally
postulated by further work from the members of this group [118].
Davies et al. [118] further investigated the TNB model using molecular modeling,
this time as a biopolymer. Several monomers were joined together via peptide bonds
between the unhindered amide and carboxyl groups identiﬁed in the previous study.
This biopolymer was then subjected to a similar modeling regime, using the MM2
force ﬁeld as utilized in Sybyl, although no further detail was given. The result
of this modeling was a helical structure with interesting properties – hydrophobic
‘‘patches’’ were observable on the exterior of the modeled structure, punctuated
by carboxylic acidic groups which are the primary metal-binding sites available to
humic substances. The elliptical interior is also hydrophobic [118]. Unfortunately,
this study did not thoroughly investigate, via the molecular modeling techniques,
metal ions interacting with this proposed helical biopolymeric structure, even
though the main focus of this work was the identiﬁcation of tight binding sites in
isolated humic substances, especially with regard to the solubility of trace elements
in natural aqueous environments [120, 121]. Instead, this modeling seemed to be
restricted only to provide qualitative, or illustrative, information via MD, rather
than a rigorous investigation of metal binding.
To more accurately and thoroughly investigate the interactions of metal ions
and the TNB model, MD is required, rather than just the geometry optimization
used in the previously examined studies. The difference between these methods is
the addition of thermal energy, which is propagated to the appropriate ensemble
through the equations of motion, as discussed in Section 10.3.1.
Keeping with the theme of modeling trace elements and NOM, an MD investigation was carried out to model the complexation of Cs+ and Cl− ions with the TNB
NOM model [122]. The conditions of the MD simulations run as part of this study
by Xu et al. [122] included the carboxyl groups of the TNB model being completely
deprotonated to replicate the pH neutral conditions of the equivalent experiments
that were also carried out. With a −3 charge on the TNB (because of the presence
of three carboxylic acid groups), this was charge balanced for the simulation via
the addition of three Cs+ ions [122]. This system was then hydrated with 556 water
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molecules in a cubic MD box with periodic boundary conditions [122]. Further
simulations were also run with more ions added, both Cs+ and Cl− , in place of
some of the water molecules. Also, an equivalent set of ‘‘neat’’ simulations were
run at the equivalent aqueous CsCl concentration for comparison [122]. In all, 16
MD simulations were collected, with relative concentrations of CsCl between 0.1
and 4 M.
All simulations were run using the consistent valence force ﬁeld [123] (CVFF) to
describe the aqueous NOM interactions and the simple point charge [124] (SPC)
potentials were applied to the bulk water molecular interactions [122] as well as
the Cs+ -H2 O and Cl− -H2 O, as previously described in the literature [125, 126]. As
thermodynamic equilibrium was required by the authors of this study, constantvolume (NVT-ensemble) pre-equilibrium runs were performed for all simulated
systems, which included an initial run at 600 K for 20 ps using a 1 fs time step [122].
From this elevated temperature, each system was reduced in 50 K steps until 300
K was reached, with an equivalent simulation carried out at each temperature step.
A further 20 ps pre-equilibration MD run was carried out at a constant pressure (1
bar) to optimize the models. These optimized structures were used as input for the
production MD runs, which consisted of 20 ps to allow each system to equilibrate,
followed by 100 ps where the equilibrium dynamic trajectory was recorded at 10 ps
intervals for statistical signiﬁcance [122]. From these production runs, a range of
statistical functions could be applied, which described the interactions of Cs+ and
Cl− ions with the TNB model.
The results of these MD simulations corresponded well with experimental 133 Cs
and 35 Cl NMR data also collected during this study [122]. The MD simulations
indicated that the Cs+ ions interacted relatively weakly with the NOM model via
outer-shell interactions and that the Cl− ions did not interact with the NOM model
at all [122]. This reconciliation of the experimental and theoretical models indicates
that (i) the TNB model, even when simulated as a single monomer unit, rather
than the polymer that it was designed for, is indicative of humic acid isolated from
natural surface waters and studied experimentally with respect to Cs+ interactions
and (ii) all parameters for the atoms involved in these simulations were appropriate
to describe laboratory results.
Following this work, Kalinichev and Kirkpatrick [114] expanded on these previous
ﬁndings by extending their study to Na+ , Mg2+ , and Ca2+ using a molecular
modeling approach exactly the same as those described previously for the Cs+
study. The results of this study found that Na+ weakly interacts, Ca2+ ions strongly
interact, and Mg2+ showed no interaction [114]. With a number of cations of
various sizes and charges being modeled with the TNB model of NOM, it could
be concluded that larger ions of the same charge interacted with the negative
carboxylate groups in a stronger manner than smaller ions and that a higher
charge results in a stronger interaction [114]. From this work, even though the
authors recognized the deﬁciencies of the model compared to ‘‘real-world’’ NOM
assemblies, some insights could be gleaned regarding the behavior of NOM in
surface waters, particularly the impact of calcium ions that were estimated to
interact with ∼33% of all carboxylate groups present in NOMs [114]. However, a
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comparison with the experiment with respect to these interactions with the alkali
and alkali earth metals was not present in this work.
Further work by this team [127] was completed using a different modeling
scheme, reﬂecting the evolution of more realistic force ﬁelds and more precise
water descriptions. This study used the TIP3P water model, which is an evolution
of the SPC model used previously. Owing to this change in the water model, a force
ﬁeld change was also required to describe all other atoms within the simulation,
as the force ﬁeld parameters are dependent on the water model. In this work, the
AMBER FF03 force ﬁeld was selected and the partial charges were described using
a utility in AMBER tools [128], based on the AM1-BCC charge generation method
[127].
The simulation conditions were also markedly different from the preceding
studies, which is reﬂective of the exponential increase in computing power – the
model systems now included eight TNB molecules with the equivalent number of
cations to balance the charge of the system [127]. These systems were also solvated
with 4215 water molecules in a considerably larger periodic box [127]. Further,
starting structures for the production run simulations were carried out by varying
the pressure of the system rather than the temperature, before 10 ns production
runs were collected and analyzed [127]. The results of this study provided excellent
insights into the potential aggregation of NOM monomers into supramolecular
assemblies mediated by the presence of Ca2+ ions, as bridging between TNB
molecules by Ca2+ , which is known experimentally [129], was observed for the ﬁrst
time computationally [127]. This ﬁnding not only provided more evidence for the
effectiveness of the TNB model when computationally modeling NOM but also
highlighted the importance of metal ions in NOM aggregation and the potential
impact on membrane fouling. A study investigating the interactions between the
TNB NOM model and a polyethersulfone membrane in the presence of cations has
been carried out and reported in the literature [105]; this is discussed in Section
10.4.2. It is pertinent at this point to discuss other NOM model compounds for use
in molecular modeling.
There are a number of alternative NOM models described in the literature, one
example of which is poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) [107]. This compound (Figure 10.20)
was selected for study as a humic acid analog because of the simplicity of this
polymer – it is essentially a one-dimensional string of carboxylic acid moieties,
which, as mentioned previously, are responsible for the metal-binding characteristics of NOM [107]. This simple model lacks other features and functional groups
of NOMs as deﬁned experimentally, but this shortcoming is overcome by the fact
that the PAA model was used to computationally examine aspects of metal ion
O

OH

CH2
CH3
n

Figure 10.20

Structural representation of poly(acrylic acid).
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complexation only [107]. Also, these PAA oligomers were studied individually via
quantum chemical methods, so secondary features such as aggregation were not
modeled as per the MD studies previously discussed. Indeed, owing to the fact that
these PAA oligomers and their metal–ion interactions were studied via DFT, a
simpliﬁcation of the model (i.e., PAA over the TNB model) may have been required
for a less computationally expensive study.
All calculations carried out on these PAA oligomers (where n = 2–5) were at the
DFT level of theory, using the B3LYP hybrid functional with the SVP + sp basis
set (split valence polarization basis set with additional s functions on all atoms and
additional p shell functions on the heavy atoms). All four polymer lengths were
investigated with respect to hydrogen bonding between the PAA carboxyl groups
and water, acetic acid, and MCPA ((4-chloro-2-methylphenoxy)acetic acid) – a common herbicide), in turn, with full geometry optimizations performed for each
structure in both the gas phase, as well as aqueous phase, with use of the COSMO
model [107]. Also, cation bridges using a hydrated Ca2+ ion between the PAA and
the MCPA were also examined [107]. This comprehensive study, while providing excellent detail on the thermodynamics of calcium–carboxylate binding and
hydrogen-bonding interactions, provides little to the NOM investigations, owing to
the narrow focus demanded by the use of quantum chemical calculations.
A more appropriate computational model to investigate interactions between
ions and humic acid analogs was presented by Guardado et al. [130]. This work
used a combination of MM and semi-empirical quantum chemical calculations to
examine a range of ionic interactions [130]. MM, using both the MM + and AMBER
force ﬁelds, were used initially to produce energy-minimized structures of a humic
acid analog with either a metal ion or a phosphate ion [130]. Where an interaction
between speciﬁc regions of the molecules have achieved a bond distance equivalent,
these structures were then subjected to the semiempirical PM3 calculation (which,
as it is a quantum chemical method and speciﬁcally accounts for electrons, is
able to create new bonds) to quantify this binding interaction [130]. However, in
order to compare these computational results with experimental results, salicylic
acid was used as the NOM model [130]. While salicylic acid (IUPAC name
2-hydroxybenzoic acid; see Figure 10.21a) contains some of the functional groups
of NOM, speciﬁcally an aromatic group, a carboxyl group, and a hydroxyl group,
other aspects such as an aliphatic character and ketone groups are absent [130].
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(a)
Figure 10.21
acid.

(b)
Structural representations of (a) salicylic acid and (b) 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic
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Also, the inherent ‘‘ﬂoppiness’’ of NOM, as well as the ability to aggregate into
supramolecular aggregates, are absent from this model. As per the study discussed
earlier, the NOM model for this study was selected purely on the metal-binding
characteristics and the ease of study rather than being truly representative of NOM.
A further example of this is the use of 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid (Figure 10.21b)
as a humic acid model [131]. This was selected as a NOM analog to model transient
radicals in humic substances mainly due to the ease of experimental investigation
[131], coupled with the discussion provided earlier for the salicylic acid study.
Perhaps the most ambitious attempt to computationally investigate alternative
models for NOMs was published by Zhang and LeBoeuf [132]. The models
investigated in this study included a softwood lignin building block [133], a hardwood lignin building block [134], a modiﬁed kerogen building block [135], and
an n-hexane soot model [136]. This study was designed to examine a range of
aqueous thermodynamic properties of these models and compare these results to
experiment, in order to possibly suggest modiﬁcations to NOM models to more
accurately describe these aspects [132]. MD was used to computationally describe
these model compounds, using a number of different force ﬁelds [132]. The results
were generally comparable with experiments; however, some aspects, such as the
glass-transition temperature, were affected by the size of the periodic cell [132].
Therefore, with respect to the different models available to model the humic
fraction of NOM, it would appear that the TNB model is the most powerful candidate
to approximate NOM computationally. The model contains all of the functional
groups expected in NOM, and yet is small enough to easily model multiple
molecules in the presence of water and ions using MD. It also demonstrates good
metal-binding characteristics as well as self-aggregating behavior – also aspects of
experimentally studied NOM. Indeed, the TNB model was used in the one study
published at the time of writing to investigate the effects of NOM and metal ions
on a UF membrane.
10.4.2
Modeling of Membrane Fouling

In what is, surprisingly, the only available example of membrane fouling studied
via molecular modeling in the literature, the work by Ahn et al. [105] looked at the
effects of metal ions on a NOM model in the presence of a polymeric membrane
material. This work speciﬁcally aimed to provide insights into the problematic
area of adsorption of macromolecules onto the membrane surface, as this potential
mechanism of fouling is poorly understood when compared with macroscale effects
such as the formation of cake layers [105]. Owing to the inherent nanoscale of
molecular interactions, MD provides the ideal tool to examine this issue in detail.
Although there are a number of studies [24, 137–140] in the literature, whereby
RO and zeolite membranes have been examined computationally to provide further
insights into the behavior of water and ions with these membranes, these studies
have not previously been extended to examine fouling – an equally important issue
in membrane technologies. The approach by Ahn et al. [105] utilized MD to probe
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interactions between that most commonly used NOM model, the TNB structure,
with a PES membrane in the presence of metal ions. This particular combination
of compounds was chosen because of the hypothesis of the researchers that
the TNB NOM model would interact with, and therefore adsorb to, the surface
of the membrane via a cation bridge between the partial negative charge that
resides on the sulfonyl groups of the membrane surface and the deprotonated
carboxyl groups of the TNB molecule [105]. Owing to the sulfonyl groups on the
surface of the membrane, and hence, a residual partial charge, the modeled PES
membrane was hydrophilic in nature. In practice, while these membranes are
often hydrophilic, the surface properties of the membranes may be altered by the
addition of additives such as polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), although this is not always
disclosed. As a result, modeling the molecular characteristics of membranes with
a nominal composition becomes a key concern, and may be one of the reasons
that MD modeling of membrane fouling mechanisms has not been used more
frequently.
The conditions of the simulations used in Ahn et al. [105] were similar to those
discussed previously – the hydrated system was modeled under periodic boundary
conditions using the SPC water model to simulate the bulk water. All other atomic
interactions were described by a combination of the CVFF and the CLAYFF force
ﬁeld [105]. While this combination of force ﬁelds is an interesting approach, the
speciﬁc details of precisely how this combination is achieved are not explicitly
provided. While assumptions could be made on the basis of the parameterization
of both the CVFF and CLAYFF force ﬁelds, the exact combination of these two
force ﬁelds was not adequately deﬁned. Therefore, no further comment can be
made regarding the validity of this approach.
The systems for simulation were constructed to reﬂect laboratory conditions – the
polymer membrane system was compressed stepwise from a very low starting
density of 0.0115 g cm−3 (the raw result of the polymer building program) to 1.30
g cm−3 , which is close to the experimental value of 1.37 g cm−3 [105]. It must be
noted at this point that no attempt was made to model pores in this membrane;
only interactions between the metal ions, the NOM model, and the polymer surface
were simulated [105]. The 60 residue monomer was relaxed dynamically in vacuo
to ensure a low-energy state, before being hydrated and simulated further until
the now hydrated polymer system was at equilibrium [105]. Once an appropriate
model of the aqueous polymer was achieved, one TNB model molecule was added
along with ions (either two divalent cations (Ca2+ or Mg2+ ) plus one Cl− ion, or four
Na+ ions plus one Cl− ) were added in place of some of the water molecules [105].
Initially, the metal ions were placed between the membrane surface and the NOM
model, speciﬁcally at distances of ∼5 Å from a sulfonyl group and ∼6 Å from a
carboxyl group [105]. All systems were initially modeled for approximately 100 ps
to reach equilibrium, after which the coordinates and trajectories were recorded at
10 fs intervals over 300 ps of simulation time for statistical analysis [105]. A control
run of only the hydrated PES system was also simulated [105].
This control simulation showed that the parameterization of the PES polymer
was appropriate; hydrogen bonds were observed between water molecules and the
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sulfonyl surface groups, which resulted in a slowing of the diffusive mobility of the
water molecules, the diffusion constant changing from 2.33 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 in the
bulk water to 1.33 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 at the surface [105]. The diffusion constants from
the simulation, calculated from their mean square displacement, are described in
Equation 10.4).


r (t) − r (0)2
MSDi (t)
i
i
=
(10.4)
Di =
6t
6t
where Di is the diffusion coefﬁcient of the species i; r(t) is the vector of atomic
coordinates at time t; and the angular brackets denote the averaging over all species
of type i present in the system and over all possible time origins along the MD
trajectory, t = 0 [105].
With evidence that the model membrane surface was interacting electrostatically
with the water molecules, as would be expected of a hydrophilic surface, the
effects of this surface on metal ions and the NOM model could be analyzed. As
with previous computational experiments reported in the literature, the Ca2+ ions
interacted strongly with the carboxylic acid moieties of the TNB model and the
Mg2+ interacted weakly with these groups [105]. Interestingly, none of the cations
investigated were observed to signiﬁcantly interact with the partially charged
sulfonyl groups of the PES surface during either the 100 ps pre-equilibration step
or the 300 ps production simulation [105]. In fact, the average distance of the
divalent cations from the oxygen atom of the nearest sulfonyl group was ∼7 Å, with
the Na+ ions diffusing out of the membrane – NOM interface completely [105]. On
further investigation, it was revealed that the partial charges on the atoms as used
in the simulations were the source of the non-interaction between the sulfonyl
groups and the divalent cations [105]. The sulfonyl oxygen atoms carried a partial
charge of −0.3368 e in these simulations, which is relatively smaller than both the
−0.82 e of the water oxygen atom and the −0.57 e on the deprotonated carboxyl
oxygen atoms [105]. Therefore, the sulfonyl oxygen atoms could not compete with
the stronger charges of the other atoms.
These ﬁndings were inconsistent with the proposed hypothesis of fouling in this
system, as the relatively weak negative partial charge of this hydrophilic membrane
was shielded from interacting with the metal ions via hydration [105]. While it
would appear that cationic bridging is not a source of fouling in hydrophilic
membrane systems, there is still evidence in this paper for the aggregation of NOM
species mediated by Ca2+ , because of the strong binding interactions known for
molecules containing carboxyl groups.
Owing to the design of this experiment, other aspects of these systems that
may result in fouling were not able to be investigated, such as fouling due to
direct hydrophobic interactions (because of the hydropobic nature of the TNB
model compound) or the fact that membranes are typically slightly negative when
measured experimentally [32, 141].
Another type of molecule naturally found in NOM and EfOM – polyuronides – are
also a target for modeling studies. Polyuronide compounds, which are hydrophilic
carboxylate-containing polysaccharide chains, are believed to be responsible for
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Figure 10.22 Schematic diagram of the structure of alginates, showing α-L-guluronic acid
(L) and β-D-mannuronic acid (R).

aggregation of soil particles [142]. Perhaps the most widely studied of this class
of molecules is the relatively simple structure of alginic acid (also referred to
as alginate), which is a binary copolymer of 1,4-linked α-l-guluronic acid and
β-d-mannuronic acid (Figure 10.22).
Alginates are currently under investigation as a model for membrane fouling, as
such compounds are contained in NOM and EfOM. Flemming and Ridgway [31]
and Reinhard et al. [143] have described MD simulations indicating that natural
bacterial alginates containing acetyl substitutions on β-d-mannuronic acid residues
undergo rapid sorption to solvated PA membrane surfaces. These compounds
contain carboxylate groups and have the ability to chelate metal ions, forming
supramolecular aggregates in the presence of Ca2+ . Further to this, alginates are
relatively easy to study experimentally, as they are water soluble and are able to be
purchased cheaply and with good purity.
From a theoretical point of view, short-chain alginate chains are also relatively
easy to study, as many of the parameters required for MD investigations (i.e., bond
lengths, bond angles, and bond rigidity) of these alginate monomer units can be
easily adapted from the equivalent saccharide parameters already deﬁned for most
force ﬁelds. However, it is recommended that the electrostatic charges of all atoms
be recalculated using a quantum chemical method, as the addition of a carboxylate
group to a saccharide molecule has a signiﬁcant electronic effect.
In initial experimental investigations, alginate (especially in the presence of Ca2+
ions) has been shown to signiﬁcantly foul PA [143] and hydrophobic membranes
[144]. To assist in determining if such fouling is due to molecular interactions or
a colloidal mechanism, molecular modeling experiments involving short chains of
alginate and a hydrophobic polypropylene surface, which approximated the membrane surface, have been carried out by the authors (Orbell, Stewart, and Gray:
unpublished results). These simulations showed that the short individual alginate
chains, in the presence of Ca2+ ions, have the ability to interact with the hydrophobic polymer surface on a molecular level (Figure 10.23a), through hydrophobic
‘‘patches’’ present on the β-d-mannuronic acid monomer units (Figure 10.23b).
This work is continuing at present; however, these initial results suggest that
this could be a good model for understanding organic fouling of hydrophobic
membranes by hydrophilic compounds.
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Figure 10.23 (a) Molecular dynamic
simulation frame showing alginate chain
(multishaded stick structure) interacting with both calcium ions (light gray
spheres labeled) and polypropylene surface (dark gray atoms). Water has been removed for clarity. (b) Close-up view of the

alginate-calcium ions-polypropylene
interaction for (a). Noninteraction polypropylene chains and water have been removed
for clarity (calcium atoms are the light gray
spheres labeled Ca, alginate the multishaded
stick structure and polypropylene the dark
gray atoms).
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10.4.3
Future Directions

While some initial modeling has been carried out previously with respect to the
interactions between polymer membrane surfaces and foulants in the presence of
metal ions (especially Ca2+ ), there is a need for more of these types of studies. Intermolecular interactions between membrane surfaces and organic foulants are poorly
understood because they are generally more difﬁcult to study experimentally than
other fouling modes, such as colloidal fouling and scaling. However, intermolecular
fouling mechanisms are just as important as these ‘‘bulk’’ modes, especially given
that membranes fouled in this way are more difﬁcult to clean than cake layers.
Further work in this area must include the thorough experimental characterization of the membrane surfaces, with respect to charges (including partial charges
as measured by the zeta potential), functional groups, and topology. If any of these
aspects in a model are signiﬁcantly different from the experimental conditions, then
any outcomes elucidated from these computational experiments will be inaccurate.
Such physicochemical investigations would need to be carried out for each type of
membrane to be studied computationally in order to obtain the most realistic model
possible. This will allow a more accurate representation of the important electrostatic interactions that occurs between the organic foulant and the membrane.
The development of a different NOM model compound or a suite of compounds
that may be modeled together – especially with respect to hydrophobic interactions – may also be an area of future investigation. NOM that is isolated from raw
water is known to contain aliphatic and aromatic groups; however, current models
either hide these important groups (by attaching hydroxyl and carboxyl groups,
which mask these hydrophobic areas) or the model compounds are too large to
effectively simulate in the presence of a membrane surface and metal ions. However, any newly developed NOM model would need to be rigorously tested against
experimental data to ensure that the theoretical behaviors are similar to actual
NOM, especially with regard to the ability to chelate metal ions, and particularly to
display self-aggregation in the presence of Ca2+ .
10.4.4
Concluding Remarks

Fouling in membrane-based technologies is an important issue, as fouled membranes are less efﬁcient, resulting in higher operating pressures or lower ﬂuxes.
Membrane fouling has a number of different causes, namely, colloidal/particulate
fouling, microbial/biofouling, dissolved organic fouling, and scaling. While some
aspects of these fouling modes are well understood and can be mitigated via
alteration of operating conditions, fouling by NOM is less understood because of
the complex nature of NOM and the variety of membrane surfaces employed.
NOM are found in all surface waters and in many wastewater streams. While
there are a number of components that make up NOM, the most prevalent is the
humic substances, which is the result of natural decomposition and degradation of
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biomolecules. Humic substances are referred to as such because there is not one
deﬁnitive structure for humic acid – the composition of these substances depends
on the location and local environment of the sample site, and ﬂuctuates with time.
While it is well established that NOM fouls polymeric membranes, the exact
mechanism has been difﬁcult to prove. However, it is hypothesized that the humic
substances found in NOM interact on a molecular scale and adsorb onto the surface
of the membrane. The mechanism of this adsorption is still under investigation;
however, studies on the molecular scale can be difﬁcult in the laboratory. In this
regard, computational chemistry, in particular MD, may provide some insights into
this mechanism.
MD is suitable for studying the intermolecular interactions, particularly hydrogen
bonding, and other electrostatic interactions in aqueous environments. In this
regard, NOM models have previously been investigated with respect to their
interactions with metal ions, with these investigations comparing favorably with
experimental results. Equally, membranes have also been successfully modeled
computationally and studied with respect to their water transport and ion rejection
ability. The next step is to model foulants, in the presence of divalent cations,
with well-deﬁned membrane surfaces over relatively larger time periods than is
currently reported in the literature. Simulations of nanosecond length, containing
several NOM structures, an appropriate number of ions, and a large membrane
surface area, would improve the understanding of intermolecular interactions at
the membrane surface.
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11
Conclusions: Some Potential Future Nanotechnologies
for Water Treatment
Mikel Duke

This book has provided an overview of the status of some of the more studied
nanotechnologies from key researchers in the ﬁeld. However, the purpose of this
ﬁnal chapter is to shed some light on several emerging nanotechnologies that
are only just now being investigated in regard to water treatment. Although the
practical aspects are not fully explored, some promising nanomaterials emerging
for water treatment use are nanotubes, graphene, aquaporins, and metal–organic
frameworks/polymer organic frameworks (MOFs/POFs). Despite their early stage
in development, they still offer new thinking and functionalities that might be
harnessed for real water treatment issues. Owing to the more fundamental nature
of the research, these new materials have the potential to become disruptive
technologies if an application is found. Therefore, they yield both new ways of
thinking and a chance to make signiﬁcant changes.

11.1
Nanotubes

Nanotubes, principally carbon nanotubes (CNTs), are a relatively recent material
that is basically a tube made of graphite. Being a new material, researchers
have been fascinated by its properties. A review was recently conducted on the
developments in CNTs for water puriﬁcation [1], and their key features that have
motivated researchers are shown in Figure 11.1.
Possible applications of nanotubes in water treatment have harnessed the
following properties:
•
•
•
•

fast molecular ﬂow inside tubes;
high-strength nanometer dimension ﬁbers;
high aspect ratio; and
electrical conductivity.
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(a)

(b)

5 nm

Selected CNT properties:
•

Outside diameter: ~1–100 nm

•

Inside diameter: ~1/3 outside diameter

•

Tube wall spacing: ~0.3 nm

•

Stiffness: ~5x steel

•
•

Strength: ~30x steel
Electrical and thermal conductivity: ~10x
graphite

(c)

Figure 11.1 Schematic of a CNT (a), including transmission electron micrograph of a CNT
showing (b) a number of concentric graphite walls and (c) the list of beneﬁcial properties
[1]. (Source: Reprinted with permission from the corresponding author.)

11.1.1
Fast Molecular Flow

CNTs possess an interesting feature in their ability to transport molecules inside
the tubes orders of magnitude faster than other materials [2–7]. CNTs uniquely
possess ‘‘slippery’’ or frictionless surfaces and could thus diffuse water with little
resistance. This led to a drive by researchers to explore this in more detail, both
experimentally and theoretically. To date, the progress has gone as far as modeling
and laboratory testing, but on introduction of species such as salt and dissolved
gases, the fast transport may be compromised. Also, nanotubes are not easily
fabricated with small enough pore sizes to reject salt. So research is ongoing to
steer the unique fast transport to practical beneﬁts for water treatment.
11.1.2
CNTs as High Strength Fibers

Another useful feature of CNTs is their rigid ﬁber structure that is nanometers
in diameter. This gives the ﬁber a high surface area to volume ratio and ability
to produce ﬁne ﬁbrous materials that can act as electrodes or membrane barriers
(Figure 11.2). Recently emerged research shows that CNTs can now be used to
provide a nonwoven structure, which may be organized with very small pores
around the nanotubes. Being hydrophobic in their native form, their water vapor
diffusing properties have been tried in a laboratory-scale membrane distillation
setup. The CNTs were also used as a convenient surface to deposit functional
compounds including hydrophobic polytetraﬂuoroethylene (PTFE) and tested also
for membrane distillation [8–10]. Despite the test using membrane distillation
to validate performance, the virtues of the material as a nanoporous ﬁlter are yet
unexplored.
The unique small-diameter ﬁber has also been utilized for capacitive deionization shown in Figure 11.3 [11], promising to offer high adsorptive capacity of

11.1 Nanotubes

(a)

10 µm
(b)

2 µm
(c)

500 nm

Figure 11.2 Scanning electron micrograph of CNT ‘‘buckypapers’’ showing surface (a) and
(b) and cross-section (c). (Source: Reprinted with permission from [10].)

ions in tandem with excellent electrical conductivity [12, 13]. Despite potential
advantages, the challenge to fabricate CNTs as electrodes is the subject of current
research [14]. Further challenges include developing the technology into a costeffective system with acceptable performance after multiple adsorption–desorption
cycles.
11.1.3
High Aspect Ratio

One of the more practical applications of CNTs stems from their high aspect
ratio feature. This has been harnessed for water treatment by incorporating the
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Carbon nanotube sponges
Brackish

Fresh

Water

Water

Figure 11.3 The representative use of CNTs in spongelike material to capture the superior surface area and electrical conductivity for capacitive deionization. (Source: Reproduced
from [11] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.)

nanotubes into membranes, promising to improve water transport and chemical
resistance compared to conventional commercial materials. CNT composites for
desalination were explored in Chapter 7, but the concept has been extended
to ﬁltration membranes, which is brieﬂy mentioned here. For example, CNTs
were added to polysulfone ultraﬁltration membranes after ﬁrst functionalizing
the surface with 5-isocyanato-isophthaloyl chloride to compatibalize them with
the host polymer [15]. In general, CNTs added up to 0.5 wt% lead to smoother
surfaces compared to polysulfone without them. Pure water ﬂux peaked at 0.19
wt% because of increased hydrophilicity of the membrane. Addition of CNTs
reduced rejection of PEG-2000 because of increased pore size, whereas bovine
serum albumin adsorption decreased, indicating reduced fouling potential. Similar
increases in hydrophilicity and permeability have been observed for the same
polymer in other work [16], but recent focus has been to add other novel functions
including antibacterial nanosilver coatings on top of the CNT composite polysulfone
membrane [17].
11.1.4
Electrical Conductivity

High electrical conductivity of CNTs has been harnessed for increasing catalytic activity of TiO2 [18]. With a small amount of CNT added to TiO2 , greater photocatalytic
activity was found but too much lead to blocking of the UV light.

11.2 Graphene
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11.2
Graphene

Graphene has been identiﬁed as an emerging material for materials research in
2007 [19]. The unique material possesses a chemical feature similar to CNTs but
can be considered as a planar version of its tubular counterpart. Being only one
atom thick, it can be easily mass produced in graphene oxide (GO) form. Besides
its nanodimension pores, it also possesses great mechanical strength, ﬂexibility,
electrical conductivity, and high speciﬁc surface area. Therefore, GO has compelled
researchers to explore its applications in water treatment as ﬁlms, electrodes,
adsorption, and catalysis. GO can be produced safely using the ‘‘Hummer’s
method,’’ which involves the modiﬁcation of natural graphite ﬂakes with potassium
permanganate and sodium nitrate in concentrated sulfuric acid [20].
11.2.1
Graphene Barrier Material

GO’s unique barrier property has been achieved by making GO laminates formed
by layered and interlocked micrometer-sized GO crystallites. Using the Hummer’s
method to produce GO suspension in water, GO laminates were made by spray
or spin coating on to Cu foil (Figure 11.4) [21]. A 1 cm hole was etched into the foil
L
d

Leak rate (10−7 mbar × L s−1)

(c)

(a)

6
12 µm PET
4

2
0.5 µm GO
0

1 µm
(b)

0
(d)

30
60
Applied He pressure (mbar)

Figure 11.4 The GO membrane ﬁlm with the thickness of ∼1 µm (a), electron micrograph of section (b), molecular permeation pathway (c), and He permeance measurement
compared against polyethylene terephthalate (PET) (d). (Source: From [21] Reprinted with
permission from AAAS.)
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to leave freestanding GO ﬁlms varying in thickness from 0.1 to 10 µm consisting
of GO crystals of several micrometers (dimension ‘‘L’’ in Figure 11.4c), with space
of around 1 nm between layers (dimension ‘‘d’’ in Figure 11.4c). These ﬁlms were
able to withstand differential pressure of 10 kPa. Permeation testing of these ﬁlms
was found to diffuse water rapidly but exhibited no measurable permeation of
ethanol, hexane, acetone, decane, and propanol after several days. GO appeared
to provide this unique permeation characteristic by forming a water monolayer
within the material. Clearly, an interesting next step would be to observe what
happens when salt is included to observe if a desalination effect is possible.
11.2.2
Desalination and Heavy Metal Adsorption

GO also has advantages similar to CNTs in that it has a more accessible porous
structure, giving it the ability to adsorb more compounds, for example, ions. One
use of this feature is in capacitive deionization [22]. In this application, graphene
was prepared as graphene nanoﬂakes (GNFs) using a modiﬁed Hummer’s method.
GNF electrodes were prepared by pressing a mixture of GNFs, activated carbon,
and PTFE as a binder, which led to increased deionization performance compared
to activated carbon. GO materials have also been explored to remove heavy metals
for remediation in water and waste water [23].
11.2.3
Catalytic Assistance

Other features of graphene include its electrical conductivity, which, as in CNTs,
has been utilized in water treatment by mixing with photocatalytic TiO2 to improve
reaction efﬁciency for removing organic contaminants from waste water [24]. It has
been found that TiO2 –GO composite materials yield enhanced removal of water
pollutants, alkylphenol, compared to commercial TiO2 , explained as being possibly
due to (i) coadsorption of alkylphenol molecules aiding contact with photocatalysis
or (ii) GO acted to inhibit the recombination of electron and hole pairs of TiO2 ,
thus assisting the oxidation of the organic molecule [25].

11.3
Aquaporins

Aquaporins are a unique biological structure that potentially brings biomaterials
to water treatment. They comprise a biological lipid membrane, spanning proteins
common in living cells. These proteins utilize a distinct fast water transport feature,
transporting water at rates far greater than synthetic membranes. Recently, these
proteins were embedded into a synthetic ﬁlm, leading to a functional biomimetic
membrane as shown in Figure 11.5 [26]. The research of this membrane was
directed for forward osmosis.

11.4 Metal–Organic, Zeolitic Imidazolate, and Polymer Organic Frameworks

ABA block
copolymer vesicles

AapZ-OOM
mixture

Primary amine

Acrylate groups

Figure 11.5 Synthesis of a biomimetic membrane based on aquaporins [26]. (Source: Reproduced with permission.)

Desalination was also explored with biomimetic membranes with aquaporins,
tested in a membrane setup using a transmembrane pressure of 5 bar [27]. Over a
membrane area of 0.2 cm2 fed with 200 mg l−1 of NaCl solution, ﬂux was measured
at 16 l m−2 h−1 bar. This value is comparable with commercial polymer reverse
osmosis membranes operating at low pressure but is hard to compare exactly as
high salt concentration (and thus high pressure) conditions would need to be tested
to fully justify any beneﬁts. Further, salt rejection reached 45%, being over half of
the commercial types (typically >99% rejection), leading to the conclusion that this
initial work demonstrated a nanoﬁltration effect. Further work is clearly needed to
prove the selective water permeating effect of aquaporin-based membranes.

11.4
Metal–Organic, Zeolitic Imidazolate, and Polymer Organic Frameworks

A new class of porous crystalline materials known as MOFs and POFs have made
great advances to the membrane science ﬁeld [28, 29]. These materials possess a
wide selection of nanometer-sized pores, high surface areas, chemically tailorable
cavities, and ﬂexible structure. Such properties have great potential for water
treatment, including size exclusion of ions (desalination) and tailored chemical
interactions. Considerable attention has been focused on MOF materials, especially
membranes made from these materials. Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs), a
subfamily of MOFs based on transition metals and imidazolates as linkers, with
exceptional thermal and chemical stability, are very promising for the fabrication
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of MOF membranes [30, 31]. ZIF materials are considered nontoxic, require little
energy to produce, and are chemically and structurally conﬁgurable to achieve
desired functionality. While most MOFs are found to be unstable in water, certain
ZIFs, such as ZIF-8 and ZIF-11 (shown in Figure 11.6), are however known to be
stable under aqueous and even acidic conditions [32] because of their tetrahedral
structures similar to that of aluminosilicate zeolitic networks.
The ability to add functional groups has some practical use for water treatment,
for example, targeted pollutant removal or chemical sensing in water treatment.
One of the most robust techniques for adding desired functionalities to MOF is by
post synthesis modiﬁcation (PSM) of the organic linking group [33]. Speciﬁcally for
ZIF, Yaghi and coworkers [34] modiﬁed a ZIF-90 structure by covalent modiﬁcation
of the free aldehyde functionality using ethanalamine via imine condensation. A
review by Wang and Cohen on PSM of MOFs indicated that numerous avenues
are available to add desired functionalities to these unique structures unlike other
materials (i.e., pure zeolites) owing to their modiﬁable organic linking groups [33].
More recently, in 2010, Yaghi and coworkers further extended the ﬁeld of tailored
modiﬁcations for multivariate MOF functionalities utilizing the organic linker’s
orientation, number, relative position, and ratio along the backbone. There are
many options to vary the functionalities of MOFs (and likewise ZIFs) to achieve
the desired selective performance [35]. The same work showed improved selective
uptakes of H2 and CO2 for gas application, so this work extending to water

(a)

(b)

ZIF-8 sod

ZIF-11 rho

Figure 11.6 Single-crystal X-ray structures of ZIF-8 (a) and ZIF-11 (b), shown as stick
diagram (left) and tiling (center). Expanded view of largest cage (right). (Source: Reproduced with permission. Copyright (2006) National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.)

References

treatment is scientiﬁcally novel and a key element in discovering new avenues for
functionalized ZIF materials.
More recently, POFs have been developed as the metal-free equivalent of MOFs
and offer further advantages of being lightweight and purely organic [28]. The
highly cross-linked nature of these materials allows them to possess higher
thermal stabilities compared to simple organic polymers. Similar to MOFs, POFs
also allow for facile functionalization by incorporating various functional groups
into the microporous material, allowing for tailored interaction with guest species.
Simple one-pot synthesis methods can produce POF materials with surface areas
exceeding 1500 m2 g−1 .
In terms of applications in water treatment, high surface area MOF, ZIF, or
POF materials can be used as specialist sorbents or purely for their nanoporous
cage structures. Already, ZIF materials have been proposed as sensors of chemical
vapors and gases [36]. As mentioned earlier, facile PSM of the organic linking
groups has already been explored to achieve desired functionalities but has not
been explored for water treatment applications including targeted adsorption,
reaction, or chemical sensing. A work recently published on ZIF application in
water treatment involved a molecular dynamics simulation, which demonstrated
that ZIF-8 possesses the essential structure for water diffusion and ion rejection
and could thus be applied for desalination [37]. Therefore, despite the small amount
of documented work speciﬁcally in water treatment, these novel materials offer
great potential for researchers.

11.5
Conclusions

Nanotechnologies for water treatment are an exciting ﬁeld for researchers and
industry, with new and exciting properties still being found. Nanotubes, graphene,
aquaporins, and MOFs/POFs have been studied in some detail for water treatment,
offering unique features that have never been seen before on any other material.
Although most of the work remains under academic investigation, with time the
new phenomena will ﬁnd virtue in treating water, but not necessarily in the ways
they are being currently applied. Therefore, there is great scope for further creativity
to not only discover new nanomaterials and their properties but also to ﬁnd ways
in which the new properties can be practically harnessed to make a positive impact
on solving our water issues.
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